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UNKNOWN HORN OF AFRICA.



“ The year has witnessed the accomplishment of what may be termed one of

the most interesting and difficult feats of all recent African travel. This is the

journey of our Associates, F. L. and W. D. James, authors of the well-known

book on the Wild Tribes of the Soudan, who, with three English companions,

Messrs. G. P. V. Aylmer, E. Lort-Phillips, and J. Godfrey Thrupp, organised an

expedition which started last December to cross the north-eastern angle of Africa

from Berbera to Mogadoxo. The hostile disposition and uncertain temper of

the Somali tribes who inhabit this wide region have hitherto offered invincible

obstacles to its exploration by Europeans.”—Extract from Annual Address on the

Progress of Geography, delivered by Lord Aberdare, F.E.S., President R.G.S.,

1884-85.
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PREFACE.

I REGRET the length of time which has passed between
our exploration of the “ Unknown Horn of Africa,” as
represented by the land of the Somal, and the publication
of any detailed account of the expedition

; but I hope the
lapse of three years has not rendered the production of
yet another book on Africa ” a superfluity.

As long as any part of inhabited Africa remains un-
searched and undescribed, so long shall a certain amount
of public interest attach itself to it.

The semi-civilised Somal, as met with at Aden, is fami-
lial to every traveller who passes through the lied Sea

;

but his native land, with the exception of part of the
coast region, had remained a sealed book to Europeans
until the accomplishment of the journey which I have
endeavoured to describe in these pages.

I venture to hope that an additional interest may
attach itself to our journey from the fact that a part of
the Somali littoral, including the towns Berbera, Bulhar,
and Zeilah, are now British territory, and that we arc

consequently brought into more direct communication
with the inhabitants of the interior than formerly; while
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to the south the country recently acquired by the Imperial

British East African Company extends to near the sources

of the River Tana, north of the equator, and not very far

removed from the most southern limits of our journey ;

and should this Company succeed, as I have no doubt it

will do, in opening up vast tracts to civilisation and com-

merce, direct British influence, if not territory, may at no

distant date extend from the land we were the first to

explore to the Company’s present southern boundaiy.

During the whole journey I kept careful and complete

notes, and in the present work I have endeavoured to

utilise from my journal what I trust may prove attractive

to the general reader as well as to those especially in-

terested in books on exploration. These notes I put

together in book form last winter while yachting m
West Indian and South American waters, but I only

finished my book during a cruise to Spitzbergen and

Nova Zemlia, from which I have just returned ;
and

I fear, from the constant interruptions inseparable from

such journeys, some of it may have been too hastily

written.

I desire to record my thanks to Mr. Thrupp, who very

kindly assisted me in completing what I feel would have

been incomplete without his assistance, and I thoroughly

endorse all his additions. To the Committee of the Zoolo-

gical Society of London, represented by Mr. F. L. Sclater,

M.A., E.R.S., &c., I owe my thanks for permission to re-

produce the excellent plates drawn by Mr. Keuleman of

our newly-discovered fauna of Somali-land, and also to

reprint the valuable descriptions of them by Mr. Sclater

and others.
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IX

To Mr. Seebohm’s courtesy I am indebted for the right
of producing the plate of the Somali courser, whichhe
discovered to be a new species. To Professor Oliver,
F.R.S., I am obliged for the right of reproducing the
lithographs of the new flora, and also for his memo-
randa, with the complete catalogue list.

To Mrs. Gordon Hake I owe my special thanks for the
great care and skill she has displayed in the narrative
illustrations. These, after frequent consultations between
Mrs. Gordon Hake and ourselves, were composed from
the numerous photographs of natives and native scenery
taken on the spot by my brother and Aylmer, and for
accuracy of detail and dramatic force, leave, I think,
nothing to be desired. Indeed, they have more than
justified the high opinion I hold of her talents as a
faithful and realistic artist.

14 Great Stanhope Street,

London, W.
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THE

UNKNOWN HORN OP AFRICA.

CHAPTEE I.

LIMITS OP SOMALI-LAND—FIRST PROPOSALS TO EXPLORE THE COUNTRY-
FIRST ATTEMPTS AND RESULTS-LATER ATTEMPTS AND RESULTS-
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SOMAL RACE.

Somali-land occupies the Eastern Horn of Africa, but
its exact limits are not yet clearly defined. According
to General Kigby,* it extends from Bab-el-Mandeb to
several degrees south of Cape Guardafui. The same
authority describes its northern limits as represented by
the Danakil Itoo Galla territory, and its southern by the
doubtful extent of the Suahili or Negrotic regions, lying
between it and the Indian Ocean. To the west it may
be roughly said to include all the country between a line
drawn from Harrar to the river Jub, and to the east it

is bounded by the Eed Sea. Known to the ancients
as Regio Aromatifera, it is now called by Europeans
“Somali Country,” by Arabs Bar-ajam, or the “Un-
known Land,” and by its inhabitants Bctr-as-Somal, or
the “ Land of the Somal.”

* Transactions of the Bombay Geographical Society for 1849.
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This vast extent of territory (about the size of Spain)

is thinly populated with natives, who are instinctively

commercial and naturally pastoral and warlike. Its

harbours export the produce of the Galla races, m

addition to those of the pastoral inland Somali tribes,

who, like the shepherds of Biblical times, guard their

own herds and flocks against a human foe with javelins

and swords, and raid upon their neighbours whenever

“might” justifies such proceeding as safe enough to be

“ right.” The habits of these inland tribes differ but

slightly from those of the ancient Patriarchs, while the

habits of their camels, chief among the herds, appear

unaltered. As they were then, so are they now, with

the advantage of being considered “clean” instead o

“ unclean.” Alive, they carry the tents and yield milk ,

dead, they provide the material for tents and raiment, and

represent food which, though once despised, is now highly

relished. Just as in olden times, they are strange con-

trasts to their masters. History past and present deals

with wild horses, asses, oxen, sheep, and goats, also with

wild men and women; but it records no time when

there were wild camels. Indeed, they have been nearly

always more civilised than those who held them m

bondage.

Until recently our relations with the coast have been

limited to scenes of pillage and vengeance, but of the

inland tribes we have been quite ignorant.

In 1825 the British brig Mary Ann was treacherously

seized and plundered, and broken up by the coast

Somalis near Berbera, and most of the crew murdered.

A sloop of war was at once dispatched by the Govern-
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rnent of Bombay, to blockade the coast and open firepon the people, who fled in all directions. TWh
Zeih rnt,0U °f EViaji 8ha™aA^ governor 'of

and the STT **“ AnU ~ed,d the Somalis bound over to abstain from futureattacks on English vessels, and to pay the full value of« pluudered property by annual instalments; but in
55 e practice of plundering and murdering strangers

coas was renewed, and the tribes were again fined
^30°° and the harbour of Berbera blockaded by two
Of the Honourable East India Company’s cruisers.

n 1S49 the Superintendent of the Indian Navy and
e President of the Royal Geographical Society of Great

11 am entered upon negotiations with the Court of
Directors of the Honourable East India Company, with
the view to arranging a first exploration of the - un-known Somali country, and ascertaining its productive
resources. The following year a document, stating what
was required to effect this purpose, was forwarded by the
ourt of Directors to the Governor-General of India with

a recommendation that should no objection arise, either
r0m exPense oi’ other cause, a fit person should be per-
mitted to explore the Somali country. Dr. Carter was
0 ered the charge of this proposed expedition, and lie
accepted it, subject to his travels being limited to the
maritime plain and mountain range, distant inland from
sixty to eighty miles. This was not sufficient to meet
the objects of the Geographical Society, so in 1851 it
was suggested, that others should take part in the pro-
posed exploration. For this purpose, and after consulta-
tions between Commodore Lushington and Dr. Carter, an
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officer in the Indian navy and Dr. Stocks, A.M.D., were

warned for service on the African coast, in conjunction

with Dr. Carter. Before the expedition started, however,

Commodore Lushington resigned his command, and the

whole project fell to the ground.

Somali-land is even now the most extensive African

field open to future explorers, for though we penetrated

far beyond any point previously reached, the vast terri-

tory, east and west, of that included by our line of

march, remains unknown. In reviewing all earlier-

expeditions, it is noteworthy that the mountain range,

some sixty miles from the coast, was the goal aimed at

by the majority of explorers.

Of these, the pioneer was Cruttenden, a lieutenant in

the Indian navy, who in 1848 gained the summit of

Mount Airansit, which overlooks the broad stretch of

the Tug Dayr, extending due east. Then followed Speke,

Hildebrant, and Menges, but their ventures were limited

to the mountain range and maritime plain. Later on

Revoil made several efforts to get farther inland, but

native greed and treachery, tribal feuds and tribal fights,

represented an impassable barrier. As a final chance he

tried Madisha for a starting-point, thus changing his

line of travel from south to north, but he only reached

Geledi, a distance of about forty miles inland. Sii

Richard Burton’s famous journey to TIarrar led him

through a northern section of Somali-land, and on his

return he planned with Speke, Lieutenant Herne, and

Lieutenant Stroyan an expedition in which he hoped to

fairly bisect the country by a route extending from N.W.

to S.E. In the postscript to his “ First Footsteps in East
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Africa ” he gives a spirited account of the disaster which
appened at Berbera, the starting-point. Here he

describes how his camp was treacherously attached and
looted, how Lieutenant Stroyan was killed, and how
Speke was captured and subsequently escaped with
eleven wounds, after running the gauntlet through
scores of spears. In August ,883, Sacconi, an Italian
trader residing at Harrar during its Egyptian period of
a ministration, undertook a commercial venture to the
Ogadayn with an escort of twelve natives. He got as
far as the Amaden tribe before he was murdered, but as
he. left no map or other record of his travel, geography
gained nothing by the sacrifice of this life. About the
same time, Panagiotos, a Greek and also a trader, was
murdered while endeavouring to gain the interior, and a
Frenchman was killed near the lakes west of Harrar;
but another Frenchman, who travelled in the service of
Bardey & Company, appears to have been more success-
ful. He reached some part of Ogadayn and returned
unharmed to his friends, but he recorded nothing of
geogiaphical interest about his journey. Herr Haggen-
macher, after two months’ careful preparation at Berbera,
entered on a search for the Webbe Shebeyli or Leopard
Itiver, reported to flow through Somali-land at some
unknown point far south of Berbera before exhausting
itself near the Indian Ocean. Carefully disguised as a
native, he started on this expedition with thirty-two
followers and fifteen camels, but was forced back, after

gaining a distance of fifty miles beyond the mountain
range, as all his cloth and provisions were expended, and
most of his camels stolen or lost. He surveyed the
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country through which he passed as best he could under

the great disadvantage of being often unable to use his

instruments for fear of exciting suspicion. It is, there-

fore, not surprising that the map made by my brother

and Percy Aylmer, under less embarrassing conditions,

has proved that made by Herr Haggenmacher to be in-

complete, and in some details inaccurate. Other inland

journeys have been undertaken by sportsmen and col-

lectors, hut they have all been limited to the maritime

plain, and are therefore of little geographical value.

The record of expeditions into Somali-land which

followed ours seems to be no less disastrous than that of

those which preceded us. Of these, the most impoitant

was that organised and led by Count Porro, who, with

seven European comrades and one European servant, left

Zeila on March 26, 1885, with a caravan attended by an

armed escort of ten Somalis and others commanded by a

Soudanee named Salem, and among the escoit was Loit

Phillips’ Abyssinian servant, Girghis, who had accom-

panied his master in our Soudan and Somali-land ex-

plorations. They reached Gialdessa on about the 19th

of April, and about six days later news arrived at Aden

that the caravan had been attacked and all the travellers

massacred. This expedition is said to have been equipped

by the Italian Government with the hope that Count

Porro and his comrades would succeed in making a

scientific exploration through the Ogadayn country to

the Webbe Shebeyli.

Two later attempts to penetrate this country terminated

with similar tragedies, though involving less loss of life
,

and Mr. Ravenstein, the well-known authority on East
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African travel, when speaking on the subject of disastersm Somali-land at the Royal Geographical Society, very
truly said that “ to be killed was the fate of nearly every
white man who ventured into the country.” I only hope
a published record of our experience may induce travel-
lers who are not prepared to exercise the greatest caution
and patience, to turn their attention to a less dangerous
field for future enterprise.

As regards the antecedents of the Somal, I think Sir
Richard Burton’s opinion may be taken as quite correct,

namely, that by their own traditions, as well as by their dis-

tinct physical peculiarities, customs, and geographical dis-

tribution, they must be accepted as a half-caste offshoot
of the gieat Galla race, allied to the Caucasian type by a
steady influx of pure Asiatic blood. The whole skeleton
is light

; the forehead high and round, the cheek-bones
high, the jaw prognathous, the lips unmistakably full

though but slightly protruded, the teeth large and white,

and the eyes brilliant and restless. The hair of the head
is bluish-black, strong and wiry

;
while that of the face

is scanty, and usually grows in minute curls, but without
any tendency to become woolly. We found the hands
and feet, in most cases, small and delicately formed
among the inland tribes, though Burton’s experience

of the northern Somalis was the exact opposite. The
shin-bones were invariably curved forwards, and long

in proportion to those of the thigh. The skin pigment

produced the various shades of copper ranging between

the light and dark brown, the latter being more frequent

the farther inland we travelled. I can thoroughly indorse

Sir Richard Burton’s summary of general character, “That
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they have all the levity and instability of the negioes, aie

light-minded as the Abyssinians, constant in nothing but

inconstancy, soft, merry, affectionate souls, passing with-

out apparent transition stages into a state of fury, in

which they are capable of the most terrible atrocities.
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CHAPTER II.

PRELIMINARY VISIT TO BERBERA, ZEILA AND ASSAB—SHORT
JOURNEY FROM BERBERA—RESULT OF INQUIRIES—EVIDENCE OF
WELCOME.

INLAND

NATIVE

In March 1884 I first landed at Berbera, the chief Somali
port. I had often discussed with my brother the prospect
of reaching the interior, and now before making any
serious attempt, we decided to spend a short time on the
coast, and consider the difficulties we must be prepared
to encounter during any earnest effort to penetrate the
country. By visiting the proposed starting-point for an
expedition through an unknown land, the traveller, in

addition to learning something about what to take with
him, and what to leave behind him, can often gauge the

native feeling towards strangers, and thus estimate fairh

well a proportion of the risk he will have to face. We
Avere anxious to conduct a scientific exploration of the
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country, and, if possible, to open it up to future com-

merce ;
but we also wished to avail ourselves of the

opportunities it offered as a new and vast field to col-

lectors and sportsmen. In addition to Berbera, we also

visited Zeila and Assab, but were not long in deciding m

favour of the first-mentioned place as the best inquiry

and starting-point. At that time Berbera was garrisoned

by Egyptian troops ;
but on our second visit, m the fol-

lowing November, we bailed the British flag as it fluttered

over the grave of Egyptian misrule, and was stretched by

the sea-breeze towards the land we hoped to open up

to those advantages and protecting interests one likes to

associate with the Union Jack. “Now,” we exclaimed,

“ a large discount must be taken off any expected tioubles

and trials; for, with a British base of operation, coast

intrigue will be avoided, and evil report cannot precede us.

We shall be welcomed where we might have been repelled,

and hailed as friends where we might have been feared

as enemies !
” Alas ! these fair hopes were only shapes

which shadowed what might have been, but never was.

To return, however, to the March visit to Berbeia

during its Egyptian administration. The Governor,

Abd-er-rahman, was absent on our arrival, and no one

appeared to reign in his stead ;
so we intrusted ourselves

to a Mahomedan native of India, who acted as British

agent, and undertook to aid us in arranging a short

inland journey. During this trip we gained such infor-

mation as we could, and whetted our appetite for sport

by finding several varieties of antelope, wild boars and

wild asses, in addition to numerous game-birds. All this

was in the maritime plain, limited by the base of the
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mountain range, the farthest point we reached. The re-
sult of our inquiries led us to expect a cool climate
beyond this barrier, a native welcome “because we
weie English, and flora and fauna unknown to Kew
and South Kensington. What more could we expect or
desire? A river! Well, there was a river, the great
Shebeyli or Leopard Liver, and within thirty days’ jour-
ney too. We thought it was farther off than that,
but not a bit of it

; thirty days was rather over than
under the mark, only we would possibly wish to stop for

sport and collecting purposes. Of course we would if

the opportunities were really good, but not if we had to
alter our route too much. No ! we should not have to

alter anything—we were bound to fall in with nearly
every African creature represented in the Zoological
Gardens, except the buffalo. Elephants, lions, leopards,

giiaffes, rhinoceros, zebras, and antelopes of all sorts

and sizes abounded—the difficulty might even arise how
to keep the more dangerous specimens from interfering

with us, and at one particular place called Gunder Liba
or the Lion’s Loot, we should have to be very careful,

though our camp would be always surrounded with the

hedge of thorns which forms the zariba. It seemed almost
a pity to ask any unpleasant question after hearing what
bright prospects of uninterrupted travel and royal sport

were now open to us, but at the risk of appearing un-

graciously particular, I referred to the little matter of

the murder of Sacconi. Well, naturally he was murdered,

for he had not taken proper guides who understood the

people—besides, he was mistaken for an Egyptian and a

friend of the governor who had killed the Emir : another
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objection to him was the fact of his being a trader, and

Somalis disapproved of traders almost as much as they

disapproved of Egyptians
;
therefore, of course, he was

killed, but the people who killed him would be only

too glad to welcome us, who were neither traders nor

Egyptians. This encouraging explanation should have

required nothing in the way of confirmation added to it,

yet something came. A native was seen approaching our

camp from the hills, and introduced himself as the bearer

of salaams from a mounted tribe encamped some few

miles off. They had heard we were English, who would

rid the country of the hated Turk and Egyptian, and they

begged us to partake of their hospitality. We returned

our thanks, but regretted having no time to visit them, as

we were obliged to return to the coast. After an interval

of two hours a couple of horsemen galloped up and

repeated the invitation, adding there were between 200

and 300 of them in camp, and they wished to give us

two cows and fifteen sheep, while we witnessed a parade

in our honour. We again expressed our regrets in spite

of all entreaty, and were not surprised to hear one of the

disappointed envoys say, as he rode off, that no Egyptians,

unless well armed and in large force, would have dared

to venture as far inland as the spot we had chosen for

our camping-ground. Shortly after this we returned to

JBerbera, satisfied that we would not only.be justified in

an attempt to penetrate the country during the following

winter, but that we should be bitterly disappointed if we

failed, and almost surprised if we found our journey inter-

rupted by difficulties of serious importance. Our ignorance

was bliss, though we had done our best to be wise.
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CHAPTER III.

GOVERNMENT ATTITUDE TOWARDS PRIVATE EXPLORERS—RETURN TO ADEN
WITH THE EXPLORING PARTY—GENERAL BLAIR, V.C., THE RESIDENT,
AND MAJOR HUNTER, C.B., C.M.G., THE CONSUL OF THE SOMALI COAST
—ENROLMENT OF OUR ADEN ESCORT—SECOND VISIT TO BERBERA

MR. WALSH, DUALLA, AND MAHMOUD ADDAII—RETURN TO ADEN FOR
FINAL ARRANGEMENTS—START FROM ADEN WITH REST OF THE PARTY
IN A DHOW, AND ARRIVAL AT BERBERA.

Of all Governments the British is perhaps the most econo-

mical in utilising its power to assist any effort to explore

unknown lands. The result of this policy has been satis-

factory to the taxpayer, as he is rarely called upon to con-

tribute to a sudden relief expedition
; but on. the other

hand, it has enabled countries, less scrupulous about their

responsibility than ours, to open up friendly and useful

relationships in the neighbourhood of our special “ beats.”

I am aware of .no case in which such action has proved to

our advantage, but in more than one instance I know we
have had to suffer for not being first in the field. There

seemed to me political as well as convenient reasons

why the whole land of the Somal should have been

opened up by Englishmen to English commerce many
years ago, but, until quite recently, we could not even

claim friendly relationship with the natives on the coast-

line. However, I was not vain enough to think 1 could
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rouse the British lion into any exhibition of energy in the

matter, and was content to feel his lack of help would

at least ensure me distinct freedom from interference.

The Resident at Aden, General Blair, V.C., had ex-

pressed his interest in my proposed expedition, and his

desire to assist me as far as he could personally
;
and I

shall never forget all the courtesy and kindness I received

from him and from Mrs. Blair during the many pleasant

weeks they entertained me at the Residency. Major

Hunter, C.B., C.M.G., the Consul of the Somali Coast,

to whom I wrote on the subject of my proposed venture,

was most encouraging in his reply. He offered to do all

he could to help, and held the exploration to involve

no greater danger than any similar undertaking in an

unknown part of Africa, adding that we had chosen a

most favourable time, as English influence was stronger

on the Somali Coast than it had ever been before. He

also gave me advice as to equipment, but referred me

to Mr. Walsh, recently appointed British Agent under

him at Berbera, for the best information as to trans-

port. He ended up this letter by expressing a hope

that he would see us at Aden in the winter, and

would there do his best to further the success of our

expedition.

In November 1884 I returned to Aden with the party

who were to join me in the exploration. • It consisted of

my brother, William D. James, G. Percy Aylmer, E. Lort-

Phillips, J. Godfrey Thrupp, our surgeon, and myself, in

addition to our English servant, Durling, Aylmer’s Swiss

servant, Anselmier, and E. Lort-Phillips’ Abyssinian ser-

vant, Girghis. All of us, with the exception of Thrupp
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and Burling, had journeyed together in the Soudan,* and
pretended to fair experience in African travel, while
Ihrupp had served over a year in South Africa as a sur-
geon on the staff during the Galeka and Zulu wars. On
the way out I was delighted to meet Sir Richard Burton,
who was much interested in our venture, and thought our
chief difficulty would be with the tribes on the river
(Webbe Shebeyli),t but strongly advised us to announce
boldly at first our intention to reach that point. Curi-
ously enough, this advice was the exact opposite to
that I received previously from Mons. Antoine d’Abbadie
(whose extensive travels in Eastern Africa, especially
among the Gallas, have not met with the recognition
they deserve by English travellers), for he cautioned me
against giving out that I even proposed to reach the
Ogadayn. “ Eeel your way,” he said, “but never tell

where you are going.” “ Do nothing of the kind.
Give out your goal at once, and don’t attempt to dodge
niggeis, ciied Burton, and I think he was quite right.

Any way, we followed his advice, and had frequent
reason to congratulate ourselves upon having done so.

During our preliminary arrangements at Aden we were
all the guests of General and Mrs. Blair, whose hospi-

tality again knew no limit. Elere we had several inter-

views with Major Hunter, who expressed bis hope that
we should not only succeed in reaching the Webbe
Shebeyli, but in exploring the country beyond

; and with

this view he assisted us to obtain a reliable escort of Aden
Somalis. Of these, the head-man, Dnalla Idrces,

* “ Wilci Tribes of the Soudan,” by F. L. James. Murray, 18S3.

t Marked in most maps as the Haines River.

was
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a distinct acquisition : he was active, intelligent, and

energetic, with a fair knowledge of English, and a good

character from Stanley, with whom he had travelled on

the Congo. We relied upon him to select most of his

comrades, who were then draughted on to Major Hunter

for approval, and to have their names and tribes registered,

so that, in the event of treachery or other misbehaviour,

they could be identified. All these, fifteen in number,

we intended to drill and arm with rifles ;
they were to act

as personal escort and general utility-men. A sixteenth

was afterwards specially engaged as a clerk to write

Arabic letters. We interviewed four natives, who were

described as priests from Ogadayn, anxious to return to

their flocks, and were quite prepared to give our men the

advantage of their ghostly counsel on the road. But only

one of these four turned up at the start from Aden, and

he mysteriously disappeared shortly after we left Berbera.

When Dualla described him as a “ sort of bishop, we

regretted the loss, for though not recognisable in Convo-

cation, he might have proved to possess diocesan powers

extending to the Webbe.

The best method of arranging our camel transport was a

difficult problem. All our previous experience in Soudan

travel had made us firmly convinced that the right thing

to do was to hire
,
and not to buy; for the camel-driver is a

better friend to his own beast than to that of any one else.

But there was doubt as to the possibility of hiring, and

Major Hunter, who agreed it was the only safe plan,

feared lest out of the numerous camel-owners who would

promise to accompany their own beasts when the scheme

was first put before them, only a small percentage would
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really keep their, tryst on the starting-day. He strongly

recommended me to go over at once to Berbera, and after

seeing Mil. W alsh, make the best bargain X could with
the camel-owners near the coast. This was excellent

advice, and as an Egyptian steamer was about to leave

Aden foi Berbera, I applied at once for a passage, in

company with Lort - Phillips and Hualla. During the

voyage I was worried about my chance of hiring, but
I hoped Mr. Walsh would be able to see me through the

difficulty.

On arrival, he received me with a genuine hearty

welcome, and there was that self-reliance and “ tour de

force ” about him which made me feel I must have
hit upon the very man who could plank the whole
expedition right down on the banks of the Webbe
Shebeyli. “Of course he could; the thing was as easy

as A, B, 0, and he had already told me so in a letter.

I was not to buy camels, and I was not to hire them
right out for the journey. I was simply to depend

upon their being supplied from tribe to tribe as I went

along, and there I was with the whole thing lying in a

nutshell !

”

Now I had discarded this plan from my mind a long time

ago, as one only suitable to an expedition which would be

content to zigzag between a few neighbouring tribes before

drifting back to the coast, disgusted with extortion and

delay, and volunteering, ever after
,
Punch's marriage advice

to all about to explore. But I was not despondent be-

cause Mr. Walsh had as yet no better scheme to suggest,

for I knew him to be a man of resource, and one who

had proved of real value during the Egyptian campaign.

13
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However, no argument of mine would bring him round

to backing me up in my resolve to hire right through,

if I could, and, if I could not, to buy right out. He

persisted “ my plan was nonsense and his the only pos-

sible one ;
he knew the natives better than they knew

themselves, and they would not loan their camels for

the whole journey; and if I bought them, they would

all be stolen when we passed the mountain range, and

probably before we even reached it; and then wheie

was I !

”

Well, I felt I was nowhere and nohow. Berbera is a

hot place, and the superior physique of Mr. Walsh was

beginning to tell ;
his energy and emphasis were oppress-

ing without impressing me, and seemed to increase, as

though he were receiving all I was losing. Another

minute and I might have abandoned hope; but he

paused for breath, and Dualla shot in to the rescue.

He knew the very man, one Mahmoud Addah, whose

influence among the coast cam el-owners would enable

him to get all the camels and men we wanted on hire,

and he had already sent for him to come and see me.

I murmured “Saved” under my breath, while Mr.

Walsh cried “ Bosh

!

” out loud ;
but Dualla felt

“he had spoken,” and as “Bosh!” has a smack of

applause in its sound if well delivered, he was content

to acknowledge the expression by a bow.

We then fell to other matters, and I forgave Mr. Walsh

for having pushed my pluck to zero when I recognised

bow slight had been his opportunity of gaining reliable

information about other than neighbouring tribes, and

how thoroughly he worked in British and native interest,
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and already commanded the respect due to the nation he
represented.

On the following day Mahmoud Addah rode in to Ber-
bera and presented his salaams; a small man, above
middle age, with an attractive face and earnest manner,
accentuated by a voice which only ranged between a
husky whisper and a mezzo-croak—a voice exhausted by
the strain demanded during the forty years it had been
abusing lagging camels. He knew Major Hunter, and
Major Hunter knew him and his reliable character.
InshaUah

!

and with Dualla’s help he would get us
plenty of camels on hire within a short time, and plenty of
owners to accompany them. Before his elaborate bow was
complete I gave him the commission, and soon returned
to Aden with a light heart, notwithstanding a final
warning from Mr. Walsh, that “ I might take his word
for it, the husky old man and his camels were all

humbug !

”

Having completed the remaining purchases at Aden,
which included our saddle-horses and camels,*' and the
necessaiy cotton cloth and beads for barter, we said good-
bye to our kind host and hostess, and packed ourselves
and all our belongings into an eighty-ton dhow and set

sail for Berbera.

A dhow is not the exact type of ship one would pick
out for a voyage of the kind, were there another class

to pick from
; but there was not, so the question of

Ihese were four fine specimens of the Arabian variety, each being capable;
of carrying burdens exceeding 500 lbs. in weight. We were unwilling to pur-
chase more, as we were told it was very doubtful whether they would thrive
on the scanty pasturage we should find in Somali-land.
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selection resolved itself into finding one big enough

to hold our cargo. We thought our eighty - tonner

offered that essential, and perhaps it did, provided a

sharp look-out was kept for stowaways. Unhappily we

were off before we discovered an assorted shipload of

them, and that the space left to us would only admit our

lying as close as herrings throughout the whole voyage.

The wind was light and the swell heavy ;
so men, women,

and babies were rolled about among horses and camels

in utter confusion. Of course, all the natives were sick,

but my brother, with one or two of us, held out splendidly,

till he found a large flat native foot in his mouth. The

provisions got mixed up with the bales of goods, and

in lieu of wine we were first handed a bottle of turpen-

tine, and then some methylated spirits. Subsequently we

settled down to a basin of desiccated soup which was

made from some material highly suggestive of Egyptian

mummy. In fact, the whole voyage represented one

ghastly thirty-eight hours’ nightmare, from which we were

only awakened by running on to a sandbank within a

short distance of Berbera.

This was a shocking finish to a had start, but tie

doctor declared it to be the one thing that saved his life,

for if the ship had not pulled up short, two more rolls

would have upheaved his soul. One soul on board was

thus saved by the accident, and this possibly accounted

for my brother’s face gradually losing that look of intense

anguish which had clung to it since tasting the fragrant

nigger’s foot. Lort-Phillips, who is, I think, nearly re-

lated to Mark Tapley, said it “ wasn’t such a bad voyage

after all ;

” and it was a pity no one backed him up, if
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only to have prevented his spirits being damped by
Aylmer’s earnest reply “that it was simply hell.” I

dared not speak, for I was too full of emotion. I had
caught sight of the Union Jack, fluttered by the sea-

bieeze, and directing us, like a broad finger-post, to the
very heart of a virgin soil
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CHAPTER IV.

EGYPTIAN AND NATIVE SECTIONS OF BERBERA—NATIVE CUSTOMS—ENLIST-

MENT <}F CAMEL OWNERS AND DRIVERS LADY-HELPS DRILLING THE

ESCORT FINAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE START.

Berbera consists of two distinct settlements, distant

about one and a half miles from each other. The one

is a modern Egyptian town, with stone buildings, erected

during the past twelve years
;
the other is a native

village, containing a few large permanent grass habita-

tions, and a multitude of small mat-huts, which the

natives carry away with them inland during the change

of the monsoon in April or May. The modern town is

remarkably neat and clean, and far superior to any othei

erected by Egyptians on the African coast. Some of the

buildings are quite pretentious, and particularly the

residence of the late governor, which is connected by

a verandah with an imposing tomb in the form ot a

mosque, built in memory of a great Somali Sheik, and

adorned by a garden carefully laid out and watered

by an artistic fountain, constructed from the various

specimens of coral which provide the foundation for

the chief portion of the town. This tomb was built by

the late governor, and to obtain the requisite funds each

camel entering the town was taxed, to the great advantage

of Iiis Excellency’s private banking account. There is
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a good-sized hospital, a prison, a post-office, several stores,
and a few convenient and picturesque Egyptian houses.
To one of such residences, originally built for the

governor, we were escorted by Mr. Walsh, who kindly
met us at the landing-stage, and had ordered it to he
swept and garnished for our reception. It was quite a
Pompeian villa, with a courtyard and a fountain, sur-
rounded by a gallery, into which the various apartments
opened, and of these one was a large bath-room in
working order.

The town is well supplied with good water, conveyed
foi a distance of seven and a half miles from the
mountains by iron pipes. These are also carried into
the harbour, so that the ships may take in water by
waiping alongside an iron pier, which has been built out
with the view to their particular convenience.

Pending the arrival of the luggage from our stranded
dhow, which was gradually being torn out of the embrace
of the sandbank by a contingent of coast Somalis, we wan-
dered into the native town, which fifty years ago would
contain 20,000 people during fair-time, and a few weeks
afterwards be represented by one or two frameworks of

huts and a mass of bones, eagerly worried by hyaenas,

jackals, and even lions, in search of such remnants of

flesh as might be left clinging to them. We were

invited into a steaming mat-hut and then formally pre-

sented to a youthful bridegroom, who appeared as dis-

consolate as a fresh widower. This might have been

due to the suffocating effect of the unadulterated incense

which ascended from a small copper brazier placed on

the floor, or to the sudden loss of a coy bride, who on
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our approach had taken refuge in an adjoining compart-

ment, which, was sacred.

As a prelude to the holy estate of matrimony, bride-

groom and bride are confined during seven days in one

of these stifling double-roomed dens, and are supposed

to hold a daily levee, open to all relatives and friends,

who are licensed to chaff them to their heart’s content.

The gentleman who introduced us was one of the native

police, a representative force, inaugurated under British

auspices, equipped with rifles, and told off to duties varied

and comprehensive. Game and cats were among the

frequent objects aimed at by these guardians of the

public peace ;
so too were thieves, who had lately been

stealing doors and shutters from the houses ;
but we did

not hear of any animal life having been seriously jeopar-

dised by their activity.

We returned to our dwelling to find it comfortably

fitted up with our camp furniture, and surrounded by a

number of applicants, represented by wounded patients for

the doctor, natives with camels, horses, and mules for sale

or hire, candidates for all sorts of appointments in our

caravan, and beggars clamorous for “ baksheesh.

During our stay at Berbera we had two chief objects

to accomplish. The first was hiring the camels ;
the

second, drilling our men in tent-pitching and in the

use of the rifle. We lost no time in setting about our

work, and as the number of camel-owners already sent

down by Mahmoud Addah was considerable, we were soon

engaged for several hours a day in arranging our bargains

on solid business principles. Many of the camel-owneis

spoke Arabic, so with them we were able to communicate
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direct, which was a distinct advantage. All were at first

willing to lend, and to accompany their camels for the

whole journey
;
but numbers declined the terms we had

laid down as the only ones under which we would accept

their services. These were the conditions which repre-

sented the terms of our proposed contract :

—

(i.) Forty-five dollars for the hire of each camel for

three and a half months certain.

(ii.) The journey undertaken to extend to the Webbe
Shebeyli and back, and one man to accompany two
camels.

(iii.) Proportionate extra pay for all time beyond the

three and a half months’ original engagement.

The price we offered—which was about £ 1
8—for two

camels and one driver for three months and a half, was

of course high
; but considering the risk of their accom-

panying Europeans in a new and hazardous exploration,

and the chance of their camels being lost or looted, it was

not excessive. All who agreed to accept these terms had

to subscribe to a form drawn up by our clerk, of which

the following is a literal translation :

—

“The town of Berbera, December 19th, 1884. The

journey is from Berbera to the Webbe Shebeyli and

Baiyahow, please God the High. The contract is be-

tween the serakeel [plural of ‘ sirkal,’ the Arabic term for

gentleman] and the owners of the camels, who contract

and agree between themselves for each camel $45, and

they pay in advance $18 per camel. Jf during tin; first

eight days’ hire they see among them any sick ones, they

shall be upon the heads of the owners of the camels. II

after that any camel becomes ill or dies, either in going to
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the Webbe or in coming back, in doing the work of the

serakeel, it is upon their heads; bnt if it dies through the

carelessness of the owner, it is upon his head. And the

contract is for three and a half months, and that is the

amount.”

This masterpiece of drafting was an outcome of the

unaided intellect of our clerk
;
we merely told him

through Dualla the terms we were disposed to offer, and

alone he composed the above confusion. It gave him a

high place in the eyes of all the camel-owners, and later

on they elected him as a deputy priest to lead their

prayers.

The contract was read out to each candidate singly,

though in the possible hearing of a chattering group

awaiting their turn. If accepted, the seal of the indivi-

dual or that of his chief was affixed, and he swore the

usual Somali oath, that if lie failed to keep the terms of

the contract, made on his own behalf, or on that of the

one he represented, he would divorce his wife. After

this oath was administered, Dualla addressed him thus

:

“ You do ivhat you say ; no nonsense. Believe what ive

say, go where ive say ; make no plot 'with other people.”

Then, while we held one of the man’s hands, he repeated

the words “Wahlahi,” “Bilahi,” “ Tahlahi,” which means

“ In the name of God,” “ In Him believing,” “ In Him

believing truly.”

All this was very imposing, but the penalty of divorcing

the wife in the event of breaking the contract did not

seem to represent any strong security. None of us would

probably see our way to utilising the divorced wife as a

quid pro quo for the defalcation of her mate, while the
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husband might, for all we knew, see his way to obtainin

eighteen dollars down, in addition to an excuse for srettin

rid of a bad bargain. This argument was put clearly to

Dualla before he delivered his impromptu exordium to

the first candidate
;
but he assured us the “ divorce oath

”

was the one respected above all others, and therefore the

least likely to be broken. This was a noteworthy dis-

tinction between the Somal and some more civilised

races.

As Mr. Walsh had so stoutly declared that none of the

camel-owners who accepted our contract would turn up
with their camels, and as in this opinion he was backed
up by the great Mohammed Sharmarkay, son of the late

governor of Zeila, and direct descendant of the founder

of the powerful Gerhajis and Awal tribes, we were puzzled

to know how many men we should swear in. We wanted
about sixty camels, and we seemed to be besieged by

about six hundred camel-owners, to judge from the noise

going on outside the room open to the business of inter-

viewing applicants. This was a matter for counsel, and

we had not considered a long time before we decided that

were we to engage the whole six hundred, we should see

no camel in its substance, if Mr. Walsh and Sharmarkay

were right. So we determined to engage the exact num-

ber we required, and to depend upon Dualla for the selec-

tion of the candidates who offered the beasts, either on

their own account or on that of their relatives.

Dualla and Sharmarkay were at daggers drawn. A
terrific feud had arisen between them during an interview

held in the office of Mr. Walsh. Sharmarkay declared

Dualla and Addah to be impostors when they stated their

od

bn
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capabilities of finding men who would hire out then-

camels. “He, the descendant of the founder of the

Gerhajis tribes, knew it to be impossible. He had

spoken !
” Dualla, a humble representative of this tribe,

resented the charge of imposture by telling Sharmarkay

he knew nothing about the matter, because his know-

ledge of the Gerhajis tribe was now as much a thing of

the past as was his influence among them. Sharmarkay

had quashed further argument by first gathering up his

robes, then salaaming to Mr. W alsh, and finally leaving

the audience-chamber, because he had been ‘ insulted

by one of our servants.”

Now, Mr. Walsh could only place us on the banks of

the Webbe Shebeyli by inducing me to act in a way which

I felt sure would end in my believing he had mistaken

the distant river-bank I aimed at for the present sea-

shore I was so anxious to say good-bye to foi a long,

long while
;
therefore I urged the importance of putting

our faith in Dualla and Addah, and the motion was carried

unanimously.

I think there can be no doubt that Sharmarkay’

s

father was a great man at Zeila, and a good. I also

think that Sharmarkay, the son, was an honest man aftei

his own light. That is to say, he was above petty native

greed and jealousy, and had thrown in his lot with the

existing power at Berbera. But he was a man of gieat

ambition, and disposed to measure his present importance

among the tribes by an hereditary standard long cast

down as worthless. I think in this way he had imposed

upon Mr. Walsh, hoping the British Government might

restore to reality an influence which for years had been
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nothing more than a vain dream. Doubtless he was a

useful officer in the “ intelligence department
;

” but

outside it he was, in my opinion, only a self-important

cypher.

Mr. Walsh received from the Government some 1500

to 2000 rupees to distribute in monthly allowances be-

tween certain chiefs, Sharmarkay being one. Of this

sum about 400 rupees was reserved for akals (chiefs) of

the Soolergoolub tribe, a branch of the Habr Gerhajis,

through whose territory we expected to pass. We sug-

gested to Mr. Walsh that we might be utilised as judges

of those most deserving after we had made their ac-

quaintance
;
but to this proposition he was unwilling to

agree, on the ground that those most useful to us might

turn out to be the least useful to him. Among many

interesting experiences of native custom and impudence,

he gave us one which was very characteristic. During

the festival of Eed, or New Year’s day, when it is a

Moslem custom to distribute alms, a bad character, who

had been turned out of Aden, declared he had a vision

in which he was presented with forty dollars. The

natives at once started a collection to prove the value of

this vision, and Mr. Walsh being desirous to improve the

growing English popularity, subscribed five rupees. This

brought the amount to a total of thirty dollars, which

were handed to the seer. He refused them witli scorn,

saying the vision had distinctly said it was to be

forty, and he would accept neither more nor less than

that sum. This clearly established his right to the ten

deficient dollars, and they were rapidly subscribed.

We had brought with us from Cairo an Arab cook, who
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had been in our service when we were travelling in the

Soudan ;
but he became ill with congestion of the lungs

during the time we were making our arrangements at

Berbera, and we were obliged to leave him behind. This

misfortune placed the Aden Somal Deria in the position

of chief cook to the expedition, and as kitchen-maid

under him we secured the services of a lad from the

Hadramaut country, named Khamis, who proved a willing

and faithful follower. The inhabitants of this part of

Arabia have been called the Swiss of the East
;
they are

a hardy race, fond of travel, and may be found in almost

every part of the world.

We were surprised to find it would be necessary to

include a certain number of the fair sex in our service-

list, as the men declined to build their own mat-huts

or cook their own food. “They would load and lead

their camels, and fight if necessary
;
but to build a hut

or to cook a meal was the work of a woman, and not

of a man. The tribes through which they passed would

despise them if they did this thing, which none of their

fathers before them had attempted to do.”

Fortunately there was no difficulty in finding the

requisite ladies. So we chose out five widows or

divorced wives, as it is among these social grades that

lady-helps can be selected in Somali -land, and one

virgin who hoped she would find a suitable husband

during the march. In this ambition she was dis-

appointed, and returned to Berbera still known to all

as “ Hubla ” (Somal for “ virgin ”), the only name under

which she had started. These lady-helps were neither

graceful in form nor beautiful in feature, but they built
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excellent mat-huts, and we had no complaints about
their cooking. Each presided over the comforts of a

mess consisting of about ten men, and, in addition to

the duties for which they were specially engaged, would
always readily assist in loading and leading the camels,

and indeed seemed to know quite as much about this

lordly occupation as the men. We were very anxious

lest they should embitter the genial spirit we hoped

would always flow through the ranks of our caravan, by

internal wrangles or external jealousies, but Dualla

declared they were far less likely to quarrel than the

men, and we found Dualla was perfectly right. So well

indeed did they behave throughout, that we often wished

we had none other than lady-helps in our whole caravan.

While some of us were engaged in the wearisome task

of discussing routes, hiring the camel- drivers, who were
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to bring their camels on an appointed day, engaging

extra odd hands and the female contingent, and in pur-

chasing the necessary mats for huts, native pots for

cooking, and native vessels for carrying water, the rest,

with the assistance of an Indian sergeant lent by Mr.

Walsh, undertook the tent-drill and rifle-practice of the

Aden “ army.” An old iron target fixed well out on

the sands was not much injured by the early efforts ol

these riflemen, but they improved their practice by

degrees, under the stimulus of small money prizes

offered for the best daily records. Dualla was a fair shot,

and Mahmoud Addah in a mysterious whisper declared

himself a crack one. We asked him to give us an

example of his skill one day, and at a distance of 200

yards. His first shot was an unmistakable bull’s-eye,

and greatly applauded. He then bowed and handed

back the rifle with a grave “ I-told-you-so ” expression,

and declined to make any further exhibition of his

prowess. Of course this was a lucky shot, but Addah

was at least a reasonable marksman ;
so we could with

him, Dualla, our servants, and ourselves, now count ten

rifles capable of steady practice, and a good many more

who might hit a haystack distant a hundred yards, if

they came across one, or might more probably miss it.

Anyhow, their weapons would make plenty of noise, if

they failed to do much execution, and noise is no un-

important factor in preventing or stopping the sudden

rush of a native foe.

On the 1 8th our preparations were as complete as we

could make them, and we now looked anxiously for the

arrival of the camels and their drivers, due the following
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day. We had purchased one or two extra ponies, and
exhausted every specimen of water-carrying vessel ob-
tainable in Berbera and its immediate vicinity. We had
arranged with Mr. Walsh to act as our banker, by
cashing any money-orders for large sums given to native

chiefs made payable by him, and thus we could reduce
our carriage of actual coin by a considerable amount.

In Ogadayn we should have, in all probability, to

pay for everything in cotton cloth and beads. Before
reaching Ogadayn a money -order or “chit” on Mr.
Walsh might be accepted by any tribe. Once in Oga-
dayn, neither “ chit ” nor dollars would be of any use,

and we should only obtain supplies through the medium
of such cotton cloth and beads as were left to us. In

addition to our camp equipment and personal baggage, we
had many loads and heavy ones. Implements, including

numerous hatchets for cutting down the thorn branches to

form zaribas
;
a few cases of wine, and tinned provisions

of various kinds, including vegetables
; sacks of flour

and sacks of fresh potatoes
;
sacks of dates and rice, to

be reserved as much as possible for the desert part of

the journey; numerous bales of cotton cloth and beads,

for presents and for barter; water-vessels, iron cooking-

pots, medicine-chests, boxes of surgical appliances, and

various scientific apparatus
;
and last, but by no means

least in weight and value, the rounds of ammunition of

all sorts, which would have to last us for the complete

to and fro expedition.
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CHAPTER V.

ARRIVAL OF THE CAMELS—THE START FROM BERBERA—OUR FIRST CAMP-

NATIVE SCRUPLES—EESA MOUSSA BEGGARS THE RESULT OF PAYING

TRIBUTE NATIVE SUSPICION DISARMED BY DUALLA A MUTINY

PARTHIAN SHAFT FROM EESA MOUSSA HAMMAR.

Early on the 19th Mahmoud Addali and Dualla proved

to Mr. Walsh that neither the husky old man nor his

camels “were all humbug;” before his very eyes stood

the old man, huskier than before, surrounded by sixty-

two “ships of the desert,” patiently waiting the com-

pletion of their pack-saddles to enable them to get

under weigh. Mahmoud Addah began by bringing in

twelve of his own beasts, and more of those belonging

to his immediate friends and relatives. This move had

established confidence among the neighbours, and the

number we contracted for was punctually delivered.

Although light, and not up to a burden much exceeding

200 lbs., they were a healthy-looking lot, and free from

the hideous sore back invariably associated with their

Soudan cousins.

Especially trained to travel long 'distances without

water, the Somali camel’s endurance of thirst is unique ;

hut a daily meal, however meagre, is essential to well-

being, if not to existence, if he has to carry weight.

The Soudan camel, carrying 400 lbs., will go several
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days without food or water, but he rarely lasts beyond
six days without the latter. The Somali one requires daily
food, and if he gets it, will certainly last thirteen days
without drinking. This reads like a traveller’s yarn, but
it is nevertheless a fact we had to experience before long.
On the 2 1 st, we gave the order to load up at 3 p.m

&

,

and within an hour the caravan was ready and the start
made. Dualla was of course “Kas ” or chief; Mahmoud
Addah and Abdeella were appointed seconds in command

;

and it was a treat to witness the smart way in which,
under their directions, the others fixed the numerous
bales and boxes, as it augured well for our future comfort
during early morning marches. In the Soudan we always
had to allow from two to three hours for the process of
loading up, and this meant the impossibility of getting off
until the sun was well risen. We accompanied our caravan
for a short distance, and then returned to Berbera for the
night, and to our last sleep for several months within the
four walls now known as “ The Travellers’ Bungalow.”
At 8.30 the following morning we rode off to join

the caravan, all mounted on ponies, with the excep-
tion of my brother and myself, who preferred mules.
My brother s particular choice was a pleasant enough
mount aftei a rider could settle down in his saddle, but
that was always a process of time. The creature had
to be shackled or held by a troop of natives before lie

could be bestridden at all, and then he had to go through
a performance which rivalled one of those to be seen in

Buffalo Bill’s “ Wild West.” There it might have called

forth applause, but in the “Wild East” it called forth

something else.
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Mr. Walsh bade us all good-bye, but, while wishing

all good-luck, regretted we should so soon get onr camels

stolen. 1 trusted we might avoid this awful calamity,

but felt I could readily forgive the man who would steal

my brother’s fancy-mule. One thing was very clear.

Whatever opinion we might hold about our past experi-

ence in African travel justifying the method of our pre-

sent venture, Mr. Walsh merely regarded us in the light

of what he elegantly called a party of “ tourists ” or

“ Johnnies,” who would shortly discover how utterly

foolish we were to reject his scheme, and yet expect to

carry out our own with success.

Crossing the mimosa plain, we made straight for

Dobar, bagging a gazelle and large grey wolf on the way.
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The heat was most oppressive, as the daily south-west
breeze does not spring up until noon. Debar has a small
foit, now garrisoned by Indian police, and contains two
large tanks, from which the town of Berbera derives a
permanent water-supply. Hard by was a cheerful garden
patch, in which sugar-cane, tomatoes, and other vegetables
were flourishing. Leaving Dobar on our west, we entered
a narrow mountain-pass, and followed a dry watercourse,
which biought us within sight of our caravan’s halt and a
hot luncheon. It was just one o’clock, so we did not give
the food a chance of getting cold

; but after two hours’
rest we started off again, and encamped for the night at a
place called Langomara, wildly picturesque and impos-
ing in its grandeur—a wide sandy watershed flanked by
bold rocks 200 feet high, here bare, there wooded, and
uniting in an apparent rocky cul-de-sac, from which tiny

waterfalls filled natural basins. Here we saw troops of
baboons coming down to drink, some curious marmots,
and a “Giranook” ( Gazella WallerBj, which I shot. It

was a fine chestnut buck, about the size of an “Ariel,”

very rare and local. I subsequently learned the British

Museum had not been able to obtain any specimen of

this antelope. The “ Giranook ” is remarkable for the

length of its neck, which gives it almost a giraffe-like

appearance. The coat is of a bright colour, and the tip

of the horns have a distinct forward bend.

As darkness came on and the camp-fires shone out, the

scene was lurid and almost theatrical—the camels parked

and all kneeling; the horses and mules tethered on one

side, and the sheep huddled together on the other; tin 1

fancy attitudes of all our men and women, with their
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clean white tobes falling gracefully about their figures
,

the gleaming spear-heads and glinting rifle-barrels, and the

unceasing babble in an unknown tongue. Then a moment

of silence, while several dozen men advanced a short dis-

tance carrying their prayer-carpets. Standing in long line

with Dualla a few paces to the front, they chaunted an

evening orison, and then kneeling on their carpets, bent

forward till each man’s forehead touched the earth.

During the evening we noticed the track of an

ostrich, and a visitor arrived armed with a bow and

arrows. He displayed some ostrich feathers, and said he

had dug a hole in the sand and concealed himself in it,

while a comrade had driven the birds within bowshot.

As our Somalis were all professed observers of Mahom-

medan rites, with which we had no desire to interfere,

morning and evening prayer was a natural thing to expect.

But the privilege of being able to indulge in prayer at all

times was subject to abuse, and gave our men some ad-

vantage over their employers. When you particularly

wanted one for a duty he did not much like, he would

often dash away to pray, and leave the job to some one

else. In times of anxiety and danger, too, he would let

off prayers so long and frequent, that we would be left

shorthanded for an emergency, and we could not help

thinking many of them chose these particular opportuni-

ties to make up an average neglected during seasons of

security.

In the matter of food their religious scruples were

most inconvenient. What their fathers had not eaten

they might not eat, and it appeared their fathers ate few

specimens of the numerous antelope in which their land
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abounded, and that before eating any the creature’s throat

had to be cut during life and the “ Bismillah ” pro-

nounced. On the plain, Lort-Phillips, by way of pleas-

ing them, shot a wild ass (Equus Asinus Somalicus), as

the natives prize the skin for making shields. But the

animal was needlessly sacrificed, for it fell dead in its

tracks, and the skin was, therefore, refused as unclean.

They hoped the ass would only have been wounded, and
they could have given the coup-de-grdce with their swords

and cried “ Bismillah ! ” (In the name of God). Then
they would have taken its skin and thanked Lort-Phillips.

But, alas ! it was dead, and the skin unclean—their

fathers would not have used it. Birds were only fit for

tribes of the lowest class, and our men were all descended

from nobles, who never touched them.

It seemed a great pity, for there was evidence of abun-

dant game to be shot, if they would only eat it. We
had fallen in with several varieties of antelope, from the

koodoo to the tiny dik-dik or sand-antelope
;
with wild

boars, squirrels grey and white, and marmots
;

with

bustards, the great and the small, guinea-fowls, par-

tridges, and pigeons of many sorts. Well, most of these

were good enough for us, which was a comfortable

reflection, and might yet have to be good enough for

them. If not, when our stock of grain, rice, and

dates gave out, they would be entirely dependent for

food upon such camels, oxen, and sheep as we could

purchase from the different tribes.

Of course we expected at fair outlay to effect these

purchases, but our stock available for barter was limited,

and if exorbitant prices were demanded for the par-
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ticular animal food our men required, it would soon be

exhausted. However, the evil for the day was sufficient,

and if evil there was to be in future, it would have to

find its own remedy. To discover that a camel was

missing at the end of our first day s journey was a sad

blow, and a cry went up that one of the Eesa Moussa

tribe, with whom we had some misunderstanding in

Berbera, had stolen it. Mr. Walsh was brought into

the ranks of the true prophets at once, but only to be

discharged the following morning. A man of the Markal

tribe walked in with our camel, which, owing to the

carelessness of its driver, had accomplished a stray of

several miles, and looked about all night without finding

a thief.

The noble tribe of Eesa Moussa was represented in our

caravan by four hungry followers, but before nightfall

forty-four equally hungry relatives presented themselves

in search of a tax and a “ square meal.” We declared

our resources to be unequal to the double strain of play-

ing host and paying tribute ;
that upon the supplies we

carried we might have to be dependent for many months,

and being strangers in the land, we hoped to be guests

rather than hosts. But to realise such expectancy was

not the rule of their fathers, who required many things

from all who passed through their land, while they for

the moment were only demanding money-tribute, dates,

and rice. Now these last commodities happened to be

the very ones we were most determined to keep for our-

selves, so we temporised by presenting them two out of

our flock of twelve sheep, with a message that we would

consider their hereditary claim on the following morning.
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At daybreak we took counsel with Dualla, whose
ideas of tribute were rather large. He suggested our

handing over three hundred rupees, but we declined

to offer more than fifty. This ultimatum was made
known to the Eesa Moussa group of beggars, and re-

ceived in sullen silence. To this succeeded loud and
rapid babble, then came a scuffle, and out of it sprang a

warrior shouting wild defiance and making swift circular

sweeps with his sword. General confusion and excite-

ment ensued, spears were poised and rifles seized, while

we looked on amazed at the result of our generosity.

Then Dualla rushed upon the dancing warrior and dis-

armed him after firing two shots with his revolver over

his head. These shots were followed by a pleasant calm,

which gave ns a chance of getting some explanation out.

of the Eesa Moussa. From it we gathered that while d is-
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cussing the proposed division of our “ baksheesh” (fifty

rupees), for which I had written out an order on Mr.

Walsh, the youth who performed the pas seul and

defied everybody and everything, had received a spear-

thrust in the temple from a brother member of council,

and this method of emphasizing an argument had upset

him and everybody else. The wound, “ neither as deep

as a well nor as wide as a barn-door,” was submitted to

the doctor, who, after making his patient understand he

had not been stabbed to death, had great difficulty in

persuading him he was not even shot through the head.

The sword was then handed back and “ peace with

honour ” restored.

We now took the opportunity of getting Dualla to sound

the Eesa Moussa view of our object in travelling through

their land, and he discovered they “ imagined all kinds

of things,” including “an intention to take the country

if we could.” We asked him whether he had disabused

them of the notion about taking the country, and he said,

“Yes, I explained your object clearly. I told them the

British people were divided into two rival tribes. One

believed the Somalis were good, and the other believed

they were bad. You belonged to the tribe who thought

they were good, and had come out to prove it to those

who thought they were bad. When you got home, all the

English would know Somalis were good people like them-

selves, and hundreds would come out to shoot animals and

spend dollars, till the country became quite rich. They

would even bring their wives, who were like you, white

and beautiful.” This, he added, seemed to please them

very much, and all at once they began to discuss the best
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road they could recommend us to take. They apparently
continued for some hours, and then departed, leaving
two guides selected with particular care.

Being now piepared to begin our day’s march, which
disclosed an unexpected camel-way through the rocky cul
cle sac, we were led through a dry watercourse called Tug
Behin (Tug being the Somal term for any water-channel),
which duiing the rainy seasons gives Berbera an imme-
diate water-supply

; and making a gradual ascent, passed
through charming variety of scenery, with living streams,

fresh grass and green bushes, and here and there fine fin-O
trees well laden with fruit. Under one of these we pitched
our camp, and enjoyed the coolness of the temperature,

while our animals revelled in the abundant pasturage.

Within sight was a large pool, some ten feet deep, which
served us as a swimming-bath; and that rare thing to

meet in Eastern Africa, an active waterfall, with a

drop exceeding two feet. Wild boars and guinea-fowl

represented the only game we saw during this day’s

march, but we noticed several specimens of weaver-

birds, Kentish plovers, rollers, sun-birds, and bee-eaters

(Merops Revoilii). The latter are peculiar to Somali-

land, and were first described by Itevoil in his “ Pays

de Qomal.”

During the evening, while some of our Aden Somalis

and camel-drivers were playing a rubber of whist, a

messenger arrived with a letter from Mr. Walsh, stating

that the Eesa Moussa chief men had complained to him

that the four tribal representatives accompanying our

caravan were unknown to them, and in no way autho-

rised to take “ baksheesh ” from us as tribute to the tribe,
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and he strongly advised ns to settle this “ customary

claim ” through him. Of course Mr. Walsh had not

received the “ chit ” I had drawn upon him tor fifty

rupees when he wrote, which made me feel glad I had

given a “ chit ” instead of real rupees, and thus enabled

him to hold the position he wisely suggested was best

for us all. Later on, we heard from him again, to

the effect that the Eesa Moussa, instead of being dis-

satisfied, were delighted with the tribute represented by

the “chit” he cashed for us, and he kindly offered to act

as our banker for any small payments which would help

to make the actual coin we carried with us hold out until

we reached tribes who would only be content with silver

dollars or rupees. We gladly availed ourselves of this

courtesy, though we feared it might entail upon Mr.

Walsh a great deal more account-keeping than we were

justified in expecting him to undertake, good-natured as

he was.

The following morning we delayed our start several

hours, so that our beasts might get the fall benefit of

this particular feeding-ground, and Thrupp and I left the

others, equipped for our first butterfly-hunt. We had

collected several specimens when the surrounding still-

ness was broken by a curious hum, and this, as we

slowly retraced our steps, resolved itself into a clatter

and confusion of distant voices from the direction of our

camp. At once we hurried back, with the instinctive

feeling that something was amiss, and shortly arrived

upon another “scene of action.” This time nearly all

the rifles were lying on the ground, but spears and

shields were up, swords were drawn, and a few duels
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in actual progress, while those who were not fight-

ing were gesticulating wildly and shouting they were
just going to begin. One camel-driver who was waving
a sword, rushed to a spear leaning against a bush, and
with it made a deliberate attempt to stab Abdeella
through the back. Fortunately he was seized in time
by a smait Aden ex-policeman, who in another moment
had bent up the sword and broken off the shaft of the

spear. By adding all our voices with earnest gesture to

the general uproar, we succeeded in getting a lull, and
after separating actual combatants, managed to muster
the men for an explanation. It then came out that

the whole thing was a storm in a teacup. While my
brother, Lort-Phillips, and Aylmer were dividing our

little army of Aden Somalis into three companies, the

question of selecting a captain for each led to furious

jealousy and mutiny.

Believing the three captains would represent those

who were to receive thirty instead of twenty-five rupees

a month, the others had thrown down their rifles, and

started a riot, into which the camel-drivers had either

been drawn or entered of their own free will. As an in-

centive to good conduct, we had told our men at Aden

that on our return to the coast we should select the three

most deserving of their number, and give them a reward

of an extra five rupees a month during the whole time

they were with us, and they thought the selection had

been made unfairly and without trial when three captains

of companies had been chosen. Our explanation followed

theirs, and the difficulty about the “captains” was soon

overcome by my brother, Lort-Phillips, and Percy Aylmer
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agreeing to take the duty themselves. This decision was

hailed with delight, and as no serious wounds had been

received, we gave the order to load up the camels, and by

2 p.m. all were in full march and apparently in good

temper.

A wide, stony plain, studded with mimosa, and inter-

sected by watersheds fringed with stronger vegetation,

gave cover to guinea-fowl, bustards, and partridges, but

the only antelope we saw were the dik-dik (Nanotragus

hemprichianus)

.

A curious feature in the vegetation

here was the richness of the parasitic plants. The larger

mimosa were often overladen with these growths, and

assumed fantastic forms, among which those of great

beasts were most remarkable
;

indeed, in places we

seemed to be passing through groups of giraffe, ele-

phants, rhinoceros, and lions modelled in vivid green.

We made our camp that evening in a narrow river-bed,

and received our first visit from hysenas, attracted pro-

bably by the pools of standing water amongst which we

had pitched our tents. After dinner we mustered our

men to listen to a lecture on fighting. In it we told

them we had made up our minds to have no more of it,

and that whoever transgressed this rule would be sent

back to Mr. Walsh at Berbera for immediate punishment.

We explained that a house divided against itself could not

stand, and therefore, if they continued cutting each other

to pieces on the way, the first feeble enemy we encoun-

tered would be able to finish up all who were left. This

was not the kind of termination to our expedition we at all

aimed at. We had no wish to see any fighting, but if we

did, it must in future be directed against some common
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enemy and not amongst themselves. We had spoken,
and wished to know if they had heard. “ Yes, they had,
and were now all quite ready to die for us.” Then we
told them how anxious we were to succeed in our expe-
dition, and how glad we should be to carry back a good
account of their behaviour

;
how when they laughed we

could laugh, and how when they were angry we could
be angry too. They replied they were all sorry for what
had happened, and it should never occur again. After
this we made the camel-driver who had tried to murder
Abdeella stand forward, and apologise for his cowardice
before all the others, who declared he should never be
allowed to fight again. On this understanding his bent
sword and broken spear were returned, and the whole
party dismissed to roast-sheep and boiled rice.

It was only during the early part of our journey we
had serious trouble with our men. Later on a common
danger made them careful in their behaviour, and the

threat of expelling from camp any who gave trouble

effectually kept them in order. Indeed, we soon got to

like and understand each other, and to feel sure we were

free from the least risk of treachery. Every Somal carries

two spears, a shield, and a short sword, and though the

slightest difference of opinion may lead to the drawing

of the sword or thrusting Avith the spear, the tribal laws

are very severe against any one avIio takes a life. The
fine for this offence consists of a large number of camels,

and falls upon the offender’s tribe or family, if lie cannot

pay it himself. Therefore, in the event of a fight, it is in

their oAvn interest that the clansmen rush forward In

separate the combatants before mortal damage is done,
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and for this reason deaths are rare. But nearly every

Somal can point to several wounds, and appears just as

proud of those behind as he is of those which are in front.

Before leaving this camp we heard a young elephant

had been captured on a plateau close by. Our infor-

mants were some twenty Eesa Moussa, with their hands

pointing to their stomachs. Would the elephant satisfy

them if we could get it? No, their fathers never ate

elephants, but dates and rice were good food for all men.

We were not disposed to give them anything at all, but

Dualla declared it was the “ custom of the country,” and

begged us to offer something. So we sent out a sheep,

knowing well that if we did not, they would sit down

in front of our men during their meal, and hold on to

their stomachs, until invited to share a repast they had
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done nothing towards earning, and certainly did not

deserve.

The next day was Christmas, and our route lay

through pleasant and picturesque country, though in

parts difficult for the camels. At the end of four and a

half hours’ work, however, we gained a small plateau

called Hammar, and rested under a great tamarind tree.

The plain below was strewn with quartz of a delicate

pink shade, mixed with pieces of clear talc, often as

large as the palm of a hand, and the whole place

was full of magnetic iron, which considerably inter-

fered with the accuracy of our compasses. Although

the country here seemed made for game of all sorts,

we scarcely saw a single head. This was explained,

however, by the fact of its being used during certain

seasons as a pasturage-ground for great herds of

sheep and oxen. The approach from the plain led

through a sandy gorge traversed by broken rocks and

huge slippery boulders, over which the water flowed and

our camels tumbled. The rugged mountains on either

flank were well clothed with mimosa and cacti in leaf

and flower, and everywhere the towering quolquol up-

lifted its branches like giant candelabra. The effect of

the whole scene was wildly grand, and only softened

when the gorge widened and disclosed the steep path

leading to our platform overshadowed by the tamarind

tree it had brought forth and nobly reared.

Here we remained until the 29th, and prepared for

the ascent of the final heights of that great mountain

range which unites the main plateau above with the

maritime plain below. We were now in the actual tcr-

D
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ritory of the Iiabr Gerhajis tribe, but as our particular

spot represented a sort of neutral border-line between

these people and the Eesa Moussas, we received a final

visit from about fifty of the latter, whom we had now

christened the “ What-have-you-got-to-give ” tribe. Of

course they wanted money, food, and everything else

we had, besides plenty we had not

;

but we flatly refused

to make them a present of anything beyond the new

title we had invented, which we told them they had

fairly earned, and were heartily welcome to, as we

hoped no other tribe would lay claim to it. No swords

flashed out this time, but only threats. We had made

our first zariba to keep out all beggars, so this lot sneaked

off with the Parthian shaft “ that only a boy would have

taken the present of fifty rupees paid by Mr. Walsh, and

if we did not give more money to the tribe, they would

not remain peace people. We told them to go and be

—what they liked, provided they did go and let us look

upon their faces no more.

The climate at Hammar was delightful, the thermometer

rarely exceeding 74° during the day, and falling to 55° at

night. The flat country below us was called “ Guban ”

or “ burnt plain,” the word being derived from the verb

“ Gubo,” “ to burn,” while the table-land above us was

called “Ugub.” Patients began flocking to the doctor,

and there was a heavy run on croton-oil. One man who

had colic was brought by a friend who had not. Out came

the requisite dose of croton-oil
;
but the patient hesitated

before applying the cup to his lips—he lost his chance,

for his friend, during the moment of doubt, seized it, and

drank off the contents. Shortly after this a child was
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earned m by its father with a snake-bite in the leg
; but

as there were no symptoms beyond slight swelling, a
cheeiing prognosis was given, and afterwards justified.

Anothei case was less welcome. He was led in by one
of our English-speaking Somalis named Moussa, who
brought him up to the Doctor, saying, “ Please, sir, he
got it small-pockis

;

” and true enough he had. It was
decided he should immediately be an “out-patient,” and
we got him as far out as we could, and as quickly
too.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE HABR GERHAJIS VISIT FROM SULTAN OWD—ASCENT TO THE PLATEAU

—SHEIK—OUR FIRST SCARE—THE TUG DAYR—NATIVE SUPERSTITION-

ARRIVAL AT BURAO.

Christmas at Hammar was now delightful, for if there

was no turkey, neither were there Eesa Moussa. We sat

down to dinner surrounded by a select circle of the Habr

Gerhajis tribe (Abdul Ismail Mousa Abdullah branch),

who, instead of begging, had presented us with four sheep

and two cows as an offering of welcome. It is true our

return present took the form of a chit on Mr. W alsh,

so perhaps we practically bought the animals
;
but there

was a gentlemanly and Christmas-box air about the whole

transaction, with a flavouring dash of Santa Claus. But

Santa Claus had really been amongst us ;
for when we

opened a special Christmas parcel, the parting gift of

Mrs. and Miss Blair, out tumbled plum-pudding and

crackers, and Christmas cards and separate greetings

addressed to each of us and all our servants. Ihis vas

as kind as it was thoughtful, and we drank in bumpers

to every absent relative and friend, coupling the toasts

with the names of General, Mrs., and Miss Blair.

From the tribe I have just mentioned many of our

camels had been hired, and our visitors now offered ten

more to help us up the weary mountain-pass we were
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preparing to attack. All of us had prospected it up to

the most difficult point, and found it would be impossible

to effect an ascent without first clearing away boulders in

some places and levelling pathways in others. So for

this duty we detailed a daily fatigue-party, and during

two days anxiously and impatiently superintended their

operations.

On the 26th the sun set behind a cloud of dust, from

which three horsemen emerged, followed by a crowd on

foot. Who and what were they ? Nothing less than the

great Sultan Owd and retinue, who, hearing we were

about to pass through his country, had come to welcome

us on the border-land. Very nice and civil, we all agreed,

and served out blank-cartridge at once to the “ army,”

who fired a salute. Before long the Sultan entered our

zariba with two of his chiefs, and at once converted a

common canvas deck-chair into a prize with a historical

record and a distinct regal impression. The retinue,

meanwhile, surrounded the zariba, and a few who speci-

ally clamoured for admission on the ground of distinction

were allowed in, but without weapons. Dualla wisely

explained “ it was an English custom.” Our Eesa Moussa

experience led us to think it high time to initiate one, even

at the risk of doing “what our fathers did not.” I lie

Sultan salaamed, so did we; then the chiefs salaamed to

us, and we salaamed to the chiefs. Lort-Bhillips said,

“ This is very decent, isn’t it? ” My brother said, “ ^ es.

Aylmer muttered, “ More beggars
;

” and the Doctor

hazarded, “Interesting cases.” I alone retained my pre-

sence of mind, and drawing myself up, boldly asked the

Sultan in Arabic whether he spoke that language. lie
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looked at me steadily for a moment, then bowed, and the

chiefs followed suit. We all bowed back, and looked

at Dualla in despair, who, grasping the position, trans-

lated my question. The answer came back like a flash,

and from the Sultan himself. It was “ Ma feesh,” the

Arabic for “ No,” and was the only Arabic word he

knew.

Having thus opened up the way to pleasant conversation,

I waited to give the others a chance of joining it, but

there was absolute silence. This was broken by the

Doctor telling Dualla to ask if our visitor ivas quite well.

The question was put and the reply was “Yes,” which

settled the Doctor’s chance of a live Sultan as a patient.

We were not getting along at all, and it really is no easy

matter to decide at a moment’s notice the precise thing

one ought to say to a Sultan who “ happens ” upon you

as though he were an ordinary mortal : at least so it

seemed to us then, though later on we became quite

familiar with Sultans and other grandees as soon as we

saw them. This particular one was a middle-aged man,

rather tall and slightly bent, with a heavy expression,

a dull eye, and apparently no facility for small talk.

Lort-Phillips told Dualla to say “ we all thought he

owned a tip-top country, where we should enjoy ourselves

amazingly,” and Aylmer suggested he should let the

Doctor examine him at once, “ as though he said he

was quite well, he was probably very ill. 'Somalis never

meant what they said.”

After this libel we left the management of the con-

versation to Dualla, who extracted from the Sultan an

expression of pleasure at seeing us in his country, and
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a promise to give us camels, goats, sheep, men—every-

thing. Aylmer would have it he meant “ sell,” not

“ give
;

” but Dualla stuck to the original translation,

though he hinted the Sultan might expect an equiva-

lent for the present, as it was “a custom of the country.”

We then plunged into politics. It appeared the great

Habr Gerhajis tribe was divided into two rival factions,

the one owning allegiance to Sultan Owd, the other

to his cousin, Sultan Noor. Between these two the

country was about evenly divided, and the border-line

was an everlasting scene of wars and rumours of wars,

cattle raids, and attempted murders. We therefore pro-

posed to make our visit historical by effecting peace,

if we could, between these people, and Dualla set our

desire before His Majesty Owd. “Now the English

were at Berbera, there would be greater safety and

facilities for trade, and if they would only stop fighting

among themselves, their country would become rich

;

should we act as negotiators between him and Sultan

Noor?” His reply was a gracious affirmative, and we

arranged to send messengers to Noor without delay ;
but

I may here confess that our mission failed.

After pitching a small tent immediately outside the

zariba, we delighted the Sultan by escorting him to it,

and making him understand it was for his private? use

while we remained at Ilammar. I think there is no

doubt that Sultan Owd is a usurper and not a lav lnl

ruler. His adherents had killed Deria, who was Sultan

of the whole Habr Gerhajis tribe, and Noor was own

brother to Deria. At Sharmarkay’s request (though

made with what object I know not), wo had brought
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Delia’s son with us from Berbera, and he was now

wishing himself back where he came from, and with fair

reason. Only three months ago one of the men who was

now outside the zariba with Sultan Owd had speared

him without any provocation, and the wounds, which

he showed us, were not quite healed. This would-be

assassin was within a few yards of him, well backed up

by friends
;

so he declared his life was not safe, and

during the night slipped away to what he felt would be

a healthier part of the country. He never returned to us,

and we managed to get along fairly well without him.

He was neither beautiful nor entertaining, and he never

did a stroke of work
;
but his appetite was always worthy

of his undisputed royal descent.

We were anxious to get away, and had hoped to have

ascended the pass by the 27th at latest. The Sultan,

however, begged we would remain another day or two, as

he said he was not yet ready for our reception. He de-

clared he had waited a day for us, and now hoped we

would do the same for him. Unwillingly we gave in, as

it is very bad policy to let the people think one is in a

hurry. Time is of no object to them, and if travellers

show what they consider indecent haste, their motives

for travelling are invariably suspected. Of course I am

speaking of travelling in countries unknown or unfre-

quented by Europeans.

We thought it advisable to give up eating bacon at

breakfast, such disgust was shown to it by the Somalis,

who, of course, would not touch it, and seemed even

afraid of seeing it. We had not much, but what little

we had we buried, in the tins as it was. Our camp was
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crowded; all day long people kept coming to pay their

respects to the Sultan, and to get him to settle their

disputes.

On the 29th we were up before daylight to get the

camels started. We had a very good day for the severe

pull uphill
;

it was cloudy, and a few drops of rain

fell, but not enough to make the road slippery. Although
we had ourselves worked at the road to make it more

passable, and had enlisted over twenty men to help, it

was still very hard work for the camels; in fact, I never

saw baggage animals attempt so bad an ascent. In three

and a half to four hours we got them all up, however,

camping at a place called Guldoo Hammed. This was the

farthest point in our direction that had been reached by

a European, although ITaggenmacher, travelling by a dif-

ferent road, and more to the westward, had penetrated

farther south. The view was really very fine, with the

great plain stretching to the sea, and the vegetation varied

and interesting
;
giant cacti abounded, and there were

many beautiful wild-flowers.

Our camp was pitched near a group of the largest

cacti I ever saw, and about two miles from where we

first reached the plateau. There was a range of hills on

our right and left, and a vast plain before us, with two

or three insignificant hills in the distance. The ground

was still stony, but less so than in the plain below. It

was of a red colour, and covered with mimosa bushes

and short tufts of coarse grass. There was plenty of

evidence of white ants—that pest of the African traveller

—which we had found troublesome for the first time at

our last camp. We shot several birds of kinds new to
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us, some partridges and guinea-fowl, and found porcupine

quills and some tortoise eggs.

On our right we passed a small village near some stone

mounds, said to be Galla ruins
;
and I believe the Gallas

lived in the country a long time ago. Through the glasses

we could see several stone walls, which we were anxious to

visit. We sent to ask if we might do so, but were told

no one could go near them except Moslems, and only

Moslems who were known to be very regular in their de-

votions. A number of priests dwell in this village, who

have charge of a large mosque-like tomb we had passed,

situated on an eminence on our left. It was the only

specimen of solid masonry we came across in the country,

and we photographed it. It is built of stone with a rude

attempt at ornamentation, but there is nothing remark-

able about it externally. We were not allowed to go

inside.

This place has been called Sheik from time immemorial,

and here we found the ordinary gazelle and Walleri, guinea-

fowl and partridges, and heard rumours of elephants, but

came upon no spoor. We now regret not having made

further search, as we know they existed there in sub-

stance, and not merely in shadow
;

but we had been

promised such endless variety of big game on the route

to Ogadayn, that the idea of delaying our progress at this

point did not occur to us. We never had another fair

chance. Thrupp received a letter from Lort-Phillips

dated from this spot February 1888, stating that he had

again heard rumours of elephants, and verified their

warranty by falling in with the actual creatures, bag-

ging two fine bulls, and losing a third through mere
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accident. I am never in favour of useless slaughter, nor
do I think that charge could be brought against any of

us, though a doctor was among our party
;
but one ought

not to miss the possibility of finding a new variety

of elephant when one has entered a new hunting
ground.

The evening was deliciously cool and the dew heavy

;

we were high above the burning plain, on a virgin soil,

and at peace with all men. My brother and Aylmer
began to work the mountain range into their map, I

continued my diary, Thrupp pressed out the botanical

specimens, and Lort-Phillips thrummed the banjo. It

seemed we had reached Arcadia, until Dualla approached

in a state of wild excitement and informed us we must

serve out extra cartridges to all the men, as we were

going to be attacked at once
;
and as Dualla spoke he

pointed towards the horizon, where we clearly recognised

the flames from a large conflagration, the result of a

village which had just been fired.

There was a half-smotherecl groan from Lort-Phillips

as snap went two strings of the banjo, and a cry of

horror rose from my brother and Aylmer, who had been

surprised into running the maritime range of mountains

half way across the Red Sea. We lost no time, how-

ever, in getting prepared for the last thing in the world

we had been led to expect here, and sent out a recon-

noitring party.

They soon returned with the news the enemy were

not coming on to us, but had attacked some of the

Habr Yunis and driven off men and cattle. Now we

had several ILabr Yunis among our camel -drivers
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“ might they go to help their friends ? “No, they

most certainly might not

;

” but they did, and rushed out

of the zariba like an avenging avalanche with uplifted

spears and waving swords. This was a nuisance, for we

suddenly found we were short of about thirty hands.

However, they soon returned, and with a fresh and more

agreeable report. One sub-tribe of the objectionable

Eesa Moussa had attacked another sub-tribe, and after

looting their zariba, had set fire to it. The rascals had

no idea of coming on to us, and were travelling away with

their plunder in another direction. By way of returning

good for evil, we offered to doctor the wounded, but there

were only two, and these had been carried off by a

reinforcement of friends. Were we ever destined, I

wondered, to be free from Eesa Moussa influence 1 They

had worried us at Berbera, pestered us through every

yard of their country, and now, when we were well out

of it, had succeeded in nearly ruining our beautiful map

and in upsetting not only Lort-Phillip’s harmony, but

that of every one else as well. I lost my favourite

stylo-graphic pen over this wretched scare, but recovered

it again the next morning in time to register a full

record of the sins of the Eesa Moussa in my diary.

During the day we rested our camels and wandered

about with the view to collecting. Our explorations

carried us among what appeared to be the debris of a

large town with an extensive cemetery attached to it, and

from all we could gather the Gallas in bygone ages had

here built up a real city. Among the loose stones Lort-

Phillips picked up a flint spear-liead, which might or

might not have belonged to the stone age of man, but
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undoubtedly belonged to the prehistoric period of Somali-

land.

We shot some new minar birds with bright blue and

orange plumage, a couple of jackals, and missed a dark-

coloured fox with curiously thick fur. This was a pity,

as the creature might have been one of an unknown
genus. We then returned to camp, where the only bad

news awaiting us was that a camel had been allowed

to eat up a poisonous shrub. The owner wanted us

to wait a day and see if the beast would recover, but

this was quite out of the question. So early next

morning we started off, leaving him and Abdeella

behind to bring on the sick camel, if they could.

During the evening they joined us, and gravely laid

the tail at our feet as evidence of its decease.

We had then marched thirteen miles, and were en-

camped near the “ Tug Dayr,” or Long River, by some

wells named Goolooly. The Tug Dayr is only a “ river
”

during the rainy season, but it is always “ long.” How
long I could not discover ;

but after leaving the Ilabr

Gerhajis country it extends in a westerly direction through

the Habr Tdjaleh tribe, and on through the Dolbohanti

country, then through the Nogal district, and widening

out, reaches the sea-coast north of Jarad. Sir Richard

Burton, in his “First Footsteps in East Africa,” suggests

the likelihood of the Tug Dayr being misrepresented

in maps as the “Wady Nogal,” and the result o( careful

inquiry among the natives convinces me that lie is quil<‘

right. Nogal is the name of a wide district to the east ol

the Haud, or Great Plain, we had just reached, and not a

river-bed, although many maps give it as one. No river-
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bed is ever called “ Wady ” in this country, but always

“ Tug.”

We had passed through broken, wavy land, intersected

by numerous channels containing pools of stagnant

water, the soil throughout being barren, and alternating

between dry red earth and sand mixed with stone.

Gazelles were the only game we saw, though we came

upon the track of a very large antelope, and noticed

marks of ostriches. Before leaving Guldoo Hammed we

sent messengers to see if any of Sultan Noor’s people

were on ahead, hoping to pass through their country

after leaving Sultan Owd, as it was a shorter route

to Ogadayn by at least two days. Our messenger re-

turned to us at Goolooly, saying he had fallen in with

some of Noor’s people
;
but the only result from our

overtures was that they first quarrelled among them-

selves, and then went off, saying if they met any of

Sultan Owd’s people they would probably fight. Of

course they would, for it was clearly a national pastime.

Even while the man was telling us this, a battle royal

was going on between one of our camel-drivers and a

native of the district who came to draw water from the

well, but they were separated by a rush of friends before

their spears had reached anything softer than the oryx-

hide shields. Before leaving Goolooly we killed a large

poisonous snake about four feet long, the first we had seen,

though they were reported common and destructive.

Three short daily marches across the Ilaud, which

extends due south for 250 miles, brought us to Burao,

Sultan Owd’s headquarters, and we made a strong zariba

on the left bank of the Tug Dayr. Here we proposed to
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wait several days and enjoy the hospitality of the Sultan,
wlnle extra camels and cattle were collected to enable us
to attempt the great waterless stretch which lay between
us and the first Ogadayn wells. Just before reaching
Buiao we had an example of Somali superstition. A
hare was started from its form, and ran ahead of us;
being on the march, we were implored not to shoot it

while it ran in the direction in which we were bound
;

it would bring bad luck to the whole expedition. If it

doubled and headed towards us, then we might shoot
without danger.

Another incident during this march revealed a custom
of the country bordering on the superstitious. While the
Sultan was with us, thirty of his people came up from a
caravan and demanded to be fed. We were not disposed
to accede

;
but five of our Aden men, who had been grum-

bling about their own food and seemed to be losing heart,

openly declared we would never get through the country
if we turned a deaf ear to this demand for food. The
matter was settled by the Sultan begging Dualla to “ lend

him ” two sheep, so that his people might not return

empty. This we permitted, and it appeared the Sultan’s

authority was dependent to a great extent upon the liber-

ality he displayed in feeding the hungry.

So much black-mail is levied on caravans, that any

trade between the coast and inland tribes is almost para-

lysed. A caravan from Ogadayn to Berbera will often

have to pay out two-thirds of its stock-in-trade on the

road, before the final plundering is effected l>\ the Aval

Achmet, who live in Berbera and act as brokers. Any
effort to strike a bargain without the Ayal Achmet as
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middle-men would endanger the rest of the stock, and

even the life of the trader who was bold enough to

attempt it. These things ought not to be during our

administration of the coast. The trader knows perfectly

well he is being robbed by the Ayal Achmet, who are

within the control of British government, and he is quite

lawyer enough to understand that our non-interfeience

proves us to be accessories after the fact.
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CHAPTER VII.

RECEPTION AT BURAO PATIENTS MILITARY PARADE—MIDGANS, TOMAL,
EBIR CASTES—CURIOUS CASES PRIESTS A TOURNAMENT—ARRIVAL
OF THE POST AND ITS CONTENTS.

January 3rd, and we had only reached Burao. IIow

long would it be before we found ourselves in Ogadayn ?

No one could guess until the day of start for the desert

was fixed, and that could not be until we had collected

more camels, oxen, and sheep, and the necessary number
of water-vessels, known in the language of the land as

“huntahs.” Of these we had brought all we could pur-

chase in Berbera, and hoped to be able to buy more from

the natives we met during our early marches, but had

failed to obtain one. We told the Sultan our needs, and

he agreed to provide us with everything we required, but

it would of course take “a little time,” which meant

anything between a day and a year. Well, however long

it took, we should have to wait, and certainly our quar-

ters were by no means bad.

The Tug Dayr in front of us was about fifty yards

wide, and either bank well wooded with the larger

mimosa, which always fringe a river-course of some

magnitude. Water was to be obtained in any quantity

from some twenty wells dug in the Tug to a depth of

sixty feet. Pasturage was good and abundant, and alto-
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gether it was the pleasantest of all the pleasant camps we

had yet made. During the day our zariba was surrounded

by chattering crowds, who came to wonder at a first ap-

pearance of the “ white man
;

” and through the night a

weird chaunt was kept up by the natives hauling in their

skin buckets at the wells, a process which was always

accompanied by a grotesque mixture of dance and gesture.

No one begged from us, and we made friends with all

about us. The Doctor opened his “ shop,” and was kept

going most of the day. Indeed, so numerous were the

applicants for “advice gratis” that we were obliged to

limit the attendance to “ special hours.” Rheumatism

and itch were endemic diseases, and the run on sulphur

terrific. Wounds of all sorts and sizes, old and recent,

were brought for daily inspection and treatment, and it

soon became an acknowledged fact that the white men

were “ good people.”

Two patients were interesting but incurable cases.

Both had been picked up while asleep by lions, the

part grasped being the shoulder-joint. In each case

the beasts had let go their hold directly the victims

shrieked, but before doing so had given a scrunch

which had so smashed the bones and injured the soft

tissues, that the limbs became permanently stiffened and

wasted. Thrupp said it would be quite useless and

possibly dangerous to attempt any extension with the

view to breaking down adhesions. ITe was not even

tempted to interfere with “Nature’s utmost” after being

a man whose 11b had been destroyed, but said

to have been replaced by a native rival introducing the

bone of a young goat! We urged the necessity, for
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the sake of his reputation and ours, of capping this

triumph of native surgery, but he only shook his head,
as though the possibility were beyond him. We offered

to get plenty of young goats, and he could try all

theii libs in turn a failure was preferable to an admis-
sion of incompetency

; but our arguments were useless.

The Doctor said he had the nucleus of a good general

piactice, and would not compete with his brother “ spe-

cialist in ribs.”

During our stay at Burao, the Sultan collected a great

many of his people together, and twice entertained us

with some well-executed and characteristic evolutions on
horseback. On the first occasion some forty mounted
men were collected in the Tug before our zariba; but this

did not satisfy the Sultan, and he arranged a second “ fan-

tasia,” in which fully two hundred warriors were engaged.

It was the best and most characteristic thing of the kind
I had ever seen. A procession was first formed in the

river’s bed, and on a given signal all dashed off, brandishing

their spears and shields. Dressed in tobes of many colours,

and sitting loosely on their gaily caparisoned ponies, they

engaged in mimic contest with spear and shield, reining

their horses upon their haunches when at full gallop,

and with wild shouts flinging their spears into the air.

Each warrior carried a short-handled whip with a broad

raw hide thong, and with it lashed his steed unmercifully.

Some of the riders went through regular circus fouls,

leaping from their horses when at full gallop, pickine

up objects thrown on the ground, and then remount-

ing. After this had continued for some time lho\ would

gallop close to our zariba, and reining up, shout “ Mori,
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mort” (“Welcome, welcome”), to which we replied,

“Kulliban” (“Thanks”). One man then delivered an

oration, chanted in dull monotone. Of this I could

never obtain a satisfactory translation; but Dualla said

it was “ poetry,” and the gist of it was to the effect that

they had never seen white men in their country before ;

that we were their friends, and they were glad to see us

;

that we had come from a distant land, and that they

too had journeyed a long way to greet the white man,

and to do him honour.

It finished at last, and now was the moment to make

a solemn investiture of the Sultan, when he vas sur-

rounded by so many of his people, for, in addition to

the two hundred horsemen, a very large crowd had

collected on foot. As he sat on a chair placed on the

edge of the river-bank, in full view of all his sub-

jects, we girt a gaudily hilted sword about his waist,

placed a fine camel’s-hair burnoos on his shoulders, and

twined a scarlet silk kufiyyah round his head. Then,

while a gracious smile overspread his features, I slowly

transferred to his forefinger a large gold signet-ring I had

worn for about three minutes. He bowed gracefully, the

onlookers gave a Somali cheer, the “ army fired a salute,

and the whole thing was over.

The following day the Tug became the scene of another

exhibition, interesting as illustrative, of native custom.

It began with a parade of some thirty or forty ostriches,

followed by women and children armed with long sticks.

These ostrich drivers were the wives and families of the

low-caste Midgans, who act as vassals to all the higher

tribes, and are employed to hunt game and assist in raids.
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Next came the Miclgan hirelings, forty in number, and
each armed with a heavy bow tipped with a white ostrich

feather, and further equipped with a hide quiver full of

poisoned arrows slung over the back. The first manoeuvre

of these bowmen consisted in a mimic combined attack

upon an imaginary enemy, in which they made short rapid

advances, and during each, let off a flight of arrows.

After this they spread out in skirmishing order, every

man kneeling or creeping, as if anxious to take advantage

of any available bit of covert, and shooting towards the

foe or head of game he was supposed to be stalking

whenever he thought fit. The advances were always

made by creeps or short hops, and never by that extended

shuffling movement so universally adopted by the Ameri-

can Indians. When this representation was over we were

treated to the Midgan war-dance, which consisted of

the usual amount of gesticulation and contortion, accom-

panied by shouting, stamping, and hand-clapping, com-

mon to so many African races.

We were told the best ostriches were worth fifty dollars.

They are regularly plucked and their feathers sent to the

coast, but European dealers do not consider them as valu-

able as those from Darfur and Kordofan. Tows, quivers,

and arrows were then handed round for our inspection.

The bows were short and clumsy, with strings of twisted

gut, the quivers neatly fashioned out of raw hide, with

straps of the same material, and the arrows, which aver-

aged about fifteen inches in length
,
were roughly trimmed

mimosa branches plumed with guinea-fowl leathers.

All were either tipped with a removable iron barb, or

sharpened to a natural point, which had been dipped
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in some viscid vegetable poison, much resembling tar

;

bnt in the specimens we handled this Avas so hardened

and snn-dried, that it would require considerable moist-

ening in a living tissue before it could be dissolved.

The owners of the weapons declared the poison to be

sure, though not quick in its action, and said that any part

of the human body into which it was inserted always de-

cayed, and death ensued, preceded by the hair from the

head and body falling off in large quantities. Animals

transfixed by these arrows would rapidly lose strength,

and could be easily tracked and dispatched, while guinea-

fowl would succumb after flying or running a few yardsA

These Midgans are one of the three pariah tribes existent

throughout Somali-land. The others are the Tomal, who

work in iron, and turn out bridle-bits, swords, and spear-

heads, and the Ebir, who are tanners, and manufacture

saddles, prayer-carpets, and small leathern cases for the

receipt of verses from the Koran. These cases are from

one to three inches square, and neatly stitched at the

sides : they are prized by all who profess to be devoted Mos-

lems, and may be seen suspended from a narrow strap tied

round the neck or arm. The low-caste tribes are only

distinguishable from other Somalis by their smaller

stature and their weaker physical development. They

own no fatherland, but are divided up between the chief

Somali tribes.

Although more industrious than their employers, the

Midgans are not less quarrelsome. A youth applied for

surgical attendance who a few days before had his fore-

arm completely severed by a sword - cut, and he was

* For further account of poison see Notes.
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accompanied by a friend with a slash across the back,

which he declared had been produced by the same blow.

He had partially avenged himself and his youthful com-

rade in misfortune by driving a spear clean through the

antagonist’s chest, but he still lived, and was not even

expected to die. Without doubt it takes more to kill a

Somal, high caste or low, by searching his inmost parts

with sharp iron, than it does to kill a European, and of

this we had abundant proof throughout our whole travel.

A simple explanation is suggested by recognising the

absence of hereditary taints, the healthy habit of life, and

the freedom from climatic disease of any serious import-

ance. So accustomed is the Somal to “feel steel,” that

he entertains no dread of the surgeon’s knife, and Thrupp

was often implored to divide tissues which required no

disunion. This peculiarity is not recorded in connection

with any other Moslem race in Africa, and was in our

own experience uncommon among fetish tribes. When
mutilation was accepted as the sine qud non of life,

we had all seen it patiently endured
;
but the constant

and earnest desire to be cut with a knife is, I think, a

distinctive feature of the inland Somal.

Particular methods of averting death are common to

savage and civilised races; so I will be content to

instance one disclosed by a member of the Ilabr Ger-

hajis tribe. This man declared lie had received a

terrible sword-cut on the head, and pointed with pride

to an ugly enough scar; but he continued, “I did not

die because I drank up all the blood that ran out of Un-

wound,” and this explanation ol his survival is ol course

subject to doubt. We did not, however, express any
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want of confidence in the precaution he recommended,

but only trusted we should have no personal occasion to

test its value.

Two ladies, shortly after our interview with this im-

mortal, presented themselves for advice. The first

was married, and had been with child during the

last three years, without the infant showing any dis-

position to leave the limited confines of its earliest for-

mation. Thus she had become an object of reproach

among her sex, who said that if they all took three years

in begetting sons or daughters, establishing a family

would become a slow and weary process. The second

lady was unmarried, but her condition was no less in-

teresting. She had been in the daily habit of taking

a bath, and on one occasion the water had been first

used by a young man. The apparent result might give

rise to misconception among her relatives, who were

unacquainted with the true facts. Could the “ white

doctor” help her? But Thrupp was nowhere to be

found ;
he had vanished before this applicant’s story was

complete, and did not appear again for some hours.

Then he had no suggestion to make, except that we

should endeavour to arrange an immediate marriage be-

tween the young lady and the young man ;
for having

met with analogous cases in civilised lands, he always

considered this advice the best possible under the pecu-

liarity of the circumstances.

To the married lady he gave hope and comfort,

“ Three years being the period of gestation for an

elephant, and an ‘ elephant ’ being the Somali metaphor

for a strong man, she could silence all who cast repioach
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upon her by assuring them that when her child was

born it would be the finest ‘ elephant ’ in the land, and

the pride of all the Habr Gerhajis.”

I have dwelt upon these twTo cases at some length, be-

cause they illustrate several points connected with native

economy. The establishment of a family is of the utmost

importance to every true patriot, for the strength of a

tribe is in direct ratio with the number of its male repre-

sentatives. Sons and daughters, therefore, are anxiously

awaited by all husbands, and a barren wife is as much

an object of reproach among these pastoral and warlike

people as she was among the Bible shepherds of olden

time. The sons defend the flocks and herds, and grab

those of their neighbours when they can. The daughters

represent property of distinct commercial value to the

parents, who, according to their position, demand one or

many camels from the suitors who ask their hands in

marriage. This explains the anxiety of the lady who

claimed to have been three years with child, and the

reason why she was an object of reproach. The un-

married lady had endeavoured to hide her shame by

asking her credulous friends to believe in a miracle.

Without inventing some such explanation she would

have become an outcast from her tribe, for her miscon-

duct would have prevented the parents from demanding

that marriage price which, by the custom of the laud, is

their rightful due.

We were always most particular to make friends with

the priests whenever we could, and gave Dualla instruc-

tions to always look out for them. 'I hey are tin' most

dangerous people in the country, as they are apt to stir
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their flocks up against travellers, and it is hardly neces-

sary to add they are ignorant and fanatical to a degree.

There was one at Burao who was said to have great

influence. We made his acquaintance at once, and pre-

sented him with a burnoos and silk hufiyyah, but we gave

him besides what he valued more than anything else

—

a Koran. I am afraid that missionaries would hardly

approve of this proceeding; but as I do not believe

in interfering with a man’s religion, and knowing

that he would read his Bible when he would not

look at ours, I gave him the Koran. It was a present

he would value more than anything else, and showed

both him and the people we had no wish to interfere

with their “ beliefs.” We took a small supply of Korans,

and found them invaluable
;
and I would strongly ad-

vise future travellers in fanatical Mahommedan countries

to do the same. They must, however, be only given on

rare occasions, and a suitable speech should accompany

the gift. This man was so pleased, that he gave us a

letter, a sort of pastoral “round robin,” to his brother

priests in Ogadayn, which was exactly what we wanted.

Our interview with this priest, terrible through

his influence, was followed by another with a man ter-

rible through his deeds. He was reported to be a hun-

dred years old, and he really looked his age
;

but he

was also said to have killed two hundred men, and on this

account he dared not show himself in Berbera. Two men

a year is not a bad average fall from the sword of a Somali

warrior, but it was of course a mere bagatelle to the fall

from the lancet of any fashionable English doctor in olden

days. I did venture to say this to our visitoi, but my
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brother told him the white doctor belonged to a tribe

whose killing history was great and fearful, even as his.

Before long Thrupp had a chance of proving himself

worthy of the tribe he represented, for a tournament was

organised among the natives, and he entered the lists.

Being skilled in single-stick, he easily defeated every one

he engaged, including our head-man, Dualla. Ilis anta-

gonists knew nothing about the outside wrist cut and

guard
;
so every time a sword or spear was raised for cut

or thrust, the Doctor’s weapon came sharply down on the

exposed forearm, with a blow which they readily under-

stood must mean immediate disablement if received in

real combat. During the contest with Dualla the excite-

ment was so intense among the spectators, that several

rushed in to prevent what they believed was developing

into a veritable battle.

So far we had got on without serious delay, and the

people at Burao seemed so friendly and willing to help,

that we were quite hopeful about the possibility of the

Sultan providing us with the necessary extra men and

beasts within a few days, and thus enabling us to com-

mence our journey across the desert which leads to

Ogadayn. We sat down to roasted sheep and guinea-

fowl on the evening of the 4th, and cheerily discussed the

interests and excitements of the last two days, and the

chance of receiving a mail that night, forwarded by

special runner from Berbera.

The map was now accurately completed up to Ihirao,

with the mountain range confined to its exact limits;

and even Aylmer had ceased to revile the Eesa scare,

which had once made it display the sudden upheaval of
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so many miles of land and sea-bottom. Dinner was

scarcely over when the mail was announced, and among

other letters I opened one from Major Hunter which

made me exclaim in annoyance and surprise. It ran

thus, and was dated from Berbera, January i :

“ My dear James,

—

I enclose copies of telegrams

received from Cairo requiring me to insist on yonr return.

I suppose the Foreign Office took alarm at the going

to Ogadayn. I hope you have got on safely so far, and

will not altogether regret having made a start.—Yours, &c.

“J. Hunter.”

The enclosed telegrams were as follows

(i.) Sir Evelyn Baring
,
Cairo, December 29th, to Major Hunter

,
Aden.

“ You should dissuade James's party strongly from undertaking their

expedition, and make it quite dear to them they go on their own responsi-

bility. Government cannot undertake to help them if they come to any

harm.”

(ii.) Sir Evelyn Baring, Cairo, December 30th, to General Blair, Aden.

“ Please inform Hunter that I have received instructions from Lord

Granville to direct him to stop James's party by force if they persist. If

Hunter has left for Berbera, please forward this to him at once."
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE LETTERS FROM MAJOR HUNTER AND HIS INSTRUCTIONS FROM GOVERN-

MENT—OUR ATTITUDE—A CONSPIRACY TO STOP US—LETTER FROM MR.

WALSH—ALARM OF THE SULTAN—DEPARTURE FROM BURAO.

Our surprise and consternation at receiving such a com-

munication may well be imagined, and we had a long

discussion as to what was to be done. The Government

could well have stopped our starting on our expedition

at Aden or Berbera, had they wished to have done so
;

but now we were away from any possible jurisdiction

of our Home Government, in a part of Africa that had

hitherto never been trodden by a white man. We could

not imagine why they should want to stop us. We had

made no secret of our intentions. Our departure had

been mentioned and commented on in the English news-

papers. The authorities at the Foreign Office knew

where we were going, and I had dined with Sir Evelyn

Baring at Cairo just before leaving, and detailed the whole

project. We never asked or expected help from the British

Government, and fuliy understood that wo unde) took

the journey entirely at our own risk. Major llnntri,

moreover, had clearly misread the meaning of the teh

grams, which should be read together. 1 ho fiml s|| d.

“Dissuade from going;” the second, “Stop, if they pel-
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s i st”—that is, if they persist in going
;

but ive had

already gone.

We determined, without the slightest hesitation, to

proceed, and to do all in our power to hurry the

Sultan to procure us camels before any fresh difficulties

might arise. The only way that we feared we might

be stopped was in case Major Hunter’s messengers

knew of the telegrams, and endeavoured to stir up the

people against us. It was not until we got home that

we found out that the whole thing emanated from Major

Hunter. The home authorities had no idea of stopping

us until he telegraphed to inform them that he con-

sidered it a most dangerous expedition.

Why could he not have told us this, instead of

encouraging us in every way by letter and personal

advice, as I have previously shown? We went to bed

greatly disturbed in mind, having decided to keep the

bearers of the letters in camp as long as possible, so

as to gain time before they should know on the coast

of our intention to proceed. The next morning we

told Dualla to detain the messengers, telling them we

had a number of letters to write which we wished them

to take back. Dualla, who knew nothing of the

telegrams, replied that the sooner we got rid of them

the better, as they were stirring up the people against

us. We afterwards found out, what we only suspected

at the time, that these men had been instructed to try

and stop our continuing our journey.

Any one with the slightest knowledge of the East will

readily understand what a dangerous commission this

was to put into the hands of such men. They belonged
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to the Habr Tdjaleh tribe, and were well known as

troublesome characters, one having been turned out of

Aden for misbehaving himself. These men went among
the people telling them not to assist the Christians, who
had come to take their country, demanding why they
permitted Christians to drink at their wells, where no
white man had ever drunk before, and informing them
we were without the support of our Government, who
did not wish us to proceed any farther.

We taxed the men with endeavouring to set the

natives against us, which of course they denied. They
said they wanted to go to their village for a day or two,

and that if we would give them our letters, they would
take them to Berbera without returning to the camp, to

which we replied they had better go first to their homes,

and come back for the letters, which would then be ready

for them.

One accordingly left the camp, but his companion
still hung about, and we were not long in noticing a

great change in the behaviour of the Sultan’s people,

and also in that of the men we had brought from Aden.

They divided up into parties under the trees, and entering

into long discussions, gave up all preparations for our

departure. Dualla did not understand the meaning of all

this opposition. lie thought it jealousy on the part of Ma-

homed Sharmarkay and Mr. Walsh’s interpreter, who, not

having been able to arrange that we should take camels

through them, had got no baksheesh out of the expedition,

as they no doubt had hoped to do. lie explained to the

people that we had taken no Habr Tdjaleh with us,

while we had followers of many other tribes, and that it
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was ou account of tribal jealousy they were trying to

incite the natives to oppose us. He said that the

messengers told him they had been given money, and

had been informed they should have more if they suc-

ceeded in getting us back. He added, that men had

been sent by a different road to the Baha-Wadly, the

first tribe of Ogadayn we should meet with, to prejudice

them against us.

It will be seen that our prospects looked gloomy,

and that the danger of our journey was^ being inde-

finitely increased by Major Hunter’s injudiciousness,

to call it by no stronger term. I wrote to Major

Hunter, saying that having left Berbera, we saw nothing

in the telegrams ordering our return; that up to the

date of the arrival of his messengers everything had

cone well, but that they had seen fit to endeavour to set

the people against us. After writing this, the Sultan

came to tell us that Major Hunter's messenger had told

him the same he had told Dualla as to people having

been sent to Ogadayn to stir up the inhabitants. This

he said he did not believe, but that he would give us

two or three men whose daughters were married to men

of the Baha-Wadly tribe to accompany us.

I consequently added a postscript to my letter to the

following effect

“

Coshin Gubdoo (the man who accom-

panied your messenger, Haji Moosa) says that Haji Moosa

was told to stir up the people here against us, with a view

to preventing the continuation of our journey; that lie

was paid to do so, and promised more money if successful.

Our informant says that the people who have employed

him are Mahomed Sliarmarkay, your interpreter Deria,
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find the interpreter of the man-of-war in the harbour at

the time he left
; that the reason for acting in this way is

because they are jealous of Dualla and the men that we
have employed, and are determined if possible to prevent
their carrying us through in safety. This may or may not
be true

;
you will be able to find out whether it is or not

better than any one else, and if it is true, to understand
the best way of dealing with it

;
for a conspiracy of this

kind, if it exists, may be a very serious thing for us, and
it can be more easily checked at Berbera, its headquar-

ters, than anywhere else. We are told that the Ogadayn
people have been already communicated with, with a view
to making them hostile instead of friendly.”

On January 8th the camels arrived. We agreed to take

thirty-five, forwhich we were to pay $9 apiece, and after great

difficulty arranged that they were to send to Mr. Walsh for

the money. The contract was that the camels were to

accompany us nearly to the first wells in Ogadayn, and it

was impossible to find out how far that was, as the accounts

varied so much. The Sultan told us, however, that they

rarely went to Ogadayn except in the rainy season. lie

insisted on our taking one man to each camel, as he feared

that his rival, Sultan Noor, might endeavour to cut them

off on their return, should he get news about us. We
hired an extra number of calabashes, which we filled

from the wells, and went to bed at 11.30 after a ver\

long and fatiguing day, hoping to start by moonlight.

We could not get the men to load up, however, before

daylight, when a note was handed to me from Mr. Walsh.

In it he said he had known nothing of Lord ( irunvillek

telegram until after it was actually on its way to us, hut
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that he advised our return, because, he said, “ the orders

of Government are known m the baza.cn ,
and in the event

of your not obeying them, the Somalis will not unnatur-

ally imagine that impeding your progress will find favour

in their eyes. If once this idea reaches your neighbour-

hood, I think your farther advance into the interior will

be positively dangerous. The akals (chiefs) here say it

is simply folly to attempt it with the means at your

command. I need not say I have always wished you

success, and have done all in my power to aid you, and

I still think that had you followed my advice you could

have reached Ogadayn in safety, and with little trouble.

As matters stand, you have left a wake of disaffection

behind you; this coupled with the orders of Government

really renders your return imperative in your own as well

as in other interests.”

This news naturally made us very indignant, and v e

could not understand that Government telegrams, which

were sent in cypher, should have been translated for

the benefit of the Berbera bazaar. Even supposing we

acted on Mr. Walsh’s advice, we were at the time m a

part of Africa where no white man had ever been, and

where the people might naturally think that by injuring

us they would be finding favour in the eyes of the Aden

officials. I wish here to mention that General Blair ivas

in no way responsible for the manner in which Major

Hunter and the Government had thought fit to act in

the whole of this matter.

The Sultan now approached with something to say.

“ Tie could not, under the circumstances (we supposed he

had spoken to the messenger, who knew all the Berbera
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bazaar knew), let us have liis people’s camels.” Why
not? “He was afraid, under the circumstances, Mr.
Walsh would not pay him the money.” We assured him
the money would be paid the moment the “ chit ” was
presented; besides, had we not agreed the payment was
to be by chit ? \ es, but now it was different

;
we

must give the money in hard dollars.” This we could
not do without exhausting the whole supply we had
reserved for Ogadayn.

I was puzzled what to say next, and the Sultan was
clearly alarmed. Suddenly I recollected a letter Major
Huntei had given me, written on Government paper in
Aiabic, and addressed to “All Sultans and Sheiks,”
which I was to use in case of need. I told the Sultan
to call his people about him, and to listen while an
interpreter read out a letter to them all. This he did,
and I handed over Major Hunter’s communication. It

was to the effect that Major Hunter (who was ividehj

known throughout the Somali tribes) would be pleased,
and would reward all who helped us, but would punish
those who hindered or annoyed us. The effect was
magical. Every one applauded, and then the assembly
split, into knots for counsel. The decision was favour-

able—we might have the camels. We then tried to get
the use of men and camels right up to the first wells

at extra pay, as, with the conspiracy against us, we might
have to fight for the water; but this proposition was
rejected.

During all these “ pow-wows,” our men had of course

stopped loading the camels, which were now kneeling or

standing all over the camp among their burdens. Wo
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o-ave the order to continue, and sought a fresh audience

with the Sultan, carrying with us his “present.” This,

which took the form of dollars, included payment for

his “present” to us of eight sheep and several eating

camels, the latter being valued at from $12 to $16 apiece.

Then we held out our hands to say good-bye ;
but no

he was coming a day’s journey with us, and the three

men who were to act as our “ abans,” the Somali term

for guides and protectors, were already mounted and

waiting. We accepted the abans, but declined their

animals : they must all three walk, as we had no water

for extra ponies; we would pay them for the extra

trouble of walking. Now, was everything ready ? Yes,

everything. It was the 9th of January 1885, 11 a.m.,

and we were off.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE JOURNEY ACROSS THE HAUD—MUTINY AMONG TnE CAMEL-DRIVERS-
FAUNA OF THE DESERT—ANXIETY ABOUT WATER nODAYU AND ITS

PANS.

We led the van with the Sultan and our abans for some
distance, and then looked back at our caravan. What
an endless string of life it seemed to be, though wc had
cut down our personal comforts as much as possible.

About 100 men and women, 103 baggage-camels, and 10

others for food, 8 horses, 2 mules, 46 sheep, and 7 oxen.

We were passing the Sultan’s permanent village, and the

tail of the caravan was in the Tug, nearly half a mile

to our rear. It would certainly be no easy matter to

keep together in close country without some definite

organisation; so we decided that two of us should
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always ride at the head, and two at the rear, while

one kept up the lines of communication.

A peculiar feature of the country here consisted m the

richness of the umbrella mimosa, which we saw for the first

and last time ;
but within a short distance of the perma-

nent village, consisting of large grass huts, we entered an

open plain called Arori, which formed the grazing ground

for several thousand camels. Here we encamped for the

benefit of our live stock at 1.45 P-M -> and fixed the llttle

tent for the Sultan and his four followers. We had

requested him to do without any “equerries,” as we told

him we should be short of food from the moment of our

start ;
hut he replied he could not take less than four to

uphold the dignity of his position. Conceive then our

annoyance when, shortly before feeding-time, another

thirty upholders of his dignity appeared on the scene, all

requiring food and drink. The inconvenient “ custom of

the country” required us to give them the first, and for this

purpose away went several sheep we wanted for ourselves ;

but we flatly refused a drop of water, and made them send

to their own village for all they required. These unwel-

come guests left us at nightfall, and, to our utter disgust,

carried off all the picket-ropes belonging to our horses.

Before turning in to sleep we had a farewell audience

with the Sultan in our tent, as we were going to make a

start before daybreak. He amused me by requesting a

“letter of recommendation.” So I sat down and wrote

“good words” about him, in which I conscientiously

recommended him to any one requiring the services of a

Sultan, as active, willing, steady, and trustworthy.
^

This

being the first “character” I had given to any Sultan,
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I was very pleased to be able to write one which was so
satisfactory. I then held out my hand to say “ good-
bye

;

” but something more was wanted. This was a
letter addressed to Mr. Walsh, which the Sultan would
forward to Berbera, or take with him if he ever went
theie, setting forth how well he had treated us

;
how

Avilling he would be to receive other Englishmen
; and

how m future he would arrest any thief who escaped
from Berbera, and return him to the British authorities.

Of course I readily gave him this letter; then we all

shook hands and parted with feelings of mutual good-
will, his last words being, “that if we could only manage
to bring about a lasting peace between him and Sultan

Noor, he would be delighted and ever grateful.”

At 2.30 a.m. we made a hasty breakfast while our
men uploaded, and were on the march by the light of a

waning moon before 4 a.m. A level plain with tufts of

closely cropped and very coarse grass, the exact opposite

of the fine-spun glass vegetation so characteristic of

Eastern Africa, the scraggiest of scraggy mimosas, live

and dead trees, with none large enough to afford sub-

stantial shade. Nevertheless the sheep were excellent

eating, and seemed to thrive wonderfully on this coarse

and scanty herbage. An adequate idea of the monotony

and scenery of this country may be obtained by any one

who should care to walk about in a kitchen-garden of

dead gooseberry and currant bushes for a week or ten

days. The soil was red instead of brown, and the vege-

tation larger and more thorny, but in other respects the

greater part of the Haud was a dried-up African kitchen

garden, instead of an English one.
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Through this dead stretch we kept our camels moving

for eight and a half hours by dint of great effort. Men and

beasts wished to stop anywhere and everywhere, but we

forced them on. We must reach the wells before our

water was exhausted, or we would never get to them at

all. We passed numbers of beisa (Oryx beisa

)

and other

antelope ;
but there was no covert for a stalk, and even if

there had been, it would have been unwise to leave the

caravan in case of an attack from marauding parties, which

haunt this wilderness. We heard a pack of jackals in

full cry, and saw a hysena and a hare. It was comforting

to think there was some animal life beyond such as our

caravan represented in this abomination of desolation; but

we wondered what attraction brought it there. It could

not have been the white ants, which abounded, and even

swarmed about tufts of dry grass, evidently lecognising

no difference between them and the dry soil they covered.

It had taken us about seven hours to pass through the

Arori plain, and the country now was all “ gooseberry

bush,” and the only thing to do was to thread one’s way

through it as best one could. It was difficult to find any

patch large enough to form a camping-ground, but in one

place, where the white ants had been particularly busy,

a sufficient number of “ bushes ” seemed to have been

cleared. Here we unloaded, feeling tired and thirsty,

and spent some time in shaking off the surplus red soil,

with which our clothes were beginning to get dyed.

The sun had been scorching like the blaze from a furnace

all day, and the breeze had been represented by a few

feeble puffs of hot air. But we were 3100 feet above

the sea-level, so we could look forward to a cool night
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and morning, though to scarcely any dew. There was no
occasion to make a zariba, as Nature had provided us
with an almost impenetrable one

; but by Dualla’s advice
we served out extra rounds of cartridges to our men in
case we found ourselves surrounded by anythiug more
lively than the spectres of a past vegetation.

We turned in early for a long sleep, but turned out
before we had closed our eyes. There was something
wiong with the men, who were all talking at the same
time in angry tones. What was the matter now?
Only all the camel-drivers had struck, and were declaring
their determination to return at once to Berbera. We
were thoroughly angry, and told them, without any
efforts at argument, they could go if they liked, and
we would drive on their camels

; but if they attempted
to take one of them, we should shoot every beast down.
We then returned to our tents, but not to sleep.

Wrangling went on outside all through the night be-

tween the men, but there was no sound of movement
among the camels, and as long as they remained undis-
turbed we were content to lie still in our beds. I believe

two or three of our Aden men, belonging to the Moossa
Arri tribe, were the inaugurators of this mutiny. We
had already traced occasional bouts of disaffection to

their scheming, and warned them we were now deter-

mined to keep careful watch over their future behaviour.

We arose before daylight and gave the order to load up
with all speed, and kept well together for action in case

of any refusal. The drivers seemed to have arranged no

concerted movement, so each went sulkily to his camel in

obedience to the order, and man and beast grunted and
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growled in unison while the burdens were being fixed.

A lion had been prowling round us during the night,

and we pointed out the tracks to some of the camel-men,

telling them the noise they had been making all night

was worthy of the beast, but unworthy of a man. We did

not move off before six, as the “ bushes were thick and

high, and without full light the loads would have been

torn from the camels by the thorns, which were of every

imaginable size and shape, and sharp as fish-hooks.

Khamis, our Arab kitchen-maid, said all Somalis were

like tobes thrown over these thorn-trees. You must pick

the tobe off very gently, for if you attempted to snatch it

away, you tore it all to pieces.

After circulating among these fish-hooks till 1 1.40 a.m.,

we camped near a stretch of withered grass occupied by

antelope, bustard, and partridges. All were shy at the sight

of humanity, but appeared more curious than frightened

at the sound of the gun. Ant-hills were becoming more

numerous and of greater bulk and height several indeed

affording shelter from the sun for two or three people to-

o-ether, which was better value than could be obtained from

any thorn-tree. Here and there large dead fungi were

adhering to the bases of these ant-hills, and declared to be

nourishing when fresh
;
but on our return during the rains,

we did not notice that any of our people took advantage

of this chance to vary their diet. • Early in the morning

one of the Sultan’s men was found rolling about with

severe colic ;
but he had not been tempted by the dead

fungus, though he knew “it was good for food, if you

could not get anything better.” We fed him for the

moment 011 croton-oil, and placed a camel at his disposal
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GIANT ANT-HILLS. 9i

until he recovered. A journal is monotonous and tedious
leading, but as this desert journey Avas monotonous and
tedious beyond power of description, I may produce
something in the Avay of realism by now giving a feAv

rough extracts from my diary.

January 12th .— Off at 5.50, camping at 12.50. The
camels marched Avell, and the day was cool Avith a strong
Avind. We observed a good many whirlwinds,— “spirits

of the deseit, according to the natives. One struck
me, filling my eyes with dust, and taking my hat clean

off my head. The dust Avas so thick that for a moment
I aa as completely hidden from those only a few yards
from me who were beyond its influence. Shot an ariel

and some partridges. Yesterday afternoon, after emerg-
ing from mimosa thicket on to a grassy plain, Ave crossed

a Avide depression covered with giant ant-hills, and these

tall red columns of earth assumed shapes Avhich made
us imagine Ave were passing through a gallery of colossal

statuary in terra-cotta. Once we passed over some
sixty or eighty acres of perfectly bare red earth. Before

starting Ave sent back the sick man and another avIio

shammed ill on two camels. We could afford to spare the

camels, as the Avater was of course decreasing all the time.

We met some people on their Avay to gather gum. 'They

had eight camels, and offered to sell us a little water.

The men grumbled very much at the length of the

marches, which they said were too long for the camels.

The water-question never seemed to trouble them. The

Somali camels are, as a rule, better fed, in better condi-

tion, and fully as strong-looking as those in the Soudan :

but they are never loaded nearly as heavily, and the people
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declare they cannot accomplish anything like such long

journeys. They are certainly better cared for than I have

found them anywhere else, and very few are seen with

sore backs. Their power of going for a long time with-

out water is most extraordinary, and I very much doubt

if it is equalled in any part of Africa.

We were told we should strike a regular caravan

route in the afternoon, as, so far, we had been on no road

whatever, and they talked a great deal about the breadth

of the road we should see. It existed, however, only m

their imaginations, and we only struck a very nairow

track near a deserted zariba. We are so much afraid of

getting short of water that we do not wash our plates, but

clean them in the earth ;
and this afternoon, foi the first

time since the start, all had a wash in a little water in a

basin, which did for the entire party. Almost every day

accidents happen to the water supply
—

“ huntahs broken

from being dragged off the camels’ backs by the tiees, 01

upset by the carelessness of the men. TV e divided all

our followers into batches of ten on leaving Burao, and

gave out a certain provision of water to each party to last

for the journey. Noticed fresh ostrich tiacks.

January 13th.—Marched from 5.20 to 12.20. Ob-

served aloes for the first time, and the straggly cactus so

common on the sides of the mountains leading up to the

central plateau. Numbers of bushes bore a small sweet

red-coloured berry. The Sultan’s men all wanted to

return to-day, declaring the arrangement was only for

five days, and they wished to count the first day of two

and three-quarter hours as one ;
but we insisted on their

o-oine; on another day. Observed footprints of a lion on
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the path, and at night heard one roar. Noticed two
brown -coloured foxes, as well as a few antelope, vul-
tures, and crows. How such a waterless tract supports
so much life I am at a loss to understand, and our men
declare that for very many miles on either side of our
course there is no water whatever at this season. I can
only account for it by the dews at night, which are fre-

quently very heavy, saturating everything with moisture.
January 14th .—The Sultan’s camels left us first thing

in the morning on their return. Our horses and mules
had a good drink before they left, and we took all the
water left in our “huntahs,” except what they required on
their return journey. Our Aden camels, being unaccus-
tomed to go for long without water, were becoming
weak, and we had to give them a little. They are,

moreover, used to grain every day, and do not take
kindly to this coarse dry grass. The camel-path was very

tiresome, winding in and out in the most unnecessary
manner, and so wasting a great deal of time, as though
we were not getting enough of this horrible journey.

We came across some incense gum-trees, but did not

attempt to collect any specimens for Ivew, as they wen*

quite withered. The gum-gatherers followed us, camp-
ing with us at night. They did not seem to obtain

much gum. Noticed parrots, a dik-dik, and an owl.

The earth as we got more south became redder in

colour, being very much like red raddle
;

and as we

could not wash, we became horrible-looking objects.

We had now reached Ogadayn, we were told; but it is

only in the rains that this part of the country is inhabited.

We noticed the fresh marks of some very large antelope ;
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its tracks were fully as large as a cow s, but we were

unable to get any particulars about it. Commenced

feeding our men on rice and dates, to lighten the loads

and save the camels to be killed later on. We killed a

whip-snake, which they said was not poisonous. One

of the camels was ill and had to go without its load.

Marched over seven hours.

January 1

5

th .—The sick camel was unable to proceed ;

no one seemed to know what ailed it
;

it appeared

paralysed, but looked fat and ate well. The gum-pickers

were leaving us, and we left it behind with them. We

managed by dint of great efforts to squeeze eight and a

quarter hours out of our camels. The men wanted to stop

some time earlier, but we rode ahead and said they must

follow. No one seems to know where we shall get water,

and yet they complain of these “ long marches.” Shot

a very large lizard in a tree, a kind of iguana, also a very

curious bird like a woodpecker, but with claws like a

parrot. Lort-Phillips espied an eagle pounce on some-

thing, and found it was a civet cat, which he bagged.

The lesser bustard was common, and there were plenty

of tracks of the greater bustard and a few gazelles. The

gum-bearing mimosa became plentiful, and we collected

some very large pieces of gum arabic, somewhat resembling

ripe apricots in appearance. A considerable quantity of

honey was found in a dead tree and obtained by some

of the men. Our men had for some time been amicable

enough, but to-night there was a disturbance, and two

of the camel-drivers ran at each other with their spears ;

they were separated, however, before any mischief was

done, their weapons taken from them, and each fined
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a dollar. Our horses are getting very much worn out,
and I do not think they would have pulled through at
all had it not been for the dew on the grass in the early
mornings.

The next morning we started off at 4.30, after dis-
tributing lanterns among the people to enable them to
load up. The water will not hold out two days. Where
are the wells? No one has the least idea. During eight
days we have been marching through tropical heat, and
have divided one pint of water between five of us for
washing purposes. Into this we dipped our faces in turn,
and then dipped our hands together, each scooping into
his palm what he could of this rich solution of himself
and four others.

Ahead we see a misty lake fringed by green trees,
but the trees are upside down, so it is only a wretched
milage, with a very feeble deceptive power. As we
appioach this fraud, we become aware of a thin belt
of mimosa, which is distinctly green and real, and we
almost dare hope water may be at hand

; but the hope
is rapidly put aside, for the country beyond is, if pos-
sible, more dead and desolate than ever. Later on wo
are cheered by finding recent rhinoceros tracks, though
we cannot venture to follow them, but we shot some
Oryx and Walleri.

The presence of rhinoceros suggested the possibility of
water within twenty or thirty miles, and wc had dispatched
before we started two runners in the direction of Jlodayu.
where we knew water-pans existed; whether they still

retained any water was a matter of grave doubt. We
marched for seven hours and fifty minutes, and pitched
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our tents near a singularly tall tree, which the natives

said was used as a landmark and a post for out-look.

The raiding Dolbohanti tribes are always on the watcn

for caravans stopping near the ITodayu pans, and from

the way in which the branches of this tiee weie worn

smooth, it was evidently a “crow’s-nest” during anxious

times.

Few caravans had probably encamped near it under

more anxious conditions than ours, and we kept a man in

the “ crow’s-nest” during the whole afternoon to look out

for the return of our runners. Towards dusk he reported

“two fires in the distance;” so these were clearly made

by our own men, or by some of the Dolbohanti marau-

ders. Of the latter we had little fear for ourselves,

but they might have caught our runners. We therefore

sent out scouts in all directions, and strengthened our

zariba to make up for shortness of hands. Our condition

was very critical if the XIodayu pans were diy. All

the “huntahs” were empty, and during the past three

days our people had been limited to a pint of water

a day, and were suffering in consequence. Even with

this meagre allowance some of the more rigid observers

of Moslem rites had made a daily pretence of washing by

pouring the precious fluid in the palms of then hands

and then rubbing them over their limbs.

The sun went down and the fires in the distance burned

brighter. The scouts began to drop in one by one, but

all without news, and we became more alarmed for the

safety of our morning runners. Two men who had been

sent in the direction of the fires had not yet returned, and

were anxiously awaited. At 8 p.m. we were rejoiced to
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hear a cry from the “ crow’s-nest ” that four men were
approaching. They were the scouts and the runners.
What was the news ? Had they found the Hodayu pans ?

les! And water? No! Nor sign of water? Yes!
The pans were quite dry and sun-baked, but after digging-
down a little through the crust, the mud became soft”
and that meant there would be water enough for the men
by digging deep. Had they seen signs of people ? No
none. They had feared Dolbohantis, and had dodged
among the thorns all the way to avoid any chance of
meeting them.

There was great shouting and singing with joy in the
camp throughout the whole night, but we were too worn
out with anxious fatigue to let it interfere with our dreams
of running springs.

r;
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CHAPTER X.

DIGGING FOR WATER—DEFENSIVE DRILL THE FIRST OGADAYN OUR

WEAPONS DESPISED ARRIVAL AT GERLOGUBY.

We were off the next morning, January i 7th, at 4.30, hav-

ing got under weigh by the light of the lanterns, which

we still kept going in front as beacons of hope to all who

were behind. An hour before we started, the two runnels

who knew the road were sent ahead with six other men

to dig into the pans, so that there might be some watei

to refresh our caravan on its arrival. Five hours’ hard

marching brought us to rocky ground, and another ten

minutes led us to the edge of the pan, at w hicli 0111

advanced-guard were digging as best they could. It

was the ninth day since leaving the wells at Burao, and

we all rushed across the sun-cracked mud to see the

result, and timidly peered with thirsting eyes into the

holes their sixteen hands had scooped out. Not a sign of

water in any of them yet, but the mud was black and

almost liquid. We served out every available instrument

which could be worked as a spade, and soon had thirty

men digging in good earnest. Within an hour twenty

wells were going, that is to say, this number had a thin

surface of dark fluid overlying liquid mud. This gradu-

ally rose higher, until some of the wells contained a foot

of water, if water it could be called. Any way, it was
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greedily sucked down, and no sooner was one well ex-
hausted than another was started with renewed vigour
It was weary work, but full of excitement, and the result,
however nauseous in ordinary times, was salvation now.
Some men struck oil, i.e., oily water, within a foot of the
surface, while others had to dig down to at least four
feet: the lottery was like that of a miner’s claim, and
reaching fluid was as exciting as striking gold. The
man who arrived at a thin layer was in luck, for many
claims weie abandoned after arduous labour as hopeless;
but the man who got a foot’s depth of fluid was like the’
miner who had not only struck a vein of gold, but
“ struck it rich.”

This delving and burrowing had to be conducted with
care, for if the sand below the mud were exposed, it

immediately sucked up every drop of water collected
above it. All day and all night well-digging was con-
tinued, and by degrees we were able to partially water
the hoises and mules and the four Aden camels.

We decided it would be impossible to attempt to re-

cross the Haud until the rains had set in, as we could not
expect to obtain on hire extra camels in Ogadayn. We
lemained here another day, as more water would run into

the holes, and enable our men to carry a fair supply away
with them in the “ liuntahs.” Ilad we been two or

three days later, we might have dug down to the primary
rocks in vain, for such water as we had been able to

get would have been dispersed by the action of the

sun. Near the pans we saw some quolquols, resembling

weather-beaten Scotch firs, and all the thorn-trees were
of large growth and slightly green. Koodoo, gazelles,
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guinea-fowl, and partridges were plentiful, and we flushed

a couple of quail. We also came upon recent elephant

tracks, and followed them up as far as we dared under the

circumstances, hut without success. Around us we heard

the frequent bleating of young goats, suggesting “milk;”

but the sounds were only produced by mocking-birds,

whose notes of imitation were curiously accuiate and

deceptive.

As the Dolbohanti tribes might have had scouts who

would report a possible prize at Idodayu, we made a strong

zariba, and kept men on guard all night. W e had arranged

a simple method by which our riflemen could at the in-

stant of alarm form a complete circle of defence within

the zariba. They were numbered 1,2, 3, and so 011.

No. 1 was called Mecca, which meant his position

would be directly facing the Holy City, towards which

every man turns for prayer ;
No. 2 was always so many

paces (according to the size of our camp) to the right of

No. 1 ;
No. 3 a similar number of paces to the right of

No. 2, and thus, at a given signal, a complete circle of

defence was formed, the intervals between the riflemen

being filled with the camel-drivers armed with spears and

swords. In the event of night-attacks, we carried a large

magnesium lantern, which cast a brilliant light ovei the

whole zariba, and would enable us to watch the action of

our men as well as that of the enemy, and thus bring up

help to any point against which a determined attack was

directed. In addition to this advantage, it would lend a

supernatural effect to the whole of our manoeuvres.

Of course we had a “ scare ” during the night, and our

men turned out very smartly. The alarm was caused by
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the return to camp of some of our people who had gonem search of a truant camel, and their approach had been
mistaken for advancing scouts of Dolbohantis. When
the laugh was over, one of our Aden men carelessly laid
ns loaded rifle on the ground, and it went off, as he had

Warned itwould
. being Martini-Henry pattern.

ie bullet shaved past a camel-driver, and lodged in a
mat-hut, which was fortunately empty.
From Hodayu to the Ogadayn wells, or Gerloguby, as

t ie site they occupy is called, was, according to Mahmoud
ddah, a two days’ j ourney when we were at Burao. When

we reached Hodayu he found it was three days, and now
we were leaving Hodayu, he discovered it was four. We
asked him whether to-morrow he would come to the con-
clusion it must be five, but he declared he was right in
his last calculation, and we should see the wells in four
days. The first of these we marched for seven hours and
twenty minutes, through much the same kind of country
as we had left behind, but in one place recognised two de-
pressions which had evidently contained water, and from
the first of these about a tea-cupful of black fluid was
obtained after much digging. Before we made our camp for
the night we crossed a stony tract of land, which was quite
a pleasant novelty. So, too, was a hillock about twelve feet,

high, the first we had seen since entering the desert.

The next day s march of seven hours began by leading
us through a country with actual signs of watercourses,
and ended by bringing us to pastures new and absolute I

green, and we pitched our tents under a delightful natural

arbour. On the way we passed three more pans, and
obtained after hard digging enough fluid to give the
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horses and mules another drink. In one place there was

a real layer of water on the surface, which was being

sucked ‘up by two Egyptian geese : a couple of shots

enabled our men to finish the drink, and we finished the

birds at our evening meal, later on. We noticed seveial

graves, and fresh human foot-prints, which Mahmoud

Addah said were made by people who had been travelling

in search of an edible red berry which was growing on

many of the thorn-trees about us. The graves were sur-

rounded by rough wooden railings, and in their neigh-

bourhood a neat hut had been erected. The days were

now very hot and the nights close, so the following morn-

ing we only marched six hours and a quarter, and then

selected a spot where the grass was green and plentiful.

During this journey we noticed crows ( Corvus affinis)

perched on a distant thorn, and vultures hovering m the

air above. Our people at once rushed to the front of

the caravan and began stripping off their tobes and

winding them round their waists, leaving the upper half

of the body quite naked. This was the usual method

of preparing for battle. Were they going to fight the

crows or the vultures'? Neither; but the crows and

vultures meant people—Dolbohantis.

We had heard so much of these bugbears, that we were

almost glad to think there was now a chance of seeing

them ;
but we were doomed to further disappointment.

People there certainly were near the ctoavs and under

the vultures, but only three Ogadayn women. They

occupied a feAV huts, and had been deserted by their

husbands, Avho had gone to Gerloguby. Tor seven days

these Avretched women had been left with scarcely any
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food or water, and no fire. We gave them camel’s flesh
and matches, and invited them to accompany us to
Gerloguby, where we would return them to their truant
loids and masters; but this they declined, saying they
had been told to look after the huts, and therefore could
not leave them. We had scarcely moved olf when we
came upon a good-looking youth about twenty years of
age, carrying some milk. He said his family were at a
pan near Hodayu with their camels, and he was taking the
milk to some women who had been left in huts close by.
We told him we had already sent these ladies a present
of camel s flesh, and that if, after delivering his milk, he
cared to come along with us, he could. To this pro-
position he readily agreed, but during the afternoon left

us, shortly after we had been joined by an Ogadayn man
and his wife, who remained with us throughout the night.

The evening was marked by a singular duel between two
camel-men, who having no artificial weapons about them
used their sharpest natural ones. One was badly bitten

through the hand, and the other in the forehead.

Before turning in to rest, we were told that a sub-tribe

of the Baha-Wadly were at some wells a short distance

from Gerloguby; so we dispatched two of the abans

provided by Sultan Owd to interview them. Around us

there Avas fair pasturage, and numerous camels and goats

Avith their attendants, and we were now, doubtless,

Avithin a day’s journey of the wells. It is an Ogadayn
custom during the dry season to move the flocks and
herds north of these Avells, as the pasturage in their

immediate neighbourhood is greatly taxed by the multi-

tude of camels brought in from all parts to be Avatercd.
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On January 22nd—the fourth day from leaving IJodayu

—we were on the road early, and the nearer we ap-

proached Gerloguby the more desolate was the aspect

of the country. However, we were scenting watei, and

could overlook the dreariness of the dry land. In front

of the caravan ran the last of our forty-six sheep. When

it came to his turn to die, we all with one accoid decided

to spare his life, and christened him “Sultan, in memoiy

of our friend at Burao. He became a great pet with us

and with all our men, and was as tame as a dog. Diiectly

the camels were up-loaded, he would tiot along in front

in the most independent manner, as though his particular

business was to show us all the way ,
and duiing the

march he would now and then turn oil and follow any

guns which had left the caravan in search of guinea-

fowl. We brought him back to England with us, and he

is still (1888) alive and well. A friend of mine has

introduced this breed of fat-tailed sheep into England

and the North of Scotland, and finds they thrive well in

either climate, and the mutton is of the finest quality.

After marching for six hours, we were joined by two

Ogadayn natives, who said they would show us the wells,

which were close at hand. -They pointed to our guns

and asked their use. When we said, “for killing men

and beasts,” they laughed, and replied “ they would be

no use against sticks, let alone swords and spears.”

A liornbill was sitting on a tree listening to this con-

versation, and echoed the natives’ laugh with an assenting

croak of scorn. Lort-Phillips raised his despised fire-

arm, and down fell the lifeless hornbill. Down, too, fell

the Ogadayn natives, and remained for some time w itli
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theii faces piessed against the ground, invoking the pro-

tection of the great “Allah.”

The character of the ground had changed from dark
red earth to light red sand during our last two marches

;

the sand now was being replaced by limestone rocks, and
in a few minutes we looked down on a plateau of many
acies covered with loose stones and boulders, and bordered

by a dense thorn forest. In this plateau the famous Oga-
dayn wells were dug through solid rock. We had reached

Gerloguby at last, and our baggage-camels should now be

watered to their stomach’s content, and enjoy the rest

they had so hardly earned and so thoroughly deserved.

Since leaving Burao, they had, with bad food, carried

their burdens 215 miles, travelling for thirteen days

without drinking a drop of water.
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CHAPTER XI.

RECEPTION AT GERLOGUBY OUR HEAVENLY DESCENT THE PRACTICAL

RELIGION OF THE SOMAL WAITING FOR THE CHIEF MEN OF THE

DOLLOLS THEIR ARRIVAL—THE DEMAND FOR 4000 TOBES.

I have said the plateau was covered with loose stones

and boulders, but it was also well sprinkled Avith natives,

camels, sheep, and oxen—I should say nearly 500 of the

first and 1000 of the others—waiting their turn to be

watered. IIoav we were going to be received Avas the

particular point of interest which influenced the moment,

and prevented our obtaining a purely pleasurable sensa-

tion from the peculiar and striking effect offered by the

scene immediately before us. One thing was soon made

clear
;
neither our caravan nor ourselves were expected,

and an expression of utter astonishment was written on

every face as it Avatched our descent to the plateau. Evi-

dently the present guardians of the wells Avere inclined to

let us speak first, believing, as Ave afterwards heard, the

Avhite man’s caravan had descended from the heavens.

Some of our men were at once sent forward Avith Dualla

and Addah to hold a parley, while the others, before

unloading the camels, cut down Avhole thorn-trees as

quickly as they could, and in a marvellously short time

established a strong zariba on an open space near the

edge of the plateau. During its formation, Ave sat to-
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gether on camp-chairs under a large tree, and, with extra

rifles ready and plenty spare cartridges at hand, watched
the effect of the envoys, and the progress of our defensive

operations.

Gradually the distant wondering mass dissolved into

close admiring groups, a sure sign of deferred hostility, if

not of permanent friendliness; so our camel-drivers began

to unload their thirsty beasts and lead them to a neigh-

bouring well, while we began to smoke. This established

beyond doubt our individual heavenly descent, wherever

our followers might have come from. “ The pipe was

part of ourselves, for how else could our mouths blow

forth clouds, which would of course bring down rain ?
”

As succeeding curls of smoke ascended, succeeding groups

of natives approached, and followed with straining eyes

the mystery of tobacco melting into space. We explained

that these “ clouds ” were not “ water-bearers,” but only

due to plants lighted by harmless “fire-makers,” and to

prove this one of us struck a match, and lit up a fresh

cigarette. Further bewilderment succeeded an illustra-

tion I hoped would have ensured applause. “ The match

had produced lightning, and of course the clouds could

produce thunder, so we were ‘ storm-makers.’
”

“Not at all. Had we not said these things were

harmless ? But we all carried with us what could produce

thunder and lightning, and deal death to those against

whom it was directed. Would they care to see? ” They

did not seem to think they would
;
but we felt they now

understood our desire for peace, and we knew for (lie

moment there was no cause for fear on our side. The

larger trees near the plateau were thick with doves,
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which would add a pleasing variety to our larder. Loit-

Phillips, therefore, rose up with his “ thunder and light-

ning and death-dealing machine,” and gravely inviting

the nearest gaping group to follow him, advanced slowly

towards a dove-laden branch.

Flash went the lightning, bang went the thunder,

down fell the birds, and away flew the audience. Our

own men shrieked with laughter, while Lort-Pliillips first

picked up his doves, and then offered to pick up some

fallen shepherds who were imploring “Allah” to regard

their humility and recognition of his almighty power.

The continuing peals of laughter from our camp halted

the general stampede, and before long were echoed by

the returning crowd, in derision of their own kin who

had fallen down to pray, instead of running off while

they had the chance.

Such is the practical religion of the wilder Somal.

If he thinks there be no chance left but prayer, or that

it may increase his chance, he prays, and if he is proved

to have wasted time which might have been better spent

in avoiding the necessity for prayer, expects to be laughed

at. Those nearest to Lort-Phillips fell down and appealed

to “Allah; ” those farthest from him trusted their heels

would carry them beyond the immediate effect of the

thunder and lightning, and therefore beyond the radius

which required the despised invocation of their god.

Sir Richard Burton mentions a story of the chief

of the Berteri tribe which illustrates the value placed

on any evidence of real trust in “Allah by the aveiage

Somal. Some unarmed pilgrims were met by this

chief, who asked them why they had left their weapons
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at home. “We are trusters in ‘Allah’!” replied the

pilgrims, as they entered a hut where a good meal

had been prepared for their entertainment. When they

had well eaten, the Berteri chief came hurriedly to

the door, declaring that his soothsayer ordered him at

once to sacrifice a pilgrim to “Allah,” and begging

them to lose no time in selecting the victim. Aghast,

they drew lots, and gave over one of their number.

The chief placed him in a separate hut, and having

dyed a sword with sheep’s blood, returned demanding

a second life. Immediately the pilgrims rose en masse,

and fled so rapidly, that the chief with all his cavalry

had great difficulty in recovering them. Then he

laughed at them for preferring to trust in “ Allah ” rather

than in swords and spears, and finally dismissed them

with advice and liberal presents. Burton also states that

the Somalis have been known to ask where “ Allah ” can

be found, as some of them would like to catch him and

spear him on the spot, for having laid waste their homes

and killed their wives and cattle.

Those who pray regularly do so because it was the

custom of their fathers
;
because it is considered respect-

able
; and because, if it brings no good, it ought to bring

no harm. Sudden prayers are let off with great fervour

during moments of anxiety, in the possibility of their

affording some relief to feelings in a state of tension. In

contradistinction to the prevailing custom in civilised

communities, public prayer is almost confined to the male

part of the population. This is not because Ihc ladies arc

in any way prohibited from taking part in such ceremonies,

but merely because they rarely seem to have any inclina-
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tion to do so ;
and it is no uncommon thing to hear them

say they much prefer to let their husbands piay foi them.

Now in the event of bonnets being introduced in

Somali-land, and becoming a representative import in

its “ trade of the future,” I shall expect to find the

ceremony of public worship even more largely attended

by the women than by the men. I am sure Hubla, the

Virgin, would have proved quite irresistible in a real

Parisian bonnet, instead of failing to obtain a single

offer of marriage during the whole journey. She had

a strongly-marked countenance, and - plenty of it
;
and

though in need of a little “ lighting up, it was peifectly

capable of carrying off the requisite number of plumes

and stuffed birds, which is, I believe, the most fashion-

able form of head-dress now in vogue.
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A missionary might consider the opening offered

by this country for an improved and rapidly increas-

ing congregation through the introduction of an article

so simple and yet so complex as the European bonnet.

I absolve myself fiom any charge of irreverence being
warranted by this suggestion, when I recollect that

an earnest and prominent member of a religious sect

declared he would like to preach a sermon standing

on his head
; the novelty of this position would, he felt

sure, induce a larger congregation to listen while the

pearls of salvation dropped from his mouth, and some,

perhaps many, would be gathered up and treasured by

sinners who would never have been attracted towards

them by the ordinary upright method of preaching.

Before leaving the subject of the Somals’ respect and

disrespect for their “Allah,” 1 will quote two more

examples mentioned by Burton. At one time, when he

reproached some natives who were gambling, and asked

them how they dared indulge in this forbidden plea-

sure, they simply replied, “ Because we like.” Another

time, while encamped among the Eesa tribe, he heard an

elderly female, who was suffering from severe toothache,

giving forth loud lamentation, and the refrain of her

groans was “ Oh, ‘ Allah ’
! may thy teeth ache like mine !

Oh, ‘ Allah ’
! may thy gums be sore as mine arc !

”

So far we had no cause to complain of our reception,

but the fact of our not having been expected accounted

for the presence of only a few hundred natives at flic

wells, who were all more or less engaged in the occupa-

tion of watering and guarding the herds and flocks.

The news of our arrival would rapidly spread, and we
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should, of course, be interviewed by a representative part

of the Ogadayn population before long. During the res

of the day we remained inside our zariba, o jeo s

untiling interest to hundreds of eyes peering through

the thorn-hedge, and wondering at everything eyj»w,

from the pitching of the tents to the laying of the dmnei-

cloth and the service of the table.

By way of encouraging belief in our avowed good in-

tentions,'we invited one or two natives m at a time, and

allowed them to wander about among the baggage an

converse with our own men before returning to Uen

friends. As darkness came on, all drew away to then

homes, driving off the camels and the flocks to*

nearest pastures, and by nightfall we were left to dispute

the possession of the wells with the hyaenas, who came

, , t t
iie pools of water around their openings.

pits which lead to the well’s mouth, and having shot

several, laid their carcases near our zariba, where trey

could be inspected by the natives who returned the fo -

lowing morning. They would then realise the do, -

dealing power of our weapons was not confined to

slmllfter of small birds; and the destruction of the

hvmnus would he hailed with delight, since these crea-

tures inflict serious losses on the natives, by destroying

not only numerous sheep and camels, but even ch.lt ion

The spotted variety of hyeena here .is large, and oftei

bold enough to attack cattle under the eyes oi then

keepers One of the specimens we shot was y

that it required the united efforts of four natives to cany

its carcase a few dozen yards.
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The following day the carcases were inspected by a
mixed multitude of armed shepherds, a few of whom we
interviewed with the idea of inducing them to sell us
sheep and oxen, but without success. They hoped we
would kill all the hyaenas who ate up their cattle without
paying for them, but would not let us buy what the
hyaenas might have stolen until their chiefs arrived. Al-
though warned against leaving the zariba, we were obliged
to venture out a short distance in search of guinea-fowl,
or our larder would have been empty. We therefore sent
away two guns at a time, which were protected by a well-
armed escort. The chiefs would, of course, come “to-
morrow;” but the “to-morrow” only witnessed the arrival
of moie shepherds, who, like the others, awaited the in-
structions of their absent leaders. This condition of doubt
and inactivity lasted four days, and by that time the guinea-
fowl had been driven beyond the point to which we could
venture even with the strongest escort we could spare, as
rumours ofimpending hostility were afloat in all directions.

On the fifth day a cow and a camel were sent in from
one of the abans’ relatives as a “present,” and on the
morning of the sixth the political atmosphere became very
mixed. Some notabilities had evidently appeared at last,

and the arrival of two cows and another camel seemed to

justify the prospect of fair weather. But a cloud arose
in the form of a hostile priest, who, with lifted spear,

denounced us with all his might and main, and urged the

people to no longer withhold their hands from slaying the

stiange infidels who had come to take their country.

This made the outlook ominous, for though at first the

cloud was no bigger than one man’s hand, it was alread)
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rowing, and great groups were separating from the

eneral throng of natives round us, until the
:

period of

earnest “pow-wow” had fairly set m. It l*** ‘‘

sun was high, and then the decision was made known

T ^We were to prove our good intentions hy handing

over 4000 tobes, or their equivalent, which was tanta-

mount to a demand of our whole equipment, induing

camels, horses, mules, and provisions.

“hero was no occasion to remain long m council over

the only answer we could return to this monstrous de-

mand ;
the chief thing was to let it be short and decisive^

So we sent back a message requiring those who insisted

» the tribute of 4000 tobes being exacted footed

take it • and by way of making that task as difficult

possible, we sent out a special fatigue-party to cut down

more thorns for the further strengthening of our zariba.
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CHAPTER XII.

the dollols and ougass elmi—a bloodless victory—settlement
WITH THE DOLLOLS SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS—ABDEELLA’s MARRIAGE

departure from gerloguby.

A careful interrogation of Dualla, who squatted at the
tent door and drew cabalistic figures on the sand, led to
our being informed that the demand for the 4000 tobes
Avas made by the chiefs of the Rer Dollols, the most im-
portant of the five sub-tribes of the Baha-Wadly. It was
for the decision of these chiefs the shepherds had been
Avaiting before selling us any of their herds and flocks, as

Avhen the news of our caravan’s arrival first reached their

chiefs, they believed the white men were only accom-
panied by the Ayal Achmet, who are the brokers and
usurers of the coast, and had in consequence told the
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people to at once rise up and slay their kinsmen, but to

spare us for later consideration. When, however, they

heard that these followers were chiefly Habr hums, and

that the Ayal Achmet were not even represented^

learned, moreover, that men whose names were known to

them acted as our conductors, they changed the order

of immediate slaughter into one apparently framed wit

an idea of starving us into handing over without blows

the richest caravan “ Allah ” had hitherto delivered into

tUe hands of the mighty Dollols. Dualla also disclosed

his firm conviction that the Dollols had large remfoice-

ments of their own close at hand, in addition to allies fiom

the neighbouring tribe, the Ougass Elm., who were 11

in mounted warriors of great prowess, and he wound up b

expressing a fear that these centaurs were even now w ithu

hail, and prepared to back up the demand for an .nstan

delivery of the 4000 pieces of cloth or their equivalent.

X idanced from the gloom which had settled on

Dualla’s countenance towards Lovt-Phillips, hoping 0

gather a gleam of sunshine from his usual radiancy ;
but

the light of pleasure had died out of his eyes, now busy

searchim-' the horizon through a field-glass foi sign

Ougass Elmi. My brother, who took charge of all ou.

precious merchandise, had slowly retired to the door f

Lis sleeping-tent, wherein he kept one cherished box of

specially assorted trinkets, beads, and beauteous silks, and

Las leaning on his rifle like a dejected Ajax about to

defy any plundering Dollol who might dare to touch ns

treasures Aylmer, whose powers of original abuse had

been I thought quite exhausted by the Eesa Mojt—in

already placed upon them, proved nr forcible languag
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how very feebly I had grasped the depth of his resources

;

while the Doctor loudly proclaimed his capacity for operat-
ing upon the most desperate wounds with untiring zeal,

as long as they might be confined to the members of the
Dollol and Ougass Elmi tribe of robbers.

Old Mahmoud Addah was so hoarse with indignation
that it was impossible to make out whether he was
smuggling with a prayer, a curse, or a mere endeavour
to explain his view of the situation

; while Abdeella
appioached me with a Mephistophelian grimace and
begged the loan of four good tobes, as he wished to

take to himself a bride from the Rer Dollols, and was
anxious to make her father an immediate present.

ibis was Abdeella “all over;” in a way he was the
cleveiest of our three head-men, and as crafty as an
Ameiican Jew of Dutch extraction. IJe had anxiously

watched the growing of the clouds, and through the

proposed alliance by marriage hoped to keep a dry skin

when the storm burst. We sent him off with a curt reply to

the effect that the present time was not suitable for mar-
rying or giving in marriage, and that for the moment lie

must guard the gate of the zariba as jealously as though
it were his favourite wife, and see that no strangers ap-

proached too near. Our zariba was separated from the

dense thorn cover by a wide expanse of ground, which was
stony and only lightly dotted with small mimosa bushes ;

so from a strategical point of view, our position was by no

means a bad one. An enemy, mounted or on foot, could

not approach within fifty to a hundred yards on citli or

side, without being exposed to the full effect of our rifles,

and though we had not done much in the way of teaching
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our army to shoot straight, we had made them thoroughly

understand the advantage to be gained by firing low.

Before long the glint of spears high above the thorns

made us sound the tocsin, calling every man to his

post, except those who were far away guarding the

camels and horses, and these, in the event of any seri-

ous attack, would have a fair chance of saving them-

selves by flight. The fresh arrival of spears was borne

by a mounted troop of some fifty warriors, who emeiged

from the distant cover in close order, and cautiously

paraded round our zariba at a respectful distance, which

was probably suggested by a few shots we sent over their

heads by way of “ salute.” During this manoeuvre, and

under the belief that the new-comers were only the ad-

vanced-guard of a much larger force, we served out all

our extra guns and rifles, with a liberal amount of spaie

rounds of ammunition, and placed the elephant-guns in

the hands of our strongest men, after giving them all

necessary caution. We could depend upon our men not

to fire without the word of command, and of course we

had determined to reserve that until there could be no

possible doubt as to an attack being intended.

Suddenly the advance squadron became lost in the

thicket, but almost immediately charged out with the

whole cavalry of the Ougass Elmi, numbering several

hundreds, followed by a far greater mass of infantry who

represented the warriors of the Dollols. With loud

yells and wild gesticulation they galloped up to within

twenty-five yards of our zariba, hurling their spears and

recovering them without dismounting. Then wheeling

to the right and left, they completely encircled us, as
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though preparing for a dash in ; then, as if by sudden

change of order, galloped away in sections towards the

thorn cover, whooping and screaming and destroying

innumerable imaginary foes, while the infantry lifted up

their yells of applause, and, like a trained chorus, kept

well at the back of the stage. The whole scene was ear-

nest, picturesque, and exciting, and we were able to watch

it without a too keen anxiety after the dash by section

was made in the direction opposite to our stronghold.

They had evidently hoped to carry us by storm,

but finding we were fully prepared to meet them, and

having heard something of the effect of “ fire-makers,”

had thought fit to change the original programme of

attack for a provisional one of “ demonstration.” Their

next manoeuvre made this still more apparent, for a

band of gaudy warriors, mounted on gaily decked ponies,

halted within a dozen yards of our zariba, and sent for-

ward a spokesman, who called upon us to come out and

witness a “ fantasia ” arranged “ in our honour.”

We did not need Dualla’s urgent appeal to allow

no man out or in before we decided to decline this

invitation, and we shouted back our admiration at their

prowess, and our proposal to at once rival their ex-

hibition of strength by showing them that our strange

weapons rendered us in effect no less mighty than them-

selves. They replied by asking us to postpone any ret urn

compliment until their orator had addressed all the

warriors in our hearing, and also “ in our honour, so

that we might know how great and terrible were the

deeds of the combined forces of the Her Dollols ami

Ougass Elmi. This, in language not ornamented with
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the bows and ribbons of falsehood and deceit, meant they

wanted us to be convinced they were quite capable of tak-

ing without any difficulty the tribute of 4000 tubes they

had already demanded. To this arrangement we consented,

and cavalry and infantry were before long collected near a

neighbouring tree, under whose shelter the mounted orator

started on an oration which occupied him for very nearly

an hour before we decided to try and limit its duration.

This was one of the longest and hottest hours I think

we ever endured. It would have been unwise to leave our

separate posts, and the direct rays of a merciless mid-day

sun were playing havoc with a patience which is perhaps

the most necessary requisite for success in African travel.

The oration was chaunted in the same dull monotone

adopted by rival orators we had heard before, and, as

usual, dealt with the deeds of awful daring accomplished

by the present tribes, which made them the only invin-

cible and ever-to-be-dreaded representatives of the gieat

Somal race. During any particular flight in the poet’s

imagination which might have raised a smile of doubt

among our people, a batch of warriors would dash away

on their ponies, and after killing a few thousands in the

air through which they passed, by way of proof or illus-

tration, returned triumphant amidst great greetings of

applause. Not a syllable was said about us, though of

course the whole oration aimed at producing the effect of

an intimidation ;
but it fell flat, for befoie it was half

over our men were telling each other that these gieat

invincibles would only talk the words of war, but would

never dare to attack as long as they saw we were pre-

pared to resist. We felt they were quite right, and deter-
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mined to cut short the epic of the Homeric Ougass Elmi
by announcing our intention to make a counter-demon-

stration in honour of our visitors.

The signal to “ fire high ” was given, and for the next

few minutes we rent the air with continued volleys from

our whole battery of shot-guns, sporting rifles, Martini-

Henry carbines, TV inchesters, and elephant-rifles, while

the camel-men kept up a chorus of yelling and screaming

which filled any gaps occasioned by reloading. Of course

every man fired in the air, but when the smoke cleared

away, it seemed, for the moment, as though they had been

making good practice at an enemy.

Hollols and Ougass Elmi strewed the ground between

our zariba and the thicket, while riderless steeds were

careering about in all directions. The tree under which

the orator had vaunted the valour of the thousand un-

conquerable heroes by which he was then surrounded,

was now casting a pleasing shade over a few prone

figures, and of the host who came to enforce the de-

mand of 4000 tobes, there were no longer within sight

enough upright men to carry the bare weight of the

tribute on their shoulders.

By degrees a few hundreds came back in small detach-

ments, but only to wonder and to “ pow-wow ” at a safe

distance
;
and before the sun went down the dauntless

army of the Hollol and Ougass Elmi tribes had departed

by the way they came, and apparently left further nego-

tiations to the more peaceful shepherds, with whom we

had done our best to make friends during the past six

days, chiefly spent in that “masterly inactivity” which

is engendered by mutual doubt and sense of insecurity.
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Needless to say we were satisfied with the negative

result of our day’s performance, for we felt we had learnt

what would prove of great value to us during our further

efforts to penetrate the country. The people we had just

dealt with were at least as powerful as any we would be

likely to meet, and their tactics were such as could be con-

sidered in fair probability to exemplify those which might

be adopted by other tribes of the same race through which

we would have to pass. Our analysis of these tactics re-

solved themselves into these three progressive stages :

—

(i.) The determination to decide whether our visit was

openly hostile before showing any definite front, and to

depend upon the shepherds’ report for information as to

our apparent strength, value, and intention.

(ii.) The determination— after satisfying themselves

that we were professedly “peace-people and rich in

coveted goods ”—to strip our whole caravan, if they

could, without risking a blood-feud with the various

tribes to which our followers belonged ;
and, if they could

not, to stand the consequence of such feud, subject to

the attack on our caravan involving no chance of defeat

or serious loss to themselves.

(iii.) The determination to try the effect of “ bounce
”

when they felt it unwise to venture on the chance of battle.

The decision to refuse at once an extortionate demand,

coupled with our caution in being prepared to act up to

that decision, had so far won for us a bloodless victory, and

the opportunity was before us to follow up our action by

a fair offer of peace, with reasonable proof of our honesty

in desiring friendship. On the principle that those who

are anxious for peace must be always prepared for war, we
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arranged a special system of night-watches, and determined

for the future we should do well to sleep in our boots.

While our experience had taught us to fear little by

day, when a hostile force could realise we were fully

prepared to resist an attack, it had also taught us to

fear everything by night, if a hostile force believed we

were capable of being rushed unawares with impunity

—

a favourite method of action among all Somalis. There-

fore we arranged frequent reliefs of the night-watch,

which we now increased from two to four, and ordered

them to keep up a continuous chaunt, and to fire off a

rifle at intervals of every fifteen minutes. By this means

an enemy lying in ambush would be puzzled to know

how many in our camp slept, and how many remained

awake
;
and to puzzle the hostile Somal is the surest way

to make him avoid risking his skin over an “ off-chance.”

If future explorers of this country will only make a point

of accepting no overture of friendship which involves a

belief in native rectitude of purpose sufficient to justify

the laying aside of reasonable precaution, I believe we

shall hear no more harrowing details of “ another disaster

during an effort to explore Somali-land.”

Up to our present experience in the Ogadayn country,

we had been fairly cautious
;

after it, we became, per-

haps, unfairly suspicious
;
but if so, I think we only

erred on the side of safe judgment. The history of

efforts to penetrate Somali-land, is (as has already been

shown) full of all that makes one sad in the thought ol

valuable lives sacrificed to no useful purpose, (fount

Porro’s expedition was cut to pieces through its sense

of chivalry, and Lort-Phillips’ servant, Girghis, who should
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have known enough about the Somalis to have repre-

sented a voice of warning, was slaughtered with the rest.

I am sure future explorers will do well to consider the

full value which attaches to Lord Aberdare’s reference

to the “ hostile disposition and uncertain temper of the

Somali tribes having hitherto offered an invincible ob-

stacle to the exploration of their country by Europeans.” *

We thoroughly endorse his remarks
;
but at the same

time would venture to supplement them by saying our

experience has taught us to believe that a European

expedition, sufficiently equipped and cautiously con-

ducted, may now explore the whole length and breadth

of the land without expecting to encounter the insuper-

able disappointment and disasters which have attended

all enterprises previous and subsequent to ours. Even

Sir Richard Burton’s proposed expedition was broken up

by a “ surprise,” for which a belief in native integrity

had rendered his camp quite unprepared.

“Verily fear is divided,” is a well-known proverb

among the Arabs
;
and during the night which closed

upon the adventures of our first active day at Gerloguby

we all remained for many hours under arms. We had no

idea of the whereabouts of our demonstrative visitors, for

they had vanished no less suddenly than they had ap-

peared
;
but as the thorn thicket by which we were encircled

would completely hide an unlimited host of foes who

might make a sudden rush under cover of darkness, we

allowed the comfortable sense of “ readiness ” to overcome

the lassitude of reaction which suggested sleep. How far

* Annual Address on the Progress of Geography, 1884-85, by the Eight

Hon. Lord Aberdare, F.R.S., President.
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it would have been obtainable under the license we had
given to our men to make night hideous, I cannot pretend

to say. I only know that the license was utilised to an ex-

tent which, in after days, often made sleep impossible, when
we felt far more anxious to court it than we did at present.

During this particular night even “ Sultan,” the sheep,

seemed to share our restlessness, as though he realised his

future chance of avoiding the usual fate of his kind depended

upon our disposition to remain awake to the dangers by

which he was encompassed. But the night passed without

our vigilance being rewarded by any scare, and the dis-

tant moaning of the hyaenas all round our zariba made it

most probable that the braves of the Dollol and Ougass

Elmi tribes had retired to their various villages for such

further counsel as the events of the day made requisite.

During the evening we carefully inspected the wells,

which were doubtless excavated long ago by the Gallas
;

they are hewn out of the solid rock, and some seventy

or eighty feet in depth. The present inhabitants of the

country have neither energy nor appliances to sink such

wells. All day long, from sunrise until far into the

night, the natives draw water by means of a long rope

with a skin-bucket attached, as at Burao. The water is

then poured into wooden troughs roughly hewn out of the

trunks of trees, and the camels crowd round and drink it

as fast as it can be drawn. They arrive in long strings,

the foremost always having a roughly-made wooden bell

round its neck—a custom I never observed before.

The following day the number of natives that sur-

rounded the zariba had increased very much, and Dnalla

and Mahmoud Addah strongly advised our taking the
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initiative, and giving them something to eat. Accord-

ingly, when we were told a sufficient number of im-

portant people had assembled to consult as to who they

should give us as abans, we sent them a present of a

fat camel. At first they refused the gift, saying they

ought to give us a present. Mahmoud translated this

by explaining that many of the people had come a

long distance, and had brought no cooking-pots, and we

had better kill and cook the camel, sending them some

of the flesh, to which we agreed.

Camel’s flesh is considered by Somalis as the greatest

of delicacies. This is evidently no new taste among

natives, as is evidenced by Hakluyt, who, writing as long

ago as the very beginning of the seventeenth century,

gives the following quaint description of the camel

:

“They have many camels also, which, being young, are

eaten of the people for victuals, and being old, they are

used for carriage of necessities. Whose property is, as

he is taught to kneel at the taking of his load, and the

unlading again ;
of understanding very good, but of

shape very deformed ;
with a little belly, long misshapen

leas and feet very broad of flesh, without a hoof, all

whole saving the great toe; a back bearing up like a

molehill, a large and thin neck, w ith a little head, w ith

a bunch of hard flesh which Nature hath given him in

his breast to lean upon. The beast liveth hardly, and is

contented with straw and stubble
;
but of strong force,

being well able to carry five hundredweight.”

We knew that we should have to give some of the

Baha-Wadly chiefs presents, but were appalled to find

that each of the five sub-tribes would expect something.
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Who the chiefs were I never could make out. In fact,

I believe there are no great chiefs among these people,

and this must always render travelling among them very

troublesome, as the chief or chiefs for the time being are

constantly changing. As the most important sub-tribe

was the Her Dollol, we were advised to take our abans

from them. When passing through Trieste on my way
out, Sir Richard Burton gave me a small pamphlet that

had just been published at Algiers by Gabriel Ferrand,

a Frenchman, on the Somalis. In it he states there are

twelve tribes in Ogadayn
;
that each elects a Ugaz or

chief, and that these twelve Ugaz united elect a supreme

chief, and that the present man is named Omar Iiosein,

and belongs to the Halangoor tribe. This is not the

case, as we conclusively proved by our travels.

The priests were of course the important people to

conciliate, but it was some time before we could get

hold of any of the older ones
;
those we interviewed at

first were young, and presumably only in deacon’s orders.

Some asked Dualla why he, a Mussulman, had come into

the country with Christians, when it was contrary to the

Koran to do so. Dualla said he would fetch the sacred

book, and they could point out where such a sentiment

was expressed, wdiich raised a laugh against the priests

among the people. When the elders arrived a little later,

we gave them Korans, and drew their attention to the

fact that we were bringing them their own Bible. It

seemed to please them greatly, and they muttered prayers,

in which those standing round joined. Dualla declared

that one old priest invoked Allah’s blessing on us, but

I felt doubts as to the truth of this statement.
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We next explained our good intentions and desire to

be allowed to pass through their country without further

delay, and before the evening the matter was settled on

satisfactory terms. We handed over one out of the twenty-

one bales of mixed goods left for general distribution, and

divided the best part of another among the most impor-

tant chiefs, in addition to presenting them with a few

pieces of silk. From the moment this settlement was

effected we were supposed to be free from any further risk

of an attack ;
but though we moved about m frequent

search for distant game, we were always cautious enough

to take a fairly strong personal escort in case of treachery.

We now opened our gates to all patients and to small

batches of visitors, and had sheep or camels brought

to us for sale or barter. We explained the use of our

camp equipment, and proved that the boxes and packing-

cases the natives thought were full of silver and gold and

coveted tobes of special make, only contained what was of

value to us, and of no value to them. We brought our

collection of children’s toy-books, and displayed their

gaudy plates in a way which, however ludicrous to us,

appeared highly satisfactory to them ;
and when we showed

the coloured drawings of the various wild animals, they

were able to recognise, each beast was greeted with a

round of applause most gratifying to the artist, and an

effort to imitate the creature’s peculiarities of cry or move-

ment. Indeed, after receiving our first batch of more im-

portant visitors, each succeeding one requested to see the

picture-books before wanting to be shown anything else.

We were told that the Dollols heard all about the

effort of the messengers, sent by Major Hunter, to stop
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us at Buiao, and that when these rascals returned to the
coast, they had sent letters to the priests in Ogadayn,
saying word had come from Mecca urging the people to

stop us, as the English had lately killed a great many
Moslems (this referred to the British expedition in the
Soudan), and that we intended to take their country,

and were only the advance-guard of an army that was
coming to devastate the whole land.

A religious element was thus infused with their former

arguments against our progress, and we were assured that

these letters had gone ahead of us to the Webbe. Indeed,

one man who lived on the road to the river warned us

through Dualla we must not attempt to pass his way.

We explained how these messages had been invented

by the Ayal Achmet tribe, who were their enemies as well

as ours, for “did they not rob all caravans sent from

Ogadayn to the coast by their excessive usury?” And
we did our utmost to assure them of the peaceable object

in our travel, and of our desire to pay liberally for every-

thing supplied to us
;
but at the same time made clear

our resolve to resist every extortionate demand from

other tribes, just as we had resisted theirs.

Discussions with the people were endless
;
sometimes

Dualla was up talking to them throughout the night.

All Somalis are tremendous talkers, and much given lo

midnight palavers, and our own men would frequently

sit up talking until the most unearthly hours, and making

the camp a perfect Babel. Our inquiries about the river-

routes were numerous but unproductive. All that we

could definitely gather was, that when we reached the

Webbe we should find the inhabitants most treacherous.

I
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•‘They would appear friendly to your face, and would

endeavour to reach your spine with a spear directly the

back was turned.” We were, moreover, informed that it

inflammatory letters from the coast had reached them,

they were not the people to miss the opportunity foi

treachery they invited and excused.

On this account, I thought it well to address another

communication to Major Hunter, which X gave to a

Habr Tdialeh trader, who was travelling to the coast

in it I referred to our anxious time at Gerlogu y, am

clearly pointed out the danger his action had caused, an

was still likely to cause us. X also told him about the

messengers being the initiators of inflammatory letters

having preceded us to Ogadayn, in which the na ive

had been urged to kill us all, and brought to his notice

the fact of Government telegrams sent in cypher having

been translated for the benefit of the people in the bazaar

at Berbera. I concluded my letter m the followmg

words “ I think there can be no reasonable doubt that

had the Government telegrams been kept private, no

cabal in Berbera would have resulted in such active mea

sures of hostility against an English party. Of course, it

is only too obvious that our danger is the result of some

official indiscretion, which it may or may not be too late

to remedy. Still, every possible effort will doubtless be

made for your sake, as well as for our own.”

During the time we had considered ourselves located

in a metaphorical hornet's nest at Gerloguby, a ventab e

hornet had been quietly building a neat little private

nest between the post and valance of our largest

We watched the progress with great interest, and were

careful not to interfere until we had to strike om camp.
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One day the hornet was noticed to be particularly busy
with an object much larger than himself, and submitted

to a close inspection without appearing to be in the least

degree put out. The occupation, which evidently en-

grossed its whole being, was the insertion of a stout cater-

pillar through the narrow aperture which formed the

door of his house. Having captured the suitable grub,

it had probably deposited an egg in some part of its

interior, and the prospect of successful hatching was only

dependent, from the hornet’s point of view, upon the

success of its present efforts. I think it would have

given them up had it known the slip between the cup

and the lip entailed by our intention to leave ( ierloguln

as soon as we could, and to pack up all our tents before

doing so. It worked for nearly half a day before it had

hidden the last segment of the caterpillar, an appreciable

slice out of the time appointed for a hornet s (existence,
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and for this labour we knew there could be no repro-

ductive result. But the hornet only knew it was doing

its best, and, like human beings who do the same, had

to leave the rest to Providence.

Everything seemed to be going on well, and we hoped

to make a start on the morning of February ist. We

were told, however, that a messenger was not far oh with

letters from Berbera ;
so we decided to wait until the

afternoon. Time wore on, and no one came, and the

whole thing seemed a hoax. In the meanwhile we had a

o-reat disturbance with our Aden men, and the camp w as

one howl from sunrise to sunset.

A large deputation of “soldiers” and camel-drivers

arrived, headed by Ali Magag and Dualla Owad, two

men who, during the whole expedition, were constantly

giving trouble. They began by saying they had left

their camels, wives, &c., at Aden, entirely to please

us; that their work was too hard, including as it did

plucking guinea-fowl and washing cooking-pots; that

the country we had passed through was bad, but that

where we were going was worse. All this was to

lead up to the great and general complaint—food, which

they said was insufficient. It was all nonsense, of

course, and two bullocks and a camel had been killed

during the last forty-eight hours. We told them their

complaint was most unreasonable and ridiculous, and

mentioned Ali Magag and Dualla Owad as the two most

troublesome men we had, informing these gentlemen

that if they mixed themselves up again in any more such

disturbances, we should dismiss them at once, and let

them find their way back to their country as best they

could. We further said that any men who were dis-
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satisfied could return at once to the coast. This rather

astonished them, and brought them to their senses
; but

the whole day long they were divided up into groups
talking noisily, and the end of it was, that instead of

making a start in the afternoon, as we hoped to do, we
had to defer it.

So many of the camel-drivers had remained in camp
to make their complaints, that an insufficient number
had gone out to look after the camels while feeding. The
result was two were stolen, and one had strayed or was
stolen the day before, which made us three short. It was
a boisterous day, and in the evening, as though we had

not had enough of it, a dispute took place between two of

the camel-drivers about a tobe. The whole camp seemed

to join in, and spears and swords were drawn; but the

fuss soon ended in smoke, as usual, as far as fighting was

concerned, although they continued to wrangle for hours.

Shortly after this Abdeella again announced his inten-

tion of getting married, and, as he explained, “ entirely for

our benefit,” and again asked for four tobes to clench the

bargain, which were now given him. lie declared lie was

going to lead to the altar the daughter of an important

Ogadayn personage, and that it would be of great aid to

us in travelling through the country. lie had no wish or

intention to take the young lady to the coast, and lie

already had three wives in different parts, but be intended

returning to the country to trade, when, I suppose, he

would revisit her. Before we finally quitted the country

for the coast, he informed us she was in an interesting

condition, which seemed to cause him much satisfaction.

We hoped the next day we should see the last, of ( »er-

loguby; but alas! our hopes were doomed to disappoint-
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ment. Dualla thought that unless great efforts were made

to recover the camels, the people would think we were very

careless about our property, and that it would lead to

fresh losses. Accordingly we sent a number of our men,

with some of the Ogadayn, to spend the day m searching

for them. They returned at sunset unsuccessful, and we

contented ourselves by promising presents to some Baha-

Wadly if they would find them during our absence.

The morning of February 3rd witnessed the break-up

of our camp at Gerloguby ;
and we were all only too

glad to follow in the track of our pet Sultan, who was

trotting away among the thorns well ahead of the cara-

van as though he knew every inch of the road, and

would get us to the banks of the Webbe in less than

no time, if we would only decide to “ come along,” and

leave the making of the pace entirely to him.
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CHAPTER XIII.

ON THE ROAD TO FAF—A SCENE AMONG TOE LADY-HELPS FAF—ARRIVAL

OF THE CHIEF PRIEST— THE PURCHASE OF CORN—FRIENDLY RELA-

TIONS ESTABLISHED ON THE ROAD TO THE WEBBE.

A journey of five and a half hours through monotonous

thorns, intersected by the first real watercourse we had

seen since leaving Burao, led us to an open space where

some natives were digging out a chocolate-coloured peat,

which the camels were supposed to enjoy as an agree-

able change of diet. Clouds had been gathering during

the morning, and the air was charged with moisture,

which made the heat most oppressive, and before we

camped, for the rest of the day even Sultan had shown

signs of lagging. At sunset relief came in the form of

a heavy downpour of rain, which lasted three hours, and

was not at all relished by our natives, who preferred any

amount of heat to the unaccustomed sensation of a wet tobe.

The following day we crossed a sandy prairie sur-

rounded by zaribas. Here some wells named Tagabayn

had been excavated, and as the water was good, we re-

filled our vessels. The country seemed, if possible, more

desolate than ever, and we did not see the faintest sign

of pasturage. The ground was alive with bright scarlet,

ticks, and it was hopeless to remain in any spot which

offered the least shade for rest and luncheon without being
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prepared to welcome myriads of these pests. In the dis-

tance we noticed wavy land, which here and there assumed

the nearest likeness to hills we had seen since leaving

Burao. This distinction in the geological configuration

of the country led us to hope we might fall in with some

new game before long ;
but beyond bustard, guinea-fowl,

and partridges, there appeared to be none.

We were approaching the district called Faf, wherein

dwelt that mighty host of priests we dreaded, and were

most anxious to impress favourably if we could. It was

with no small satisfaction, therefore, we heard that a native

coming from the neighbourhood had told some of our men

we were quite expected, and might look forward to a wel-

come. The evening passed in the peaceful occupations

of map-making, letter-writing, &c., until an interruption

occurred in the form of a loud mingling of voices, which

fell upon our ears as strange. Before we could leave the

tent, shrieks in high trebles were only partially toned

down by shouts of derision in deep basses, and we

emerged upon the first quarrel scene in which our lady-

helps had as yet played any part.

In this, their debut, all seemed to be principals, and

the surrounding male audience derived the utmost enjoy-

ment from the performance they were witnessing. Our

arrival acted as a signal for the retirement in tears of

one of the “leads” known by the name of “Fatty,” and

with her exit the curtain fell.

From such inquiries as we made, we gathered no

definite information, but Mahmoud Addali remarked that

“Fatty” had been having it too much her own way

lately, and that “ladies should be frequently scolded,
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find g'i en beaten, else they were apt to become un-
manageable.” We thought the same system might be
more advantageously applied to men, if by “ unmanage-
able ” Addah meant us to understand “ quarrelsome

;

” for

up to the present our lady-helps had never raised their

voices in anything but pleasant laughter, which accounted
for the sounds Ave had just heard being quite noArel to us.

During the day we had been passed by numerous
bands of mounted men riding in the direction of Faf,

and as they vouchsafed to us no greeting, Ave Avere rather

suspicious of the motives of their journey. No one,

however, seemed able to enlighten us, and a small

caravan belonging to the abans, which joined ours

during the course of the evening, reported more horse-

men folloAving in our route. Before retiring to rest for

the night, Dualla paid us a special visit of warning, in

which he said Ave were not to believe about the friendly

disposition of the people at Faf, for he had received

information which led him to expect the exact opposite.

The priests had received the letters from Berbera inciting

them to wipe us off the face of the land, and had in con-

sequence called together the Midgan hirelings by whom
they were surrounded, Avho had noiv collected to test

their boAvs and poisoned arrows against our “ fire-makers.”

This was most disagreeable information, which we hesi-

tated to accept as trustworthy; but Dualla, who ivas in u

nervous condition, assured us Ave should have to be very

careful in our movements, and that an extra strong night

Avatch was an immediate necessity. Of course we had

no objection to offer to any extra precaution, though wa-

lloped Dualla had been misinformed; but we knew how
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reliable his judgment and instinct had proved, and how

rarely he showed signs of being unduly anxious ;
so we

were not disposed to look upon his suspicions as repre-

senting those of a mere alarmist.

We all slept in full armour as usual, but the night

passed as quietly as it could under the conditions involved

by an extra guard, which included an almost unceasing

chaunt, varied every half-hour with one or two rifle re-

ports byway of showing “the camp was awake. The

next day witnessed a five and a half hours march,

which brought us within one journey of the priests

stronghold at Faf. Before pitching our tents in an open

place opposite some wells, called Marayde, we had passed

through a patch of close country containing trees larger

than any we had seen since leaving the Tug Dayr. The

whole of this district was named Nooreh, after some six

or seven wells contained in it.

We noticed hard by several tombs enclosed by fences

fashioned out of boughs interlaced with mat-fibre, which

formed a sort of cemetery, with a chapel represented by a

thorn hut placed in the centre of a miniature zariba.

This structure was erected as a permanent house of

prayer, though why in this particular neighbourhood we

were unable to learn. Near this point we first fell m with

the vulturine species of guinea-fowl (
Numicla Vultunna)

then mingling with the commoner variety, but farther

south they appeared to have the monopoly of their race.

While we remained in camp another squadron passed

us, but they were no more communicative than those who

preceded them. During the day Dualla received con-

flicting reports about the people at Faf, and now thought
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it quite possible they might be collecting for the settle-

ment of some affairs of their own. We recommended,

however, that our abans should be sent forward at once

;

so we fitted them out with new tobes to enable them to

arrive in state. One was married to a daughter of the

chief aban we obtained from Sultan Owd, and another was

under personal obligations to Mahmoud Addah, who acted

as his friend when he was anxious to visit Aden, and

had difficulty in obtaining permission from the autho-

rities to do so. We therefore felt our reputation was

in friendly hands, who would do their best to re-

move any effect which might have resulted from the

receipt of inflammatory letters sent forward by the Ayal

Achmet from Berbera.

Before the abans left we had a fresh variety of dis-

turbance in camp, in which our head-men were solely

involved. It was a very mixed affair, and we were

quite unable to fathom its intricacies. Dualla declared

Abdeella was playing the traitor by inciting the men

to mutiny, and trying to tamper with the abans; while

Abdeella assured us of his integrity, and merely com-

plained that he was never consulted or taken into any

confidence by Dualla or Mahmoud Addah. The upshot

of the business was that we were delayed during the

whole of the next day; for though the discussion of. the

matter was carried into the early morning hours, the

trustworthiness of the abans was not a settled fact in

Dualla’s mind until the afternoon, when it was too late

to make a start.

It was quite true Abdeella had not been consulted,

as he knew nothing about the road or the tribes we
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should fall in with. He had joined us in the hope we

should have worked from Bulhar, and struck the livei

by a more western route, with which he was well

acquainted; and as he had now allied himself by

marriage with the Dollols, I think he felt his position

in our caravan as a mere passenger was diminishing

his importance in their eyes, and endeavoured to im-

prove it by telling them Dualla and Addah were really

as ignorant as he was, and that our sole chance of

avoiding disaster depended upon them. This formed the

probable prelude to a recommendation that they should

demand adequate recompense for their service in the

form of innumerable tobes and other goods, which fiom

Dualla’ s account was exactly what the abans seemed

prepared to do, until he had convinced them of the

impropriety of any such action.

Leaving our men to spend the rest of the day in dis-

cussing the iniquities of Abdeella and the ambition of the

abans, we wandered about in search of game to leplenish

our empty larder, but without success. We saw a few

Walleri, but were unable to get within range ;
and we

heard from some natives who were guarding flocks of

wretchedly lean sheep that lions were very numerous.

Six were reported to drink every night at the wells ot

Nooreh, but we did not discover any traces of them.

On our return to camp with an empty bag, we found

some fresh people had arrived, who were proceeding to

Faf ;
so we thought it well to let them carry a favour-

able report of our military strength and tactics. With

this view, we sounded the alarm, and put the men

through their defence drill as smartly as we could,
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and illuminated the display with the full power of our

magnesium lamp. After this we retired to such rest as

we could obtain during a night in which the whole camp
seemed to take advantage of the license we had given

them to sing and shout to their hearts’ content.

Somalis have a much better idea of songs than any

other Easterns I have met. Many have good bass voices,

and there is a real amount of rhythm and go in their

method of singing. One usually leads with a recitative

and the rest join in the chorus.

On the morning of the 7th Ave were up at 3.30 a.m.,

so that we might arrive at Faf before the sun was high.

The first hours of our march took us through thick

kittar bush, from which we emerged upon a great grass

plain flanked by low hill ranges. On this plain we

were informed the ruins of a stone Galla house still

existed, but we Avere unable to find them.

Here we noticed the first efforts at agriculture avc had

seen in the form of patches of corn
(
dhurra)p of Avhicli

some was standing, but the greater amount had been

already reaped. We also found a quantity of Avild cotton,

but there was no sign of any attempt to cultivate it.

We passed a group of natives, who, instead of greeting

us, covered their faces with their tobes, a sign of pride

which Ave thought Avell to acknowledge by a silent

stare, the countersign which marks offence. Soon alter

this we came Avithin sight of some temporary villages

surrounded by zaribas, which Avere occupied by a few

agriculturists, and in the neighbourhood ol these we

pitched our tents on a piece of ground that A\as com-

* Sorghum Vulgare of Linnaeus.
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paratively free from the ticks, which during a journey

of five and three-quarter hours had pestered our animals

and ourselves to no small extent. The nearest wells

were more than a mile distant from the encampment ;
so

we sent our camels to water under the best escort we

could spare, and kept the rest of our men under arms

until we obtained some definite report as to the attitude

the people were disposed to adopt towards us.

r

ppe site we had selected was fresh and pictuiesque.

Green grass and tall green trees free from thorns formed

a pleasing novelty we hoped we might be allowed to

enjoy without any exciting interruption ;
but perched on

a hill to our left frowned the permanent stronghold of

the mighty priesthood, wherein we could see crowds of

natives moving about like swarms of bees crawling be-

tween their hives. It was from this direction we feared

the rising of a cloud which might precede a storm.

The first report we received was handed us by our camel-

men and escort on their return from the wells, and it was

not very satisfactory. A batch of natives had witnessed

their watering the animals, and had upbraided them for

having accompanied Kafirs through the land, and ended up

by declaring they were no better than Kafirs themselves.

Later on, my brother and myself walked down to

these wells, which were not the work of the Gallas,

but had been recently dug down through the soft soil

to a depth of some twenty feet. We found a few natives

engaged in watering their sheep and oxen, and they were

quite civil; we then returned to camp, hoping to hear

an encouraging report from the abans, who had gone

off to the village to interview the priests. They did
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not return until nine o’clock in the evening, and then

told us, to our disgust, that they had been unable to

reach the village, as they had fallen in with a party of

Ougass Elmi, who had detained them over some dis-

pute about a tribal raid, with which they had nc concern

whatever. This was particularly annoying, as the longer

we were delayed, the greater the chance of crowds col-

lecting. The night passed without adventure, but under

the enlivening influence of very active watches, and the

greater part of the following morning was occupied in

trying to buy corn from the natives in our immediate

neighbourhood, who were peaceably inclined.

For this purpose my brother had given out among

our men, during the previous night, a number of glass

bangles and beads, and the trouble occasioned by the

fastidious taste of the ladies, whose husbands had left

them the grain to sell, was endless. The bangles were

either too large, or too small, or too thick, or too thin,

and the beads were either too loud in colour or too

subdued, or too round or not round enough. In many

cases, after a bargain had been struck and the grain

delivered, the ladies would return saying they did not

like their beads or bangles, and would prefer to have

their grain back again; failing this, they wanted us to

turn out every specimen of trinket we had, so that the)

might see whether our store contained anything moic

suitable to their wants or complexions or immediate

fancies, until we could fully realise how necessaiy it is

that all gentlemen who serve behind counters in fashion

able shops should be direct descendants of Tib. M\

brother would be a valuable acquisition to any mi<Ii
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establishment after the training he went through at Faf,

and I am afraid the rest of us were too paralysed with

admiration at the delicate finesse and untiring attention

he exhibited to take any fair share of the work.

The artistic way in which he displayed the neatest

things in beads, “for which we had received so many

orders in Gerloguby,” and the address with which he

fitted the last fashion in bangles, “ so much sought after

at Burao,” is it not all written in the legends of Faf, to

be handed down hereafter from generation to generation 1

Glittering with beads of perspiration .from every pore m

his skin, from the constant hauling out of bales and un-

locking of boxes in a temperature of 90° in the shade, he

had still a sweet smile of welcome for every new cus-

tomer, which almost made me fear the muscles of his
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face had become fixed, and it was with a sense of relief
that, after the last lady had been bowed out, I watched
a gradual relaxation which was followed by something
that sounded curiously like a terrific oath.

A few pints of fiesh milk and a bushel of grain were
the meagre results of a heroism and self-sacrifice we all

declared at least deserved the Victoria Cross, if not the
medal of the Royal Geographical Society. I am now
sorry to hear that, since reading the above, he empha-
tically declines to receive anything less distinguished

than the Jubilee Medal, if only to prove he has never

undervalued the services to which I have just referred.

Our abans returned during the afternoon with the news
that they had interviewed the chief priest and secured

the services of two minor lights who would accompany
us to the river. These gentlemen never appeared, and

we managed to get along very well without them.

The chief priest was reported to be friendly, and on

this account we were urged to send him off at once a

handsome present, which was “ one of the customs of the

country.” We acted up to it by dispatching a mes-

senger with a Cairene abba, a silk kufiyyah ,
a tobc of

the best quality, and a Koran. In return, the chief priest

sent two men to spy out the riches of our caravan, and

to announce his determination to pay us a visit in person

the following day. This was an honour we would have

preferred avoiding, as it involved the delay of at least

another day before endeavouring to make a start. We,

however, acknowledged it in gracious terms, and invited

the messengers to a dish of tea, which they declined wilh

more haste than politeness. Dualla said they were afraid
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we should poison the beverage, so the invitation was not

renewed.

The whole country included under the name of haf

becomes one vast lake and swamp during the rainy sea-

sons, of which there are usually two in every year, each

lasting for about three months, and during these periods

a severe type of malarial fever is very prevalent. The

Tug, or river, which is indirectly responsible for these

inundations, was here represented by two dry water-

courses, very narrow and quite incapable of carrying o

the great body of water which would descend from the

distant mountains. On this account its channel never

reaches the main river, but merely widens into a marsh

of meat extent.O

During the periods of inundation the natives retire
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to the hills, taking with them all their flocks and herds,

to there await the settling of the waters. Melons are

common in this part of the country, and the Midgans
make use of them for capturing the wild ostrich, by
stuffing them with poison. This the bird sucks in with

the flesh of the fruit, which it is said to highly relish

even in its adulterated form.

It occurred to us the following morning that we might
prepare for a short march in the event of the chief priest

altering his mind, but to the suggestion our abans would
not listen. They said their wives were away trying to

obtain more corn, and “ how could they start without

bidding them farewell ? ” There was something quite

novel to us about the idea of an affectionate leave-

taking being customary among Somali lords and ladies
;

so we were glad to note down that cfur previous want of

observance of such natural desire was due to our own
misconception of their “ home feelings.” We rubbed this

note out later on when we knew more about our abans.

At 1

1

a.m. there was a flutter throughout the camp,

and Dualla announced the approach of “
1 1 is Emi-

nence.” In another quarter of an hour we welcomed him

with a familiar shake of the hand, and motioning him

towards a vacant chair, instead of embarking on any

theological or political discussion, expressed our sense

of the pleasure we felt in being able to interest him in

our assorted specimens of “Aunt Louisa’s Picture Hooks

for Young People.” Gerloguby had taught ns the full

value attaching to Aunt Louisa’s works, which in tin;

Ogadayn had proved, if possible, more attractive; to adults

than they had to the youth of our own country.
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“ His Eminence,” Haji Mahmoud Noor by name, was

a fine specimen of his race, tall, intelligent, and courteous,

with a thoughtful countenance, which would have been

severe had it not been lightened by a natural tendency to

smile, even when contracted by the efforts of grave consi-

deration. This was particularly noticeable when he spoke

of his receipt of the letter from Berbera warning him about

us, and urging him to make the people rise up against us.

He declared his original intention had been to prevent

our farther progress by an annihilation which should be

complete, and with this object he had gathered the people

together. The alteration in his programme was dependent

upon the report he received about us from Gerloguby,

coupled with the desire to make our personal acquaintance

before deciding upon extreme measures.

All this was very frank and encouraging if his mind

was now definitely made up, so we thought there could

be no objection in making the inquiry. We were glad

to learn that it was, and instead of wiping us off the

face of creation, he was now anxious to improve our

further progress on it. He felt we were “ good people

who had been unfairly represented to him as bad ones,

and from the poetical metaphors with which he clothed

his description of our merits, it was quite clear that all

those over whom his jurisdiction extended had been

entertaining “ angels unawares.”

Our pleasure at learning this was only equalled by our

admiration at the complete grasp he seemed to have of our

natures, which was afterwards explained by the announce-

ment that he had visited Mecca and Aden. After this

we had no hesitation in asking him to join us m the
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refreshment his envoys had been unwilling to risk

;

he readily accepted this invitation, and laughed at the

doubts of his envoys, which had made them decline the

alluiements of a hospitality which might prove poisonous.

During the gossip attending the dish of tea, we en-

deavoured to explain our anxiety to obtain possession of

the inflammatory letter he had received from the Ayal
Achmet, but he told us it had not been left in his hands,

but merely placed before him for perusal, and then taken

away to be submitted to other influential members of the

brotherhood.

Dualla assured us the influence of this man’s voice

was so great, that had he merely expressed his disap-

proval of our proceeding farther inland, none would
dare to assist us

; whereas now we were certain to meet
with civility throughout the whole of the Faf district.

Mahmoud Noor bade us good-bye and mumbled a short

prayer when the tea was finished
;
but returned again

during the afternoon, requesting the present of a small

quantity for his personal use, and also a little sugar if

we had any to spare. Of course, we readily granted the

request, which he acknowledged with another prayer

and expression of good-will, and before the sun sot

he reappeared to beg for some seeds and a piece of

soap.

AVe greatly regretted having brought none of (lie

former, but we gave him a large bar of the latter, lie

then asked me for a letter which should state how lie

had befriended us, and this I gladly wrote out, while

he invoked the blessings of “Allah” on my head, and

hoped I would send him an old portmanteau on my
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return from the Webbe. This I agreed to do, and did

not forget to fulfil the promise a few weeks later on.

The remainder of the day was spent in our receiving all

sorts of visitors and applicants for medical and surgical

relief. Rheumatism and scurvy were the chief medical

complaints from which the natives seemed to suffer, and

the sores resulting from tick bites in patients afflicted with

the scurvy diathesis were troublesome and numerous.

The next day we struck our tents, and after a march

of four and three-quarter hours pitched them near the

wells of Koobi. This journey was made through un-

dulating country, yielding fine crops of corn. We

passed numerous villages, and their inhabitants were

all well-disposed : one man even went out of his way to

show us the best road, a civility we recognised by a small

present. The wells of Koobi are excavated in the bed of

the Tug Tafan, which is here about 30 feet deep and

from 10 to 15 yards wide. My brother shot two wart-

hogs, which none of us had the courage to taste, but we

obtained plenty of guinea-fowl and partridges, which now

constituted our only animal food. Although we were

supposed to be quite free from any chance of an attack,

our men would insist on carrying their rifles loaded, which

was contrary to order, and the result was that a peaceful

couple of natives were very nearly shot through a Martini-

Henry “ going off by itself.”

A lady brought her child at this place -to see the Doctor.

She was accompanied by a goat, and when Thrupp ex

plained the child was stone-blind, and that it was beyond

the power of surgery to improve its sad condition, the

mother hastily milked the goat, and offering the contents
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of a full calabash to the Doctor, implored him to recon-

sider his opinion. The poor creature evidently thought
her child s sight was dependent upon Thrupp’s parti-

cular frame of mind, and it was to no purpose that

Dualla tried to convince her to the contrary. She
begged for some of the “eye-water” which had done
good to others, and was apparently rendered happy when
we gave it her, though accompanied by the assurance

that it could be of no service to her unfortunate child.

Her exit was followed by an agreeable surprise in the

form of a patient, who had been under treatment some
days before, bearing a present of fresh milk, the first

evidence of anything like substantial gratitude we had

encountered since entering the land of the Somal.

Our next camping-ground was near the wells of De-

beriag, distant about four and a half hours’ journey.

We passed numerous people, all friendly in their greet-

ings, and our caravan was increased by extra camels

belonging to the natives of Faf. They were going

to be laden up with corn at the river, and sought

our protection during the journey. Our own camels

were beginning to show the effects of their march across

the waterless Idaud, and many were reduced to the posi-

tion of passengers from ugly sores on their backs.

A number of our men begged the Doctor to cut a slice

in their tongues at this stage of our expedition, as they

declared it was good to let blood flow at certain seasons

of the year. Thrupp declined to carry out their wishes,

but, as they were urgent in their entreaty, lent them a

razor with which they could operate on each other.

This several of them did, the under surface of the tongue
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being the spot always selected for a deep gash, sometimes

more than an inch in length, which, of course, bled pro-

fusely.

We determined to spend two days at the wells of De-

beriag, hoping to purchase some food for our men, as the

next "march would take us among the Her Ougass and

Her Handullah tribes, who were declared to be danger-

ous, and complained of not having had their share of the

merchandise we distributed at Gerloguby. A chief of the

former tribe paid us a visit, and gave us the information

about his people being dissatisfied. This gentleman had

the reputation of being noted for treachery. Only a short

time before our arrival, some Shebeyli tribes with whom

he had been at war sent an embassy of peace to inter-

view him. He at once tied them to a tree, and claimed

a certain number of camel-loads of corn as the price of

their ransom, which had to be subscribed and handed

over by their friends.

We managed to obtain two bullocks for our men, and

shot a couple of gazella Walleri for ourselves. TV e had

just killed our last eating camel but one, and the hump

of this splendid beast weighed 90 lbs. Most of it was

devoured raw, the balance being employed as an unguent

for the hair.

Before leaving these wells, we received information

from the abans that 300 to 400 more camels were ap-

proaching with the view of journeying to the Webbe under

our protection. Against this we protested very strongly,

as we suspected our abans were mixing themselves up

with some venture which might bring discredit on our

own motives in exploring this region. They were full
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of dodges for delaying us, always pretending they could

procure us more cattle, and, of course, we now knew
the excuse about the leave-taking with their wives was
one out of many. The first caravan which joined us

after starting from Gerloguby, where they had also de-

layed us, was their own property, the others belonged to

their friends, who would backsheesh them liberally if they

succeeded in enabling our escort to serve as a protecting

force, and (as we learnt later on) a force which might

result in their being able to get all the corn they re-

quired for nothing. We let them know very clearly that

we would countenance no effort on their part to obtain

grain without paying for it in full.

They succeeded in detaining us a third day here, by

which time an advanced-guard of the giant caravan

with which we had been threatened arrived. During

the night we were awakened by a novelty in the way

of surprises. For the moment it seemed an enemy

had captured our zariba, as camels, horses, and mules

were stampeding and trampling over our men and tearing

down our tents by catching in the gye-ropes. All this

alarming confusion, which was of course accompanied by

yells and screams, resulted from the efforts of a few

hysenas to work their way through our thorn fence, in tin-

hope of being able to sup off fresh camel flesh.

We left the wells of Deberiag behind us on February

15th, and also left with more regret our popular lady-

help known as “Fatty.” She was suffering from rheu-

matism in the hip-joint, and we arranged with some

neighbouring villagers to look after her until our return

from the Webbe, when we hoped she would be able to
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rejoin the caravan. We marched for a little over five

hours through a grass plain with a gradual decline, and

encamped near the wells of Gorrahai, where the mimosas

were large and fresh, the grass green, and game, in the

form of various antelopes, hares, and birds, abundant. On

arrival, we discovered the idiot who was in charge of the

only remaining eating camel had left the creature behind.

We sent him back to recover it, but, of course, with-

out success. He said he was very sorry
;
so we said the

same when his comrades asked us for the camel which

had been reserved for their evening meal, and referred

them to the man who had been detailed to look after it.

We expected to hear the clash of steel, but were dis-

appointed. The camel had been denied them by the

interposition of “ Allah,” and his whereabouts could be

no more ascertained than those of the beast he had taken

unto himself.

Before the night closed upon us we were heart-broken

by a hideous rumour, dhis was to the efiect that poor

“Fatty” had been first stripped of all her clothing by

robbers and then devoured by hyaenas. We were ex-

ceedingly distressed at the possibility of this rumoui being

true, and our relief was inexpressible when we learnt

what proved to be the real state of affairs. As far as the

robbery was concerned the rumour was true enough, for

some human hyaenas, who had discovered the fact that her

tobe was new, had stripped her to the skin, though not to

the bone, and in this condition she was discovered by

those who were to take charge of her until our return.

From the arrangement we had made for her comfort, we

felt sure her future welfare would be secure, and the loss
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of her new tobe we could replace when there would be no
danger of its proving a source of any further temptation

to crime.

On February 16th we defeated the intention of our

abans to delay us yet another day by starting off Dualla
and the camels at 2 a .m., and leaving the abans to follow

at their own time. A five and a half hours’ march enabled

us to reach the wells of Galdumbas, remarkable only for

the filthy water they contained. Shortly after luncheon

a messenger arrived, professing to be an envoy from the

Sultan of the Webbe Shebeyli, who required to know
tbe object of our visit, and was prepared to offer us

two hundred head of cattle if we would help him to

subdue a powerful tribe in his neighbourhood, which

had forsaken their allegiance to his throne.

Mahmoud Addah said he knew all about this Sultan,

whose jurisdiction extended over a very small section

of the river; so we returned an evasive answer to the

questions which we were not quite sure had been

authorised by his Majesty. We had with us now three

envoys from the Her Hammer tribe, who were originally

considered to belong to the Ogadayn, but had in some

mysterious way cut themselves adrift and established an

independence of their own
;
they told us we were now

just within the borders of their country, and the people

were quite willing to become our friends. During the

evening we were startled by a shot which Dualla bad

fired over the heads of four strange men stealing up to

our zariba with no good intentions.

We got away early the next morning, and heard nothing

more about the prowlers who had been so easily scared
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through Dualla’s vigilance, but the envoys repudiated

the possibility of their being members of the Her

Hammer tribe.

During the past two days we had been making a gradual

descent, and a further journey of six hours necessitated

our climbing a hill which terminated in a broad table-top

overlooking a broken sandy plain about two miles in

width. This we traversed, and ascending a steep incline,

sained the summit of another hill by a narrow mountain-

pass. Here we pitched our camp, and though within a

few miles of the sight of a running river, the only view

before us was a monotonous stretch of flat country thinly

sprinkled by dwarf mimosas : many of these exuded a gum

which covered their branches like a thick coating of fresh

varnish. The soil consisted of limestone rock, much

broken on the surface, which rendered travelling a slow

and difficult process. Before long a number of the Ber

Hammers joined us, and after a friendly welcome led

away our horses and mules to some wells a few miles

distant from where we had made our zariba.

The next morning, February 1 8th, we got under weigh

before daylight, and I think our men were no less excited

than ourselves at the idea of seeing that day s sun rise

over the Webbe Shebeyli. It ivas the fifty-ninth day

since our caravan left Berbera, and ive were now within a

few hours of the goal which friends as well as enemies

had helped to make a most difficult one to reach.

An hour and a half’s travel across the stony plateau

brought us near its edge, and cantering ahead of our cara-

van, we soon overlooked an immense valley some 800 feet

below us, lightly wooded, and dotted with flocks and herds
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and native huts. Through this, like a bright silver streak,
wound the Webbe Shebeyli, with either bank shaded by
magnificent trees of vivid green with mast-like trunks.
To our extreme left the river flowed through a dead fiat

as far as the eye could reach, while to our right it was
often concealed by low hills, which gradually rose into

lofty mountains. Distance, of course, lent enchantment
to this splendid view, as it does to most, and so exhila-

rating was the effect produced upon our nerves, that I

think we should have all taken headers into the bosom
of the stream had we been able to do so. Any such
performance being impossible, we continued to feast upon
the sight we had so long yearned for, until the arrival of

a camel bearing our second breakfast called immediate
attention to food more substantial.
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CHAPTER XIV.

THE RER HAMMERS—THE FIRST SHOT ON THE RIVER—DOLLOL INTERFER-

ENCE-ARRIVAL OF THE SULTAN—A MILITARY DEMONSTRATION-

ARRIVAL AT THE SULTAN’S VILLAGE.

The descent to the river flats, though a slow and difficult

performance for our beasts of burden, was accomplished

without accident, and an hour after sighting the Webbe

we had pitched our first tent within half a mile of its

left bank, among the Rer Hammer tribe, who showed a

disposition to be friendly and hospitable, and were,

indeed, the first Somali tribe against whom we could have

no complaint. These Rer Hammer appear to be the

only Somalis who neither fight among themselves nor

with their Shebeyli neighbours, though, from the fashion

of their spears, any one would be inclined to think the

opposite. The blades of some of these weapons were

broader than a mason’s trowel, and the shafts were stout

in proportion. The people are rather distinctive in

type, being darker, shorter, and more heavily built than

any we had seen before, while their features nearly

approached those of the Suahili negioes.

Accompanied by some scores of these gentlemen, we lost

no time in threading our way through a grass jungle which

led to the dense forest bordering this part of the Webbe.

Here the undergrowth was so thick and tangled that
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159
A “ GALLERY ” SHOT.

it was no easy matter to work a pathway to the bank
but the vegetation, being free from thorns, was attacked
boldly by an advance-guard of our Rer Hammer escort
who seemed quite anxious to show us all the civility
they could. We followed eagerly and closely until a
dozen uplifted arms belonging to six crouching bodies
warned us to stand back. Gesticulations by way of
explanation followed, but the only thing we could
make out of them was that we must get ready to shoot,
though at what object remained a mystery. Dualla
being too far behind to act as interpreter, we all followed
a leader, who crept forward with stealthy steps until we
reached an opening which disclosed the Webbe flowing
swiftly at our feet. A little lower down its stream was
divided by a tiny island, and upon this a large crocodile
was digesting its latest prize. The presence of this crea-
ture was the cause of the mysterious caution, for the Rer
Hammer had heard great accounts of our “fire-makers,”
and here was the opportunity to test their value.

It was lather an anxious moment, and none of us were
keen about the shot

; for, though the crocodile was within
twenty yards, unless a bullet rendered it a fixture, flic

natives would have despised us no less than our weapons.
We all lay close, hoping Dualla would come up in

time to explain that our fire would mean death to the

creature, though it might live long enough to shuffle off

the island and sink to the bottom of the river. But Dualla
was not among the next batch of arrivals; so my brother

undertook to risk our reputation, and drew a bead on the

point where the head and spine unite. The report of his

rifle was echoed by a prolonged chorus of “Allah,” but
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even that failed to move the crocodile. It lay still on

the island, with a stream of blood trickling from its neck,

or the place where the neck ought to be, and the stillness

was that of death.

Needless to say we were delighted at the success of

this “ gallery ” shot, and felt like offering immediate con-

gratulations, but these we wisely withheld until we were

unobserved. Trivial as the whole incident may appear,

it was of no small value to us, for the Her Hammer had

merely heard of the deadly effect of our weapons, but

witnessed nought. Had the crocodile, though mortally

wounded, been able to shuffle off the island, no after

explanation on our part through Dualla would have in-

duced the natives to believe we had caused the death of

their enemy. Now they not only recognised the personal

value of weapons which were capable of destroying a

foe who preyed upon their herds, but regarded all who

carried our arms as worthy of the greatest consideration

and respect. We were guests who could do them harm,

hut preferred to do them good.

It was several hours before the dead crocodile was

dragged from the island by its kind to be devouied at

their leisure, and during that time I think half the popu-

lation of the village among whom we were encamped had

visited the scene in detachments, accompanied by one or

more of our escort, who acted as showmen, and described

in pantomime the various details connected with this our

first shot in their territory, and our introduction to their

section of the river.

The report of the rifle scared away a troop of monkeys

disporting themselves among the branches of the tiees,
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and possibly induced a flight of pelicans, which shortly

passed high above our heads, to take a bird’s-eye view of

the new visitors to their haunts. Threading our way along

the river’s edge, we came upon a number of crocodile eggs

lying on a sandy shelf well exposed to the sun’s rays.

These our followers destroyed with evident pleasure, and

then pointed to the island supporting the dead saurian, to

signify that now one member of a hated enemy and all its

prospective offspring were completely wiped out.

The heat was intense and the mosquitoes abundant

and aggressive
; so, after following the course of the

stream for about a mile without surprising any more

crocodiles, we struck away for the camp. We had

scarcely left the thicket and entered the jungle, when a

fine water-buck (Reckoned JEllipsiprymna

)

dashed across

our front, but without giving the chance of a fair shot.

i,
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Marabout storks were numerous, and we shot one or two

at the special desire of our followers, though we explained

as best we could that it was against our principles to

take the life of creatures who were harmless, and indeed

serviceable to mankind. The marabout stork is an in-

dustrious scavenger, and it is to be regretted that he has

been given a few tail-feathers, which are now sufficiently

prized to jeopardise his prospect of long survival.

Between the grass jungle and the native village was

a wide tract of cultivated land, for the Bur Hammers are

agriculturists as well as herdsmen, and though unable to

grow sufficient corn for commerce, are independent of

any supplies from the neighbouring tribes, who cultivate

the open flats of the left bank of the Shebeyli.

The size of the spear-heads, to which I have already

referred, led us to inquire if these formidable weapons of

war were after all only implements of peace reversed,

but we were assured that the expanse of iron which sug-

gested our curiosity was only employed to divide living

tissues. If this were so, the wound produced by a single

spear-thrust in a human body should render a second quite

unnecessary.

The greatest breadth of the Webbe in this part of the

country is nearly sixty yards, and there appeared to be a

fair amount of water, though we were informed that only

a week before our arrival the bed of the river was almost

dry. It is a singular fact that the immense volume of

water it contains never reaches the ’Indian Ocean, but

after flowing within half a degree of the Equator, loses

itself in a vast swamp a few miles from the coast.

Before returning to the camp, Lort-Phillips, at the
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request of the natives, followed a honey-bird which was

doing its utmost to attract his attention. Flitting from

tree to tree with its peculiar note of imitation, it led the

way until it finally settled itself on a bough above a

hollow in a tree-trunk, which yielded a rich supply of

honey.

We remained in this our first camp by the river until

the 2 1 st, and enjoyed the change from the horrible plateau

immensely. Water-buck were plentiful, and we shot a

good many. The flesh is about the best of the different

kinds of antelope we had eaten. The morning after our

arrival two were shot before breakfast. We sent camels

for the meat, and as some of our men had cut their

throats before they were quite dead, they were delighted

at the prospect of a feast, having been on rather short

commons during the last few days.

When the meat arrived in camp, the Dollols, who had

made a zariba close to ours, protested against their

eating it, and were backed up by our abans. One of the

latter, who always gave us a good deal of trouble, even

suggested throwing away the cooking-pot in which some

of the meat had been placed. The only reason given

for not eating the flesh was the old one about their

fathers and grandfathers. Our men, who really wanted

the food, regretfully threw it away, as they declared that

if they did not do so the Ogadayn would be horrified,

and that it might even cause a fight between them

We took what we wanted for our use, and the vultures

and marabouts made short work of the remainder.

Our men were thoroughly afraid of the inhabitants

of the river valley, and we took special precautions at
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ni-ht. This fear was also shared by all the Ogadayn

people, and I thought it quite natural they should not

be the best of friends, as they are undoubtedly jealous

of those who can grow abundance of grain and possess

good grazing and water for their cattle. This feeling

constantly induces reprisals and frequent fighting. T ey

told us we were between two rival tribes, one un ei

the original Sultan, and the other now independent ot

him, although formerly owning him allegiance Some

of the Dollols who were with us sent to the latter a

his village named Godahali to try and buy corn, and

brought back word that a hoy had told them trey

intended to attack ns before we could join the Sultans

party, which they imagined we should try to do.

The day after our arrival, messengers came to us both

from the Sultan and his seceded subjects, and on the

following day his Majesty arrived in person with a con-

siderable number of followers. He was a tall middle-

aged man with a scowling countenance, and m 01™ e(

us that he and his ancestors, all Hawiyah Somals ha

for many generations ruled over fifty-six villages of the

Adone, as the Shebeyli folk are called, and that latter y

half his villages had revolted, and electing another

Sultan, had separated from him. He first wanted to

know what brought us to the country, and expressed

the utmost astonishment at white men going throug

the Iiabr Gerhajis and Ogadayn country to the Web e

Shebeyli. We explained we had merely come out o

curiosity and to shoot, but it was of course impossible to

make him understand such a motive. We concluded, y

making a purely defensive alliance, the Sultan promising
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to help ns if we were attacked, and in return we were to

help him in case of similar need.

We set out with him for his village at 6.40 on the

morning of February 21st, but not without some feelings

of doubt as to his integrity. Lort-Phillips caused great

excitement by starting off ahead to look for a water-buck

he had wounded the evening before. They declared he

might be attacked by the Sultan’s enemies, and the

caravan was halted while a party went after him. The

Dollols travelled with us, and frequent halts were neces-

sary to keep the camels together. As usual when march-

ing through a doubtful country, we spread ourselves out as

much as possible.

Before reaching the village our men begged to be

allowed to make a “military demonstration,” which they

had talked about for weeks before our arrival ;
it could

do no harm, if it did no good, and would please them,

so we consented. Our “soldiers” advanced in line,

firing high, and led by Abdcella and a fat camel-

driver, who performed a backward dance, while we rode

well at the side. A belt of trees was pointed out on

our right as concealing one enemy, while another was

said to be on our left ;
so if this were true, we were

hemmed in by hostile foes on either side. After the

firing our men continued to advance in line, camel-

drivers and riflemen singing and performing a war-

dance, during which they hurled their spears about in

all directions.

The Sultan, styled “Iman” by his followers, rode in

the middle, and we advanced through fields of thick

stubble to his village, which is called Barri, "here we
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established the farthest camp formed in Somali-land.

He was very anxious we should encamp in a zariba he

had prepared for us, chiefly built up of the stubble,

and affording no protection, It was in a dirty spot, with-

out a particle of shade, and not even in sight of the

river. Another objection was that it was under the

village stockade, and commanded by it
;
so in the event

of treachery a thousand spears could have been poured

into us at a given moment. We felt some doubts about

our allies, and therefore such a position was not to be

entertained. "We told the Sultan we wished to encamp

close by the river, and would look for another place.

He used every inducement to persuade us not to do this,

urging that our only safety lay in our immediate pioxi-

mity to his own village.

After careful prospecting, we selected a site on the bank

of the river where the grass was not too close. There

was a shady tree and thick bushes forming a natural

hedge between us and the village, and the Webbe was here

some fifty yards broad, and flowing with a strong stream.

Crowds of natives greeted our arrival, some hundreds

climbing up trees or on both tops of the stockade to

stare at us. All were armed with spears, mostly with

trowel-shaped heads, the end of the shaft being shod

with an iron ferrule. Some carried long poles with short

iron tips which had been steeped in poison, and weie

used for spearing crocodiles and other animals.

These natives are different in every way from the

Somals ;
they cultivate the land extensively, and plant

quantities of corn, as well as pumpkins and beans

;

cotton is also grown to a small extent, and woven by
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the women into a coarse kind of cloth. The soil is very

rich, and capable of being well worked. Most of the

natives presented strongly-marked negroid features, and

though some spoke a Somal dialect it was not their

own language, which is the same as that spoken on

the coast between Merka and Zanzibar.
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CHAPTER XV.

the adone—the true warrior— false alarms— real alarms—

a

PROJECTED COUP D^TAT—THE SULTAN’S RIVAL—OUR FAMOUS CANNON

—MORE ALARMS—PLAN OF ATTACK—MIDNIGHT REVELRIES—CROSS-

ING THE RIVER—A MILITARY PARADE-THE ENEMY’S ADVANCE AND

RETREAT— SUBMISSION— PROSPECTIVE COMBINED ATTACK ON OUR

CAMP—THE MORNING FLITTING.

The camp we were now in was perfect in all respects

,

for if the Sultan’s people would not provide us with pro-

visions, the river would, in the form of coarse fish, while

antelope of various kinds and birds were to be found on

its banks. Crocodiles were numerous, and the opposite

bank was enlivened with paddy-birds (Ardea rosata),

pigeons of various kinds, and the sacred ibis {Ibis reh-

giosa). With pleasant shade, good water, and the pros-

pects of sport, it only needed that we should be left

alone to at last enjoy the goal we had been so long m

reaching.

The Adone live in permanent and neatly-made villages

built of dhurra-stalk, and cultivate the ground exten-

sively. Corn, similar to that grown in Egypt, is the

staple food, and attains to a height .of fifteen feet. A

heavy camel-load costs from two to three tobes, eighteen

to twenty-seven yards of cloth, the value of which at

Berbera is about seven shillings. Like the Somal, the

Adone have large herds of cattle and flocks of sheep ,
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but all their animals are poor, and suffer from the tetse-

fiy in the rainy season, and from the ticks in the dry.

Neither camels nor horses are much used, for they will

not thrive during the rains
;
but the Rer Hammer, who

leave the valley for the plateau in the hot season, bring

numbers to graze there in the winter. All small articles

are exchanged for beads, but sheep and cattle are paid

for in cotton cloth, the former costing one tobe, and the

latter eight. Unlike the Somals, the Adone eat fowls,

and by means of empty tins and bottles we were able

to obtain a pleasant change of diet.

All the chief men are Hawiyah Somals, but negroes

form the mass of the population, and of these the

majority are slaves. The Adone detest the Somals,

but are obliged to deal with them, though they rarely

allow their caravans to return from the Webbe without

being attacked. All are armed with spears or poisoned

arrows, and a man is not regarded with favour by the

women of his tribe till he has killed another, either

in fair fight or, more commonly, by assassination. Not

till then is he entitled to paint the boss of his shield

red or to wrear the ostrich feather in his hair signs

which mark the true warrior.

The first day was passed in peaceful repose, and we

received from the Sultan a present of fresh milk ami

jowari—a prompt and unique instance of hospitality

which was very encouraging. The following morning,

however, we were awakened by loud cries that the enemy

were approaching, their advent having been heialded by

the sounds of their war-horns, large conch-shelK, "hie 1 1

had been blown all through the night. Ilarri "as in a
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state of wild alarm and excitement, and the whole village

collected in front of our camp.

It proved a false alarm ;
so after breakfast we wandered

with our rifles along the river’s bank and shot three

crocodiles, much to the delight and surprise of the people.

These saurians swarm in the river, and are very hold,

constantly taking off sheep and cattle. Just above oui

camp was a place where animals were driven down to

drink, and this spot was protected from the crocodiles by

a zariba built out into the river. One day I saw a sheep

that had got outside this zariba carried off by the current,

and almost immediately seized. I fired several times

without any apparent effect, for the crocodile would not

leave its prey, though it must have been hit, and at last

I lost sight of it altogether. The river’s banks were

lined with gardens, in which melons, pumpkins, beans,

Indian corn, and red peppers were growing. We were

delighted to get the fresh vegetables and such fowls as

were not confined within shells; most of the “new-laid

eggs ” contained them, and although not disposed to be

too fastidious, we felt bound to draw the line at feathers.

We again found the making these small purchases

through the medium of beads a most troublesome under-

taking. My brother wore a necklace composed of a

specimen of each kind of bead in our possession, and when

the ladies brought their merchandise, they crowded into

his tent, and selected the beads they preferred from his

pattern necklace. A great deal of noise and laughter was

the result, and it was no sinecure to satisfy them. I hey,

moreover, would often refuse to sell anything unless the

beads were strung, so we set our men to work to make
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1

necklaces for them. We visited the village of Barri,

which was said to contain 1500 people. It is divided

up into streets, the huts standing in separate compounds.

There was a school, where we found boys reciting the

Koran. Heads of dhurra were piled up in pyramids in

open places, and there were huge receptacles made of

sun-baked clay for the grain. I never saw uglier coun-

tenances than many of the men had, some being almost

diabolical
;
many wore their hair like a great chignon,

smoothed and rounded off. These negroes are the original

inhabitants of the country
;
they were conquered by the

Hawiyah Somals, who in turn were driven out by them,

leaving a handful of people behind, who appear to be

the Sultans and governing class generally. They are

easily distinguished from the bulk of the population by

their features. It is extraordinary that they should

have driven away the majority of their conquerors, and

yet that some of these very conquerors should remain

and rule the country
;

but 1 was assured this was

the case.

At eleven o’clock, just after I had retired to rest, Dualla

came to say the Sultan had arrived to pay us a visit. It

was a strange hour for him to choose, but I got up to

receive him. I tried to talk with him, but lie was very

silent and only answered in monosyllables, lie brought

us, however, ten sheep as a present, two of which we

gave to the Dollols who had accompanied us. I11 about

an hour he left, saying he had a sore leg, which lie wished

to show the Doctor next day. He arrived quite early tin-

next morning, and with the Doctor and Dualla I accom-

panied him to a small extra tent we had pitched, and
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closed the door to keep off the crowd, for I was anxious

to broach the subject of our getting to the coast by the

river, and did not wish to be overheard. I soon found

that we were the central figures of a political crisis, and

expected to take part in what the Sultan intended to

be a brilliant coup cVetat.

Within three miles of the Sultan’s village was that of

his rival. This man, once a subject, was now a formid-

able foe, for he had gathered round him a following

which far exceeded in numbers and in fighting stiength

that of our host. No sooner, therefore, did the Sultan of

Barri hear of our approach, than he determined to place

us in a position from which, in order to save ourselves,

we should be forced to act as his ally. His first step, as

I have shown, was an invitation to his village with the

promise of a hospitable welcome. His second was to

send a message to his rival, saying that unless he at

once tendered his submission, he would level his village

and destroy his following, and that with this object

he had obtained an army from Europe furnished with

weapons which no mortal could resist. Until we arrived,

the Sultan of Barri had been in daily fear lest his rival

should be the first to indulge in acts of open hostility, m

which case, by his own confession, he would have been

powerless to defend himself, for many of his own people

were wavering in their allegiance, and prepared at the

first opportunity to go over to the stronger side. It is

needless to say that this manoeuvre on the part of the

Sultan was unknown to us until we had established oui-

selves by the side of his village, and were surrounded

by some 1 500 of his people, and from their attitude it
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appeared more than probable that if we declined to give

them the assistance they desired, their first act of hos-

tility would be towards ourselves. Once possessed of

our arms, they could easily frighten their neighbours

into subjection, and the loot offered by our camels,

horses, and camp equipment was tempting to people

who covet all they see. However, we flatly declined to

fight any battles but our own, and endeavoured to make

it clear to the Sultan and to his people that if they

wished to interfere with their neighbours, they would

have to do so without receiving any assistance from us or

from our men.

Dualla had placed two large boxes that we used to

carry our sporting guns and rifles on either side of the

entrance to the zariba, and both pointing in the direc-

tion of the hostile village. Tarpaulins were thrown over

them, to veil their mysteries, and he told every one they

were wonderful cannon, capable of unlimited destruction.

The Sultan begged we would place them on camels,

and march Avith them against his foe, firing them into

the air as a menace. Dualla explained that were we

to fire them off, hundreds would be killed, and the village

burnt in one great conflagration, and that they could not

be used unless Ave really wished to kill cvcvybodi/. Num-

bers of the natives fully believed this, and said they were

not nearly as much afraid of our guns as of our cannon.

The Sultan Avas most anxious avc should take oil' the

tarpaulins and let him examine these tenible engines ol

death, but it Avas explained to him that the machinery

was so intricate that this could not even be done without

the greatest danger. Had we opened the boxes, he would
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have seen nothing more alarming than trays containing

nipple-wrenches, cleaning rods, &c.

It was unfortunate that no one we met on the river

spoke Arabic, and consequently all communication had to

be made through an interpreter, which is always difficult

and unsatisfactory. 1 was constantly urging Dualla and

Mahmoud Addah to endeavour to obtain information about

the journey to the coast by the river. They professed to

do so, and to be anxious to go, but in reality they wanted

to return to Berbera, and only pretended to fall in with

our plans. Our men, too, were very unwilling to proceed

any farther, although some said they did not object
;
but

with our head-men lukewarm, to say the least of it, our

success must have been very doubtful.

Soon after the Sultan had taken his departure we sent

Dualla to him to discuss our proposed plans, as whenever

he came to see ns he brought people with him, before

whom we did not think it wise to say too much. But

the only information Dualla brought back was that he

really believed we should be attacked that night. We
were getting used to such observations, but of course

felt bound to take every precaution. He had heard

that the people of the hostile village had vowed to

kill us, as they affirmed we were only the advance-

o-uard of a great army that was coming from Europe to

seize their country. At nightfall an immense crowd of

people from Barri, headed by the Sultan, gathered out-

side our zariba, and slaughtered a sheep, over which

they chaunted the Koran. We soon had rival prayers

<mino- on for our clerk, seated in the middle of a big
'O 5

tarpaulin, also intoned verses fiom the sacied book,
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while our men, joined by a great many of the Sultan’s

people, sat round him in admiring crowds. For hours

this performance continued, and when it was all over we
passed a comparatively tranquil night.

The next morning, while we were at breakfast, there

was a fresh alarm, and bodies of the foe were supposed to

be approaching, but never came within sight
; so it ended

in a great war-dance by the Barri people. When this was

finished, we overhauled our stock of cloth to find a suitable

present for the Sultan, and got out tobes for our men to

buy themselves more food. We were puzzled to under-

stand how it was that if the position between the Barri

people and the village farther down the river was so

strained, there should be so much traffic going on all the

time, and apparently between the two places. Fear was

again divided, for clearly each was afraid to attack the

other.

An intelligent native of the country, who had come to

us at our last camp, again made his appearance, and

warned us against buying sheep or ghee, as he said an

attempt to poison us was being arranged by the hostile

village. Fie also said that our friend the Sultan had not

long ago seized fifteen men who had come to treat with

him for peace, cut their throats, and thrown their bodies

into the river. Probably most of what we heard was

untrue; at the same time such stories did not tend to

make us feel over-confident.

One morning I went out with Lort-Phillips to try and

shoot some crocodiles, and suddenly came upon the Sultan

seated under a tree. As soon as he saw us he covered up

his face and fled. We asked him through Dunlin why lie
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did so, and expressed our surprise and displeasure at such

discourtesy. His only excuse was that when we approached

his people crowded round him, and he did not like it. n

the afternoon fresh reports of intended hostilities reache

us, even the plan of attack being graciously disclosed to

us'. Spies of the Sultan’s were supposed to have broug it

this by no means uncommon information. The enemy

was to advance in three bodies from different quarters,

while bowmen with poisoned arrows were to fire at us

from across the river, where thick trees afforded plenty of

covert. We had noticed several Midgans the last day 01

two creeping about in the bushes, and had felt rather

suspicious of their movements; so we arranged a traverse,

made of old boxes, which would effectually prevent oul

offering any mark for a point-blank shot.

The Sultan paid us another midnight call. 1 think le

considered the “witching hour” surrounded his visit with

an halo of mystery. He spoke in a low tone, indeed almost

in a whisper, and as he repeated everything three or four

times over, it took a long time to get anything very de-

finite out of him. He informed us that he was the eighth

ruler in regular succession over the country, and again

beo-ved us to help him to recover the revolted village.

Weexplained that we should be willing to do anyt ling

in our power, by sending messengers, or even going our-

selves, but that if we fought, except in self-defence, out

Ivin* (the idea of a queen being impossible to convey to

his mind) would be very angry with us, and punish us on

our return ;
for that we should assuredly burn villages

and devastate the entire country were we to enter upon

hostilities.
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In the middle of the night a dance took place by

our men, in which the women joined, a thing I had

never seen them do before. They always chose the most

fashionable London hours for their revelries, and as

sleep was rendered impossible, we rose and went out-

side the zariba in full evening costume, represented by

Norfolk jackets, breeches, and riding-boots. Suddenly off

went the rifle of one of our “ soldiers,” who was dancing

with his Martini-Henry, loaded and at full cock, slung

across his back. The bullet buried itself in the ground

about an inch from his foot, so all laughed and treated

it as an excellent joke, and on went the dance more

briskly than ever. It was the second accident of the

kind that had occurred in this camp, as another “soldier”

had let his rifle off by accident in the direction of the

town. During the entire expedition, I was really more

afraid of being shot by one of our own men than of being

speared by any of the natives we encountered.

I was anxious to obtain all the information possible

as to the country between Bam and the coast, and I

had several interviews with a Shcbeyli native, who was

an intelligent-looking man, who said he had been nine

times to the sea; but as most of his geographical infor-

mation is embodied in our map, I will only here give

such as may be of general interest.

From his account it appears that Madisha is generally

known on the river as Ilamar. In going there from the

Shebeyli country, it is usual to travel on the opposite or

right bank of the river, so as to avoid the I la Wadly, with

whom the Shebeyli natives have a feud. ( aia\:ms aie

chiefly formed of donkeys laden with ghee and osiiieh

M
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feathers, and they are accompanied by cattle and sheep,

which are sold on the coast. My informant said he

had only once gone down with two camels, and there

was no reason why they should not be employed in

numbers. Sometimes, though rarely, a caravan of camels

is formed at Madisha, and when this is the case, it

usually marches up the right bank as far as Ime, in the

Galla country. The Webbe ended in a large swamp

called Dobay, which in Somal means “muddy place.”

About three days’ journey above our present camp the

river divided, and united again two days’ journey below

us, and our branch was called Huddi. Some mountains

were pointed out behind which it flowed, but as many

denied the truth of this assertion, it has not been entered

in the map. The district above us, called the Baiya-

liow, was two days’ journey ofl
;
a day farther on came

Libawebbe, a settlement of runaway slaves ;
and then

Bussorah, a town inhabited by priests. As a rule, the

rains commenced in March, and my informant said that

if they did not appear by April, they would not appear

at all, by which he meant the rainy season would cer-

tainly not be delayed beyond April. During this period

the tetse-fly is very troublesome, and camels and many

cattle die. The rains last for five months, and the whole

country becomes a marsh and very unhealthy ;
numerous

canals are cut from the river to irrigate the fields, so

several of the villages become islands in the middle of

a lake.

We were determined to see something of the opposite

bank of the river, which is inhabited by the Aouleelran tribe,

and to try and get some shooting there
;
so one morning
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we took Dualla and a number of our men, and crossed

over. The contrivance for crossing was most primitive.

There were two rafts, of the rudest construction, logs of

wood of all shapes and sizes lashed together, and fastened

to a rope of native manufacture, which was stretched

across the stream. The river was literally swarming with

crocodiles, so this system of navigation was not very agree-

able, and two days before we crossed a native had fallen

from the raft and been drowned, or devoured, or both.

We found a very gamey country
;
in fact, I never saw

one that looked more promising. Any amount of covert,

with quantities of grass, both green and dry, belts of

thick trees, and a forest of mimosas in full leaf. Marks

of hippopotami dating from the last rains, when the

country must be full of them, with regular paths that

they had taken to and from the river, were very nume-

rous. At present the banks were too high and steep for

these ungainly animals to scramble out, so they had

migrated higher up. We saw a great many water-buck,

and shot three, and troops of baboons, the first we had

seen since leaving Langomara, gazed curiously at us for

some moments before shuffling away, uttering short barks

of annoyance at being disturbed. We also came upon

the first guinea-fowl we had seen since reaching the river,

and I don’t think I ever saw before so many vultures and

marabout storks gather directly an antelope was shot.

We had to leave them most of the meat, as even the

Shebeyli would not eat it. We were a good deal hurried,

for some of the Sultan’s people who were with us feaied

as usual, lest their enemies should hear where we wen

and overpower us by their greater numbers.
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The afternoon we employed in photographing natives,

endeavouring to pick out those with the most distinc-

tive features. Some had no objection to being immor-

talised in this manner, hut many were frightened anc

ran away. Towards dusk I had gone a short distance

outside the zariba, when suddenly I became aware of a

o-reat commotion. Crowds of warriors in double file came

running down the path near where I was, uttering lou

cries and flourishing their spears. I got back inside

as quickly as possible by a circuitous route through the

bushes, so as to escape notice. On regaining the zariba

I found all was stir and excitement, and no one seemed

to know what it all meant. Dualla soon arrived from the

Sultan’s village, and reported that while talking to the

Sultan the war-horns had suddenly sounded, and mei>

man, seizing his spear and shield, had rushed out. The

usual commotion prevailed in camp, guns were fired, and

every one shouted at once, and dinner was delayed

!

A great crowd had massed round our zariba, and before

long *an explanation was forthcoming. Messengers had

been sent to the hostile village and had not returned. A

small boy raised the alarm in Barri that they had been cap-

tured, and the people turned out en masse.
.

After elabo-

rate manoeuvres they passed our zariba in single file, anc

certainly presented a formidable appearance. Arrived at

the village, a dance and song took place, with a recitation

by the local poet, which was supposed to be compli-

mentary to us; for “what did they care for the enemy,

when we who slew crocodiles and lions with one shot

from our weapons were there to help them l

Dinner was ordered immediately after this, and Dual a
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brought us a war-horn, whose note had now become our

nightly lullaby. It consisted of a large sea-shell, the

cassis cornutum of conchologists, with a hole pierced at

the narrow end, into which the performer blew, and at the

same time struck the mouth of the shell with the palm

of the hand
;
in this way an expert performer could produce

sounds which were more peculiar than harmonious.

The constant feeling of uncertainty rendered shooting

very difficult, and the people were always begging us

not to venture far. We managed, however, to get some

water-buck, gazella Walleri, koodoo, and ariel. The latter

we were always anxious to shoot, as it was the only variety

our men would eat.

The man that I had previously got most of my informa-

tion from in regard to the country came with the Sultan,

who wanted the hilt of his presentation-sword mended,

and I again pumped what I could out of him. In answer

to my query as to game, he replied there were at that time

elephants at El Koran, an uninhabited tract two days

journey down the river on the opposite bank. 1 hey

used to hunt them, but had not done so since ceasing

to be friends with the Aouleehan, to whom the country

belonged. Rhinoceros were to be found at Salsal, in

Wak Mahali’s country, three days off, and zebras were in

the Gorasin country, on the other side of the river. I here

were also plenty of lions and leopards on both sides, but

ostriches were only found on the Ogadayn plateau, but.

alas! where was the use to us ol all this attractive inhu-

mation when we could not induce our men to go with us

to any of these places'? A short way down the ri\ei nmne\

was understood, and was commonly used b) the .InJi
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people, with whom dollars, rupees, and small coins were

quite common. From fifteen to twenty days travelling

would take us to the sea. Dualla obtained the following

additional information from “one who knew, which I

give for what it is worth.

The majority of the Shebeyli people, that is, the negro

portion of them, used to live in Faf when the Barri was

entirely occupied by the Hawiyahs. After a time the

Ogadayn, who never employed slave-labour, drove the

present Shebeyli people out of Faf, and they in tlieii

turn drove the Flawiyahs farther inland, with the excep-

tion of a mere handful, who at the present time lemain

masters of the country. The present Sultan and some

twenty or thirty other Hawiyahs are now their represen-

tatives at Barri. Some of the slaves have been freed,

and have themselves become slave-owners.

How it happens that the negroes, being first driven

away from Faf by the Ogadayn, should have been able to

drive the Hawiyahs out of their own country, and yet allow

a handful to remain as their rulers, is a puzzle to me.

This statement was, however, corroborated by several of

the older inhabitants.

On February 27th we were treated to the greatest mili-

tary parade I had witnessed in Africa. In the afternoon a

deputation arrived from the disaffected village, purporting

to be desirous of making terms with the Sultan, and a

great “fantasia” took place. The whole village turned

out, and the proceedings were most picturesque and in-

teresting. The spearmen formed in square, and advanced

in four companies, waving their weapons and moving

at a trot, and after this formed in line and advanced
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in single file. These black warriors certainly presented

a formidable appearance, many of them half naked, with

the white ostrich feather waving from their hair, while

others displayed their shields with red bosses, in proof of

having killed their man. A war-dance followed, and dur-

ing this a native concealed behind a bush sprang up with a

spear in either hand, and charged the line as though intend-

ing to “run a muck.” This mock heroism was received

with shouts of approval from the whole audience, and the

women seemed especially delighted. Another part of the

performance consisted in the force tramping in step, which

made a noise like the advance of an army, and greatly

scared some of our people who had remained in camp.

After a time a half-circle was formed in front of us,

and the professional orator advanced and addressed us.

“The emissaries from the enemy’s village had arrived to

prostrate themselves at the Sultan’s feet and to make

peace, for they feared the presence of the white men who

had arrived from the sea, who, if they fled to the moun-

tains, could pursue and destroy them, and from whom

there was no escape, even though they buried themselves

in the earth.”

All this was very interesting, and the Sultan was in-

clined to beg us to kill a thousand or two first by way of

experiment; but we were getting tired of Barri, and felt

most anxious to quit. The Sultan, however, begged "<

would stop three or four days longer, as it was <*11 1 i 1 <

T

y

in consequence of our presence that bis old ally "as

coming back, and that if we would only stop as bo dosii oil,

everything would be arranged. If, on the otlioi band, "o

left before the peace was concluded, it appealed tbeie
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was nothing for him to do but to return with us to

London, and there remain for the rest of his natural life.

This possible prospect of everlasting royal society settled

the matter, and we gave in to the Sultan s wishes at

once.

During a second expedition across the river, the rope

attached to the raft broke, and the “ship” floated down

the stream with all its live cargo aboard. Forgetful of

crocodiles in the excitement of the moment, several

natives plunged into the water and soon towed it ashore.

The next day proved anything hut a peaceful one, as

the Sultan declared a number of his camels had been

stolen, and a great hubbub took place, while he tried to

persuade us to join him in the seaich. This we de

dined, suspecting a trick, and it turned out that the

camels had only strayed, after all.

March 1st was a very exciting day. In the first place,

a mail arrived from Berbera, bringing us letters and

papers down to December 26th from England. They

were brought by a Iiabr Yunis man via Gerloguby, where

he had joined a caravan of 250 camels going to the river

for grain, and spent over a month on the journey. Our

men crowded round him eager for news, and he told

them there had been rain north, and the Iiabr Yunis had

moved farther south.

The noise of war-shells began at 3
a.m., and when we rose

we were told a number of the people from the hostile town

had halted near by, and were slaughtering sheep and read-

ing the Koran, stimulated by their priests, who urged that

their water would soon extinguish our fire. My brother and

I went out shooting after breakfast, but Dualla begged us
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to return. He said crowds of the Sultan’s people were

sitting about outside the zariba in confabulation, and he

noticed they were arming themselves with additional wea-

pons. We felt anything but sure of our own Sultan, and

it looked as though we were in another nest of hornets.

I greatly regretted that we had not encamped between the

two rivals when we first arrived. I think we might have

then made friends with both, and got on down the river

to Madisha.

One of our camel-drivers, an old man, who was re-

garded as a seer by his companions, counted his beads

on this occasion, and, as they went badly for us,

killed one of our sheep without asking leave. W hen

called to account for this cool proceeding, he ex-

plained he did not wish to eat the animal himself,

but that a fat and freshly slaughtered sheep was neces-

sary as a propitiatory measure. As things looked

quieter in the afternoon, Lort-Phillips and I started away

in search of antelope. We had not proceeded far before

we heard four shots from the camp fired in quick suc-

cession, followed by one or two single ones. Of course

this was a signal, so we hurried back as fast as our legs

would carry us.

In less than half an hour shouts were heard calling

to us to come inside the zariba, and Dualla galloped

up and urged us to make all haste. AN c needed no

pressing, and arrived in a fearful state of beat, finding

crowds of the Sultan’s people outside, numbers lying in

ambush in a long line behind the embankment, and e\i-

dently prepared to spring on the foe. Inside <be z.oiba

all was excitement; our men were ranged round it "ith
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their rifles and spears ready, and my brother was mounted

in a high tree, scanning the country with a telescope,

while Aylmer and Thrupp were in their positions for

defence. Crowds of the enemy were close at hand, hidden

in the dhurra stubble. Dualla and some of the men then

rode out to reconnoitre, forgetting in the excitement of the

moment to wait for orders, and getting within hail of the

enemy, received a volley of abuse, to which they replied by

firing over their heads. This first discomforted and then

routed the advance-guard, and the whole force eventually

retired to their village for further counsel, and left us to

enjoy a fairly quiet night.

It now seemed evident that we would have to take the

initiative if we were ever to leave the Leopard River ;
so

we arranged that the following day my brother and I

should start with Dualla and some of our men, and

endeavour to hold a parley with these troublesome

savages, while the rest remained to look after the camp.

In the’ morning, however, an envoy was said to have

arrived to see the Sultan on the part of his rival, and all

advised our waiting a little longer to see if anything

came of it. Unfortunately none of us spoke Somah so

we had to depend a good deal on our men’s translation

of what they heard or were supposed to hear.

About noon the Sultan of Barri came into camp, and we

promised him that, if matters were not settled by four

o’clock, we would all go with him to the village, and take

a large force armed with rifles with us. We proposed to

ride ahead, and explain ourselves through Dualla, and not

have recourse to our weapons unless attacked. While

actually talking to the Sultan, the usual scare of “ the
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enemy advancing” took place. Every one sprang to

arms as usual, and my brother climbed the tree with his

telescope.

This time it really proved to be a large body of men
with the pseudo-Sultan coming to tender their submis-

sion. In the midst of the crowd he was borne aloft on a

platform of shields, and held his spears reversed in token

of submission, while all his followers did the same.

Company after company of warriors soon passed our

zariba, amounting altogether to some hundreds, and all

were greeted on their arrival at the Sultan’s village with

those yells of applause which can only be produced from

savage throats.

It seemed as though things were satisfactory, but

Dualla declared he was told only part of the people

had given in, and that the remainder swore nothing

would make them submit. We also heard the Sultan

was invited to unite with his late adversary to make a

combined attack on us, and as we never felt at all sure

of his friendship, he probably would have been glad

enough to loot us, if he felt he could do so safely.

I had made constant inquiries as to getting out of the

country by Madisha, which was a shorter route, with

water the whole way, and would have made a most

interesting finish to the exploration.

We did all we could to induce our men to go with us

to the Indian Ocean, pointing out how much more agree-

able a journey by the banks of a river would be than one

across a waterless tract, and offered each man and woman

a large bribe if they consented. But with one voice they

absolutely refused, urging as the reason that they bad
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now fulfilled their part of the contract, and that no sum

of money would induce them to risk their lives in the

venture we proposed.

What they said was quite true in regard to the con-

tract, but I think Korashee was to some extent respon-

sible for the alarm which prevailed amongst them. He

told us that he alone of all our followers had travelled

the route we proposed, and that there was a dangeious

tribe called Koomfah who would allow no European to

pass through their territory, and that we should, be

slaughtered to a man. These people were religious

and fanatical, like those at Faf, and numerous and very

powerful. He added that when we visited his country,

half the tribe had determined to attack us at once,

but had been withheld through his influence. We did

not believe all that Ivorashee thought fit to advance

in denunciation of our proposed journey, and I know he

had mixed up a good deal of his geography, for he spoke

of the Jub as though it were part of the Webbe.

We sent word to the Sultan that we meant to leave

in the morning. Just before turning in for the night, I

went outside the zariba, and found Kabi, one of our

Gerloguby abans, talking with an old man, who was un-

armed. I asked to be introduced, and discovered he was

the rival Sultan, who had just made his submission.

I insisted on shaking hands, which he did, though some-

what surlily, and then promptly asked for tobes. I

returned with two good ones, with which he seemed

pleased. We were somewhat uneasy during the night,

as we had told the Sultan of our intended departure,

and felt uncertain as to the attitude he would adopt.
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We rose very early on the morning of March 4th, and
sent out scouts to report if any mischief was brewing,

while our men loaded the camels in the dark as quickly

and noiselessly as possible. Then, before the moon got

up, we opened the gate of the zariba, and silently crossed

the plain leading to the Her Hammer before the Sultan

or any of his people were aware of our departure.
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CHAPTER XVI.

KEVISIT THE RER HAMMER-A DOLLOL SCARE - MESSAGE FROM THE

SULTAN—HIS PRESENT—ADDAH’s SUPERSTITIONS—LIONS AND HIPPO

-

POTAMI THE FIRST RAINS A LIONESS BAGGED-THE RETURN OF

EFFECTS OF THE RAINS VISITORS THE ABANS IN

COUNCIL.

The situation we selected for tlie first camp on our liome-

ward-bound journey, was within 150 yards of the river,

and in fine open country ;
so our zariba could not be

approached by any force under cover.

Although quite prepared to believe a plot was brewing

between the Sultan and his new allies, we were not

anxious about being subject to any combined attack m

our present position, for we knew the value of our weapons

had been fully recognised. A successful night-surprise

m ight have been effected upon our late quarters with very

little loss to the enemy, but now they could not even leave

their villages in any force without our outposts receiv-

ing early information, and any attempt to come to close

quarters would expose them to an all-round raking fire

from our zariba.

We succeeded in purchasing some sheep and ghee iroin

our neighbours, and then wandered about the river-bank

in search of a large crocodile which had been engaged in

a tug-of-war with one of the natives during the early

morning. The creature had got hold of the head of a
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sheep which was being watered, while its owner had held
on to the tail, and the struggle which ensued resulted in

the crocodile winning the prize. We were called away
from the object of our intended retribution by a scare

about some of the Dollols attached to our caravan havin 0-

been attacked while loitering behind.

A number of our men dashed off to the rescue, and we
soon heard a few rifle-reports

; hut the upshot of the

whole affaii was that some Shebeyli people had set upon
a solitary Hollol, and having beaten him with a stick, had
stolen his sandals. Surely mountains are made out of

molehills in this country ! The injured man hoped we
would at once return, and, after laying waste all the

Shebeyli villages with fire and sword, recapture his

shoes ! He was hustled away by his friends before we
could learn whether he required anything further than

this moderate satisfaction.

Towards evening the Sultan sent his old messenger to

say that he greatly regretted our unexpected departure,

as it had not only prevented him from bidding us good-

bye, but also from making us a parting gift. He, there-

fore, begged us to remain where we were until he could

pay a formal visit, and obtain a letter of recommendation

for the services he had rendered. We dispatched this

messenger with the letter his master wanted, and told

him that we were unable to delay our immediate depar-

ture, as we had already stayed too long in this particular

part of the country.

The following morning our men were much excited

and anxious to get off as early as possible, as they

declared the Sultan had only sent the messenger as
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a spy, previous to arranging a large force with his new

alliS to venture upon an attack. What authority

they had for this conviction we could not discover,

nor did we at all share in the belief about an attac

We agreed, however, to the proposed early start, and

rode for some distance well ahead of the caravan as

advance scouts. To our disgust we learned at our first

halt that the Sultan had sent a messenger with a cow

and two sheep as a present, which our stupid men a

declined to accept, declaring the animals had been

witched ” Even Dualla and Addah believed m some

such nonsense, although Dualla suggested they had not

been “bewitched,” but “poisoned.” Addah, on the oti

hand, declared the bewitching of animals to be a con-

stant and terrible practice among the Somals, and assured

Is he had seen a sheep over which some verses m the

Koran had been read, “turn round and devour its own

ail after its head had been cut off.” Some o our men

were actually afraid to look at the present, and covering

their faces with the hem of their tubes, ran away to avoid

the chance of meeting “ the evil eye.”

Later on, Addah regaled us with another solemn story of

native superstition.
“ The Dollols and Ugas tribes weie at

war when an inspired priest of the former seized a spear

and holding it above the ground, declared that if it enteie

the earth of its own accord, the Dollols would be v ic

torious Immediately he had spoken, and without any

propelling power being given, the spear buried itself m

the ground, and the surrounding group of wamois a

once dashed off and achieved a complete victory over

1“ foe? This Story, which Addah told in the hear-
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ing of a number of our men, was received with a grave

chorus of “Allahs,” as though its complete truthfulness

were beyond dispute.

We had to be content with a short march of three

hours, and again encamped near a Rer Hammer village,

and within sight of a fine hill range in the form of an

amphitheatre. Here a native reported that every day

three lions approached the village, and declared he had

witnessed their visit early on that morning. Taking our

informer as a guide, and followed by a few of our men,

we soon came upon fresh lion tracks in a dry Tug, which

led towards the river
;
the bordering bush was thick, but

we had scarcely entered it when one of our men exclaimed

a lion was crouching under a near mimosa. We heard

the rush as the beast passed within a few feet of us, but

did not catch sight of him
;
the grass was ten feet high

in places, and it was impossible to take up any track

through it. We made another effort during the after-

noon, but were so hampered by a jabbering crowd of

villagers, who would insist on following, that we gave

up all hopes of getting within shot. We saw several

fine water-buck, and heard a number of hippopotami

grunting in a marsh which emitted a most offensive

effluvium. All the natives were very anxious we should

not linger near this spot, which they quite recognised as

a dangerous fever-bed.

On our return a negro lad (probably a Suahili) intro-

duced himself as a runaway slave from the Shebeyli vil-

lages, and begged to be allowed to work his way to the

coast with us. Dualla declared he had come to spy, it

being a common practice to utilise lads of his class lor
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such a purpose, as they mix with the people they are

sent among without attracting much notice, and thus pic

up useful information. We assented to the lad s request

but had him watched, and during the night he slipped

away in the direction of the Shebeyli, and we never heard

of him again. Also during this night two strange men

were seen prowling about and watching the zariba, but

they disappeared after the first shot had been fired in the

air to let them understand we were awake

On March 7th we turned our backs on the Webbewith

minified feelings of satisfaction and regret, and crossing

the Burrari valley, reached the summit of the mountain

ranve by a road west of the pass by which we had effected

ourdescent to the river plains. Although this road re-

presented a fair caravan route, the camels of the Dollols

were so heavily laden with grain that they expenence

oreat difficulty and numerous mishaps in makmg the

ascent. So frequent indeed were ugly falls that i e-

came necessary to leave a large number of the sacks of

grain by the wayside, and to send down a special de-

tachment of camels to bring them up later on in the

^During the afternoon my brother shot a fine male

specimen of the greater koodoo ( Strepiceros kudu). e

first we had bagged during the expedition. The lessei

koodoo, which is rare in most parts of Africa was com-

paratively abundant in Somali-land, whereas we had hard y

seen any of the larger variety. Dualla and Addah tried to

persuade us to remain an extra day in this camp, but we

absolutely declined. The reason they advanced was the

fact that some overladen camels of the abans were s i
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at the foot of the hill. All through the expedition it was
the same story of delay to suit the Gerloguby abans, and
Dualla and Addah were always too ready to humour their

fancies. During the night they took about a dozen of
our men and made two journeys to the bottom of the hill,

and actually carried up numerous bags of corn belonging
to the abans on their backs.

The nearest water was at the Negada Wayna wells, five

and three-quarter hours’ distant from our present camp,
and when we reached it, we found it quite undrinkable
owing to putrefactive changes. O11 the road my brother

got a snap-shot at the first panther we had seen, but unfor-

tunately missed it, and though we followed the beast up
for some distance, no second chance was obtained. The
wind was rising and the dust intolerable, and the little rain

preceding a violent wind-storm, which passed over us at

about six p.m., was not sufficient to prevent our getting the

full benefit of its attendant discomforts. A number of the

men were suffering from rheumatism and lumbago, and
one of the abans was seriously ill with congestion of the

lungs. Just before going into camp for the rest of the

day we met two Ayal Achmets, who were journeying

towards the river: they declared a report had reached

Berbera to the effect that the Rer Hammers, after com-

bining with the Sliebeyli tribes, had surprised our caravan

and massacred the white men and all their followers.

We were grieved to hear about this rumour, and it made
us most anxious to get to the coast with the least possible

delay, lest our friends should be seriously alarmed for

our safety. The main difficulty was to decide upon the

best route. We were determined not to return by the
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way we came, though Dualla and Addah wave in favour

of our doing so, assuring us that as the lam 3

commencing we should find water m many parts of the

hateM desert, in addition to good pasturage for our

la The Tim-Faf was the regular caravan route,

I- Ahdeella seemed to he gently wmU acT—

tance of our obtaining a complete supply of lir e stoc

beforehand, if we desired to push the journey throng

without serious delay. v i

we had offered a special reward to our three heat

men if we reached Berbera within a certain date,

Addah declared he was no less anxious to get home

than we were, independently of his lewaid,

report of our massacre would have caused his dang -

o shave their heads and besprinkle tlremse ye

,vith dust'” As a sure means of being well supp iet

Tith food for the whole caravan, he suggested we should

proceed to Faf and there spend ten days, while lie a

companied the abans to Gerloguby and then returned

d! the requisite number of fat camels and sheep.

'
, he declared, would enable us to

This arrangement, ne aeouueu,

continue our homeward journey without being a c

dependent for provisions upon the tribes thiougi w nc

xirTabans backed up Addah’s programme and as we

evident they would have to pay a
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visit to Gerloguby and dispose of their grain first, to say

nothing about the greeting and leave-taking of wives,

which they again urged to be important. We therefore

decided to remain at Faf while they conducted their

business affairs at Gerloguby, and detailed Addah to

accompany them, in the hope that he would succeed in

returning with a supply of sheep and fat camels.

This being settled during the night, we rose the follow-

ing morning at 2.30 A.M., and started on a six and three-

quarter hours’ journey before 4 a.m. A little rain fell

during the march, but when we encamped near some low

hills, the condition of the ground and vegetation showed

that it had here fallen in large quantities. We were glad

to note these signs of the approaching rainy season, which

is always ushered in by local downpours and general

cloudy skies. I ascended one of the higher hills, about

175 feet, with Aylmer, and prospected a vast plain extend-

ing as far as the eye could reach, which was covered with

low mimosa bushes and dry grass.

It was a very gamey looking country, and we espied a

herd of ariel and an ostrich. As the latter was the first

wild specimen of its kind which offered a chance, we

attempted a stalk, but failed to get within rifle-range.

The following day’s march of four and three-quarter

hours took us past our old camping-ground at Deberiag,

and brought us to some wells named Welgarti, and at

this point the two main routes join. A heavy downpour

had cooled the atmosphere, but was followed by an

unpleasant smell of rotting vegetation, which made us

anxious about the healthiness of the locality. During

the night we were inconvenienced by a tropical thunder-
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storm, which so completely soaked our tents and mat-huts

that a delay for drying was absolutely necessary.

As though by way of compensation, we received news

in the early morning that a lion had carried o a cow

belonging to a neighbouring tribe, and oiu in oiman

offered to conduct us to the spot where 1 e m' "

most likely to be found. Having tossed up who should

UO, the lot fell to my brother and Lort-Phillips, wo

was now known throughout the country by the name

of Wil-wal, a former great chief of Oga ayn. el

tramp of some eight miles they came upon a lioness

and her two cubs devouring the carcass at then leisure^

The approach of the natives startled her ladyship, an

she made off in the direction of Lort-Philhps^who thus

obtained the first shot, which proved a miss. y 10

then fired, and wounded her in the paw, upon which she

charged down and nearly bagged him, as tie

guide turned tail and almost knocked him ovei. . e wa
f

stopped by a couple of shots from Lort-Phillips, whic

smashed her leg and shoulder. She was old and very

mangy, but our men were delighted with the result o

the morning’s work, and brought the skin into camp with

a characteristic song and dance of triumph.

We made a late start, and, after a few hours journey

pitched our tents on a slope during a perfect de uge o

rain Unfortunately we lost a camel during t is journey,

for the poor beast slipped while crossing some wet mud

and in falling broke its leg ;
we also had a bid made

another camel by an enormous spotted hyama, w' o coo y

came up to the attack while we were off-loadmB ,

actually managed to get clear away before any of us were
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ready for a shot. Hyaenas are known to frequently allow

their curiosity to overcome a natural timidity, hut for a

solitary specimen to boldly attack a camel while it was

being off-loaded, was quite a novel experience to us and

to our men.

We were all drenched, and disposed to be rather dismal,

until a visitor was announced, who proved to be our old

friend “Fatty,” who greeted us with a grin which ex-

tended across her whole face, and was proportionately

reflected upon ours. We were really delighted to wel-

come her back, and she was now completely recovered from

her rheumatism and able to rejoin the caravan in her old

capacity of lady-help. She was no less heartily received by

her own country-folk, and an especialfeu d’artifice might

have been displayed in her honour had not another

tremendous storm rendered it impossible and unneces-

sary. The most vivid flashes of lightning illuminated the

surrounding country, and the thunder-claps were some-

thing tremendous. The trenches we had dug round the

tents proved quite inadequate, and the whole camp was

swamped. After a comfortless night and another morn-

ing spent in sun-drying, we made an afternoon start, and

succeeded in accomplishing a journey of three miles,

after a number of camels had been bogged and others

jeopardised by severe falls. We camped above the Tug-

Faf, and nearly all the low ground within sight was one

vast lake and marsh. The villages had been moved up

to the hill slopes, and it seemed difficult to conceive that

a few days’ rain should have so completely changed the

physical features of this portion of the country.

We sent out scouts the next day to sec il the roads
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were at all practicable for further travel, and as the

report was favourable, we ventured to start, leaving tie

heavily laden Dollol camels behind. At the end o two

hours’ slipping and sliding about the hills, we had to

give up all further effort for that day, and settle down

into another wet camp.

The stormy condition of the atmosphere was reflected

in the disposition of some of our men, and the following

morning ushered in a day of frequent rows. Khaims our

hitherto well-behaved Arab ldtchen-maid, opened the bal

by entering a complaint of a rather incomprehensible nature

against Deria the cook, and therefore his chief. Being

occupied with my diary at the time, and not sufficient y

skilled in Arabic to disentangle the sentences which were

poured out in great excitement, I told him to wait t e

arrival of my more accomplished brother. A minute later

a bullet whizzed past my head, and Khaims rushed from

the tent with Lort-Phillips’ revolver, and dashed throng

the camp in search of Deria, with Aylmer and the Doctor

at his heels. He was caught and disarmed before he

could get a shot at the cook, but immediately afterwards

nearly broke away, and seizing a spear, made a desperate

lunge at his enemy, who had approached the scene ot

action and was endeavouring to offer an explanation.

About six of our men now held on to Khaims, who was

in a state of wild frenzy, and struggled with a violence

which was controlled with great difficulty. When the fit

was over he burst into hysterical sobbing, and quiet y

submitted to being bound with ropes until judgment was

pronounced. ,

It transpired that Deria had provoked him beyond
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endurance, and mistaking my incapability of understand-

ing his complaint for apathy, had determined to take the

law into his own hands and lynch Delia. With this

object he had first tested Lort-Phillips’ revolver by dis-

charging one chamber into a crowd of visitors who sur-

rounded the zariba, and being satisfied with the condi-

tion of the weapon, had then started off in search of his

quarry. Of course this proved a premeditated determina-

tion to murder, but as the bullet had done no damage,

and “ the murderous intent” was common to all our escort,

we took into consideration the previous excellent be-

haviour of the prisoner, and made our punishment as

light as possible. The subsequent behaviour of Khamis

gave us no cause to regret our clemency.

Later on in the day two of the camel-drivers engaged

in a duel, and had to be tied up until we hoped the

impulse of the hour was over; but no sooner were they

released and their weapons returned, than they again

made for each other. This time one succeeded in

wounding his adversary in the back before a separation

could be effected, but the injury was trivial, and the

consequent blood-letting probably beneficial.

Before the sunset we received a visit from our present

friend, though former enemy, the chief priest, who first

implored us to remain with him for ever, and then begged

for some more tea and sugar. He informed us lliat

within the next three months he proposed nicking c

second journey to Mecca with some thirty or lorty ol

his brethren, and we told him he would go with our

best wishes that “Allah” would make his journey among

strangers less troublesome than ours. Our next visitor
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was a professional beggar, tire second we had met with

during our whole travel. “Begging” was, of course, a

national pastime, or custom, or “ what you please ;

” but

a “professional beggar” was an interesting novelty, and

this particular specimen deserved encouragement as he

was quite blind. The last visitor was also welcome, for

he introduced to our notice a peculiar custom of the

country. His advent was heralded by one of the abans

bringing us a small leathern case containing verses from

the Koran, and upon our asking the meaning of this

“ token,” we were informed that it represented the caid

of a magnate who had intrusted a special messenger

to convey his desire for some “eye-water.” In such

cases, we learnt, it was customary to provide an envoy

with some article of clothing or ornament as an evi-

dence of honour and a guarantee that the request was

genuine.

Before dispatching Addah with the abans to Ger-

loguby we endeavoured to induce the latter to letuin

with us to the coast by offering to give each of them $25

on our arrival at Berbera. Korashee, however, replied

that for such services as he alone was able to render us

$200 would not represent a sufficient payment ;
so we

gave up further discussion of the subject, and returned to

our favourite topic about the best road to travel. Whether

as an inducement to engage his services at his own esti-

mation of their value, or in mere illustration of his com-

plete geographical knowledge, he replied by spreading

out all his fingers and his two thumbs in front of my face,

and explaining that their number represented a few of

the caravan routes which would lead us to the coast.
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After this information I told him that he might start

away with Addah to Gerloguby at once, and that we would

allow them ten days to obtain the necessary supplies,

during which time we would await their arrival at Halii

;

but that if they failed to appear within the appointed

time, we should proceed on our journey home without

them. The effect of this announcement was quite ludi-

crous. The three abans retired to a neighbouring tree,

and rolling up their prayer-carpets in the form of giant

ear-trumpets, conversed with each other a long time

through the medium of these improvised instruments of

secrecy before making their start for Gerloguby.

The local rains, which in places are confined to a few

acres, led us to hope we should find water in abundance

during our homeward marches. They brought into

existence abundant insect life in the form of beetles,

cockchafers, and flying ants, which made dining in the

open air impossible, unless we were prepared to let these

pests form the principal part of our evening meal. Even

with the curtains of the tent down, a fair number

managed to season each plateful of food which was set

before us.

The native who brought our last mail from Berbera

gave notice to quit our service, as he did not approve of

being told off for such arduous work as watching tbe

daily measure of water we always had boiled for our own

drinking. With the exception of scooping into a spoon

the numerous specimens of boiled insects which col-

lected on the top of the more impure samples of the water

provided by the land of the Somal, we could not imagine

a lighter berth than the one with which lie had been pro-
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videcl. We paid him off, however, and detailed a rather

troublesome person named Ali Magag for the duty. This

led to a curious complication, for it appeared that Ali

Magag had sworn the “oath of divorce that nothing

would induce him to undertake the work. We therefore

had to interview a deputation of his particular friends,

who finally persuaded us to select a substitute, as other-

wise Ali Magag would have been obliged to divorce a lady

with whom he appeared to be, from all his friends said,

distractedly in love. We warned him, however, that

during the remainder of the journey he must consider

himself under the “ oath of divorce ” to do any other work

which might be given to him, and to do it without

grumbling and to the very best of his ability

.

&

The journey to Hahi introduced us to complete change

in the character of the vegetation of the country, which

now was bursting into leaf and flower, and enabled us

to collect numerous specimens for presentation to Kew

Gardens. The game-birds were beginning to pair, and

we noticed for the first time the uncommon spectacle of

partridges roosting in trees.

We passed some wells named Boobi, which were hewn

out of rock, and found a quantity of granite in their

neighbourhood. Before reaching Hahi, we came upon a

miniature zariba, containing one wretched old woman,

and, if possible, a still more wretched camel, both gazing

intently on a few bags of corn, as though they longed

to fill their stomachs with their contents. The Sultana

informed us, through Dualla, that she had been there

during four days awaiting the arrival of her friends who

could load the camel, and that every night she had been
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visited by a lion, which she kept off by such sticks and

stones as she could collect when she ventured out during

the day. We lost no time in loading up the camel, and

took its guardian along with us until we fell in with her

friends.
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CHAPTER XVII.

—DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING SUPPLIES—THE RIFLE V. BOWS AND

ARROWS-A RAPID JOURNEY IN SEARCH OF WATER-DUALLA CAUSES

TROUBLE AND DELAY—TRIBAL CUSTOMS—NEWS OF OURSELVES FROM

BERBERA.

We reached Hahi the day after the appearance of the

new moon, and were informed by the weather-wise that

there would be no rain for fifteen days. As we had

pitched onr camp near some old Galla wells, and there

were several small water-pans half full within sight, the

prospect of fine weather was not depressing. The country

afforded pasturage to numerous herds and docks, but the

natives who looked after them said the owners were m

another part of the Ogadayn, and in consequence we

were unable to effect any purchases. We were therefore

left almost dependent upon our guns and rifles lor food,

and made daily excursions in search of antelope and

guinea-fowl, and also shot a few geese and a couple of

ducks, the first we had as yet come across. Leopards

were said to be here numerous and destructive, but

though we often heard their peculiar cry and grunt,

and followed up fresh pugs, we never obtained a shot.

We were equally unsuccessful in our efforts to come

up to rhinoceros, though on several occasions we made

the attempt. The part of the country they preferred was

so densely wooded with strong mimosa, that one might
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at any time be within a few yards of the beasts without

getting a glimpse of them; and on one particular day,

after tracking three for many weary miles, they charged

out from the opposite side of the close bush within a few

feet of our rifles, but without giving the chance of even a

snap-shot.

We were told by the natives that during the heavy

dews they were in the habit of driving the herds and

flocks to new pasturage many miles away from the wells,

and remaining with them for several days without carry-

ing any water, but merely depending for subsistence upon

the milk their animals provided, which became rich and

plentiful.

One afternoon, while I was reading a book, a native

wanted to know why I looked at “ the thing in my lap

for such a long time;” so I explained that “the thing

in my lap” was able to tell me just such a story as he

was in the habit of listening to when squatting with

others over the camp-fire. lie shook his head, as though

he could believe a good deal that was strange, but drew

the line at the idea of anything like what was lying in

my lap being able to tell a story, though it might have

suggested a lie.

Girghis had been down with fever for some days. lie

never had any constitution, and, like most natives, gave

in at once, and Anselmier had been unable to do anything

for a long time. This threw a great deal on Hurling, but

he did not grumble, and worked admirably. There were

representatives of no less than four Ogadayn tribes in the

immediate neighbourhood of Hahi, and all seemed to

possess abundance of sheep, goats, and camels, and yet
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would not sell them. As we killed the last bullock we

beo-an to wonder how we should feed our people, but

after great persuasion, induced some men to sell us two

poor camels, for which they accepted dollars, the first

time we had been able to purchase anything with corn

since our arrival in Ogadayn.

On getting up one morning, we observed all hands

encaged in strengthening the zariba, which was already

fully as strong as we usually deemed necessary to make

it, and on inquiring the reason, were told that the previous

day a great many people had arrived, and Dualla had

heard there was to be what he described as a “ meeting ,

and as he thought they might try to “ rush ” us fol_tobes,

it was as well to be prepared, which accounted for . le

formidable zariba now in progress. The people were

certainly very insolent in their demeanour but as in no

country in the world does the proverb “ forewarned is

forearmed ” more surely apply, we were not disturbec

.

We made great friends with some Midgans who were

prowling about the camp engaged in snaring dik-di t.

One day they made very good practice at Thrupp s liat,

and Dualla was emboldened to challenge one of them to

shoot a match against his rifle, a target being improvised

on the trunk of a tree. At the first shot the Midgan

hit the target, while Dualla scored a miss, amidst the

; eers of the crowd. We did not at all approve of this

exhibition, particularly when some of our camel-dnvers

came to beg that we would allow them to carry the bows

and arrows we had purchased from our friends which

they said they would prefer to rifles. This we of course

declined to permit, pointing out that in om coun ij
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poisoned weapons were not used either for offence or
defence.

One day a man arrived with Addah’s bridle round his
neck as a witness that he had been really sent by him.
He conveyed a request for a further delay of three days,
which we met with a firm refusal. Addah’s reason for the
request was of course another effort to please the abans,
for he urged that on arrival at Gerloguby they had found
their goods and chattels had been moved some distance
farther north.

When our ten days at Hahi were nearly up, we
thought it well to send ahead to Harradigit, and obtain
a report as to the amount of water to be found there. If

plentiful at this place, we could depend upon finding-

sufficient farther on. By offering a present, we induced
one of our camel-drivers to make this journey in com-
pany with a local magnate, said to be a most reliable

person. They returned within forty hours, having accom-
plished a to and fro journey on foot of 126 miles, with
what little food they carried in their stomachs and tobes.

Naturally, they returned much exhausted, but rapidly

revived under the stimulus afforded by the roasted flesh

of one of our lean camels. They had found plenty of

water, but as the rains had ceased, it was rapidly being-

swallowed by the thirsty soil, so they urged our de-

paituie without loss of time. We needed no urging to

press forward, but were delayed an entire day by an in-

cident that, although ludicrous, might have caused ns

serious trouble.

It appeared that a Hahi Ogadayn, and relative of one

of our troublesome abans, had been interfering to pn-
0
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vent our purchasing supplies. Dualla lost Ins temper,

and snatching a sandal from his foot, threw it at lnm

and caught him in the eye. This constitutes the greatest

insult that a Somal can offer to another, and is an

offence not easily wiped out ;
and this Dualla confessed

he knew and declared “ it was treating a gentleman as

though he were a Midgan.” This scene took place as

we were loading up and preparing for a start. n-

stantly everything was at a stand-still, every one talking

at once, and no one would obey orders.

About noon, Addah, Abdeella, and the abans, followed

by Dualla, entered our tent, and explaining that the

offence was a most serious one, hoped we would endea-

vour to settle the matter by paying out on Dual a s

account eighty tobes or their equivalent. Seeing that

unless we agreed it would mean further delay, an

knowing as we did that the water resulting from the

recent rains was daily becoming less, we consented, at

the same time telling them that no power on earth

should induce us to remain over the following day ;
t la

we insisted on going direct to Ilarradigit, and not to

Farfanyer. They were most anxious to induce us to go

to the latter place, which lay much farther to the east,

and would make it consequently easier for the caravan

they were endeavouring to form to catch us up. Tey

declared that the Ogadayn native was guilty of the ins

provocation, as the day before he had thrown bis sanda

at Dualla, but it had missed its mark. This, however,

did not count for much in the way of insults, accoi -

jn cr to their view, thereby illustrating the proverb A

m iss is as good as a mile,” although we were told it
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had been taken into account in what Dualla styled

“the judgment.” One of our abans declared that were
such an insult offered him, five hundred camels would
not suffice to wipe out the stain, and that without

taking the offender’s life he would “ never breathe

freely again.” We felt disposed to reply with a para-

phrase of Talleyrand’s famous mot, but resisted the in-

clination. Fortunately, however, every Somal is not a

Gerloguby aban.

Weiss, the most troublesome of camel-drivers, now
approached and asked for “judgment.” He had pre-

viously been fined by us for striking one of his comrades

across the back with a leather whip. This, it appears,

ranks almost next in indignity to striking a man with

a sandal, and it had been decided amongst the men
that, in addition to the fine to us, he was to pay some-

thing to his brother camel-driver. We decided that these

niceties of Somali etiquette or code d’honneur were be-

yond our powers of arbitration.

The Dualla incident led to our obtaining fresh infor-

mation about tribal customs, which are always difficult to

unravel. It appeared that if a man killed one of another

tribe in fair fight, the fine was 100 camels, but that a

woman was half-price. For lurking behind bushes and

killing people engaged in caravan traffic, nothing less

than tribal war was declared; were this not the case,

trade would be at a complete stand-still. In these wars

they are often most brutal, and Dualla told me without

any feeling of shame that in the fights between Sultans

Owd and Noor women and children were nearly always

massacred on both sides.
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Marriages, from all we could learn, were made, in

Oadayn on the civilised basis of convenience, and with-

out any pretence of being first arranged in heaven. A

man was permitted to seek a wife among his own tribe,

but rarely eared to do so, as by intermarriage with others

he improved his foreign relationships, and this was ot

more value to him than any prospect of domestic happiness.

The more important the position of the individual the

greater number of wives he sought out among the peop e le

knew least about, and, having consummated the marriage,

would return to his own people triumphant, leaving the

newly acquired wife among hers. In the event of war

breaking out between their tribes, he obtained a free pass

among her people, and not unfrequently afforded them

useful advice and warning. All Sound* seem to recognise

the disadvantage of intermarriage with cousins and

though known to marry their aunt's daughters, absolutely

decline to marry those of their uncles.

Addah arrived within the appointed time, and brought

endless reports, but no eating-camels. He declared lie

had collected twenty, which had started from Gerloguby

for Hahi, but had returned upon the drivers hearing a

report to the effect that we had already left. He assurec

us however, that before the morning we might depend

upon obtaining six or eight to help us on the road. His

next report was to the effect that information had reached

Berbera that our whole caravan had been massacred y

the Shebeyli people, and that the only representative now

alive was the Doctor, who had been elevated to the proud

position of chief among the medicine-men of the Web e.

Another report, which might or might not have been true,
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was that a contingent of the Dollol caravan which had
journeyed from the river in our steps had been attacked
by the Sultan’s people, and looted with the loss of one
man killed and many seriously wounded.
On the morning of March 29, at 6.30 a.m., we broke

up our Hahi camp and again followed in the tracks of
our pet “ Sultan,” who, I am sure, knew more about the

shortest way home than Dualla, Addah, Abdeella, and the
three abans all put together.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

HAHI TO DARROR THE PANS AT HARRADIGGIT EVIDENCE OF A RECENT

RAID AFFEY AND HUSSEIN THE FIRST TRADING CARAVAN

RUMOURED BATTLE AT BERBERA—SCYLLA AND CHARYBDIS—SULTAN

NOOR FANTASIA BERBERA IN SIGHT A RACE IN.

The next seven days were occupied in an uneventful

journey from Hahi to Harror, where we remained for two

days. No sooner had we started than Addah entreated us

to wait for the aban Ivorashee, who had not yet arrived,

but we remained deaf to the advantages in the way of

food which were held out as inducements for delay.

When, later in the day, Korashee caught us up with a

small private caravan, these advantages resolved them-

selves into an opportunity to purchase two or three of his

camels at his own fancy prices. At first it seemed as

though we should be obliged to close with a bad bargain,

as two of our eating-camels bolted away and could

nowhere be found
;
but before the evening they were

recaptured, much to our satisfaction, and greatly, I expect,

to Ixorashee’s discomfiture.

The weather was for the most part cloudy and cool, and

offered no excuse for our men first washing themselves in

a pool of veiy dirty water, and afterwards filling up their

drinking-vessels.

During this journey we lost a great opportunity of
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establishing a lasting reputation for power to foretell, if

not command, the course of heavenly bodies. An almost

total eclipse of the moon occurred, which was duly fore-

cast in our nautical almanacs, but which we had fool-

ishly omitted to look up in time to make the necessary

startling announcement.

The following day the rain came down in torrents, and
the abans, with other Dollols, crowded into our living tent.

They made themselves most agreeable
;
and mindful of

Adam Smith, I improved the occasion by enlarging on
the benefits that accrue to nations through peaceful com-

merce and settled government. They begged we would
return to their country, when they declared we might
travel through the length and breadth of the land with-

out molestation, and they even expressed a hope that on

our return we would not only build substantial stone

towns, but settle all their tribal differences ! They were

further pleased to express entire satisfaction at our man-
ner of eating, and one man went so fir as to allege that

‘‘we really must be clean people, as we used spoons like

the abans.” To be “ like the abans ” was, we felt, a com-

pliment indeed, especially as only lately they had made
a great parade of brandishing some roughly fashioned

wooden spoons at meal-times.

As we journeyed on, our men once more expressed fear

of the Dolbahanti marauders, who they declared were

no doubt prowling about on the look-out for caravans,

for they were “camel-lifters by occupation, and during

their incursions into the territory of other tribes would

live for two or three months on the roots and leaves of

trees.” We observed the old marks of elephants, and
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two lions were sighted in the moonlight, and Thrupp got

close to an ant-bear, the first seen.

On April ist we reached Ifarradiggit, where we had

sent the messengers to look for Avater. The first pans we

reached were dry, and we feared our envoys knew more

about the license on April fools day than Ave liked.

TIoAvever, they declared that on their arrival the water

Avas a foot deep, but that information Avas of no use to ns

noAV. Every one looked anxious, and Ave sent men in

various directions in search of Avater, which Avas soon

found about three miles farther off in a fine pool some

acres in extent, on which Avere numerous Egyptian geese

and a few ducks.

All now eagerly discussed the best route to the coast, and

had there been no one to consult besides myself, I should

certainly have gone by Milmil and Tug Fafan (see map).

The general opinion Avas, hoAvever, against it, but it Avas

decided that before passing on to Darror it would be only

common prudence to send ahead and find out Avhether

the pans in that district Avere empty. Just as tAvo men,

detailed for this duty, Avere starting off, Ave espied tAvo

natives of the Her Haroun tribe under a tree, Avho set all

doubts at rest by declaring we should find Avater good and

plentiful. They said the Eed-a-galleh had lately driven

off a great many of their cattle near the pans, and that

they had retaliated by killing tAvo of the raiders. We
found evidence of the truth of this statement in the

skeleton of one, to which some of the flesh still adhered.

This route Avas not inappropriately termed Wada Gulif,

or “ Camel-lifter’s road.”

We Avere surprised to come across some rock-hewn Avells
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in the immediate neighbourhood of the pans, which had
been evidently made by the present inhabitants of the
country, and not by Gallas. They had been formed from
fissures or natural rents in the rock, and these had been
enlaiged by the action of the water and air to their present

dimensions. We rested one day at Ilarradiggit, sending
back the aban Hussein with the pleasantest Ogadayn we
had met, whose name was Afley. This gentleman was
always polite and most obliging, and asked us to take on
his son, a bright intelligent fellow of about eighteen years

of age, “ to see the English people at Aden,” which we
did. Before they left we gave each a present of dollars and
tobes, and sent some of the latter to “ absent friends ” at

Gerloguby, to whom we had promised a present if we
got out of the country in safety. Affey intrusted all his

money to Dualla, charging him to invest it in Aden jewel-

lery for Mrs., or rather the Mesdames Affey.

I was glad to hear from Dualla that although they were

not demonstrative in their thanks to us, they thought we
had been liberal, and were well satisfied. They declared

on parting they Avould be glad to see us, or any other

Englishman, in their country again, and would accompany
us through the territory of any tribes we cared to visit

with whom they were not actually at war. They even

said they would travel with us to the Indian Ocean, and

I really think we might revisit their country without any

serious risk or trouble. We gave Affey a strong letter of

recommendation, pointing out how useful he had proved,

and recommending him to the consideration of the

powers at Aden, should he ever land at that port.

On quitting Ilarradiggit we followed for some distance
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the tracks of the cattle which had been driven off, and came

across a large herd of oryx, from which we obtained one

specimen. Only the bulls are prized; they are ridden down

on horseback on the great plains, and their hides make

excellent shields. We met a caravan of about fifteen

camels lightly laden with tobes, and bound to Baha-Wadly,

entirely escorted by Ogadayn natives. This was the first

and only genuine trading caravan we had seen in the

whole country. We were told that they now manage

most of their own trade, taking their produce to Berbera,

and with the money it brings buy tobes to trade in their

own country. They have almost driven away “ outsiders,”

although some of our Aden men had traded theie, and

talked of going again. After investing ^50 i*1 tobes at

Berbera, a man was thought lucky if at the end of three

months’ arduous travel his profits exceeded his outlay by

the value of a ten-pound note.

Of course the sight of a caravan only a few days out from

Berbera caused great excitement, and every one was eagei

to hear the latest news. One of the men knew a little

Arabic, so I asked him what he had to tell us from the

coast.. Without the slightest hesitation or change in his

countenance, he gravely assured me “that a great battle

had taken place at Berbera, and the English had killed

a woman and two boys!''’ Clearly then we were fully a

match for the wild Somal in great deeds of daring ! On

our arrival we found that a street-riot had really taken

place, in which a woman had been unfortunately killed,

in addition to a couple of men, by the native police.

These traders again complained of the usury of the

Ayal Aclimet, and endorsed the reports of our having
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been killed near the Webbe. As we more nearly ap-

proached the territory of Sultan Noor, excitement in-

creased among our men, and we learnt there was a

blood-feud between the Sultan’s people and the Dollols,

and that the latter dare not approach their territory

unless strongly supported, and that even then they

dreaded the assassin’s knife. Some of our people, and
notably Addah, grew extremely nervous, and used every

effort to get us through Noor’s country without our

paying him the civility of a formal call.

On April 4th we reached Darror, which in many points

resembled Harradiggit. There was a large pan with

plenty of water, and, besides ducks and geese, we here

added our first teal to the bag. A conspicuous object

in the landscape was a lion’s skin suspended from the

bough of a solitary large tree which overhung the water’s

edge, and this interesting zoological specimen was stuffed

in a somewhat primitive manner by some native taxi-

dermist.

As Girghis was still down with fever, the camels tired,

and the place inviting, we remained over the whole of

the next day, which we spent in photographing our men
;

and as we had no further use for the tobes that were left,

we divided them amongst our followers. Towards night-

fall a deluge of rain, which nearly brought away our

tents, delayed our departing early the next morning, as

we had to wait for the mats to dry, and it was after

eleven before we effected a start, and even then our men

seemed disturbed in their minds, and uncertain as to the

best road to select. Of course we discussed rival routes

ad nauseam, but with so many varying interests and
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fears among our men, it was difficult to decide upon

a wise choice. Some were anxious to induce us to leave

the fair road we were following, and which led to Ber-

bera, to work out a fresh path to the west, in order to

avoid meeting with Noor and his people. On the march

a fine leopard was espied under a bush, and my brother

would probably have got a shot, had not our excitable

“soldiers” dashed after it with their spears, and frightened

the creature into a dense thorn covert.

Tracks were now observed of two horses ;
so we sent a

couple of men to follow them up to try and find people and

water
;
they returned after dark, reporting that villages and

people belonging to Sultan Noor were within a few miles

of us. At this news Addah’s face grew so long that it was

hardly rcognisable, and he hopped about like an old raven,

croaking something to the effect that we were between

Scylla and Charybdis ;
for it appeared he was as anxious

we should avoid Sultan Deria of the Eed-a-galleh tribe

as he was of avoiding Sultan Noor.

We soon, however, made acquaintance with some of the

latter gentry, whom we found by no means disagreeable,

and not too inquisitive. At nightfall, our three men from

Sultan Owd, with two nervous camel-drivers, started oti in

a new direction to avoid Sultan Noor’s Gehenna, promising

to join us later on, if we were fortunate enough to escape

annihilation. We felt quite able to protect all who stuck

to us, and told them as much, but they preferred their

notions of safety to ours. The country became more

open, the mimosas larger, and patches covered with small

stones frequent, while the oases of thick coarse grass

proved good hunting-grounds for bustard and plover s
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eggs, which were added to our collection. Villages and
villagers were countless, and goats and sheep were

browsing in a section of the country which, until the rains

set in, is a mere wilderness.

The natives we met were singularly shy and uncom-
municative, and seven horsemen who were watching our

advance in the distance suddenly wheeled their horses

round and galloped oft in the opposite direction, without

giving us a chance to make their acquaintance. Later in

the day we were told “a big man” belonging to Sultan

Noor, and possibly his Lord Chamberlain, was waiting for

us under a tree, and begged we would halt our caravan,

as he was anxious to introduce himself and a friend,

but afraid to go beyond the immediate vicinity of the

villages, owing to their strained relationship with Sultans

Owd and Deria, whose people were not far off.

Our men again implored us to give Sultan Noor a

wide berth, urging we should otherwise be delayed in

his territory for a week or ten days at least. This course

I was strongly opposed to. In the first place, before

leaving Berbera it had been decided we should go through

Noor’s country, and he had been communicated with,

and a friendly answer received. Of course lie was dis-

appointed that we had visited his rival instead of him,

as thereby he lost a good haul of dollars, to say nothing

of the importance attached to entertaining so many Euro-

peans, and we thought it best to prove we bore him no

ill-will by making a point of paying him a visit. As to

the delay that visit might cause, we pointed out that as

we were on the homeward journey, and wanted nothing

from him, it only required firmness in our determination
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not to be delayed a single day. Besides, explorers should

always think of future travellers, who, if following in

the steps of those who have been liberal and friendly,

may reasonably expect a welcome rather than a rebuff.

Accordingly we left the Lord Chamberlain under the

tree, and went into camp in Noors territory two hours

journey farther on.

It was not long before a crowd collected, and they

begged us to spend at least as much time with their

Sultan as we had with his rival. We made our refusal

as polite as possible, but also as distinct, and while it

was being translated, about thirty horsemen dashed up,

and a genuine “fantasia” in our honour was com-

menced. It was very much the same kind of thing we

had witnessed at Burao, but the horses were decidedly

better than any we had seen before, and the riders more

smartly dressed. The “fantasia” terminated with a

recitation from the usual poet, wdrose oration was not

over complimentary to our men, who chiefly owed

allegiance to Sultan Owd, and he described in all its

repulsive details a recent raid in which they had killed

1 50 of Owd’s camels. This, from a civilised point of view,

was not much of a feat to brag about. The animals

were first captured, and about to be driven off, when a

cloud of dust, which was probably a whirlwind, alarmed

the raiders into the conviction that they were being pur-

sued by a body of horsemen, so they slaughtered all the

camels, and took to flight.

The orator boasted they owned the main caravan route,

and that all the ghee, hides, and gum passed through

their country to Ogadayn, which represented an element
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of truth, for though most of the trade goes by Bulhar,
none at all goes by Burao. He also claimed for Noor
all the pasturage in the great Toyo plain, and wound
up with the following query, which involved a com-
pliment . "W as it not better to be friends with the

great English people now established at Berbera, than
to pillage caravans?” They had heard about Sultan
Owd’s abans having left our caravan, but assured us
they would not have injured them while under our pro-

tection, though under other circumstances they would
have speared them at once. We replied we felt sure

they were a great deal too gentlemanly to think of

harming any one under our protection, but that as we
knew Sultan Owd s abans to be tribal adversaries, we
thought it might have been discourteous on our part

to have brought them with us. We also pointed out

what a mistake it was to have a strong tribe sue!)

as theirs so much divided, and concluded by explain-

ing to them the fable of the old man and the bundle
of sticks, and emphasised the moral that if they stuck

together, no one could hurt them, but that if they

weakened themselves by disunion, they must eventually

fall to pieces.

As the Sultan was away, probably sojourning at one

of his country-seats, we wrote out a “chit” on Mr.

Walsh for some dollars for his people, with a letter for

his Majesty, telling him we should leave a present for

him at Berbera. His people seemed much excited, and

expected an attack at any moment from Sultan Owd, so

their horses were kept saddled, and scouts were sent off

on the look-out during the whole evening.
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As we were going to bed, Abdeella came up to say

letters were on the Avay. This Ave did not believe, and

pointed out how a similar story had been invented at

Gerloguby to keep us an extra day. At this he laughed,

and told us that “ once upon a time a Somal picked up

Avhat he took to be a rope, until he discovered it to be

a snake, and that ever after when he saAv a real rope

he left it alone, lest it should turn out to be another

snake.” He meant the letters this time were ropes, not

snakes, and they actually arrived in less than an hour.

The carrier had really been to Ogadayn, and followed

our track back from ITahi. He declared one of his

camels had been eaten by a lion, and another with a

woman on its back had been swept away in crossing

the SAVollen Tug, and droAvned.

We sat up half the night reading our letters, the latest

being one from Mr. Walsh, dated February 25th, and I

had only just fallen asleep when Addah woke us up with

the cheering intelligence that the Sultan had arrived, but

we declined to see him until the sun was up. He had

travelled a long Avay to see us, and Avas attended by a

numerous retinue, so Ave Avere evidently in for further

delay. Morning ushered in another “ fantasia, and then

the Sultan approached in state.

We found him as silent as the other Sultans who had

honoured us with their acquaintance. He was tall and

fine-looking, and about forty years of age, and so

singularly like his cousin Owd, that the chief differ-

ence between them appeared to be that one had the

itch and the other had not. This perhaps explained

why they declined to shake hands with each other and
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make fiiends. An investiture took place, similar to

the one at Burao, and at 3 p.m. we were again on the

homeward load. X do not think travellers could have
more rapidly disposed of an African potentate. How-
ever indecent our haste here, compared with our delay

at Burao, Sultan Noor was no sufferer, for we gave him
the same presents we gave his rival, and paid equal

tribute to both tribes.

A deluge of rain drenched us to the skin while makimr
our next camp, and caused Addah to croak louder and
look more like an old raven than ever. We cheered him
by saying it was surely nothing to be wetted by the rain

after escaping being wetted by the spears of Sultan Noor,

which he had so greatly dreaded.

On April the 12 th we seemed to have quite left

behind us the closely wooded flats we had found so

wearisome, and travelled through an open grass plain

which was well populated, and provided excellent

pasture for a multitude of camels, oxen, sheep, and

goats. The rains having now set in, the greater

part of the population in the neighbourhood of Ber-

bera had migrated to this portion of the country with

all their possessions. We noticed but few horses, and

Dualla told us that the great breeders of horse-flesh

in Somali-land were the Said Yunis and Dolbohanti

tribes.

A day’s delay on account of the late heavy rains was

chiefly occupied by my brother in photographing our

caravan and natives, a performance which brought forth

considerable abuse from the surrounding Ayal Aehmets.

They called all who sat for their portraits “ dogs and
r
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rats,” and several told Rabi the aban that “they wished

we had never got out of Ogadayn alive.

One member of this tribe informed Adda that Shar-

markay, Deria, & Co., had sent Haji Moosa to Burao

on purpose to stop us
;
and Affy’s son, who was listen-

ing to the conversation, declared that one of the Ayal

Achmets who was still in Ogadayn, and whose name he

mentioned, said in his hearing that the people at Burao

ought to have listened to the advice of Haji Moosa, as

we were spies who intended to take the count) y. Be-

fore leaving this camp several attempts were made by

men and boys to steal our picket ropes and tent pegs,

which was a novel experience since entertaining the

retinue of Sultan Owd at our first camp on the Haud

beyond Burao.

A three-hours’ march brought us to the Tug-Seek,

where we pitched our tents under the grandest fig-tree

we had seen in the whole country, whose branches were

crowded with the large green fruit-eating pigeon. It was

evidently an important natural landmark, and it seemed

to have been a custom for many generations for every

caravan which passed it to leave a sign in the form of a

deep notch cut in the trunk of this magnificent shade

tree. Near here my brother just escaped falling a victim

to a would-be assassin. He was sauntering into the

camp when he heard sounds of a scuffle close behind

him, and on inquiring what was the matter, found that

an unknown native had been observed by some of the

camel-men creeping up to him, and they had seen him

raise his spear with the intention of thrusting it into
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my brother’s back. They snatched the weapon away
in time and broke it in pieces, and were told that this

man had sworn the divorce-oath to kill the first English-

man he met, as his brother had been imprisoned by the

authorities at Berbera.

Farther on, at a place called Adardley, we struck the

regular caravan route to Berbera, and here one of our

camel-men came up to make a strange request. He said

he was an Eesa Mousa, and that Mr. Walsh had fixed the

tax which his tribe might exact for camels passing through

his country at four annas a head (it used to be $5), and
he desired the recognised tax should be handed over to

him, on behalf of his tribe, by the owners of the Ogadayn
camels ! We referred him to our Dollol abans, but never

learned whether they admitted the strange claim he put

forward.

From the summit of a steep pass which led to the

Maritime plain we obtained our first view of the sea

during our return journey on April the 15th, but it was

too hazy to make out the position of Berbera. Here we
pitched our tents for the last time in Somali-land, and

began our descent at 4.15 a.m. the next morning.

For two hours the caravan wound through an imposing

rocky defile, and our men exchanged frequent greetings

with numerous acquaintances who were conducting their

flocks to the higher pasture-land.

Before 8 a.m. we sighted a man mounted on a camel

moving rapidly towards us, which proved to be Mr.

Walsh, who had ridden out from Berbera to give us the

first welcome.
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There was a hearty shake of the hand all round, and

then we drove home our spurs, and racing into Berbera,

illustrated the famous Arab proverb, “God help the

goer ! but the return is rolling.”

. F®

.
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APPENDIX.

LEPIDOPTERA FROM SOMALI-LAND.

Described by A. G. Butler, F.L.S., F.Z.S., &c.*

At the meeting held on the 4th November 1884, I had
the pleasure of bringing before the Society an account of a
collection sent to the British Museum by Major J. W.
Yerbury from Aden.t

Aloug with his Aden collection Major Yerbury forwarded
to me a small but interesting series collected by him in the
spring of 1884 on the Somali coast.

During the present year a second much larger series,

collected by Messrs. J. G. Thrupp, Lort-Phillips, and James
during an expedition southwards into the interior of Somali
from Berbera, was presented by them to the Museum.
These Lepidoptera, as I am assured by Mr. Lort-Phillips,

were principally obtained upon a plateau commencing at

about forty miles from the coast and extending due south
for about 200 miles, the time of collecting being about four

months.

Since the two collections together contain examples of

fifty-five species, some idea of the geographical relationships

of the fauna can be gained from them; the annexed table

shows that the relationship to Aden is very strongly marked,
no less than twenty-one species being identical, and three

* The following account, with plate, has been reproduced by tlie kind
permission of the Zoological Society of London,

t See P. Z. S., 1884, p. 478.
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nearly allied to Aden forms ;
next in order comes Abyssinia,

twelve species identical and nine allied ;
thirdly, Kilima-

njaro, ten, and probably eleven, species identical and three

allied
;

lastly, Natal, nine or ten species identical and four-

teen allied.

Omitting from the fifty-five species seven forms not

known to exist elsewhere and to which allied types are not

yet recorded (so far as I have been able to discover), nearly

half the known Butterflies and Moths of Somali are Ac en

species, a quarter Abyssinian, a fifth Kilima-njaroan, and a

fifth Natal. The allied or representative types I consider

of less importance, especially in the case of so well-worked

a locality as Natal when compared with localities so little

known as Kilima-njaro or even Abyssinia, from both of

which not a few types closely related to those of Somali

may confidently be expected to come. On the other hand

if the nineteen new species in these collections be omitted

from our calculations, nearly four-sevenths of the remainder

are identical with species found in Aden. I think, there-

fore, it may fairly be concluded that the Lepidopterous

fauna is essentially Arabian in character ;
but, since t le

species of Arabia have a much closer affinity to those of

Africa than Asia, it seems reasonable to conclude that

they have for the most part immigrated from the African

coast, and originated in Egypt, Nubia, Abyssinia, and

Somali-land.

Table showing the relationship of the Lepidoptera of Somali to those of

Aden, Abyssinia, Kilima-njaro, and Natal.

When the species is identical, an asterisk * is used
;
but if a closely

allied species replaces it, a dagger f is substituted.

Aden. Abyssinia. Kilima-njaro. Natal.

Limtias dorippus .

*
*

klugii
tYpthima asterope .

Neoeaenyra duplex

.

Precis limnoria
* *
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Table showing the relationship of the Lepidoptera of Somali to those of
Aden, Abyssinia, Kilima-njaro, and Natal—continued.

Aden. Abyssinia. Kilima-njaro. Natal.

Junonia crebrene .
* * * *

Hypanis ilithyia
-5<- * *

castanea * * l t
Hamanuinida daedalus .

* *

Aeraea chilo .
*

Acrasa braesia *

Acrasa mirabilis

Polyommatus baeticus * * * *

Catochrysops asopus * *

naidina .

fumosa . t—— lois

Azanus zena .
*

t
jesous * *

Tarucus pulcher * *

sybaris .
*

theophrastus .
*

Castalius lactinatus t
Hyreus lingeus *

Spindasis somalina t
Chloroselas esmeralda .

Hypolycaena umbrosa
Iolaus glaucus
Terias zoe *

Teracolus dynamene *
+

ocellatus t t
chrysonome .

*

protomedia .
* *

heliocaustus . t
praeclarus t t
eupompe t
dedecora
complexivus . t
thruppii t
jamesii . +
phillipsii t t
nouna

Catopsilia hyblaea .

*

aleurona #

Belenois lordaca *
+

Synchloe distorta . t t
Herpaenia melanarge + t
Nepheronia arabica t t
Hesperia anchises .

* *
?

Cyclopides cheles . t
Carterocephalus callicles t
Thanaos djaelaelae .

*

Eusemia thruppii . t
Saturnia oubie

*

Heliothis peltigera. *?
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NymphALiDiE.

1 . Limnas dorippus.

$ L Euploca dorippus
,
King, Symb. Plivs. pi. 48, figs.

1 —4-

£.
“ Inland from Berbera, April or May 1884.’ — Yerbury.

If my views of the relationship of this species to L.

chrysippus and allies is correct, it will probably be found

that typical L. dorippus does not range inland to any

very great distance from the Somali coast, but that its

place is occupied by its Indo-African representative. So

far the two series before me fulfil my expectations ;
that

received from Major Yerbury containing one male of each

form, whereas that collected by Mr. Thrupp contains three

pairs of the Indo-African form (for which I propose the

name of L. Tclugii), and none of L. dorippus. Mr. E.

Lort - Phillips assures me, however, that three of the

specimens were obtained within eighty miles inland from

Berbera.

2. Limnas klugii.

Euplcea dorippus ,
var., Klug, Symb. Phys. pi. 48,

fig. 5.

“2nd April 1884.”

—

Yerbury.

4 4. Inland, south of Berbera.

—

Tlirupp.

This is clearly the prevalent Limnas in Somali-land, L.

chrysippus and L. alcippus having, apparently, entirely

disappeared, and L. dorippus being scarce, and in all pro-

bability confined to the eastern coast. It therefore has

been necessary to give a name to this form, since to speak

of it as L. dorippus is not in accordance with actual fact.

3. YPTHIMA AvSTEROPE.

Hipparchia cisterope, Klug, Symb. Phys. pi. 29, figs.

11-14(1832).

Four specimens, three of them a good deal worn, show-

ing that they had been long on the wing.
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Neoccexyea, gen. nov.

Aspect of Pseudonympha

;

neuration of Ypthimci, ex-
cepting that only the costal vein is swollen at the base

;

palpi and antennae of Goeuyrct
,
from which, however, it is

at once distinguished by the form of the discoidal cell of
primaries, which does not project in front as in Ccenyvci,
so that (as in Ypthima

)

the second subcostal branch is

emitted at a considerable distance beyond the cell
;

it also
differs in having no trace of the large oval blackish brand
which occurs on the inner border of the primaries in the
male of Coenyra.

4. Neoccenyka duplex, sp. n.

Upper surface smoky greyish-brown, body darker than
the wings, the tegulse slightly rufous in front in the male,
wholly rufous in the female

;
primaries of both sexes with

a large pyriform rufous patch * covering the anterior part
of the disk, and enclosed a subapical bipupillated, orange-
zonecl ocellus, oval with bluish pupils in the male, rounded
with white pupils in the female; a slender, blackish, sub-
marginal line : secondaries with two unipupillated, rufous-
zoned, black, rounded ocelli on the median interspaces

;

female with a larger, but less widely, zoned, indistinct

ocellus on the first subcostal interspace, and a small ocellus

near the anal angle
;
submarginal line as in the primaries.

Below, the primaries in the male are as above, but in the
female the rufous patch is outlined with darker rufous, and
within this line, towards apex, it becomes grey

;
there is

also a spot at the end of the cell and an oblique line in the
cell of the same colour, and the submarginal line is rufous

;

the secondaries in both sexes are rufous at base of costa

;

those of the male have five ocelli, black, unipupillated, with

rufous-edged fulvous irides
;
one of these is subapical, two

on the median interspaces, and two smaller on the iutcrno-

* This patch is partly greyish in front in the male, but its outline is still

clearly visible.
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median interspace ;
in tlie female there are four ocelli, there

being only one on the interno-median interspace ;
there

are, however, two red dots or rudimentary ocelli between

the first and second true ocelli
;

the entire base of the

secondaries is rufous, and there are two irregularly angulated

parallel rufous lines which do not exist in the male
;
also

a dot in the cell and an oblique dash at its extremity ;
the

male has two blackish submarginal lines, and the female

two red ones
;
pectus of female red at the sides. Expanse

of wings, 4 33 mm., 4 38 mm.
One pair only.

—

Thrupp.

5. Precis limnoria.

Vanessa limnoria, Klug, Symb. Phys. pi. 48, figs. 6, 7

(1845).
Vanessa naib, Guerin, in Lefebvre’s Aroy. Abyss, vi. pi.

1 1, fig. 2 (1849).

One female, somewhat shattered.

—

Thrupp.

6. JUNONIA CREBRENE.

Junonia crebrene, Dunning, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1870, p.

524 (1870).

Three females.

—

Thrupp.

7. Hypanis ilithyia.

Papilio ilithyia, Drury, 111 . Exot. Ent. ii. pi. 17, figs. 1

2 (i 773 )-

4 4.

—

Thrupp.

8. Hypanis castanea, sp. n.

4. Coloration above of IT. ilithyia and allies, but the

oblique black patch at the end of the cell of primaries

widely separated from the oblique band which starts from

inner margin and continuous with the submarginal band

instead ;
the latter band also narrower ;

the subapical
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costal patch cuneiform, veins and margins very slenderly
black

; secondaries without the central series of black
spots, and with the discal band of only half the width,
leaving the submarginal spots large and almost quadrate

:

primaries below differing much as above
; secondaries with

the basal, praemedian, and discal bands dull reddish clay-
brown

;
the last-mentioned band, however, with its outer

two-fifths dull chocolate, edged on both sides with black
and with no trace of white spots

; the white intermediate
bands and the spots beyond the discal band cream-coloured
instead of pure white

; marginal border dull ochreous
crossed by black veins

; marginal black-edged stripe dull
sordid whitish, its inner edge not undulated. Expanse of
wings 52 miilim.

One male, taken on the 29th December.

—

Thrupp.
This is probably the H. anvatara of Lefebvre (Voy.

Abyss., Zook vi. p. 380), but not of Boisduval.
A pair of this species, from Aden, has recently been sent

to us by Major Yerbury, in which the discal black band on
the secondaries is slightly broader than in the Somali male,
and the discal band below has its outer half dull chocolate-
coloured

; but in every other respect they correspond with
it. The species comes nearest to H. cora, Feisth., but is

larger, brighter in colouring above, has narrower black
bands, and much wider submarginal spots on the secon-
daries

;
on the under surface it is more clearly coloured

throughout, the external area of primaries is not red-

brown, and the bands on the secondaries are decidedly
paler, including the marginal stripe, which in II. cora is

dull brown
;
the central white baud is also more angular.

9. Hamanumida d^dalus.

Papilio dxdalus, Fabricius, Syst. Ent. p. 482, n. 174

(
J 775)-

More than eighty miles S. of Berbera.—Thrupp.
One broken example of the variety with clay-coloured

under surface, upon which the white spots are extremely
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ill-defined. Every intergrade between this, the true

H. dcedalus, and the H. meleagris of Cramer, exists m
Abyssinia, and probably in all localities where the species

occurs: any attempt to separate the two extremes, as

some Lepidopterists have attempted to do, into two

species, will probably be futile.

10. Acr^a chilo.

Acrcect chilo, Godman, P. Z. S. 1880, p. 184, pi. xix.

figs- 4, 5*

Dura, December 23rd.

—

Lort-Phillijps.

Two male examples wmre obtained.

11. Acr^a BE^SIA.

Acrceci brcesia, Godman, P. Z. S. 1885, p. 538, n. 4.

One male, two females.

—

Port-Phillips.

I cannot see sufficient grounds for separating this from

the Kilima-njaro species, the only differences being that

the outer margins of the wings are a little less arched and

the spots beyond the cell of primaries rather less oblique ;

characters which would probably prove to be inconstant it

one possessed a good series.

12. Acrjea mirabilis, 11. sp. (See Plate, fig. 1.)

Wings above bright tawny with rose-coloured shot

(probably rose-red in life) ;
extremities of the veins black :

primaries with a black spot at the end of cell in the male ,

the female has a black >-shaped marking in the cell, and

a black dash at the end ;
both sexes have an oblique sub-

apical oval white patch on a black ground : secondaries,

owing to their transparency, showing a band just before

the middle; in the females, however, part of the black

outer edge of this band actually exists on the upper surface ,

this sex also shows a small spot in the cell and a larger spot

divided by the upper discocellular veinlet
;
outer border
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rather narrowly black, with a paler central stripe : head
and thorax tawny, the latter sprinkled with whitish scales

;

abdomen of male white banded with sulphur yellow
;
of

the female, tawny, banded with black and edged with
yellow. Primaries below soft tawny, the male with two
black discoidal spots, the female with only the terminal
black dash of the upper surface

;
an oblique oval subapical

white patch edged internally with black
; beyond it and

towards the outer margin throughout the veins are black
broadly bordered with ash-grey aud separated towards the
apex solely by short black internervular dashes; secon-
daries white

; basal area spotted with rose-colour
; a black

subbasal transverse dash from the costal margin to the cell
and two or three black subbasal spots

;
an ash-grey sub-

angulated central band, spotted with tawny and rose-red,
margined on both sides with black and enclosing a black
spot

;
veins upon external area black

;
the latter in the

male has no decided inner edge, but is of a pale buff tint,

shading into white towards outer margin
;

in the female,
on the other hand, it is sharply defined by a black line
and is of a silver-grey tint

;
in both sexes this area encloses

a series of internervular pyramidal orange dashes and
is bounded externally by two black lines. Body of male
below white, palpi and legs in front buff, sides of j3ectus

spotted with rose-red
;

body of female below entirely
different, the pectus being white, spotted with golden buff

similar to the colour of the palpi and front of legs, and
the venter golden yellow with two central longitudinal
black lines. Expanse of wings, $ 37-43 millim., $
47 millim.

Three males. Bunder Maria, 27th April 1884.— Eer-
bury.

One female. More than eighty miles S. of Berbera.—
Thrupp.

This marvellously distinct and pretty little species be-

longs to the group to which the name Telchinia has been
given, but the banding of the under surface is quite

unique.
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Lyc^enid^e.

13. POLYOMMATUS BiETICUS.

Papilio bceticus, Linnseus, Syst. Nat. i. 2, p. 7 89, n.

226 (1767). £ ?.

—

Thrupp.

14. Catocheysops asopus.

Lyccena asopus, Hopffer, Ber. Verh. Ak. Berl. 1855, p.

642 ;
Peters’ Reise n. Mossamb., Zool. v. p. 410, pi. 26,

%s. 13-15 (1862).

One male, var.

—

Thrupp.

15. Catochrysops naidina, sp. n. (See Plate, fig. 2.)

Wings above pale silvery azure, the primaries slightly

tinted at the base with green and the secondaries with

cobalt
;
extremities of veins, outer margins, and base of

fringes grey-brown
;
tips of fringes white

;
primaries with

a well-defined brown crescent at extremity of discoidal

cell
;
secondaries with a small blue-speckled black spot

above the tail and faint indications of other submarginal

spots
;
body much as usual ;

under surface of wings silver-

grey ;
markings arranged nearly as in C. conguensis of

Mabille (Grand. Hist. Mach, Lep. pi. 28, fig. 8*), but with

the discocellular lunule and series of discal spots of the

primaries black, the three spots of the subbasal series of

secondaries and the first and last of the discal series also

black, the other spots of the discal series more elongated

* I cannot mention this book without expressing regret that the beautiful

plates should have been intrusted to a Lepidopterist so unskilled as to be

unable to tell the sexes of specimens before him
;
so that on the same plate

(pi. 23) I see the males of two distinct species figured as sexes of “ Nymphalis ”

antamboulou; on plate 38 a female Catopsilia
(
C. rufosparsci) is figured as a

male and (on the same plate) the males of two species, so much alike that

nobody could question their being nearly allied, are placed one in Eronia, the

other in Gallidryas. I will say no more here, beyond the fact that a number

of Aden species are wrongly introduced, some of them renamed, and the male

of one of them figured along with a Madagascar female belonging to another

subgroup of the genus.
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and with two orange-zoned black spots, with metallic
silvery-blue streak, instead of one only towards anal amde
this species also has a well-defined tail. Expanse of win°\s
31 millim.

One male.

—

Thrupp.
Although I have compared this with AT. Mabille's figure,

on account of the similarity in the pattern of the under
surface, I am much mistaken if L. conguensis is anythin o-

but the ordinary male of L. asopus, of which M. Mabille
only figures the female.

16. Catochrysops fumosa, sp. II.

Above smoky-brown, slightly sprinkled with blue scales
at base

,
fnuge black at base but white externally

; secon-
daries with three indistinct golden ochreous spots, the
central one brightest and enclosing a black spot ed<md
with lilac scales, near the anal angle

;
body brown with

cupreous reflections
;

wings below stone-grey, marked
much as in C. asopus, but the discal series of primaries
consisting of only five spots and arranged in an arc

; secon-
daries with the five spots nearest to the base black, as in
the preceding species

;
no tail appears to have existed at

any time. Expanse of wings, 38 millim.

Two males.

—

Thrupp.
We have a Natal species allied to this, but I have not

hitherto been successful in identifying it.

1 7. Catochrysops lois, sp. n.

$. Bronze-brown, rather dark, the wings with the
iuterno-basal area broadly lilac; secondaries with a .small

black spot just in front of the tail, edged externally with
pure white, a second short white line at the extremity of

interno-median area; a blackish marginal line; fringe

partly whitish. Wings below pale stone-grey, with mark-
ings below nearly as in C. pantlava of India, the primaries

having a white-edged brown spot at the end of the cell
;
a
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discal band similarly coloured, oblique from costa to second

median branch, then a little receding and divided below

the second median into two sections ;
the usual ocelloid

marginal spots composed of alternate white and brown

lunules and spots
;
secondaries crossed near the base by

three white-edged black spots, that on costa largest ;
a

white-edged brown discocellular lunule
;

an arched and

somewhat sinuous discal series of white-edged spots, the

first on costa black, the others slightly separated from it

brown, the series almost interrupted below the second

median branch
;
the usual marginal ocelloid spots bounded

internally by broad white crescents, the two nearest to. the

anal angle black : body below white. Expanse of wings

25 millim.

One male. Bunder Maria, 27th April 1884 —Yerbury.

I have been unable to find any described species at all

closely allied to this; the nearest species, though wholly

differing on the upper surface, is C. pandava, but even on

the under surface, though agreeing 111 general pattern, the

outline of the markings does not correspond in detail
;
the

anal ocelli also are simply represented by black spots, upon

each of which, with the help of a lens, I discovered a single

silver scale. The venter in the type is tinted with gamboge-

yellow, but I believe that it is stained
;

if natural, this

would be a most unusual colour for any genus of the group

allied to Lyccena.

18. Azanus zena.

Lycsena zena, Moore, P. Z. S. 1865, p. 505, pi. 31,

fig. 9.

One male.

—

Thrupp.

19. Azanus jesous.

Polyommatus jesous, Lefebvre, Voy. Abyss, vi. p. 383,

pi. 1 1. figs. 3, 4 (1847).

£ December 23rd.

—

Thrupp.
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20. Tarucus pulcher.

Lycsena pulchra, Murray, Trans. Ent. Soc. 1874 p c 24
pi. 10, figs. 7, 8.

2 ?• December 23rd.

—

Thrupp,

2 r. Tarucus sybaris ?.

Lycama sybaris, Hopffer, Ber. Verb. Ak. Berk 1855, p.
642, n. 19 ; Peters Reise n. Mossamb. Zool. v. p. 408 pi.
26, figs. 6-8 (1862).

’ 1

One male. Duderi, 26th April 1884.— Yerbury.
The single example obtained differs very slightly from

Hopffer’s figure, and is apparently referable to °the above
species.

22. Tarucus Theophrastus.

Hesperia theophrastus, Fabricius, Ent. Syst. iii. 1 p.
281, n. 32 (1793).
Lycsena theophrastus, Lucas, Expl. AY., Zool. iii. pi. i

fig. 6 (1849).

$ ?. December 23rd.

—

Thrupp.

23. Castalius lactinatus, sp. n. (See Plate, fig. 3.)

Allied to C. cretosus of Abyssinia. Milk-white
;
basal

markings above as in C. carana and C. cretosus

;

external
border similar to that of C. cretosus, but with larger sub-
apical white spots, with a marginal series of small white
spots and shining white-tipped fringe : secondaries with a
discal series of six small blackish spots close to the external
border, the first two confluent and separated by an interval
from the others

;
external borders bounded internally by a

black-brown stripe almost parallel to outer margin and
emitting spurs along the -veins to the outer margin; be-

tween the veins a submarginal series of differently formed
black spots, that above the tail being large; marginal line

black; tail black, tipped with white : under surface milk-

Q
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white, all the markings slender and sharply defined
;
other-

wise formed as in C. calice, excepting that the whole of

the snbmarginal spots on the primaries, the first and fourth

on the secondaries, and the short band across the end of

the cell of these wings are wholly absent. Expanse ot

wings 27 millim.

One female.

—

Thrupp.

24. Hyreus lingeus.

Papilio lingeus
,
Cramer, Pap. Exot. iv. pi. 379, E. G.

(1782).

4 4-

—

Thrupp.

25. Spindasis somalina, sp. n. (See Plate, fig. 5.)

Allied to S. ella from Natal, but considerably larger

;

the upper surface with much more brilliant ultramarine-

blue shot, and with the spots on the primaries smaller and

partly white in the male and pure white in the female

instead of ochreous
;
secondaries more elongated: primaries

below snow-white excepting the basal discoidal patch,

which is pale buff and encloses two bright metallic plum-

bageous spots
;
bands arranged as in S. ella excepting that

there is a continuous submarginal band (whereas in S. ella

there are only two short sections, one at costa and one in

the middle)
;

all the bands clay-coloured and enclosing

series of plumbageous dashes ;
external border pale bull,

excepting towards the external angle, where it becomes

gradually white, intersected by a black line and edged

externally with black
;
fringe grey-brown : secondaries pale

buff with the exception of central part of the costal half,

which is pure white
;
markings nearly as in S. ella, but

the subbasal spots more elongated and therefore contiguous,

and the bands broader ;
all these markings clay-coloured,

with central bright plumbageous or silvery streaks ;
ex-

ternal border pale buff, varied with cream-colour and inter-

sected by a black line
;
marginal line and fringe as in

primaries
;
anal angle creamy wdiite, spotted with black
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and silver
;
a large black spot at the angle

;
tails golden-

orange at base, otherwise black with terminal white fringe.

Thorax above slaty-grey, collar brown, head white, abdomen
clay-brown banded with white. Below, pectus white, legs

yellowish
;
venter white, with a central interrupted clay-

brown streak. Expanse of wings, ^29 millim., $ 32-35
millim.

$ ?. Less than eighty miles S. of Berbera.

—

Thrupp.
?. Bunder Maria, 27th April 1884.

—

Yerbury.

Chloroselas, gen. nov.

Allied to Spinclasis

;

of tbe same form. Primaries with

a black patch of thickened scales at the end of the cell and
at base of second and third median branches

;
costal vein

extending to second third of costal margin
;

subcostal

with only three branches, the first emitted at some dis-

tance before the end of the cell, the second and third

emitted together from a long footstalk, and terminating

upon the costa just before the apex
;
upper radial emitted

from the anterior angle of the cell, lower radial from the

centre of the discocellulars, which are transverse
;
second

and third median branches emitted near together; secon-

daries apparently with only one tail; neuration as in

Spindasis: palpi broader, more curved, and with shorter

terminal joint than in Spindasis; antennae more slender

and with more abruptly formed club
;
anterior legs more

slender. Type, C. esmeralda.

26. Chloroselas esmeralda, sp. n. (See Plate, fig. 4.)

Primaries above with the basi-internal half, excepting

the costal border, brilliant flashing emerald-green, changing

in certain positions to purple, and in others to greyish

flesh-colour, the bn,sal half of costa constantly of the latter

colour, apical half smoky-brown ;
a black patch at the end

of the cell: secondaries brilliant green, with the, costal

border rather broadly smoky-brown, abdominal border
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pale bronze-brown ;
anal lobe golden-orange, spotted on

each side with black and silver. Bod)" above blue-black
;

head whitish, palpi white, antennae annulated with white,

club tipped with orange, abdomen banded with whitish.

Wings below, pale sandy testaceous, the wings spotted all

over with embossed silver and black
:

primaries with

whitish internal area
;
a silver spot near the base of the

costal border, about six silver spots in the cell, an irregular

transverse series of six beyond the cell, two confused cliscal

series of silver and black spots
;
a submarginal series of

partly black-edged silver spots, and a nearly marginal

series of black dots
;
fringe white : secondaries with four

or five silver spots at the base
;
a series of four across the

basal third followed by slender black dashes, then a forked

discal series of silver spots intermixed with six black spots
;

submarginal series and dots as on primaries ;
orange, blacky

and silver lobe as above : body below white. Expanse of

wings 21-22 millim.

Bunder Maria, 30th April 1884.— Yerbury.

Major Yerbury obtained three male specimens of this

lovely little novelty.

27. Hypolyc^ena umbrosa, sp. n. (See Plate, fig. 6.)

Nearest to H. cceculus ; primaries above smoky grey-

brown, with a large patch of lavender occupying the basi-

internal half
;

secondaries lavender, costal border and a

patch at apex smoky grey-brown ;
submarginal blackish

spots and metallic green anal spots as in the female of H.

ecBCulus. Under surface white clouded with pearl-grey ,

primaries with an orange-brownish transverse dash at the

end of the cell
;
a narrow bent dark grey band shot with

brio'll t cupreous beyond the cell from costa almost to the

submedian vein ;
a submarginal dark'grey stripe tapering

from submedian vein almost to the costa, and trisinuate

at its anterior extremity ;
fringe white, spotted with dark

orey : secondaries with a bisinuate subbasal grey band

brilliantly shot with cupreous orange, a darker oblique
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dash at the end of the cel], and a zigzag stripe from costa
to abdominal margin beyond the cell

;
a submarginal dark

grey stripe tapering from costa to abdominal margin, where
it unites with a marginal line which extends almost from
the base along this margin

; a rounded black spot near the
extremity of the first median interspace, and a second upon
a metallic green streak at anal angle

; a slender black
marginal line extending into the tails

;
fringe white. Ex-

panse of wings 32 millim.

One specimen only was obtained.

—

Thrupp.

28. IOLAUS GLAUCUS, Sp. n.

Nearest to I. belli: primaries above blackish with a

large interno-basal patch of bright violet, occupying about
half the wing

;
secondaries blackish grey, slightly paler

towards the abdominal border, which is almost entirely

white
;
centre of wing densely irrorated with bright violet

;

a submarginal series of spots, black internally but lilacine

whitish externally
; a black anal spot bordered internally

with bright metallic emerald-green and yellow, and pro-

bably a similar spot between the tails
;
* fringe white

;

a velvety-black patch of thickened scales at base of sub-

costal branches
;

wings below chalky-white, with two
strongly marked jet-black stripes (the inner one inter-

rupted by the veins on the primaries), and the margin
black; the stripes formed as in I. belli; the black, green,

and yellow anal spot larger than above; a little marginal

dash of the same colours above the lobe. Expanse of wings

31 millim.

Duderi, 26th April 1884.— Yerbury.

From any less interesting locality I should hesitate to

make a type of a specimen with the secondaries damaged
;

it is, however, a very distinct species, and there can be

little doubt as to the pattern upon the missing parts.

* The secondaries unfortunately have a piece broken out of them on both

sides, but some metallic green scales are visible at the edge of the broken part

on one side, showing that, at any rate, a green spot, if not a black one, oxi 1 >.
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PAPILIONIDZE.

29. Terias zoe.

Terias zoe, Hopffer, Ber. Verb. Ak. Berl. 1S55, p. 640,

n. 5 ;
Peters’ Reise n. Mossamb., Zool. v. p. 369, pi. 23.

figs. 10, 1
1
(1862).

One male.—Thrupp.

30. Teracolus dynamene.

Pontia dynamene, Klug, Symb, Phys. pi- 6. figs.

16 (1829).

Yar. ? Teracolus carnifer, Butler, P. Z. S., 1876, p. 1

n. 42, pi. vii. figs. 8, 9.

15 .

One male of each form.— Thrupp.

M. Mabille lias recently figured as the female of this

species (which I am satisfied is not found in Madagascar)

that sex of Staudinger’s recently named Madagascar species

T. castalis, placed by the latter author in the obsolete

genus Id;mads. Dr. Staudinger is frequently at fault in

his generic identifications, though most often his error

consists in associating genera utterly different in structure,

and whose chief resemblance is one of external facies (as is

the case with Amynthia clorinde, described and figured in

Dr. Staudinger’s very pretty book as a Gonepteryx),
whereas

the three groups Idmais, Callosune, and Teracolus, which,

from insufficient material, Dr. Staudinger believes to be

distinct genera, do not exhibit a single structural distinc-

tion, and, not only that, our collection of these butterflies,

which is beyond all question by far the most perfect m the

world, shows an almost complete transition, through num-

bers of nearly allied local forms, from the most Colias-hke

Idmais-form to the extremest type of Callosune- form,

almost resembling a Leptidia. It is easy to. figure selected

species and to say that they are members of different genera ;

it is just as easy to assert without evidence that interme-
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diate forms have been described from single specimens and
therefore may be ignored

; but facts remain as they were
—genera founded on good structural characters alone will

stand.

31. Teracoltjs ocellatus, sp. n.

$. Exactly intermediate between T. protractus and T.

phisadia

:

primaries only differing from the latter in the

straight inner edge to the blue-grey basal area, which
agrees with that of T. protractus, and in the distinctly

white-pupilled black spot at the end of the cell
;
secon-

daries like T. protractus, excepting that the abdominal
half from the base to the border is white as in T. phisadia :

on the under surface the wings are almost exactly as in the

latter species. Expanse of wings 39 millim.

One male.

—

Thrupp.
This is one of the most interesting species in the

collection, since it is exactly intermediate between the

salmon-coloured T. protractus and the salmon and white

T. phisadia. 1 have long been looking out for this inter-

grade, as I was satisfied that it must exist
;

I have also 110

doubt that a species intermediate between T. phisadia

and T. vestalis will ere long be discovered. T. phisadia

(from Aden evidently) has been redescribed and figured

by M. Mabille under the name of Idmais philamene; the

form is that figured by Klug as Pontia arne.

32. Teracolus chrysonome.

Pontia chrysonome, Klug, Symb. Phys. pi. 7. figs.

9-1
1 (1829).

$ £. Bunder Maria, 2 7th-30th April 1884.— Yerbury.

$ 2nd January.

—

Thrupp.

The species appears to be tolerably common in Somali-

land
;

it is quite Constantin coloration and markings; as

may be seen from Klug’s figures, the males only have the

base of the win^s bluish and white.O
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33. Teeacolus protomedia.

Pontia protomedia, Klug, Symb, Phys. pi. 8. figs. 13,

14 (1829).

g Dura, December 23rd.

—

Thrupp.

As usual, this species has not come in good condition ;

no specimen hitherto sent to the Museum has been quite

perfect. T. pvotomedia is another of the Aden species

introduced into the fauna of Madagascar by M. Mabille

;

it is evident that some collection made at Aden has been

forwarded to him as from Madagascar.
.

The Lepidopteria

of Arabia are peculiar; they do not, in all probability,

range further southwards than Somali, and even there

they are frequently replaced by allied but distinct species

,

that they should turn up again, in no respect modified, in

Madagascar, is quite out of the question.

34. Teeacolus heliocaustus, sp. n. (See Plate, figs. 8, 9.)

Exactly intermediate between the variety 2 . minam
of T. pleione and T. acaste, in size, pattern, and colour-

ing. The male has the apical border of T. minam, but

the orange area is confined by the discoidal cell on the

anterior half of the wing, and on the posterior half only

differs from that on the primaries of T. acaste $ in extend-

ing to the base
;
the secondaries have the orange costal

area of T. acaste, but at the base it fills the discoidal cell

and suffuses the interno-median area almost as much as in

T. miriam; the black discocellular spot on the primaries

is formed as in T. acaste; the under surface shows the

orange basal area of T. minam, but the ochraceous apical

area of primaries and entire surface of secondaries of T.

acaste. The female exhibits the pattern of T. ccelestis

rather than that of T. acaste

;

but the marginal spots are

larger than in either; the costal and internal borders of

primaries towards the base are dark greyish ;
the discoidal

cell and the whole interno-median area, as far as the discal

series of spots, are orange, which colour therefore does not

extend quite so far outwards as in the male
;
on the under
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surface the pattern is the same as in T. acaste but the
basi-internal half of the primaries is orange, the apical
border ochraceous, and the secondaries yellow with diffused
ochraceous external border and orange basi-costal margin.
Expause of wings, $ 36-41 millim., $ 35-44 millim.

<?¥• Bunder Maria, 30th April 1884.

—

Yerbury.
$ ?. Less than eighty miles S. of Berbera.— Thrupp.
I have fully expected, to receive a species linking T.

miriam to the T. lialimede group for some years past

;

when we receive the male of T. coliagenes, I have no doubt
it will prove to belong to the latter group, perhaps tending
to link it to T. abyssinicus, T. eris, and T. maimuna.

T. miriam of Aden has been refigured, as from Mada-
gascar, by M. Mabille under the new synonym of Antho-
charis eucheria. Anthocharis is an obsolete name for the
European genus Euchloe, which differs from Teracolus in

neuration in having five subcostal branches instead of four
to the primaries, and in the position of the upper radial,

which is emitted from the inferior edge of the subcostal
vein beyond the cell

;
these are points which prove Euchloe

to belong to a different section of the subfamily from that
to which Teracolus belongs.

The two forms of T. yAeione
,
which scarcely differ and

certainly interbreed, have now been described four and
figured three times.

35. Teracolus peaeclarus, n. sp. (See Plate, fig. 7.)

Allied to T. amina, the male on the upper surface only

differing in the greater width of the blackish border and
the absence of marginal spots, the female differing also in

its yellower colour (the base of the primaries and whole of

secondaries up to the border being yellow); the blackish

apical half of primaries irrorated with carmine, crossed by
seven spots of this colour and with six marginal carmine

dots : under surface entirely distinct from T. amina, the

primaries with the basal three-fifths of the discoidal cell

cadmium-yellow, shading into lemon-yellow towards the

costa and vermilion towards its outer extremity ;
female also
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with a broad submedian streak of vermilion, a round black

spot at the end of the cell
;
a central white belt enclosing

the black spot, beyond which the whole disk, with the ex-

ception of a triangular apical patch, is bright rose-red and

crossed by an angular series of black spots
;
apical patch

yellow and quadrifid internally, dark ochraceous flesh-

coloured externally : secondaries lemon-yellow, with the

basi-abdominal area in the male yellowish flesh-coloured,

and in the female bright gamboge-yellow ;
the external

area ochraceous flesh-coloured, bounded internally by an

angular lilacine brownish macular band enclosing a series

of bright yellow crescents : body below whitish. Expanse

of wings, $ 43 millim., $ 48 millim.

One pair, the male taken by Mr. Thrupp and the female

by Mr. Lort-Phillips, who captured it with his fingers

whilst it was hovering about the flowers of a Mimosa or

similar shrub.

This is one of the most distinct, beautiful, and at the

same time interesting species yet discovered. I have long

been looking for evidence that T. amina and T. celimene

are intermediate (as they appear to be) between the two

groups to which the names Idmais and Callosune were

formerly given. T. amina has much of the pattern of

T. vesta and its allies on the under surface, but both sexes

correspond more nearly with the T. ione group on the

upper surface; T.pholoe from Lake N’Gami, is evidently

a female allied to T. amina, but having two series of

magenta spots across the black area of the primaries ;
it

may even be a dimorphic form of the female of T. celimene

from Abyssinia, which is described as having two series of

yellowish-white spots across this area : all these have the

“ Idmais ” type of marking on the under surface. On the

other hand, the species from Somali, though on the upper

surface much like T. amina and (evidently) T. pholoe,

differs in having the under surface coloured more nearly

as in T. zoe of Madagascar, a species intermediate in char-

acter between the T. lialimede and T. ione groups, and

thus links the so-called genera Idmais and Callosune at
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another point, proving that even in their pattern they are
completely linked and interlocked beyond the possibility of
separation.

36. Teracolus eupompe.

Pontia eupompe, King, Symb. Phys. pi. 6. figs. 11-14
(1829).

Two male specimens.

—

Thrupp.
The males are chiefly distinguishable from the following

by the magenta-shot colour upon the crimson apical patch,
the usually much broader blackish inner border to this
patch, and the more distinct markings on the under surface.

37. Teracolus dedecorus.

Anthopsyche cledecora, Felder, Reise der Nov., Lep. ii.

p. 184, n. 177 (1865).

N Duderi, 26th April; Bunder Maria, 27th April.—
Yerbury.

$ $. Somali, 23rd December.

—

Thrupp.
Some examples have no series of discal spots across the

secondaries on the under surface, whereas others are nearly
as strongly marked as in T. eupompe. This appears to be
an inconstant character in the present species, as one out
of three males from Duderi has these markings obliterated,

a second has them half across the wing, and the third lias

a complete series, and much resembles males of T. dulcis

;

the tint of the under surface also varies as in T. .sub rose us.

38. Teracolus complexivus, sp. n.

$. Upper surface almost exactly as in the male of T.

omphaloides, differing in the orange instead of vermilion

apical patch, and in the diffuse character of the posterior

extremity of the black border. On the under surface it

corresponds more nearly with the male of T. llieogonc, the

apical area of primaries being precisely similar excepting
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that perhaps the red patch is a little more diffused ;
the

secondaries are however decidedly paler, of a cleai pink

colour with a broad grey costal border extending from the

base to the brown costal spot
;
the discal brown stripe is

well defined, but the spot at the end of the cell extremely

minute. Expanse of wings 45 millim.

One male. January 2nd.

—

Thrupp.

This is an intergrade which I had not expected to see,

combining the colouring on both surfaces of 1 . loandicus

with the pattern of T. omphaloides.

39. Teracoltjs thrtjppi, sp. n. (See Plate, fig. 10.)

J. Allied to T. daira and T. yerburii, but the primaries

in their markings more like T. sujfusus of Angola. Milk-

white, costal border slightly greyish, the margin narrowly

black
;
apical third to first median branch occupied by a

black-brown triangular patch, enclosing a lunate orange

patch, composed of six more or less elongated spots, divided

only by the black veins ;
outer margin towards external

angle narrowly dusky; a broad blackish internal band

from base to external third, and widest in the middle ,

secondaries, with the basicostal third (excepting upon the

abdominal area) blackish ;
external border from submedian

vein to apex broadly blackish, interrupted on the median

and submedian interspaces by squamose white marginal

spots
;

body black ;
teguke with whitish and greyish

frin o-e. Primaries below white, discoidal area sulphur

yellow, irrorated in front with grey
;
a large and almost

semicircular subapical orange patch, its inner border slightly

sordid, bounded outwardly by a broad greenish external

border, which terminates on the first median interspace

;

internal band broader than above, grey, becoming blackish

at the outer extremity : secondaries white, the basicostal

third pearl-grey suffused with pale sulphur-yellow, which

oives it a greenish tint
;
basal half of costal margin deep

orange, a dusky oblique costal dash terminating the basi-

costid area ;
a small fusiform orange spot dotted with black

at the end of the cell; external border pale yellowish,
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bounded internally by an unequal difiused olive-brownish,
band: body below white. Expanse of wings 36 millim.

?• Primaries narrower, more rounded, “the subapical
patch replaced by a very oblique orange band composed
of four elliptical sections separated only by the veins, and
bounded internally by a narrow line of black, so that the
apical area is decidedly smaller, and its inner edge has a
more defined angle than in the male

;
fringe white instead

of black
; internal blackish band of nearly equal width

throughout : secondaries much shorter, with six unequal
black marginal spots, the second and third large and fol-
lowed by a grey submarginal band, so as to enclose four
rentform pale yellowish spots between the black marginal
spots : under surface yellower, the olive greenish apical
area of primaries replaced by pale sulphur-yellow sparsely
irrorated with grey, the orange baud narrower, clearer in
colour, and more oblique, the secondaries sulphur-tinted
throughout, with the basal area irrorated with grey, the
discocellular spot better defined, and the submarginal band
grey instead of olive-brownish. Expanse of wings 1

1

millim.
° °

One male, two females, January 2nd.

—

Thrupp.

40. Teracolus jamesi, sp. n.

?• Allied to T. phlegetonia, T. minans, T. interruptus,
and T.friga, but at once distinguished by its smaller size,

the absence of a black discocellular dot on the primaries,
the position of the nebulous grey discal band on the secon-
daries, which is much further from the outer margin, and
the paler and more delicate colouring on both surfaces.

Its general aspect is that of T. friga (P. Z. S. 1876, pi. vi.

fig. 5, $); but, in addition to the absence of the disco-

cellular dot, the wings are whiter, the oblique subapical
band is narrower, more oblique than in the figure, bounded
throughout with orange, the outer border is more acutely
dentated, aud terminates in a small black spot

;
the internal

streak extends from the base, is grey throughout
;
the spot
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on the disk of secondaries is continued as a streak tapering

to the submedian vein, and the marginal border is replaced

by six blackish spots. On the under surface it is quite

different, being similar to, but much paler than, the female

of T. eione. Expanse of wings 28-33 millim.

Two females.

—

Thrupp.

There is not the least doubt that many Lepidopterists

who did not possess abundant material would have put

down T. jamesi as the female of T. thruppii, overlooking

the differences between the sexes of that species, and re-

garding them all as males
;
yet there can be no question

that it belongs to a different subgroup, the males of which

invariably have a transverse blackish discal spot or dash

upon the orange apical area, as in T. friga, $ (see figure

in P. Z. S. 1876); whereas the females of the T. claim

group nearly resemble the males, both having the orange

apical patch bounded internally by a black line, stripe, or

band.

41. Teracolus phillipsi, sp. n. (See Plate, fig. 1 1.)

Nearly allied to T. evarne. The male differing in its

pure white colour, smaller and less brilliant orange apical

patch, with much narrower sulphur-yellow edging, the very

narrow black margin to the primaries, absence of marginal

spots in the secondaries
;
primaries below white instead of

sulphur-yellow, the apical patch sulphur-yellow, with pale

pink inner edging instead of creamy ochraceous, and with

three well-defined subapical brown dots in an oblique series

.

secondaries creamy white, shorter than in T. evarne, with

only the costa slightly yellowish. The female differs above

in its whiter colouring, much better defined black markings,

the subapical spots forming a continuous irregular stripe,

the much smaller orange apical area, and the entuely

different coloration of the under surface, which closely

resembles that of T. eucharis ?. Expanse of wings, t 4 2

millim., $ 40 millim.

One male and three females.

—

Thrupp.
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Var. a. Smaller
; the orange apical area of male narrower,

with concave rather than convex inner eclo-e, the black
border reduced to a few apical marginal dots

; under sur-
face of primaries with the subapical clots reduced to two
and orange instead of brown

; the female altogether paler’
with smallei black markings, the subapical spots separate
as in T. evarne $, the apical area only irrorated with
orange, so that it appears to be flesh-coloured

; the under
surface altogether whiter (but occasionally with pinkish
secondaries), with less strongly-defined markings. Ex-
panse of wings, d ? 37 millim.

One male and three females.

—

Thrupp.
Two males. Duderi, 26th April 1884.— Yerbury.
Var. b. Still smaller, the male with apical patch as in the

type, but more broadly bordered internally with sulphur-
yellow

; black marginal edging only indistinctly seen with
the help of a lens

;
under surface of primaries as in var. a.

of secondaries pale pink with base of costa orange : the
female with the apical patch much paler than in°var. «,
the marginal spots wanting, the discal spots ill-defined

;

the markings of the secondaries obsolete, the markings of
the under surface faintly indicated in olivaceous, instead
of deep brown, the secondaries pink-tinted. Expanse of
wings, $ £ 35 millim.

One male, two females, 2nd January—Thrupp.
The three forms which I here associate under one specific

name are doubtless representatives of the three supposed
species taken by Col. Swinhoe in Bombay, viz. T. psende-
vanthe, T. titea, and T. eucharis

;

whether they are dis-
tinct or not can be decided only upon the spot by careful
successive experiments in breeding. Therefore, whilst I

refrain from asserting that the Indian types are mere
varietal forms, I equally refrain from separating as species
the three gradational types found in Somali until more is

known concerning them. The male of the form taken by
Major Yerbury (var. a) somewhat resembles King’s figure
of T. liagore } ;

his supposed female is a male of a distinct
species allied to T. glycera.
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42. Teracolus nouna.

Anthocharis nouna, Lucas, Expl. Alger., Zool. iii. p.

350, 11. 14. pi- !• 2
(
i8 49)-

One male. Bunder Maria, 27th April 1884-
_

This is evidently a wide-ranging species. Major Yer-

bury obtained only one example on the Somali coast ;
it

agrees in all respects with males from Aden, excepting that

the orange subapical dash on the under surface of the

primaries is a little less red in tint.

43. CaTOPSILIA HYBLiEA.

?. Callidryas hyblcea, Boisduval, Sp. Gen. Lep. p. 612,

n. 1
1
(1836).

$ Catopsilia hyblcea, Butler, F. Z. S. 1884, p. 487.

^ <jg More than eighty miles south of Berbera. Port-

Phillips.

Three males and one female obtained.

44.

Catopsilia aleurona.

2. Catopsilia aleurona, Butler, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist,

ser. 4, vol. xviii. p. 489 (1876) ;
P. Z. S. 1884, p. 487.

2 p Less than eighty miles south of Berbera.

—

Lort-

Phillivs

These two species of Catopsilia were taken with the

fingers whilst settling near water ;
of the latter species

only a single rather worn pair was obtained.

45. Belenois loudaca.

Pieris lordaca, Walker, Entom. v. p. 48-

Three males, two females. 2nd January. Thrupp.

Only one male was taken less than eighty miles south

of Berbera.

46. Synchloe distorta, sp. n. (See Plate, fig. 12.)

2 Pale sulphur-yellow ;
all the nervures, above greyish,

owing probably to the semi-transparency of the wings.
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which allows the pattern of the under surface to be seen
;

costal margin of primaries blackish
; a cuneiform and some-

what curved black patch at the end of the cell, uniting on
the third median branch with the apical border, which is

formed as in S. hellica, and encloses similar oval spots of
the ground-colour; the black spot below the first medium
branch of S. hellica is here only indicated by a minute
blackish dot, and the secondaries show no more of the
dentate-sinuate submarginal line than in the male of that
species. Below, the wings are decidedly yellower than
above

; all the veins are grey-brown irrorated with yellow,
which gives them an olive tint

:
primaries with the patch

at the end of the cell formed as above, confluent, with a
greyish basi-costal border, not black as above, but greyish
sprinkled with yellow atoms; two paler but similarly
coloured patches, representing the inner portion of the
apical border, but placed further from the margin than
in S. hellica

;

submedian dot rather larger than above

;

secondaries with the veins more broadly bordered than
on the primaries, and connected by a submarginal dentate-
sinuate yellow-sprinkled grey stripe. Expanse of wings

33 millim.

One female. More than eighty miles south of Berbera.

—

Thrupp.
Only one female was obtained, which, from its small

size and narrow wings, I at first imagined to be only a

starved specimen of some well-known species. Upon com-
paring it, however, with S. hellica and allies, it is clearly

seen to be perfectly distinct, the dark veins of the primaries

being peculiar to it. The specimen is in all probability

somewhat starved, which would account for its small size

and narrow wings
;

blit the other characters would be
amply sufficient to distinguish it specifically.

47. Herp^nia melanarge, sp. n.

$. Nearest to H. tritogenia

:

smaller, wings blacker,

pale markings of a uniform cream-colour
;
oblique patch

at end of cell less irregular, subapical spots larger
;
central

R
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hardly a typical Anthercea) . In coloration it corresponds

with A. belina, and in pattern, excepting for its pale

nervines, with A. hersilici. After careful examination of

all its structural characters, however, it appears not to

differ from typical Saturnia

;

the antennae, with their

alternate unequal serration, the short palpi, short pro-

boscis, legs, and nervures, including the apical furcation

of the subcostal branches, all correspond with those of the

female S
.

pavonia-major, and yet the pattern is distinctly

that of the African representatives of Anthercea.

I can find no reason for separating S. zadclachh from A
oubie

;

as Herr Dewitz does not mention the figure by M.

Guerin, it was most probably overlooked by him
;
at the

same time I should greatly prefer to use the later and less

barbarous name if it were possible.

One of the specimens obtained by Mr. Thrupp shows a

curious modification of wing-structure, the upper radial o

the left-hand primary being united by a cross-vein to the

last subcostal branch.

Heliothidai.

55. Heliothis peltigeea.

Noctua peltigera, Denis and Schiffermiiller, Wien. Yerz.

p. 89, n. 2.

One example, marked simply “Somali coast.”— 1 er-

bury.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

Fig. 1. Acroea mirabilis, $ , p. 235.

2. Catochrysops naidina, p. 237.

3. Castalius ladinatus, p. 241.

4. Chloroselas esmeralda, p. 243.

5. Spindasis somalina, $ ,
p. 242.

6. Hypolycoena umbrosa, p. 244.

7. Teracolus prceclarus, $ ,
p. 249.

8. 9. heliocaustus, $ , ? , p. 248.

10. thruppi, £ ,
p. 252.

11. phillipsi, ?, p. 254.

12. Synchloe distortci, p. 256.
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SOME MAMMALS FROM SOMALI-LAND.

Described by F. L. Sclater, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S.*

(See Plates I. and II.)

Mr. C. Hagenbeck of Hamburg, the well-known dealer
in living animals, has kindly sent to me some flat skins of
Mammals, prepared by the natives of Somali-1 and, which
he received along with a collection of livingr animals re-

cently imported from Berberah.

As little is yet known of the Mammals of this interesting

country, I have thought it worth while to lay these skins

before the Meeting, and to offer a few remarks upon some
of them which present points worthy of notice.

Our present authorities upon the Mammals of Somali-
land are but few in number. Mr. Blyth’s report on
Captain Speke’s collection,! Heuglin’s essay on the Fauna
of the Red Sea and Somali-coast,J and Revoil’s “Faune
et Flore des Pays-Somalis,”

§
are the only ones that I can

mention concerning the north of Somali-laud
;

but Yon
der Decken’s expedition penetrated into the south of the

same country, and the reports on his collections should

also be consulted.

In Captain Speke’s list but three species of Antelopes

are mentioned, one of which, called by Mr. Blyth Gazella

cuvieri and subsequently Gazella spcldi may probably be

the same as that of which a skin is now before you. In

the zoological volume on the results of Rdvoil’s explora-

tions no Antelope is mentioned among the Mammals ;
but

* Reprinted by permission from the Proceedings of the Zoological Society

of London.
t “ Report on a Zoological Collection from the Somali Country,” by E.

Blyth : Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, vol. xxiv. p. 291 (8vo, Calcutta, 1856).

“Report on a Zoological Collection from the Somali Country,” by Edward
Blyth. Reprinted from the 24th vol. of the Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal

;
with

Additions and Corrections by the Collector, John Hanning Speke (8vo,

London, i860).

t “Petermann’s Mittheilungen,” 1861, p. 11.

§ Revoil, “Faune et Flore des Pays-Somalis” (8vo, Paris, 1882).
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in the volume on his travels''
1

' (p. 369) native and

French names are given of three species of this group.

The skins which I now exhibit belong apparently to five

species :

—

1. Strepsiceros imberbis, Ely tli.

Of the Lesser Koodoo I have only recently given a

figure and description in the Society’s “Proceedings (
1 .

Z? S. 1884, p. 45, ph iv.). In the collection now before us

are two skins of this species not materially differing from

one another or from the description above lefeired to.

2. Boselaphus caama (Cuv.).

A single fiat skin in the collection is certainly that of a

species of Boselaphus ,
and probably of B. caama, as Von

der Decken is stated to have found that species on Lake

Jipb in Southern Somali-land.t

3. Gazella walleri. (Plate I.)

Gazella walleri, Brooke, P. Z. S. 1878, p. 929, lvi -

The two skins which I now exhibit (Plate I. fig. 1)

probably belong to the same Antelope. I hey are at once

recognisable by the very wide and well-marked dark-brown

dorsal line, wlncli in its widest part measures acioss the

back from seven to eight inches, and stands out in strong

contrast to the lighter rufous of the sides. The whole

length of the skins, from the crown ol the head to the

base of the tail, is about 4 ft. 6 in.
;
the belly and under-

sides of the limbs are white. One of the skins is pro-

bably that of an older animal than the other, being rather

larger and darker in colouring.

From such imperfect specimens, although one may say

that they are those of some unknown Antelope, it would

not be possible to determine much. But fortunately I

* “La Vallee du Darfour. Voyage aux Pays-Somalis.” Par G. Revoil.

Pans 1S82.

I Cf. Peters in Von der Decken’s “Reisen,” Bd. iii. Abth. I. p. 9.
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have been favoured by Mr. F. L. James, of 14 Great
Stanhope Street, with the loan of the perfect head of an
Antelope (see Plate I. fig. 2) shot near Berbera in March
last, which evidently belongs to the same species. It will

be at once seen on comparison that the texture and colour
of the hair on the nape of the neck agree perfectly with
those of one of the flat skins, so nearly, indeed, that one
might have supposed that the head and flat skin may have
belonged to the same individual.

I was about to describe this Antelope as new when my
attention was called to the figure and description of the

skull and horns of an Antelope given by Sir Victor Brooke
in the Society’s “Proceedings” for 1878, upon which his

Gazella ivcdleri is based, as probably belonging to the

same species. In order to endeavour to set this question

at rest I have borrowed from the Eev. H. Waller one of

the specimens upon which Gazella ivcdleri was based. As
will be seen by comparison of the skull and horns thus

kindly loaned to me with the mounted head belonging to

Mr. James, the general form of the horns is much the same
in both specimens. The chief differences are in the slightly

greater size and greater length of the horns in Mr. James’s

specimen, and especially in the more decided twist forward

at their anterior extremities. On the whole, however, 1

think it better to conclude that they belong to the same
species until the contrary is shown.

The external form of Gazella ivalleri (assuming this

view to be correct) may be shortly described as follows :
—

Plorns lyrate, strongly ringed, running backward almost

in a line with the face, and bent forward at the tips.

Length, following the curve along the upper surface, 14

inches; in a straight line from base to tip, 11 inches;

distance between the point at the tips, 3 inches; extreme

width, 7-^ inches
;
circumference of horn near the base,

5 inches.

Colour. Nose, front of face, top of head, neck above and

on each side, and brown dorsal band (6 to 7 inches in

width) extending all down the back dark brown, almost
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chestnut. Flanks, separated by a well-marked margin

from tbe dorsal colour, pale brown
;
sides of face round

the eyes, chin, and line below the throat, and body beneath

white. Length of skin, from nape to the base of the tail,

about 48 inches.

Hab. Somali-land, vicinity of Berbera.

I may remark that of two pairs of horns in the British

Museum received from Sir John Kirk and determined as

Gazella tvalleri, one pair nearly resemble the typical

specimen and the other Mr. James’s head.

4. Gazella spekii, Blyth, Cat. Mamrn. Mus. As. Soc.

p. 172 (1863).

The skin of a small species, probably the same as that

to which Mr. Blyth gave this name from Speke’s specimens

obtained at Berbera.*

5. Equus asinus somalicus, sp. (aut subsp.) nov. (Plate

II. fig. 1.)

Of the Wild Ass of Somali-land Mr. Hagenbeck lias not

only furnished us with the flat skin which I now exhibit,

but has also sent us on deposit a fine living male specimen,

which was received on the 1 1 th of August last, and is now

in excellent condition.

We have also, fortunately, living in the Gardens a

specimen of another African Wild Ass, from the Nubian

Desert, purchased in May 1881 ;
so that it is easy to

institute a comparison between the two, and to assure our-

selves that they belong apparently to distinct species or

subspecies.

As will be seen by Mr. Smit’s drawings which 1 now

exhibit, the Somali Ass (PI. II. fig.'i) differs from that of

the Nubian Desert (PI. II. fig. 2) in its generally paler and

more greyish colour, in the entire absence of the cross-

stripe over the shoulders, in the very slight indication of

the dorsal line, and in the numerous black markings 011

* Cf Elan ford, Geol. & Zool. Abyss, p. 361.
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both front and hind legs. It has likewise, as will be better
noticed on examining the living animals, smaller ears and
a longer and more flowing mane.

It might be supposed that these are individual variations.

But, as will be seen upon inspection of the flat skin from
Somali-land which I now exhibit, the same distinguishing

features likewise present themselves in tins second speci-

men. Moreover, Mr. E. Lort-Phillips, F.Z.S., who visited

the Berbera district in March last in company with Mr. F. L.

James and his brother, assured me that the Wild Asses which
he there met with were exactly of the same description.

Mr. Lort-Phillips writes as follows :

—

“On March 22, 1884, when about twenty miles to the

west of Berbera, we fell in with a small herd of Wild
Asses. After a long and tedious stalk I succeeded in

bagging one, which turned out to be of quite a new
species to me, having no mark whatever on the body,

which was of a beautiful “French grey” colour. On its

legs, however, it had black stripes running diagonally. I

have unfortunately lost the book in which I put its measure-

ments, but it was a superb creature, and stood quite four-

teen hands at the shoulder
;

our Berbera horses looked

quite small in comparison. The previous day Mr. F. L.

James had shot a new Antelope,* and Mr. W. D. James a

Lesser Koodoo.”
It would likewise, I think, be probable on theoretical

grounds that animals occupying such different and widely

separated areas of distribution would present points of

difference.

But assuming this to be the case, a great difficulty arises

as to the proper terms to be applied to these two animals.

I have hitherto called the Nubian form of which we have

had a specimen in the Gardens before the one that is now
living there t Equus tamiopus, Heuglin. In so doing I

acted on the supposition that oidy one species of African

Wild Ass was known to exist. .But seeing there appear

* I.e. the specimen of Gazella wulleri above referred to.

t See Catalogue of Animals, 1883, p. 130; and I’.Z.S. 1881, p. 734
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to be two, it becomes necessary to make some further in-

quiries on the subject.

Heuglin described his Equus tceniopus in his article on

the Fauna of the Red Sea and Somali Coast already referred

to. In his appendix to this article (Petermann’s Mittheil-

ungen, 1 86 1 ,
p. 19) he distinguishes two species of African

Wild Ass. The first of these, from the provinces of Taka

and Berber, is clearly our animal of the Nubian Desert,

which he proposes to call Equus asinus. The second

species, which he attributes to Shoa and the Somali Coast,

he proposes to call Equus tceniopus. But when we come

to read his description of Equus tceniopus, and to examine

the figure of the same animal contained in the 28th volume

of the “ Nova Acta” of the Leopoldino-Carolinian Academy,

we find that the animal designated by this name is clearly

not that of the Somali Coast, as it possesses a well-marked

dorsal stripe and a strongly defined cross-line over the

shoulders. Moreover, Heuglin himself tells us that the

specimen from which the description of A. tceniopus was

taken was a living animal of which he did not certainly

know the locality. Under these circumstances we cannot

apply the term tceniopus to the Somali form of Wild Ass.

Nor can we apply it to the Nubian form, which Heuglin

himself termed Equus asinus. To the latter animal, how-

ever, Fitzinger in 1866 (Sitzungsb. k. Akad. Wien, liv.

p. 588) gave the specific name africanus, which I propose

to retain for the Nubian form of Wild Ass, while the Somali

form may be called Equus asinus somalicus.

These two forms may be diagnosed as follows :

—

1. Equus asinus afpjcanus. (Plate II. fig. 2.)

Equus asinus, Heuglin, Pet. Mitth. 1861, p. 19.

Equus africanus, Fitzinger, Sitz. Ak. Wien, liv. p. 588

(1866).

Minor : isabellino-griseus ; linea dorsali clistincta et

altera trans humeros nigricante
;
juba brevi erecta

;

pedibus plus minusve nigro transfasciatis.

Hob. in desertis Nubke superioris.
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2. Equus asinus soMALicus. (Plate II. fig. 1.)

Major: griseus ; linect dorsali fere obsoletci, humerorum
nulla

;
juba longiore

,
caduca; pedibus distincte et

frequenter nigro transfasciatis.

Hab. in terra Somalica.

P.S.—Since this paper was read I have had the oppor-
tunity of reading Herr Menges’s article on liis excursion
into Somali-land, contained in Petermann’s “Mittheil-
ungen ” for the present month.* Herr Menges, who was
the traveller employed by Mr. Hagenbeck to collect living

animals, gives us a most interesting account of two of

the Antelopes above mentioned, and also alludes to the

Wild Ass.

On the high plains south of Berbera he met with what
was evidently Gazella ivalleri, which, he says, is one of

the most beautiful Antelopes of Somali-land, and is called

by the natives “ Gerenuk.” He compares it with G. dama
and G. soemmerringi, but says it is manifestly different in

its colouring. While the body is of a coffee-brown, it has
a broad darker band on its back 10 to 15 centimetres in

width. The neck is remarkably long. The horns are

short and rather strong, curved gracefully backwards, but

projecting forwards at the tips.

In the mountains further south Ilerr Menges found the

dwarf Koodoo (Strepsiceros imberbis) more abundant than

the larger species (/S', kudu), and calls it the “most beauti-

ful of all Antelopes known to him.” It is termed “ Alerio
”

by the Somalis, and is distinguishable from the larger Koo-

doo, as he says, not only by its smaller size (which is about

that of a Fallow Deer) but by the more numerous eross-

stripes, of which there are from twelve to fifteen across

the back, while the larger Koodoo has only four or five.

The Wild Ass Herr Menges merely mentions its being

different in colour from other species known to him.

In Mr. E. Lort-Phillips’s “Notes on the Antelopes of

* Ausllug in das Somali-land. Von Josef Menges. 1’eterm. Mitlhcil. 1884,

p. 401.
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Somali-land ” (P. Z. S. 1885, p. 930) is mentioned a

Gazelle under the name of “ Flabby-nosed Gazelle,” the

single specimen of which, in determining Mr. Lort-Phillips’s

species, I reserved for future examination.

I was in hopes of being able to have the bones removed

from the head of the single specimen obtained, in order to

ascertain whether there is not some peculiarity in the

frontal and nasal bones to accompany the extraordinary

development of the nose in this animal. Not having been

able to obtain the necessary facilities for this purpose

(which, seeing that the specimen is unique and has been

excellently mounted, was not much to be wondered at),

I will content myself with again exhibiting the head of

this remarkable Antelope (Plate III.), and remarking that

I think there can be no question of its belonging to an

undescribed species, which I propose to call Gazella naso.

Gazella naso, as its name implies, is sufficiently distin-

guishable from all other known members of the genus by

having the extremity of the snout above the nasal openings

developed into a large flabby wrinkled mass, which is

scantily covered by short hairs of a grey colour. Above

this elevated mass the face is crossed by a broad black

bar. Above that again the centre of the forehead and

space between the horns is covered by dense fur of a

chestnut-red colour. This chestnut-red forehead is bor-

dered on each side by two broad white longitudinal stripes,

which extend from the base of the horns down to the

nostrils. This longitudinal stripe is again bordered above

the eye on the inside to below the eye on the outside by

an indistinct blackish stripe. The tear-pits below the eye

seem to be particularly large and well developed. The

rest of the fur of the head and neck is of the sandy colour

usual in most species of this genus.' The ears, which are

long and rather narrow, are of a greyish colour. In the

siz° and shape of its horns G. naso does not differ mate-

rially from other species of the group allied to G. dorcas.

The length of the horns in the present specimen, from the

base to the tip, is about 9^ inches
;
the breadth of the skull
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between the eyes is 1.7 inch
;
the length from the occiput

to the end of the nose about 8 inches
; the length of the

ear is 6 inches.

As regards the Neotragus
,

of which specimens were
obtained by Mr. Phillips and were likewise left undeter-
mined in the same communication (see P. Z. S. 1885, p.

932), I have now compared the skull and the skin brought
by Mr. Phillips with specimens in the British Museum. As
regards the skin there is such variation in the coloration

of the fur of Neotragus that I do not think much reliance

can be placed on the somewhat abnormal appearance of

this example, which is nearly paralleled by other speci-

mens in the National Collection. The skull, however, is

characterised by the excessive reduction of the nasal bones,

which is carried to a much greater extreme than in the

typical specimen of Neotragus kirJcii, Gunther (P. Z. S.

1880, p. 20). There are also other points of difference

when the skulls are compared together.

But as Neotragus kirkii is from nearly the same country,

I think it would be hardly justifiable to name a second

Neotragus from Somali-land without a better series of

materials to base it upon. I will therefore content myself

with calling attention to their divergencies, aud, as Mr.

Phillips has empowered me so to do, with depositing

his specimens in the British Museum to await further

inquiries.

From the discoveries made by Mr. Hagenbeck’s collector,

Herr Menges,# aud Messrs. James and Lort-Phillips, it is

quite evident that there is yet much interesting work to

be done among the Mammalia in Somali-land, and 1 trust

that we shall soon receive additional specimens and further

information concerning this interesting animal.

* Cf. Sclater, P. Z. S. 1884, p. 538 ; Noack, Zool. Gart. xxvi. p. 172 ct xxvii.

p. 39 ;
Kohl, Ann. d. k. k. naturhist. Hofmuseums, i. p. 75 (1886).
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NOTES ON THE RODENT GENUS EETEROGEPHAI US.

By Oldfield Thomas, F.Z.S., Natural History Museum.

(Plate IV.)

On the 1 6th of June last I had the pleasure of exhibiting

to the Society a specimen obtained on the 29th of January

last by Mr. E. Lort-Phillips, F.Z.S., at Gerlogobie, Ogardain,

Central Somali-land, which I doubtfully referred to Hetero-

cephalus glaber, Rupp., a species discovered by Martin

Bretzka in Shoa, Abyssinia, more than forty years ago, and

still, so far as I can ascertain, only represented by the

original type described by Dr. Ruppell.

By the kindness of the Directors of the Senckenberg

Museum in Frankfort, I have been allowed to have this

original type for examination, and I am thus enabled to

oive the following notes on the characters and differences

of the two species which a comparison of these two speci-

mens proves the genus to consist of.

The second species has been already named and briefly

defined in a footnote to the Report in our Proceedings of

the exhibition of the specimen ;

* and it was with much

pleasure that I connected with this very interesting animal

the name of its discoverer, to 'whom we are indebted for

many additions to our knowledge of the mammals and

other animals of Central Somali-land.

The type of Heterocephalus glaber consists, of a dried

and mounted skin, with a separate skull, while that of

H. phillipsi is an adult female preserved in spirit
;
and I

am therefore able to give a somewhat fuller and more exact

description of its characters than Ruppell had any oppor-

tunity of doing.

Heterocephalus phillipsi is a peculiar-looking little crea-

ture, about the size of a Common Mouse, but looking almost

more like a tiny hairless puppy on account of its nearly naked

skin, small eyes, and peculiar physiognomy (see Plate IV.

fig. 1).

°The head is small and flattened from above downwards.

* P. Z. S., 1885, p. 612.
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The mouth has the structure characteristic of Georychus and
other burrowing Rodents, the external skin passing right

across the mouth-opening inside the incisors. The lips and
sides of the muzzle are fairly wTell clothed with bristly hairs,

which form well-marked whiskers, and there are four or

five hairs on each side springing from a wart on the side of

the face. The eyes are well-defined open slits, with thick-

ened fleshy lids covering the minute eyeballs, which are

barely half a millimetre in diameter. The ears are simple

round holes, not covered in any way, and unprovided with

any trace of an ear-conch. The skin all over the head and
body is of a wrinkled warty nature

;
but this is perhaps

partly due to the action of the spirit on the naked skiu, as

the dried specimen ofH. glaber shows it much less markedly.

The head and body, although apparently naked, are seen

on closer inspection to be furnished all over with fine

scattered hairs, which give no general appearance of a hairy

covering, being so fine and so nearly the colour of the skin

as to be almost invisible.

The tail is rather more than half the length of the body

without the head, tapers rapidly from its broad and flat-

tened base to its tip, and is thinly covered with fine bristly

hairs similar in character to those on the muzzle.

The feet of Heterocephalus (Plate IV. fig. 3) are by far

its most highly specialised parts, as might, indeed, be ex-

pected in so purely burrowing an animal. The anterior pair

are large and strong, and the toes are much longer in pro-

portion to the palm than is the case in Georychus. On the

proximal half of the palm there are two unusually large and

well-developed pads, the rest of the palm being quite smooth

;

in Georychus the pads are quite rudimentary. The pollex,

though short, is fully developed and is provided with a

minute pointed claw ;
the fingers are broad and flattened

and are provided with similar small conical claws. 'I he

third toe is the longest, the second and fourth are about

equal, and the fifth, without its claw, reaches to about, the

middle of the first phalanx of the fourth, and the pollex to

the level of the base of the second.
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The hind feet, like the fore, have rather long toes in

proportion to their length of sole, and in the same way the

foot-pads on the sole are restricted to its posterior half,

there being only three pads, two near the heel and the

third at the base of the fifth toe (Plate IV. fig. 3). The
toes have much the same proportions as those on the fore

feet, except that the hallux is relatively longer than the

poll ex, and the second toe is slightly longer than the fourth.

The most noticeable character of the feet, however, and

one quite unique among burrowing Rodents, is the presence

of fringes of fine bristles round their edges. These bristles

are not unlike those on the hind feet of the Water-Shrew

( Crossopus fodiens), except that they are longer, further

apart, and far finer. They grow all round the edge of each

toe, and pass backwards along the sides of the feet to the

wrists and ankles, although there is a gap in the series

where one would suppose that they would be most wanted,

viz., along the outer side of the fifth hind toe, where they

are quite absent and have perhaps been worn off. The

value of these cilia, by which the spread of the foot is largely

increased without any increase in cumbrousness, to an animal

which passes its life burrowing in a light sandy soil, is

sufficiently obvious to need no comment.

I am unfortunately unable to make out the number of the

mammae, as, owing no doubt to our specimen having been

captured out of the breeding-season, they are so small as to

be only in one or two instances distinguishable from the

minute warts with which the animal’s naked skin is covered.

The small intestine measures about 115 mm., the short

rounded caecum about 12mm., and the combined colon and

rectum about 67mm., 58 per cent, of the small intestines.

The palate-ridges (Plate IV. fig. 2) consist apparently of

about four pairs of small, rounded elevations
;
but they are

so vaguely defined that their exact number is not easily

determinable.

The skull of II. phillipsi (Plate IV. fig. 4) is smooth and

rounded, short in proportion to its size, with a broad flat

brain- case and a very broad interorbital region. Compared
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to that of II. glaber its most striking characteristic is its
very much smaller size, as is shown on the Plate (figs. 4and 5), where the two skulls are drawn on the same s'cale.
This difference in size is so marked that it is obvious at the
first glance that the owners of these two skulls could not
possibly belong to the same species, notwithstanding their
extreme resemblance to each other externally.

In their general proportions also the two skulls differ
noticeably, the facial portion of that of H. phillxpsi bein 0-

much shorter, in fact only about three-quarters of the length
of the brain-case, while in H. glaber the lengths of the face
and brain- case are about equal.

The nasals ofH. phillipsi are short and somewhat squarely
truncated behind, and are surpassed posteriorly by the
ascending processes of the premaxillae, while in II. glaber
they are more pointed behind, and are about equal in length
to the premaxillary processes.

The anterior part of the zygomata, opposite the postor-
bital processes, is much more bowed out in II. phillipsi
than in H. glaber.

_

On the underside of the skull the only difference appre-
ciable is that the palatine foramina, minute in both, are still

smaller in H. phillipsi than in H. glaber.

Passing to the teeth we find a very remarkable distinction
between the two animals. In H. glaber there are three
round and simple molars in each jaw; but in II. phillipsi
there are only two, both above and below, the tooth absent
being apparently the first. In any other family this differ-

ence would be of generic importance
;
but in the present

group analogous differences occur even in the same species,

as for example in Ileliopliobius argenteo-cinereus, Peters,
which, as its describer has recorded,* sometimes lias two
and sometimes three premolars. And, again, Geori/chus
capensis, Pall., has sometimes one and sometimes no pre-
molar. For the present therefore too much stress must not
be laid upon the difference between the only two specimens
of Heterocephalus as yet examined, nor can II. phillipsi,

in which there are only two molars, be said to be as highly

* Eeiseu. Mossamb., Sang. p. 142, 1852.

S
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specialised in this respect as Hydromys, otherwise the only

Rodent with as few molars in each jaw. II. phillipsi has,

in fact, no doubt, as a rule, the same number of molars as

H. glaber, even if both do not sometimes have either one or

two premolars developed in addition in front of the molars.

The teeth themselves are rounded and very simple, having

each but one single external fold of enamel, which seems to

disappear as time advances, as the specimen of H. phillipsi,

apparently the more aged of the two, shows scarcely a trace

even of this fold. The lower molars, at least of II. phillipsi,

have each one external and one internal fold, and from

Ruppell’s description those of H. glaber are similar
;
but

the lower jaw of the type of that species has unfortunately

been lost.

The incisors, as in the allied genera, project nearly

horizontally forward
;
and their anterior faces are some-

what flattened and bevelled on their interior halves, so that,

as they wear down, the resulting edge of the two incisors

combined is more or less Wshaped, but with the outer arms

of the W very much shorter than the inner.

Externally I can find no specific differences whatever,

except in the greater size of the hind feet of H. glaber. It

must, however, be remembered that in such a genus as

Heteroceplialus, in which there are neither ear-conches to

vary in shape and size, nor hairs to vary in colour and

length, and where there is only one possible manner of life,

there is very little room for the ordinary forms of specific

variation as found in other genera of mammals.

The measurements of the type specimens of the two

species are as follows :

—

H. phillipsi

( ? in spirit),

in in.

H. glaber

(stuffed),

mm.

Head and body . . 8o (c) 95

Tail .... • 35 39
Hind-foot . . 16.6' 21.2

Forearm and hand . 21.0 ...

Head . 21-5

(c) 20.0Muzzle to ear . 15.2

Muzzle to eye . 7.0 ...

Eye to ear . . 7.0 ...
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Skulls :

—

Occiput to tip of nasals .

Occiput to tip of incisors

Basal * length

Greatest breadth
Brain-case, length .

Brain-case, breadth
Nasals, length
Nasals, breadth

Interorbital, breadth
Back of incisors to m1

.

Palatine foramina .

Palatine foramina to posterior nare
Basi-cranial axis .

Palate, length

Palate, breadth outside in 2

Palate, breadth inside m 2

Palate, least breadth inside molars
Incisors, breadth .

Incisors, length

275

II. phillipsi. II. glabe

. l6.I 21.5
1 9-4 26.4
1 6.0 2I.5

13.6 18.3

9.2 II.O

9.4 12.0

5 -i 7.8

3-2 4.4

5 -i 6.0

5-7 8.0

1.

1

2-3

4.0 6.1

6.1 ...

9.1 13.6

4-3 5.0

i -5 2.2

1.2 i -3

2.1 2.9

3-9 5-4

Finally, as to the systematic position of Heterocephalus

.

It has been placed by Riippell, Brandt, Alston, and others
close to Rhizomys among the Spalacinse

; but my examina-
tion of these two specimens proves unquestionably that it

is a member of the other half of the family, namely, the
Bathyergince, and that it is really very closely allied to
Georychus, of which it may, in fact, be considered a sort of
degraded representative, specialised for an entirely subter-
ranean life. For such a life its hairless mole-shaped body,
nearly suppressed eyes, and bristle-clad feet admirably
adapt it, while, on the other hand, its deficiency both of
protective covering and power of sight would be fatal to it

were it to venture above ground, where it would be exposed
to the fierce rays of an African sun, and to the attacks of
the host of enemies which by its underground life it is

enabled to escape. These deductions from the structural

characters of Heterocephalus are fully borne out by the

* From basion.
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interesting notes on its habits contributed to the Society

by Mr. Lort-Phillips (supra, p. 611).

EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV.

Fig. i. Heterocephalus phillipsi

;

female, natural size.

2. Palate-ridges.

3. Fore and hind feet, showing sole-pads and fringing bristles.

Twice natural size.

4. Shull. Twice natural size.

5. Skull of H. glaber. Twice natural size.

A COLLECTION OF BIRDS FROM SOMALI-LAND.

Described by Captain G. E. Shelley, F.Z.S.*

Mr. E. Lort-Phillips, F.Z.S., accompanied by his friends,

Messrs. James, Aylmer, and Thrupp, left Berbera, on the

Gulf of Aden, on the 22nd December 1884, and returned

there again towards the middle of the following April.

They journeyed nearly due south along the parallel 45° E.

long, to about 5
0
N. lat. On leaving Berbera they crossed

for the first eight miles a low, flat country, and then as-

cended to the high plateau land, 3000 feet above the sea.

This plateau is a parched desert for about six months in

the vear, and it was during this period that most of the

specimens were collected. The Egyptian Vulture, although

a constant visitor to their camp so long as water was ob-

tainable, was never seen during their long desert march of

fourteen days between the wells of Burao and Gerloguby,

while Crows (probably Corvus affinis)
never failed to appear

in the neighbourhood as soon as the tents were pitched.

Nearly alfthe Crows’ nests contained eggs of the Great

Spotted Cuckoo, and in one nest there were twelve eggs,

four only belonging to the rightful owner.

The tableland, which extends from north to south for

* Reprinted with permission from the “ Ibis.”
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about 280 miles, is clotted over with thousands of gigantic
ant-hills, which often rise to a height of thirty feet or
more

;
and these, during their return journey, in the latter

end of March and beginning of April, afforded building-
resorts for many species of birds, especially Little Owls
and Parrots.

When the rains set in the country soon presents a very
different aspect

; the plateau becomes quickly covered with
fine grass, and the mimosas, which during the dry season
resemble gooseberry bushes in winter, become a mass of
tender green leaves and yellow blossoms, which prove very
attractive to the gaily coloured Sun-birds.

Wherever rock appears upon the surface, the rain-water
collects and forms shallow lakes, commonly called pans,
which are soon tenanted by water-fowl. At Harradigit,
one of these pans, there were some hundreds of Egyptian
Geese, evidently mated, as they were grazing in pairs

;
at

first they were very easy to approach, but soon became
shy, and watched the country from the tops of the ant-hills
or the boughs of the higher trees. The highest trees
always grow near these pans, and are selected by Textor
dinemelli for their nests.

To the south of the plateau runs the Webbe Shebeyli, or
Haynes river, through a fertile plain on which the natives
grow an abundance of corn

;
and here, amongst the nume-

rous water-birds, the Sacred Ibis was remarked as being
extremely abundant.

An excellent account of this journey was read by Mr.
F. L. James, before the Royal Geographical Society, on the
29th of June of the present year.

The collection of birds contains specimens of sixty-two
species, of which I consider to be new to science six
species and one subspecies. These are :

—

Corcccias lord,

Dryoscopus ruftceps, Telephonus jamesi, Argya aylmeri,
Saxicola phillipsi, Parus thru'ppi, and the subspecies,
Cursorius gallicus somalensis. Of the remainder, over
forty are new to Somali-land.

As the specimens are mostly in good condition, 1 have
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considered it advisable to give full descriptions of some of

the most interesting. Mr. Lort-Phillips lias kindly fur-

nished me with some field notes.

At Mr. Lort-Phillips’ s request I have named a species

after each of his companions ;
and I am sure all ornitho-

loo-ists will agree that they justly deserve this mark of

our appreciation of the great service they have rendered

to our science.

1. Melierax gabar.

Le Gabar

,

Levaill. Ois. d’Afr. i. 1799, pi. 33 -

Falco gabar, Daud. Traite, 1800, p. 87.

Nisus gabar, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. pp. 73 )
xxvm. ,

Finsch & Hartl. Yog. Ostafr. p. 86 ;
Hard. Abh. nat. Yer.

Brem. vii. 1881, p. 116 (Lado) ;
Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1855,

Melierax gabar, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. 1. p. 89.^

Micronisus gabar, Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884,

p. 72 (Shoa).

Hab. Africa, generally south of about 25° N. lat., except

the West Coast from Sierra Leone to Angola.

“ Fairly plentiful.”

2. Buteo auger.

Buteo augur, Rupp. Neue Y irb. 1S35-40, p. 3 ^> P^-

16, figs. 1, 2 (good) ;
Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. pp. 9 A xxxv.

,

Finsch & Hartl. A og. Ostafr. p. 57 j
Sharpe, Cut. B. Brit.

Mus. i. p. 175 ;
Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885, p.

Buteo hydrophilus, Riipp. tom. cit. p

1, 2 (good).

Pterolestes augur, Salvad. Ann. Mus.

p. 51 (Shoa).

122 (Mombas).

39, pi. 17, figs.

Civ. Gen. 1884,

Hab. E. Africa, between about 15° N. lat. and 4° S. lat.

“ Only a single specimen was met with in the mountains

about thirty miles inland from Berbera.”
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3. POLIOHIERAX SEMITORQUATUS.

Falco semitorquatus, Smith, Rep. Exp. Centr. Afr. 1836,

p. 44; id. 111 . Zool. S. Afr., Av. pi. 1, $ (good)
; Heugl.

Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 38, pi. 1, ^ juv. (back chestnut, as in

¥ ad.).

Hypotriorchis castanonotus, Heugl. Ibis, i860, p. 407 ;

Sclat. Ibis, r 86 1, pi. 12 (good, £ ad.).

Hypotriorchis semitorquatus, Sclat. P. Z. S. 1864, p. 107
(Bogue).

_

Poliohierax semitorquatus, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i.

p. 370; Salvad. Arm. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 63 (Shoa)

;

Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 122 (Tana river).

Hah. E. and S. Africa, from Abyssinia to the Transvaal,
and thence to Damara.

“ Frequently seen perched on the tops of the low mimosa-
bushes on the plateau. In March a pair appeared to be
preparing to breed in a deserted nest of Textor dinemelli,

in the midst of a colony of those Weaver-birds. The crops

of the three specimens preserved contained lizards.”

4. TINNUNCULUS TINNUNCULUS.

Falco tinnunculus, Linn. S. N. 1766, p. 127; Heugl.

Orn. N.O.-Afr. pp. 40, xvi.
;
Dresser, B. Eur. vi. pi. 384.

Cerchneis tinnunculus, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. i.

P-42 5 -

Tinnunculus alaudariu.s, Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen.

1884, p. 64 (Shoa).

Hob. Africa, south to about 5
0

N. lat. in E. Africa, and
10° N. lat. in AV. Africa.

5. Bubo lacteus.

Strix lacteus, Temm. PI. Col. ii. pi. 4.

Bubo lacteus, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. pp. 112, xliii.
;

Finsch & Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 10 1 ;
Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit.

Mus. ii. p. 33 ;
Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 122.
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Hab. Africa, south of about 15° N. lat., with the ex-

ception of the forest-region of the West Coast.

“ Shot in February near Faf, in the Ogaclayn district.”

6 . Carine glatjx.

Noctua glaux, Savign. Descr. Egypte, Ois. p. 287.

Noctua veterum, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. pp. 118, xlv.

Carine glaux, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. ii. p. 135.

Athene glaux, Dresser, B. Eur. v. pi. 318.

Hab. N. and N.E. Africa southward to Somali.

The single specimen is peculiarly small.
“ Fairly common throughout the country, living in holes

in the ant-hills.”

7. P(EOCEPHALUS RUFIVENTRIS.

Pionus rujiventris, Rupp. Syst. Uebers. 1845, p. S3,

pi. 32 (Shoa).

Pionias rujiventris, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. pp. 741, clvii.

Pceocephalus rujiventris, Speke, Ibis, i860, p. 243 (So-

mali)
;
Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 372 (Masai);

Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 78 (Shoa); Fischer,

J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 122.

Hab. E. Africa, from Abyssinia to Masai-land.

“ First seen on reaching the tableland, and afterwards

fairly plentiful throughout the tour. They were generally

seen in twos or threes, and, like most parrots, were very

noisy. They breed in the ant-hills.”

8. Dekdropiccts hemprichi.

Picus hemprichii, Hemp. & Ebr. Symb. Phys. 1828,

fol. 2, p. 2 ;
Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 804 ;

Finsch. &
Harfcl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 514; Shalow, J. f. 0 . 1883, p. 347

(Kakoma).
Denclrobates hemprichii, Rupp. Syst. Uebers. pi. 35.

Dendromus hemprichii, Speke, Ibis, i860, p. 245 (So-

mali).
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Dendropicus hempriclii
,
Hargitt, Ibis, 1883, p. 433 ;

Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 370 (Masai)
;

id. J. f.’

0. 18S5, p. 125.

Hab. E. Africa, from Abyssinia to Zanzibar.
The specimen from South Mozambique referred to as

Dendrobates hemprichii, Bianc. Spec. Zool. Mosamb. fasc.

18, p. 327, was preserved in spirits, and its determination,
I consider, must consequently be uncertain.

This and the next species of Woodpecker were fairly

plentiful where the Euphorbias grew, as they select these
cactuses to breed in.

9. Campothera nubica.

Ficus nubicus, Gm. S. N. i. 1788, p. 439 ; Heugl. Orn.
N.O.-Afr. p. 881; Finsch & Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 508;
Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Brem. vii. 1881, p. 109 (Laclo).

Dendromus cethiopicus, Rupp. Syst. Uebers. pi. 36.
Dendrobates cethiopicus, Speke, Ibis, i860, p. 244 (So-

mali).

Campothera nubica, Hargitt, Ibis, 1883, p. 45 1 ; Fischer,
J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 126 (Pangani).

Stictopicus nubicus, Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884,
p. 88 (Shoa).

Hab. E. Africa, from Southern Nubia to Pangani.

10. Tricholzema stigmatothorax.

Tricholcema stigmatothorax, Cab. J. f. 0 . 1878, pp. 205,

240 (Ndi)
;

Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 371
(Masai); id. J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 125.

Hab. E. Africa, between io° N. lat. and 5° S. hit.

T. stigmatothorax is very nearly allied to T. melano-
cephala, from which it differs in the dark portions of the
head and throat being dark brown instead of black, in the

feathers of the forehead and front half of the crown being
more or less spotted with small yellow tips to the feathers.
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In a specimen labelled
“ Ronga (Fischer) ” the brown of

the throat is uniform ; in the present specimen, from

Somali, the feathers of the throat have mostly small

white tips.

“ Fairly abundant throughout the tableland.”

ii. Trachyphontjs erythrocephalus. (Plate IX.)

Trachyphonus erythrocephalus, Cab. J. f. 0 . 1878, pp.

206, 218, 240, pi. 2, figs. 1, 2 (Kitui).

Hob, E. Africa, Somali and Kitui.

I have not been able to examine the type of T. erythro-

cephaius. The Somali specimen differs from the illustra-

tions l. c. in having a distinct black crest, the eyebrows

yellow, and the cheeks washed with yellow towards the

eyes. It is also apparently rather smaller : total length

7.1 inches, culmen 0.9, wing 3.1, tail 3.1, tarsus 0.95.

Forehead and crown glossy black, the feathers elongated,

forming a slight crest ;
margin of the forehead, eyebrows,

and remainder of the head and neck yellow, shading into

bright red on the nape, ear-coverts, and hinder portions of

the cheeks ;
a red band passes down the sides of the neck,

and is surmounted by a white band, which extends over

the back of the ear-coverts ;
the feathers of the nape and

back of the neck are tipped with black
;
throat yellow,

with a broad black band down the centre, chin fading into

buff, base of the throat tinted with red
;
a narrow pectoral

band, back, and wings black, with large pearl-shaped

huffish-white spots ;
similar spots on the quills form four

partial white bands ;
rump yellow

;
upper and under

tail-coverts crimson
;

tail black, each feather with five

or six large yellowish-white spots, passing into bars to-

wards the outer feathers
;
remainder of the body buffish-

yellow, with the axillaries and under wing-coverts brownish

white.
“ Shot on the plateau. On another occasion three rose

out of a dry well, where they were probably hunting for

insects. Iris brown, bill brownish red, feet black.
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r 2. Halcyon semiccerulea.

Alcedo semiccerulea, Forsk. Descr. An. 1775, p. 2.

Dacelo semiccerulea, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 190.
Halcyon semiccerulea, Sharpe, Monogr. Alcecl. p. 173,

pi. 64; Finsch & Hartl. Yog. Ostafr. p. 160; Hartl. Abb.
nat. Yer. Brem. vii. 1881, p. no (Lado)

; Salvad. Ann.
Mus. Civ. Gen. 1S84, p. 113 (Shoa)

;
Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885,

p. 126.

Hob. The whole of Africa between about 17
0
N. lat. and

25
0

S. lat.

“ These birds are never found far from water, and are

apparently very plentiful at all seasons on the Webbe
Shebeyli, south of the plateau, and were also met with in

the low country near Berbera. They only visit the table-

land during the rainy season.”

13. Irrisor erythrorhynchus.

Upupa erytlirorhynchos, Lath. Ind. Orn. i. 1790, p. 280.

Falcinellus senegalensis, Yieill. N. D. xxviii. p. 168.

Promerops melanorhynchus (Licht.), Gray & Mitchell,

Gen. B. i. pi. 31 (good).

Irrisor senegalensis, Speke, Ibis, i860, p. 244 (Somali).

Irrisor erythrorhynchus, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 214 ;

Finsch & Hartl. Yog. Ostafr. p. 202 ;
Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ.

Gen. 1884, p. 106 (Shoa); Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 127.

Hob. The whole of Africa south of about 16° N. lat.

The present specimens (an apparently adult and an im-

mature bird) have the bill black
;
and Mr. Lort-Phillips

assures me that, although the bird is common in Somali,

he never saw a red-billed specimen.

They belong to the dark-billed race, well figured by
Gray and Mitchell, l. c. This race inhabits Somali, Shoa,

Abyssinia, and Senegambia, and to it belong the nine

specimens recorded by Count Salvadori as collected by the

Marquis Antinori in Shoa, seven specimens in the British

Museum from Abyssinia, and nine specimens I have exa-

mined from Senegambia.
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To the typical red-billed race belong thirty-seven speci-

mens I have examined from localities south of the equator
;

of these, twenty-three S.-African, and seven E.-African

from Dar-es-Salem to Mombas, have entirely red bills, and

the remaining seven liave black bills, but show evident

signs of immaturity.

My reason for not separating these races rests upon the

following data :—There are two typical red-billed specimens

in the British Museum, labelled respectively “Darfur” and
“ N.E. Africa.” One of Mr. Blanford’s specimens from the

Anseba valley lias the bill half red and halt black
;
the

black in this specimen extends on the upper mandible in a

sharply defined broad baud from the nostrils, and covers

the end third of both mandibles. \ on Heuglin describes

in his large work an entirely red-billed bird, which I pre-

sume was a N.E. African specimen.

In the British Museum there is a remarkably purple-

coloured specimen, labelled “ $, Objimbique.” It has a

reddisli-black bill. These colours, however, are not sharply

contrasted as in all the mottled-billed birds I have seen

from north of the equator.

In the black-billed race the plumage is almost invariably

more purple, the presence of a bright green gloss on the

crown and mantle being rare, although occasionally pre-

sent, but never, it appears to me, to the same extent as in

the typical red-billed specimens.

Although generally the northern and southern forms

may be easily distinguished, their characters are not always

very sharply defined nor very constant
;
and as the typical

red-billed form occurs in Darfur, their ranges overlap in

the White Nile region, and we may presume they would

interbreed.

14. Irrisor minor.

Promerops minor, Rtipp. Syst. Uebers. 1845, pp. 25, 28.

Epimachus minor, Rtipp. tom. cit. pi. 8.

Irrisor minor, Speke, Ibis, i860, p. 244 (Somali);

Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 218; Finsch & Hartl. Vog.
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Ostafr. p. 206; Oustalet in Bevoil’s Fanne et Flore,
Qomalis, Ois. 1882, p. 7.

Hab. 1ST.E. Africa, Shoa and Somali.
In the present specimen the white bar on the wing

crosses, the inner webs of the second to the seventh
primaries, and there is a white spot on the outer webs of
the seventh and eighth primaries.

I would here
,

correct an error with regard to Rhinopo-
mastes cabanisx

,
P. Z. S. 1882, p. 306. The sentence

should read thus t£ This species is closely allied to R.
minor, but may be readily distinguished by the absence of
any white on the primaries.”

15. Upupa epops senegalensis.

Upupa senegalensis, Swains. B. W. Afr. ii. 1837, p.
1 14; Finsch. & Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 199, note; Salvad.
Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 105 (Shoa).

Hab. N.E. and W. Africa : Abyssinia, Shoa, Somali, and
Senegambia. I am unable to define exactly what may be
the full range of this subspecies.

The two specimens brought home from Somali agree
perfectly with a specimen from Senegambia in my own
collection. They are smaller than the true U. epops, but
in other respects similar, with a similar white band across
the primaries.

“ Common everywhere.”

1 6. Meeops nubicus.

Merops nubicus, Gm. S. N. 1788, p. 464 ;
Heugl. Orn.

N.O.-Afr. p. 199; Finsch & Hartl. Yog. Ostafr. p. 183;
Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Brem. vii. 1881, p. 1 1

1
(Lado)

;

Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 92 (Shoa); Fischer,
J. f. 0. 1885, P- I2 7 (Lamu).

Hab. E. and W. Africa, south from about 16° N. lat. to

Zanzibar on the east coast and to Bissao on the west.

“Fairly plentiful on the Webbc Shebeyli, generally in

flocks.”
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I 7. Melittophagus pusillus cyanostictus.

Merops pusillus

,

P. L. S. Mull. S. N. Suppl. 1776, p.

95.

Merops erythropterus
,

“ Gm.,” Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr.

p. 208; Hartl. Abh. nat. Yer. Brem. vii. 1881, p. in
(Lado).

Merops variegatus, “Vieill.,” Finsch & Hartl. Vog.

Ostafr. p. 193.

Merops cyanostictus, Cab. in v. d. Decken’s Reise Ostafr.

iii. 1869, p. 34; Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 110

(Slioa) ;
Bolim. J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 47.

Melittophagus pusillus, Shelley, P. Z. S. 18S1, p. 569.

Melittophagus cyanostictus, Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885, p.

127.

Hab. E. and S. Africa, from Abyssinia to Pangani.

South from Pangani and in Benguela the specimens are

nearly intermediate between this subspecies and the com-

mon South-African form, and the common South-African

form is again intermediate between these latter specimens

and those of West Africa, which are entirely without the

blue frontal and superciliary band. In the colouring of

the head and throat the present subspecies much resembles

M. lafresnayei, but is smaller.

“ Apparently not common; only seen along the water-

courses. Iris red, bill and feet black.

18. Melittophagus eevoili.

Merops revoilii, Oustalet in Revoil’s Faune et Flor.

Qomalis, Ois. 1882, p. 5, pi. 1 (bad).

Hab. Confined to Somali-land.

Crown grass-green, with paler shaft-stripes, which aie

tinted with cobalt-blue towards their ends ;
sides of the

forehead and a broad eyebrow cobalt-blue ;
ear-coverts and

a broad loral band through the eye black ;
back of neck

and front of back rufous-buff, with tbe ends of the feathers

washed with bluish green ;
lower half of the back and
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upper tail-coverts cobalt-blue
; scapulars and wings green,

shading into brown on the inner webs and tips of the
quills, which have their shafts also brown

;
tail green,

partially washed with blue, and with an ill-defined rufous
terminal edging to all but the four centre feathers

; cheeks,
chin, and upper throat white, shading on the remainder
of the throat and breast into deep rufous-buff, slightly
glossed with green

;
vent and under tail-coverts bright

cobalt-blue
;
under wing-coverts and inner margins to the

quills rufous-buff; remainder of the quills and under
surface of the tail ashy brown

; bill and legs black. Total
length 6.2 and 6.7 inches, culmen 1.1, wing 2.9 and 3.1,
tail 2.9, tarsus 0.4.

“ Common on the plateau.”

19. CORACIAS NiEVlA.

Coracias ncevia, Daud. Traite, ii. 1800, p. 258 (Senegal)
;

Sharpe, Ibis, 1871, p. 1 90, part.; Salvad. Ann. Mu s. Civ.’

Gen. 1884, p. 1 14 (Slioa).

Hab. E. and W. Africa ; Abyssinia, Upper White Nile,
Somali, Senegambia, and Bissao.

Coracias pilosa, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 173.
The two specimens in this collection have the crown pink,

not shaded with olive, and thus differ somewhat from the
South-African bird, which should, I think, be recognised
as a subspecies under the title of C. ncevia levaillanti.

“First seen about twenty miles south of Berbera, and
was afterwards fairly plentiful, generally near water.”

20. Coracias lorti, sp. n.

Very similar in size and plumage to C. caudala ; but
differs in the lower half of the throat and entire chest
being green, of the same colour as the abdomen, the pink
of the throat not extending beyond the line of the end of
the ear-coverts. Total length 13.2 inches, culmen 1.3,
wing 6.3, tail 7, tarsus 1.
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Hob. Somali-land.
.

.

“ Seen only on two or three occasions on the plateau

Iris brown, hill black, legs grey.

21. Centropus superciliosus.

Centropus superciliosus ,
Hempr. & Ehr. Symb. Phys.

1828 fob 2; Etipp. Neue AVirb. pi. 21. fig. 1; Heugl.

Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 797 ;
Sharpe, P. Z S. 1873 p. 620;

Shelley, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 595 ;
Salvad. Ann Mus. Civ.

Gen. 1884, p. 9b (Shoa); Bohrn. J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 4 1
>

Fischer, tom. cit. p. 123.

Hob E. Africa, between about 16° N. lat. and 8° S. lat.

“ Only found frequenting the thick bushes and grass

near the watercourses.”

2 2 .
SCHIZORHIS LEUCOGASTER.

Schizcerhis leucogaster, Biipp. P. Z. S. 1842, p. 9; id.

Trans. Z. S. iii.pl. 17 (g°°d)-

Schizorhis leucogaster, Speke, Ibis, i860, p. 2 45

(Somali); Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 707 ;
Finch & Hartl.

Veer. Ostafr. p. 477; Hartl. Abb. nat Ver. Brem. vm.

1882 p. 210; Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 364

(Masai) ;
Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 99 (Shoa)

;

Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 122 (Usaramo).

Hab E. Africa, between about 12° N. lat. and 5° S. lat.

“ Very common throughout the country. Feeds on the

berries of the nebbuk thorn, and the cry^exactly resembles

the bleat of a goat. Bill and legs black.

2 3 -
Terpsiphone cristata.

Muscicapa cristata, Gra. S. N. i. 1 788 p. 93S.

Muscicapa duchaillui, Cass. Journ. Philad. iv. pi. 50.

Muscicapa speciosa, Cass. Journ. Philad. iv.pL 50.

Terpsiphone melanogastra, Heugl. Orn. JN.O.-Atr. p.

441 ;
Finsch & Hartl. Yog. Ostafr. p. 309^

.

Terpsiphone cristata, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. iv. p.
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354 ; Salvad. Aim. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1

Shelley, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 577.
Terpsiphone ferreti, Zeitsclir. ges.

(Masai).

884, p. 124 (Shoa);

Ora. 1S84,
P- 353

Hob. E. and W. Africa, between about
6 S. lat.

1
6° N. lat. and

Fiequents the shade of the high trees which grow alono-
the watercourses. Male—iris, bill, and feet slaty-blue"
female—ins red, bill and feet black.

24. Buchanga assimilis.

Corvus assimilis, Bechst. Lath. Allg. Uebers. Voo- ii

p. 562.
_

0 *

Eclolius lugubris, Hernpr. & Ehr. Symb. Phvs 1828
pi. 8. fig. 3.

j j • >

Dicrurus lugubris, Speke, Ibis, i860, p. 247 (Somali).
Lhcrurus divaricatus, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 422-

Finsch & Hartl. Yog. Ostafr. p. 323 ; Fischer, J. f. 0
1885, p.131.
Buchanga assimilis, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus iii d

247.
'

‘ A

Hob. The whole of Africa south of about 16
0
N. lat.

“ Common throughout the country. Iris red, bill and
legs black.”

25. Lanius dorsalis.

Lanius
(.Fiscus )

dorsalis, Cab. J. f. 0 . 1878, pp 20s
225 (Ndi).

11 D ’

Lanius dorsalis, Oustalet in Revoil’s Faun, et Flor.
Vomalis, Ois. p. 10.

Hab. E. Africa, Somali to Ndi.
Upper half of the head and hinder half of the neck

black
; back and scapulars grey, fading into white towards

the ends of the scapulars and on the tail-coverts; tail,
four centre feathers entirely black, the remainder black
with broad white ends and an entirely white outer web to

T
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the outer pair of feathers ;
underparts white ;

axillaries

black; under wing-coverts white with a large dusky

patch
;
quills black, with about the basal half of the pri-

maries white; a dark rufous patch on the sides of the

chest (a sexual character only); ins brown; bill and legs

black. Total length 8.2 inches, culmen 0.65, wing 3.75,

tail 3.6, tarsus 1.1.
. . , , f

This species is nearly allied to L. antinomy Salvad., from

which it differs in the scapulars being grey, not white
;

the secondaries entirely black, not tipped with white ,
a

less amount of white on the two pair of outer tail-feathers ,

the axillaries being black, not white ;
and it is also shghtly

smaller. This comparison is taken _from Mr Gadow s

description of the type of L. antmorn (Cat. B. Brit Mi s

viii. p. 255). The present species has been overlooked m
that volume. . t

“ Only met with on the tableland, where they appeared

to be fairly plentiful. Female—iris brown, bill and legs

black.”

26. Dryoscopus pjjficeps, sp. n. (Plate Y. fig. 1.)

Forehead and sides of the crown black ;
crown and nape

very bright rufous; a broad white eyebrow extends over

the sides of the forehead to behind the ear-coverts ;
lores,

cheeks, ear-coverts, and sides of the neck black ;

.remainder

of the upper parts black, partially washed with grey to-

wards the neck and lower back ;
a broad white longitu

dinal band down the wing, formed by the greater portion

of the median series of wing-coverts and the broad white

edo-es to about three of the middle secondaries ;
the lower

back is strongly mottled with white ;
outer web of the

tail broadly edged with white, and the three pairs of outer

tail-feathers have broad white tips; entire nnderparts

white, very faintly tinted with rufous -on the flanks and

thighs; under wing-coverts white with the outer ones

near the edge of the wing black, and a large dusky patch ,

under surface of the quills black, broadly edged with white

on their inner webs towards their base ;
iris biown ,

hi
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black
; legs dark grey. Total length 7 inches, culmen

°-7, wing 3, tail 3.4, tarsus 1.15.

Hob. Somali-land.

“Shot on the 2nd of January and seen on a few occa-
sions afterwards. Iris brown, bill black, feet grey.”

27. Laniapjus cruentus.

Lanius cruentus, Hernpr. & Ehr. Symb. Phys. 1828
fob c, pi. 3.

Laniarius cruentus, Speke, Ibis, i860, p. 247 (Somali)
;

Finsch & Hartl. Yog. Ostafr. p. 354 ; Gadow, Cat. B. Brit.’
Mus. viii. p. 152.

Dryoscopus cruentus, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 462.

Hob. E. Africa, from about 15
0

N. lat. to Somali-land.
“Rather scarce : only seen on the plateau. Male—iris

brown, bill black, legs grey.”

28. Telephones jamesi, sp. n. (Plate Y. fig. 2.)

Upper parts brownish ash
; a broad black baud down

the centre of the forehead, crown, and nape
;
a black band

from the lores through the eye to over the ear-coverts;
sides of the forehead and crown fading almost into white,’
forming an indistinct eyebrow; wing-coverts and broad
outer edges to the quills chestnut, a few of the outer wirm-
coverts ashy brown, externally margined with white

; ecUes
of. the wing white, remainder of the quills dark brown

;

tail, two centre feathers brownish ash obsoletely barred,
remainder black, with broad white ends, broadest towards
the outer pair of feathers, which have also the greater
portion of the end half of the outer web white

; cheeks,
throat, abdomen, and under tail-coverts white, shading
into pale brownish ash on the ear-coverts, chest, and
flanks; under wing-coverts whitish ash; under surface of
the quills ashy brown. Total length 7 inches, culmen
0.65, wing 2.65, tail 3.5, tarsus 0.9
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Hab. Somali-lancl.

“ Only met with on two occasions on the plateau. Iris

brown, with five beautiful white spots round the pupil

,

bill black
;
feet grey.”

29. Prionops poliocephalus.

Lanius poliocephalus, Stanley in Salt’s Trav. Abyss.

1814, App. p. 50.

Prionops cristatus, Rupp. Neue AYirb. pi. 12. fig. 2.

Prionops poliocephalus, Sclat. P. Z. S. 1864, p. 109

(Usui); Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 454; Sharpe, Cat. B.

Brit. Mus. iii. p. 231 ;
Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884,

p. 120 (Shoa).

Hab. E. Africa, from about 1

5

0

N. lat. to Usui in 3° S. lat.

“ Met with on three occasions in flocks on the tableland.

Iris and eye-wattles yellow, bill black, legs red.

30. Eurocephalus rueppelli.

Eurocephalus anguitimens, Rupp, (nec Smith), Syst.

Uebers. 1845, p. 53, pk 27.

Eurocephalus rueppelli, Bp. Rev. et Mag. Zooi. 1053,

B. 440; Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 487; Sharpe, Cat. B.

Brit. Mus. iii. p. 280 ;
Hartl. Abh. nat. Aer. Brem. vii. 1SS1,

p. 97; Shelley, P. Z. S. 1882, p. 307; Shalow, J. f. 0 .

1883, p. 357 ;
Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 350

(Masai)
;

id. J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 130 (Barawa).

Hab. E. Africa, from about 15° N. lat. to 7 S. lat.

“ Common, but shy, singly or in pairs, frequenting the

topmost boughs of trees. Iris brown
;
bill and legs black.”

31. Argya aylmeri, sp. n. (Plate VI. fig. 1.)

Upper parts uniform ashy brown, shading into deep

rufous-brown on the crown and forehead
;
nape and sides

of the head slightly more rufous than the back, and fading

into buff in front of the eyes
;
chin and throat buff with

ashy-brown bases to the feathers, giving a somewhat scaled
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appearance to these parts
; remainder of the underparts

nioie lufous buff, 'washed on the flanks, thighs, and under
tail-coverts with ashy brown, under wing-coverts and
partial inner margins to the quills rich rufous-buff, re-
mainder of the quills ashy brown

; bill brownish yellow •

legs brownish flesh-colour. Total length 8.4 inches, culmen
0.7, wing 2.8, tail 4.8, tarsus 1.

Hob. Somali -land.
Probably plentiful, but difficult to see, as they frequent

the thick bushes and grass. They are very active, and con-
stantly utter a cry somewhat resembling that of a mouse.”

32. Monticola rufocinerea.

Saxicola rufocinerea, Rupp. Neue Wild). Vog. 1835-40,
p. 76, pi. 27.

Thamnolcea rufocinerea, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 369.
Monticola rufocinerea, Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. v.

p. 327; Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 302 (Masai);
Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 160 (Shoa)

; Fischer,
J. f. 0 . 1.885, P- : 4 2 (Maiwascha in 0° 30' S. lat.j.

Hab. E. Africa, Abyssinia southward to Somali and
Masai-land.

“ Common about the mountains near Berbera. In their
actions they much remind one of the Robin.” .

33. Saxicola phillipsi, sp. n. (Plate VII.)

Crown, back of the neck, upper back, and scapulars ashy
grey

; forehead and a broad eyebrow white
;

the wing-
coverts paler grey than the back and with dark shafts;
the spurious wing and the quills black, with broad white
partial edges to a few of the secondaries

;
rump, upper tail-

coverts and a large portion of the tail white
; remainder

of the tail black
;
two centre feathers black, with the base

white, the white diverging up the feathers for about one-
third of their length

;
the black on the remaining feathers

forms a partial subterminal band and passes down their
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outer webs next to tlie shafts in a very acute angle for

about two-thirds of the length of the feathers, and is

broadest on the outer feather, where it reaches to the

margin for two-thirds of its length
;
cheeks, ear-coverts,

chin" throat, front of the chest, axillaries, and under wing-

coverts black
;

remainder of the body and under tail-

coverts white
;
under surface of the quills dusky with a

silver gloss
;

bill and legs black. Total length 5 inches,

culmen 0.5, wing 3.3, tail 2, tarsus 1.05.

The most marked characters for this species may be

shortly summed up by comparing it with the figure of S-

seebohmi
,
Ibis, 1882, pi. 14. In the present species the

black of the throat descends much lower, on to the front

of the chest
;
the wing-coverts, with the exception of the

spurious wing, are pale grey or ashy white ;
the tail-feathers,

with the exception of the centre pair, are tipped with

white, and two-thirds of the outer web of the tail is black
;

the thighs are white.

Hab. Somali-land.
“ Shot on the 29th of December on the summit of the

mountains near Berbera, and not observed elsewhere.

34. Saxicola deserti.

Saxicola deserti
,
Ternm. PI. Col. 1825, pi. 359> %• 2

5

Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 352 ;
Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit. Mus.

y. p. 383 ;
Dresser, B. Eur. ii. p. 215, pi. 27.

Hob. N. and N.E. Africa as far south as Somali-land.

“ Common throughout the plateau.”

35. Saxicola isabellina.

Saxicola isabellina, Rupp. Atlas, 1826, p. 52, pi. 34.

fig. b; Speke, Ibis, i860, p. 247 (Somali-land); Heugl.

Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 344; Dresser, B. Eur. ii. p. 199, pb 22
5

Seebohm, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. v. p. 399

;

Fischer, Zeitschr.

ges. Orn. 1884, p. 3 <-) 5 (Masai) ;
Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ,

Gen 1884, p. 164 (Shoa).
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Hob. N.E. Africa, from tlie Mediterranean to Somali
and Masai-land.

“Very common.”

36. Erythropygia leucoptera.

Salicaria leucoptera, Rupp. Syst. Uebers. 1845, p. 38,
pi. 15.

JEdon leucoptera, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 279 ;
Cab.

J. f. 0 . 1878, p. 221 (Ndi)
;
Schalow, J. f. 0 . 1883, p. 366

(Merumi)
; Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 136

(Shoa).

Ermiropygia leucoptera, Sharpe, Cat. B. Brit. Mus. vii.

p. 79; Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 308.

Hah. E. Africa, between about i5°N. lat. and 7
0

S. lat.

“ Common amongst the low bushes.”

37. ClNNYRIS HABESSINICUS.

Nectarinia habessinica, Hempr. & Ehr. Symb. Pliys.

1828, pi. 4; Speke, Ibis, i860, p. 247 (Somali-laud)
;

Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 229 ;
Einsch. & Hard. Yog. Ostafr.

p. 221
;
Oustalet, in Revoil’s Faun, et Flore Qomalis, Ois.

1882, p. 8.

Cinnyris habessinicus, Shelley, Monogr. Nect. p. 205,
pi. 63 ;

Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 139 (Shoa).

Hob. E. Africa, between about 16
0
N. lat. and 7

0
N.

lat., from Kordofan to Somali-land.
“ Very common amongst the mimosa trees throughout

the country. The only other Sunbird seen was C. albi-

ventris, which was also fairly abundant, but not so common
as the present species.”

38. Pares Thruppi, sp. n. (Plate VI. fig. 2.)

Forehead, lores, cheeks, ear-coverts, and back of the

neck white
;
crown, sides of the neck, throat, and centre of

the breast glossy black
;
chin mottled with white

;
back,

scapulars, and least series of wing-coverts ashy-grey
;
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remainder of the wing black, with broad white edges to

the feathers, these edges broadest on the median and

greater wing-coverts and the inner secondaries
;
upper

tail-coverts and tail black, with white margins to some of

the centre feathers, and narrow white tips to the remainder

;

breast, thighs, and under tail-coverts sandy buff, shading

into ashy grey on the sides of the body
;
under surface of

the quills brown, with partial pale inner margins
;
under

wing-coverts white, bill black, legs slate-colour. Male

and female similar in plumage. Total length 4.65 and

4.3 inches, culmen 0.4, wings 2.45, tail 2 and 1.9, tarsi

0.7.

The nearest ally of this species is apparently P. afer,

from which it differs in its smaller size, white frontal band,

white mottling on the chin, and in the colour of the breast,

thighs, and under tail-coverts.

Hah. Somali-land.
“ Only met with on one occasion, near the centre of the

plateau, where they were in a small party of about six.

Iris brown, bill black, feet greyish black.”

39. MlRAFRA CORDOFAKLCA (?).

Mirafra cordofanica, Strickl. P. Z. S. 1850, p. 218, pi.

23 (Ivordofan).

Geocoraphus cordofanicus, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 687.

Above cinnamon with dark shaft-stripes
;
sides of the

forehead and eyebrows buff
;
edges of the wing-coverts and

of the primaries slightly paler
;
inner webs of the quills

dark brown, broadly edged towards their base with cinna-

mon ;
upper tail-coverts slightly browner than the back

;

tail-feathers dark brown, the centre pair broadly edged and

washed with cinnamon; the next four pairs are narrowly

edged, but more broadly tipped with- rufous-buff ;
the

outer pair have nearly their whole outer webs and broad

ends buff
;
cheeks buff, shading into cinnamon on the ear-

coverts
;
underparts buff, fading into white towards the

chin, and passing into cinnamon on the sides of the chest

;
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tlie feathers of the lores and crop have a few dark triangular
terminal shaft-spots

;
under wing-coverts and basal inner

margins to the quills deep rufous-buff
; remainder of the

quills brown, with narrow rufous-buff outer margins
;

bill

horn-colour, passing into flesh-colour on the greater portion
of the lower mandible; legs flesh-colour. Total length
5.6 inches, culmen 0.5, wing 3.2, tail 2.1, tarsus c. 9.

Hob. Kordofan, Somali-land, aucl Damara.
Although I refer the present species to M. cordofanica,

it differs from the type, mostly in its darker colouring and
in the absence of pale borders to the wing-coverts, which
I regard as possibly due to season. It agrees well with
a specimen in the British Museum, labelled “M. africa-
noides, $, 12/6/66, Objimbinque (Andersson), no. 78. 10.

26. 350.”
“ Only met with on a few occasions, near the centre of

the plateau. It perches on the topmost boughs of the
trees, which it leaves with a quivering flight, like our
Wood Lark, pouring forth a peculiarly sweet song.”

40. GrYMNOEHIS PYEG1TA.

Xanthodina pyrgita, Heugl. J. f. 0 . 1862, p. 30; id.

Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 627, pi. 21. fig. 2 (head); Fischer,

Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 321 (Masai).

Gymnorhis pyrgita, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. App. p. cxl.

Hab. E. Africa, from about 15
0

N. lat. to 4
0

S. lat.

“ I only observed on one occasion a small flock of these

Finches near the centre of the plateau. Iris brown, bill

purple, feet black.”

41. Ue^eginthus ianthinogastee.

Urceginthus ianthinogaster, Reichen. Orn. Centralbl.

1879, p. 120 (Masai); Reichen. & Schalow, J. f. 0 . 1879,

p. 326; Fischer & Reichen. tom. cit. p. 353, pi. 2. figs. 1,

2; Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 324; id. J. f. 0 .

1885, p. 135 (Barawa, Massa, and Little Amelia).
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Hob. E. Africa, Somali-land to Masai-land.

Head and neck cinnamon ;
sides of the forehead and

cheeks nltramarin e-blue ;
mantle and wings brown, washed

with cinnamon towards the edges of the feathers
;
rump

and upper tail-coverts ultramarine-blue; tail brownish

black; breast and under tail-coverts ultramarine- blue,

mottled on the front and sides of the chest with cinnamon,

and thus the blue of the throat is detached into a collar

;

iris and bill red; legs black. Total length 4.8 inches,

culmen 0.5, wing 2.15, tail 2.4, tarsus 0.6.

The specimen before me is not in very good condition,

but I have described it because the figure of this species

(J. f. 0 . 1879, pi. 2. fig. 1) is very misleading. The collar

m the Somali specimen is broader than in the illustration,

and lower down, being only separated from the blue of the

breast by two or three feathers, and all the blue parts are

uniform in colour and ultramarine. The original descrip-

tion is fair.

“Not uncommon in small flocks throughout the table-

land. Iris red, bill coral-red, feet black.’

42. Pyeomelana franciscana.

Loxia franciscana, Isert, Schrift. Gesell. Nat. Freunde

Berlin, ix. 1789, _p. 332, pi. 9.

Fringilla ignicolor, Hempr. & Ekr. Symb. Phys. 1828,

pi. 2.

Euplectes petiti, Kirk, Ibis, 1864, p. 322 (Zambesi and

Shire valley).

Euplectes ignicolor, Sclat, P. Z. S. 1864, p. 109 (Unyoro).

Euplectes franciscanus, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 571 ;

Hartl. Abb. nat. Yer. Brem. vii. 1881, p. 103 (Lado)

;

Salvacl. Ann. Mur. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 184 (Shoa).

Pyromelana franciscana ,
Finscli & Hartl. Yog. Ostafr.

p. 412.

Hob. E. and W. Africa : E. Africa from the Second

Cataract of the Nile, 22
0

N. lat., to Unyoro i° N. lat., and
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also from the Shire valley; in W. Africa from the Gold
Coast to Senegambia.

“ Only plentiful on the Webbe Shebeyli in the cornfields,

where it frequently assembles in large flocks of from fifty

to one hundred.”

43. Textor dinemelli.

Textor ainemelli, Horsf. in Rupp. Syst. Uebers. 1845,

pp. 72, 76, pi. 30; Gray & Mitchell, Gen. B. ii. pi. 87;
Sclat. P. Z. S. 1864, p. 109 (Unyamuezi); Heugl. Orn.

N.O.-Afr. p. 534; Finsch & Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 386;
Shelley, P. Z. S. 1882, p. 307; Schalow, J. f. 0 . 1883;
p. 361 ;

Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 333 (Masai);

Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 194 (Slioa)
;
Fischer,

J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 132.

Hob. E. Africa, between 12° N. lat. and 7° S. lat.

“ These birds are fairly common throughout the country,

frequenting the mimosa trees. They are very noisy when
on the wing, and breed in colonies. Their eggs are green,

thickly speckled with dark brown, and 0.95 inch long. In

one of these colonies a pair of the small Hawk, Poliohierax
semitorquatus

,
bad usurped a nest, but were regarded ap-

parently as welcome visitors by these sociable Weavers.”

44. Textor intermedius.

Textor intermedins, Cab. v. d. Decken’s Reis. iii. 1869,

p. 33, pi. ii.
; Finsch & Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 385 ;

Fischer,

Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 333 (Masai).

Hab. E. Africa, between about io° N. lat. and 4
0

S. lat.

“Very plentiful in flocks near Faf in the interior of the

plateau, which in the rainy season becomes a lake. In

March they were busily building colonies of nests in the

higher trees. In habits they much remind one of Starlings,

especially when feeding in flocks on the ground.”

Iris brown, feet black
; $ bill red, $ bill dark brown
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45. Buphaga erythrorhyncha.

Tanagra erythrorhyncha, Stanley in Salt’s Trav. Abyss.

1814, App. p. 58.

Buphaga hahessinica, Hempr. & Ekr. Symb. Pbys. pi. 9.

Buphaga erythrorhyncha, Speke, Ibis, i860, p. 246

(Somali); Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 7 16; Finscli & Hartl.

Yog. Ostafr. p. 384; Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p.

334 (Masai); Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 196

(Shoa) ;
Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 132.

Hah. The whole of Africa south of about 1 6 N. lat.

“ Common throughout the country. Iris and eye- wattles

yellow, bill coral-red, feet brown.”

46. CoSMOPSARUS REGIUS.

Cosmopsarus regius, Reichen. Orn. Centralbl. 1879? P-

120 (Masai)
;
Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1879, p. 299 ;

Reichen. &
Sclialow, tom. cit. p. 324 ;

Fischer & Reichen. tom. cit. p.

349, pi. 1. fig. 1 ;
Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p.

336 ;
id. J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 132 (Massa and Pare).

Head and neck deep metallic green, shading into blue

on the ear-coverts and into bluish violet on the back,

wings, and crop
;
median and greater series of wing-coverts

with black terminal spots, more or less marked on each

feather ;
tail bronze, obsoletely barred and glossed with

violet and blue towards its base and on portion of the

inner webs of all but the centre feathers
;
the outer tail-

feathers occasionally marked near their shafts and edges

with buff; breast, thighs, under tail-coverts, and inner

under wing-coverts rich golden yellow
;
remainder of the

under wing-coverts metallic greenish blue
;
under surface

of the quills and tail black
;

bill and legs black. Total

length 12.3 to 13.3 inches, culmen 0.7, wing 4.7 to 5.25,

tail 7 to 9, tarsus 1. 15 to 1.3.

Hah. E. Africa, between about io° N. lat. and 4
0

S. lat.

“ Fairly abundant in small flocks throughout the plateau,

where they frequent the ground and low bushes. Iris

white, bill and legs black.”
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47. Pholidauges bicolor.

Speculipastor bicolor, Reichen. Orn. Centralbl. 1879,
p. 120 (Kipini); Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1879, pp. 281, 300;
Reichen. & Sclialow, tom. cit. p. 234 ;

Fischer & Reichen.
tom. cit. p. 349, pi. 1. figs. 2, 3 ;

Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885, p.

132 (Kipini and Wapokomo-land).
Upper parts and entire head and neck glossy black, with

about the basal third of the primaries white
;

breast, under
tail-coverts, and under wing-coverts creamy white, with
the outermost under wing-coverts and the bastard primary
black; bill and legs black. Total length 7.1 inches, cul-

men 0.6, wing 4.6, tail 3.4, tarsus 1.1.

Hab. E. Africa, between about io° N. lat. and 2
0

30'

S. lat., from Somali-land to the Tana river.

“ Only met with in flocks on two or three occasions.

They were very shy, and flew at a considerable height,

frequently uttering their peculiar cry, which consists of

a single whistling note. Native name ‘ Shimber Arnot’
(Sheep-bird). They are said to be common in the Guda-
birsi country to the west.”

48. Notauges supeebus.

Lamprotornis superba, Rupp. Syst. Uebers. 1845, pp.

65, 75, ph 26 (Shoa).

Notauges superbus, Speke, Ibis, i860, p. 245 (Somali);

Heugl, Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 517; Shelley, P. Z. S. 1881, p.

583 (Ugogo and Dar-es-Salaam)
;

Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver.

Brem. vii. p. 106 (Lado)
;
Schalow, J. f. 0 . 1883, p. 360;

Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 335 (Masai); Salvad.

Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 199; Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885,

p. 132.

Hab. E. Africa, from about io° N. lat. to 7° S. lat.

“Very common throughout the country in flocks. They
were breeding- in March. Their nests are constructed of

grass, and are nearly spherical, with a hole at the side, the

whole structure covered over with thorny boughs, after the
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fashion of a Magpie’s nest : they are placed near tlie ends

of the boughs. Native name ‘ Shimber Lo’ (Cow-bird).

Iris white, bill and legs black.”

49. Notauges hildebrandti.

Notauges hildebrandti, Cab. J. f. 0 . 1878, pp. 205, 217,

233, pi. 2. fig. 1 (Kikamba)
;
Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 132

(Massa).

Head, throat, crop, back, scapulars, least and median series

of wing-coverts, a broad outer margin to the wings, and

the tail glossy violet-blue ;
back of the neck deep glossy

olive-green
;
greater wing-coverts, secondaries, and inner

primaries, deep glossy green
;
median and greater wing-

coverts with large subterminal broad black spots
;
breast,

thighs, under tail-coverts, and inner under wing-coverts

chestnut ;
remainder of the under surface of the wings and

tail black, strongly glossed with violet on the smaller wing-

coverts
;

bill and legs black. Total length 8.2 inches, cul-

men 0.6, wing 4.6, tail 3.6, tarsus, 1.15.

Hab. E. Africa, from Somali-land to Massa and Ki-

kamba.
“ Very rare, only seen on two or three occasions on the

plateau. They were remarkably shy, went in small flocks,

and much resembled N. superbus iu their habits.”

50. Notauges albicapillus.

Spreo albicapillus, Blyth, J. A. S. Bengal, 1856, p. 301

(Somali-land).

Notauges albicapillus, Speke, Ibis, i860, p. 246, pi. vii .

;

Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 520 ;
Finscli & Harth Yog. Ostafr.

P- 379 -

Hab. E. Africa, confined to Somalidand.

Forehead and entire crown buffish white
;
loral baud in

front of the eye black
;
cheeks and ear-coverts dusky olive-

brown ;
back of the neck, back, tail, inner secondaries, and

primaries glossy olive shaded with green
;

wing-coverts
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huffish white, with a large portion, especially the median
and inner greater coverts, greenish bronze

; spurious
wing- and primary-coverts glossy green, like the back;
outer secondaries huffish white for the greater portion of
their outer webs, with the remainder of these feathers
dusky black glossed with green

;
the feathers of the lower

back and upper tail-coverts are mostly tipped with buff,

and some of the outer tail-coverts have shaft-stripes of
that colour

;
the tail-feathers are obsoletely barred

;
chin,

throat, and chest dusky olive, with a slight greenish gloss,

each feather with a broad buffish-white shaft-stripe
;
abdo-

men, thighs, under tail-coverts, and under wing-coverts
huffish white; under surface of the quills dusky black,

with buff outer margins to some of the secondaries
;

bill

and legs black. Total length 10.8 and 10.6 inches, cul-

men 0.95, wing 6, tail 4.9, tarsus 1.55 and 1.6. The
sexes are similar in plumage.

“Fairly plentiful towards the southern portion of the
plateau. They breed in colonies in March, and are very
noisy. Their nests are very similar to those of N. superbus.”

51. Treron waalia.

Columba waalia, Gm.
Columba abyssinica, Temm. & Knip, Pig. i. pi. 9.

Treron ivaalia , Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 817 ;
Finsch &

Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 533 ;
Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Brem.

vii. 1881, p. 1
1 7 (Lado)

; Shelley, Ibis, 1883, p. 265;
Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 206 (Shoa).

Hab. ISLE. Africa, Somali-land, Socotra, and Sene-

gambia.
“ Only met with on the mountains where the fig-trees

grow.”

52. Numida vultdrina.

Numida vulturina, Hardw. P. Z. S. 1834, p. 52; Finsch
& Hartl, Vog. Ostafr. p. 575.
Acrylhum vulturinum, Elliot, Monogr. Phasianidse, ii.
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pi. 38 ;
Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 119 (Barawa, Massa, and

Pagani).

Hob. E. Africa, from Somali-land to Mozambique. It

has been recorded by Dr. Hartlaub from W. Africa on the

authority of Captain Probyn, and has been introduced into

Madagascar.
“ Very plentiful in large flocks in company with AT.

ptilorhynclia, but only met with in the Ogadayn.”

53. Francolinus granti.

Francolinus granti, Hartl. P. Z. S. 1865, p. 665, pi. 39.

fig. 1 ;
Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 891 ;

Finsch & Hartl. Yog.

Ostafr. p. 589; Shelley, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 597; Fischer,

Zeitschr. ges. Orn. p. 3S2 (Masai); id. J. f. 0 . 1885, p.

11 9.

Francolinus rovuma, Gray, List Gall. Brit. Mus. v.

1867, p. 52.

Francolinus shoanus, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 891 ;

Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. no (Shoa).

Francolinus ochrogaster, Hartl. Abh. nat. Ver. Brem.

vii. 1881, p. 1 18; viii. 1882, pp. 218, 230 (Laclo).

Hob. E. Africa, from about io° N. lat. to f S. lat. from

Shoa to the Rovuma river.

“ Common throughout the country.

54. Dendrocygna viduata.

Anas viduata, Linn., S. N. 1766, p. 205.

Dendrocygna viduata, Dubois, Orn. Gal. 1839, p. 71,

pi. 44; Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 1298; Finsch & Hartl.

Vocr. Ostafr. "p. 806; Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884,

p. 242 (Shoa) ;
Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 115.

Hab. The whole of Africa south of about 16
0

S. lat.

“ Only met with a single pair of these birds in March.

Iris brown
;

bill black, with the nostrils and tip lavender

;

feet black in the male, lavender in the female.”
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55. POECILONITTA ERYTHRORHYNCHA.

Anas erythrorhyncha, Gm. S. N. 1788, p. 517; Finsch
& Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 808

; Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn.
1884., p. 394 (Masai); Bohm, J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 62.

Pcecilonitta erythrorhyncha, Smith, 111. Zool. S. Afr.
pi. 104; Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 244 (Shoa).

Querquedula erythrorhyncha, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr
p. 1325; Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885, P- 1

1 5 (Galla-iand).

Hob. E. and S. Africa, from Abyssinia throughout the
whole of East and South Africa.

“ Shot on three occasions. Iris brown, bill black and
light red, feet black.”

56. Ibis Hagedash.
Tantalus hagedash, Lath. Ind. Orn. ii. 1790, p. 709.
Ibis chalcoptera, Vieill. Gal. Ois. pi. 246.
Ibis hagedash, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 1141; Finsch

& Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 735 ; Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn.
p. 3S6

; Bohm, J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 38; Fischer, tom. cit.

p. 107.

Hob. The whole of Africa south of about 16
0

N. lat.

Fairly plentiful on the Webbe Shebeyli. Iris yellow,
bill black, with the basal half of the culmen red, feet
black.”

57 . CuRSORICJS GALLICUS SOMALENSIS* Subsi). 1). (Plate
VIII.)

v

Charadrius gallicus, Gm. S. N. 1788, p. 692.
Cursorius gallicus, Heugl. Orn. N.O -Afr. p. 965 ;

Dresser, B. Eur. vii. p. 425, pi. 514.

* CURSORIUS SOMALENSIS.

Diagnosis.—Cursorius axillaribus supra candalibusque isabellinus.
Variations.—No local races of this species are known.
Synonyms.—Cursorius gallicus Somalensis. Shelley. Ibis, 1885, p. 415.
Cursorius Somalensis. Shelley, Seebolim. Ibis, 1886, p. 116.
Literature.—The Somali courser is a good species, which may be diagnosed

as having the hind-head slate-grey (like C. Gallicus and C. Rufus), but the
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Hob. Typical race: N. and N.E. Africa. Subspecific

race : Somali.

I have deemed it advisable to refer the present specimen

to a subspecies on account of its small size, lotal length

8.3 inches, culmen 0.95, wing 5.3, tail 2.5, tarsus 2.3. In

colouring it resembles the typical race, but is much smaller,

about equal in size to C. senegalensis and C. burchelli.

“ Fairly common in small flocks throughout the plateau.

Legs white.”

58. Rhinoptilus CINCTUS.

Cursorius cinctus, Heugl. Syst. Uebers, 1856. no. 555 >

id. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 972 ;
Fischer, J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 115

(Massa and Masai).
_

Hemeroclromus cinctus, Heugl. Ibis, 1863, p. 3 1 • ph L

(good).

Hah. N.E. and E. Africa: Upper White Nde, Somali,

Massa, and Masai.
“ Only one pair met with, on the hills near Berbera, about

the middle of April, at which season they were apparently

breeding.”

59. Rhinoptilus gracilis.

Cursorius gracilis, Fischer & Reichen. J. f. 0 . 1844, P-

781 (Masai); Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 39°

;

id. J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 1 15.

auxiliaries and innermost wing-coverts greyish-buff (instead of nearly black). It

further differs from C. Gallicus in the following particulars, it is a much

smaller bird, the wing measuring 5.3 inch instead of from 6.0 to 6.3 ;
never-

theless, it appears to have longer though more slender legs, the tarsus

measuring 2.3 inch instead of 2. 1 to 2.3 inch. The colour of the back and wmg-

coverts is much darker. The subterminal black bands on the tail feathers are

twice as broad, and are also traceable on the central ones. Finally, the ctaiic

margins of the inner webs of the secondaries are paler, and scarcely occupy a

fiftlfipart of the web instead of more than half, and the colour of the outer web

is grey rather than buff.
i • c r

It is only known from a single example, which was obtained m Somali-

land by Mr. Lort-Phillips, who states that it was fairly common in small flocks

throughout the plateau.—From Heney Seebohm, on the Geographical Distribu-

tion of the Family of Charadriidce or the Plovers, Sandpipers, Snipes and their

allies.
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$ ad. Above pale cinnamon, fading into sandy buff on
the neck

; crown with a black irregular subterminal bar
to each feather

; back, scapulars, wing-coverts, and inner
secondaries with a black subterminal bar to each feather,
with the broad margins beyond sandy buff; quills, secon-
daries, and inner primaries cinnamon, passing gradually
into dark brown on the outer primaries and the °primary-
coverts; upper tail-coverts huffish white; tail pale cin-
namon, fading into white towards the outer feathers, the
middle feathers with blackish centres and a partial sub-
terminal bar, these dark portions gradually fade away
towards the outer feathers, where they are finally only
represented by a dusky blotch on the inner web near the
end of the outer feather. Underparts and sides of the
head buff, fading into white at the upper throat; two
black collars above and below the crop

; the feathers of
the lower throat have mostly very narrow dusky shaft-
stripes

; under surface of the wing buff, mottled with dusky
black on the coverts, and passing into rufous shaded witli
dark brown towards the outer webs of the larger primaries

;

bill black, paler towards the base of the lower mandible
;

legs white. Total length 8 inches, culmen 0.6, wing 5.6,
tail 2.8, tarsus 1.85.

¥ ad- Similar in plumage. Total length 7 inches, culmen
0.55, wing 5.2, tail 2.5, tarsus 1.9.

Hab. E. Africa, Somali-land, and Masai-land.
“Fairly plentiful throughout the plateau, where they

were breeding in March and April. They reminded me of
the Lapwing in the manner they showed their anxiety
when we got near to their eggs.”

60. Chettusia coronata.

Charadrius coronatus, Gm. S. N. 1788, p. 691.
Pluvier du cap de b. esp., Buff. PJ. Enl. 800.
Chettusia coronata, Finsch & Hartl. Vog. Ostafr. p. 636 ;

Fischer, Zeitschr. ges. Orn. 1884, p. 391 (Masai); Bohrn,
J. f. 0 . 1885, P- 5 1

j
Fischer, tom. cit. p. 116.
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Stephanibya coronata, Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884,

p. 220 (Slioa).

Hab. The whole of E. and S. Africa between about io°

N. lat. and 30° S. lat.

“ Very plentiful throughout the country, and very noisy

at night if in any way disturbed. They were breeding on

the plains in March and April. Iris black
;
base of bill

pink, with the end black ; legs pink.

61. TEgialites tricollaris.

Cliaradrius tricollaris, Vieill. N. D. xxvii. p. 1

4

7 j P^

233. fig. 4; Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 1027, pi. 34, fig. 5

(head)! Sclialow, J. f. 0 . 1883, p. 340; Finsch & Hartl.

Vog. Ostafr. p. 655.

PEgialites tricollaris, Salvad. Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884,

p. 218 (Shoa).

Hab. E., S., and W. Africa : Bogos, Abyssinia, Somali-

land, the whole of South Africa, and Senegambia.
“ Common, frecpientmg the streams m the mountains

near the coast. Eyelids, base of bill, and legs pink.

62. PoDICEPS FLTJVIATILIS CAPENSIS.

Colymbus fiuviatilis, Tunstall, Orn. Brit. 1771, p- 3 -

Podiceps capensis, Licht. Nomencl. i854,p. 104; Salvad.

Ann. Mus. Civ. Gen. 1884, p. 252 (Shoa).

Podiceps minor, Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 1363 ;
Finsch

& Hartl. Yog. Ostafr. p. 81 1 ;
Bohm, J. f. 0 . 1885, p. 38.

Hab. The whole of Africa.

This subspecies may be distinguished from the typical

P. fiuviatilis by the secondaries being white, more or less

washed with brown towards the ends of the outer webs. It

is also rather smaller. The present specimen is apparently

exceptionally small. Total length 8 inches, culmen 0.7?

wing 3.65, tarsus 1.25.

“ Some half dozen were met with in a pan near the

middle of the plateau.
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ON A NEW SPECIES OF BARBET OF THE
GENUS TRACHYPHONUS.

By Dr. G. Hartlaub.

When I read the description of Trctchyphonus erythvo-
cephalus in Captain Shelley’s paper on the Birds of Somali-
land (Ibis, 1885, p. 394); 1 came to the conclusion that the
Somali bird did not belong to that species. Captain
Shelley having kindly lent me one of the specimens, I
have been able to compare it with the type of Tr. ery-
throcephalus in the Berlin Museum

; and finding my
suspicions justified, I now propose to describe the Somali
bird as

Trachyphonus shelleyi, nov. sp. (Plate IX.)

Pileo subcristato nitide nigro, nitore nonnullo chalybeo,
plumulis ex aurantiaco miniatis, macula minuta nigra
terminals, postice circumdato

;
gutture et capitis

lateribus necnon superciliis flavis
; regione malari et

parotica diffuse coccinea, macula minore sericeo-alba
;

nuchse plumulis fiavis, macula apicali nigra
;
gutturis

nota subangusta, longitudinali, irregulari, nigra

;

fascia infragutturali baud circumscripta, dilute ex
aurantiaco rubente, infra plumis nigris albo-guttatis
marginata

; interscapulio, dorso, alarum tectricibus
scapularibusque in fundo nigro maculis subtriangu-
laribus albis, distincte roseo-lavatis

; tergo immacu-
lato ciuerascente, uropygio pallide flavo

; supra- et
infracaudalibus coccineis

; remigibus nigris, albo fasci-

atim maculatis
; subalaribus albidis

; rectricibus nigris,

mediis maculis 5-6 marginalibus subrotundatis albis,

lateralibus fasciis 5-6 subfiavescentialbis
;
abdomine

pectoreque dilute et minus pure flavis
;
rostro rubello,

pedibus nigris, iride fusca {$). Long. tot. circa 18
cent., culm. 21 mill., al. 81 mill., caud. 85 mill., tars.

21 mill.
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Trachyphonus erythrocephalus, Shelley, Ibis, 1885, p.

394 (nec Cab.).

As Captain Shelley had not been able to examine the

type of Trachyphonus erythrocephalus in the Berlin col-

lection, it is easy to understand that he believed the Somali

specimen to be identical with the above-named East-

African species, discovered by Mr. T. M. Hildebrand at

Kitui, a locality in Ukamba. The two birds closely re-

semble each other, the style of coloration being the same

in both ;
but there cannot be the slightest doubt about

their specific difference. The differential characters are

the following :

—

1. The new Somali species is more distinctly crested

than Tr. erythrocephalus, in which, however, this character

is not altogether wanting.

2. The Somali bird is decidedly smaller, as the follow-

ing measurements will show :

Tr. shelleyi

mill.

Culrnen . • • 2

1

Wing . . • .81
Tail .... 86

Tarsus . .
.20

3. The white spots on the mantle, scapulars, and wing-

coverts are conspicuously shaded with a rosy hue in the

Somali bird, whereas they are yellowish white in Tr. ery-

throcephalus.

4. The shape of these same spots is subtriangular m the

Somali bird, round and drop-like in Tr. erythrocephalus.

5. In this latter species the bright red colour of the

head occupies the whole of its sides, broadly bordering the

black cap and including the eyebrows
;
in the Somali

specimens the red colour is restricted to a mucn smaller

space, the eyebrows, margin of the forehead, and remainder

of head and neck being yellow, shading into a lighter red

on the nape, ear-coverts, and hinder portion of the cheeks.

The silk-white ear-spot is the same in both birds.

6. The black longitudinal mark running down the middle

Tr. erythrocephalus.

mill.

26

97
90
26
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of the throat is very narrow and rather irregularly shaped
in the Somali bird

;
it is fully and regularly developed and

increases m bieadth towards the lower end in Tr ery-
throcephalus.

T f he white spots and bars of the black tail-feathers
are differently shaped in the two species, being much more
regular and on a smaller scale in the Somali bird.

The only specimen of Tr. shelleyi obtained was shot by
Mr. Lort-Phillips on the plateau of the interior of Somali-
land. Three others were seen by him.

The well-defined and exclusively African genus Trachy-
phonus comprises two groups, in which the style of colora-
tion is rather different.

ct. Seven species : supra fasciatse et maculatse.

i. Trachyphonus cafper, Vieill.

Le Promepic, Levaill. Prom. p. 77, t. 32 ;
Marsh.

Monogr. p. 139, pi. 67, opt. (synon.); Sharpe’s ed. Layard,
p. 178; Barb. Ornith. d’Angola, p. 109; E. Plolub & v.

Pelz. Beitr. Orn. Stidafr. p. 162; Shelley, Ibis, 1882, p.

249 (T. S. Jameson: South-east Afr.)
; G. A. Fischer,

Zeitschr. ges. Ornith. i. p. 372; id. Cab. Journ. 1885, p.

125 ; Schalow, Orn. Samml. R. Bohms, &c., p. 10.

South Africa : Natal, Transvaal, &c. Very common
north of Pretoria, all along the Limpopo river, Buckley

;

West Africa, Huilla (Mossamedes), Anchieta. East Tette,

Kirk; Kakoma (5
0

47' S. lat., and 32
0

29' E. long.),

Bohm

;

Nguru Mountains in Masai, G. A. Fischer.

In Messrs. Marshalls’ Monograph two specimens of this

species are mentioned, obtained by Sir John Kirk (Livingst.

Exped.) at Tette, both “much smaller than the southern
bird, and somewhat differently coloured. Is this differ-

ence due to age ?” All 1 can say is, that the measure-
ments taken by Dr. Reichenow of a specimen of Tr. caffer
from Kakoma (5

0

47' S. lat.) correspond exactly with those

taken by me of a Cape specimen in the Bremen collection.

Wing 100 mill., tail 95 mill., culmen 20 mill.
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2. Trachyphonus margaritatus, Rupp.

Bucco margaritatus, Cretschm. Rupp. Atl. t. 20.

Tamasia erythropyga, Ehrenb. Symb. Phys. t. vii.

Capito margaritatus, Goff. Mus. Pays-Bas, Buccon. p.

67 ;
Heugl. Orn. N.O.-Afr. p. 764 ;

Finsch & Hard. Ostafr.

p. 506 (syn.) ;
Marsh. Monogr. t. 57; Finsch, Trans. Zoo].

Soc. vii. p. 281 ;
Onstal. Somal. Miss. Revoil, Ois. p. 7;

Salvad. Ucc. dello Scioa, p. 70.

Restricted to the warmer portions of N.E. Africa and

East Centr. Africa (south of 18° N. lat., Heugl.; of 16° N.

]at., Brehm) ;
Bogosland, Adail and Danakil coast, Rupp.,

Heugl., Brehm, Antinori. Not to be found in the more

southern districts on the White Nile, where Tr. arnaudi

takes its place. Never observed near Lado by Emin Bey.

Common in all lowland localities, from the coast to Shoa :

Antinori.

Salvadori states that the black throat-spot is wanting

in the female, but is constantly present in the younger

bird.

3. Trachyphonus arnaudi, Prev. & Desm.

Micropogon darnaudi, Prtiv. & Desm. in Lefebr. Abyss.

Ois. p. 133; Heugl. Ornith. N.O.-Afr. p. 765; id. Ibis,

1861, pi. 5.

Trachyphonus squamiceps, Heugl. System. Uebers. no.

482.

Capito squamiceps, Goff. Mus. Pays-Bas, Buccon. p. 20

;

Marsh. Monogr. pi. 58 ;
Hartl. Abhand. nat. Ver. Brem.

vii. p. 1 13.

Western coast of the Bahr-el-Djebel, between 7
0

-

9

0
N.

lat.: Heuglin. Upper White Nile : common about Ladb,

whence Dr. Emin Bey has sent many specimens.

No difference in the colour of the sexes.

Note .—Most of the figures in Marshalls’ Monograph are

very good ;
but the letterpress accompanying them is not

equally meritorious. For instance, we read in the Latin
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diagnosis of this species, “ subtus squamatus,” and in the
description “

entire head black ”
!

4. Tkachyphonus boehmi, Fisch. & Reich.

Trachyphonus boehmi, Fisch & Reich. Cab. Journ. f.

Orn. 1879, p. 342 (

££
Tr. squamiceps, Heugl.”)

;
Schalow.

ibid. 1883, p. 346 (“ Tr. margaritatus, Rupp.”); Cab.
Journ. f. 0. 1878, p. 240 (

££ Tr. arnaudi, Prev. & Dum.”)

;

G. A. Fischer, ibid. 1885, p. 125 ;
id. Uebers. Yog. Masail.

in Zeitschr. ges. Orn. i. p. 371.

Pare, Aruscha in the Masai country, G. A. Fischer;
“common from Mkaramo to Mossiro,” G. A. Fischer;
Uniamwesi, Bohm; Taita and Ugogo, Bohm, Mus. Berol.

;

Barawa, South Somali coastl. (2
0

N. lat.), G. A. Fischer:
Abdul Gindi, Mus. Paris

(
jide Oustalet).

Three specimens of this fine species are before me :

—

a. Adult, sex unknown; Barawa, Nov. 11. b. Adult
male; Mrumi in Ugogo : Bohm, Sept. 1, 1880. c. Male,
not quite adult

; Pare : Fischer.

The following is a description of the adult bird from
Barawa :

—

T. pileo subcristato nigro, immaculato
;

capitis et colli

lateribus gulaqne lsete sulphureo-flavis, nigro minu-
tissime maculatis

;
plumulis nonnullis supraciliaribus

flavorubentibus
;

collo postico, interscapulio, alarum
tectricibus scapularibusque in fundopallide fuscescente

maculis parvulis rotundatis flavescenti-albidis, st.rictis-

sime nigro-limbatis
;
tergo, uropygio et supracaudali-

bus dilute flavis
;
rectricibus fuscis, supra albo-macu-

latis, subtus albo-fasciatis
;
scutello gutturali magno

subrotundato chalybeo-nigro
;

pectore et epigastrio

flavis, maculis minutissimis nigris rarius notatis

;

fascia pectorali iuterrupta e plumis nigris macula
apicali rotuudata alba ornatis composita

;
abdomine

inferiore pallidius flavescente; subcaudalibus coccincis;

rostro pallente corneo
;
pedibus nigricantibus. Long,

circa 1 72 mill., culm. 1 7 mill., al. 76 mill., caud. 88 mill.
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In this specimen the spots and bars of the tail are very

regular and sharply defined
;
the reddish colour over and

under the eye is very faint
;
the round drop-like whitish

spots of the notseum are not very large and distinctly

flavescent, especially the spots and bars of the tail
;
the

black guttural shield does not extend over the throat.

Two specimens. Pare (Masai), Sept. 3 : Dr. Fischer. Mas
jun. Long. tot. 75 mill. Iris dark red

;
beak horn-colour.

Very much like the bird from Barawa, but on the pale

sulphur-yellow of the abdomen we see short bar-like darker

marks formed by the apical margins of the feathers
;
the

white spots and bars of the tail are distinctly yellowish
;

the sides of the head and throat shaded with reddish
;

over the eyes some reddish feathers like little flames
;
the

guttural shield is indicated by an irregular black spot

;

spots and bars of the tail very regular and circumscribed.

Three specimens. Adult male. Mrumi (Ugogo) : R.

Bohm, Sept. 1. Long. tot. 19 mill., al. 80 mill., culm. 19

mill., caud. 80 mill.

In this interesting specimen there are some more impor-

tant differences from the Barawa bird. The marginal spots

of the tail feathers are small and of a dirty white, with an

almost imperceptible yellowish shade
;
the dark bars of the

underside of the tail are broader, less defined and shaded

into grey towards their upper margin
;
abdomen of a dirty

yellowish white without any spots or bars
;
the large black

guttural shield extends upwards to the chin
;
the white

spots of the wing-coverts and scapulars are short, broad,

and bar-like, those of the interscapulium are smaller, more
rounded and drop-like.

Perhaps this Ugogo bird ought to be separated as a con-

stant variety or race.

Tr. boehmi is nearly allied to Tr. arnaudi, but differs

from it :— 1, by the crown of the head being of a uniform

glossy black, whereas in Tr. arnaudi its feathers are pro-

vided with black tips, leaviug only an irregular and more

or less invisible black spot in the middle of the crown ;

2, the black-tipped feathers of the sides of the head are
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sulphur-yellow, they being of a reddish orange in Tr.
arnaudi; 3, by the large and circumscribed guttural
steel-black scutellum, of which there are only irregular
traces in Tr. arnaudi; and 4, the infra-pectoral fascia
formed by black feathers with a large white spot at the
tip, so conspicuous in Tr. boehmi, is but feebly and most
irregularly indicated in Tr. arnaudi.

5. Teachyphonus versicolor.

Tr. versicolor, Hartl. Zweit. Beitr. Orn. ostl. Aequat.
Africa, in Abhandl. naturw. Yer. Bremen, vii. p. 208 ;

id.

Ornith. Centr. Bl. 1882, p. 91 ;
id. Cab. Jouru. f. Orn.'

1882, p. 326.

Tarrangole
; Emin Bey.

Very fine and adult specimens of both sexes are in the
Bremen collection. They are as yet the only ones known.

Tarrangole is a station on the Chor Kolis in Lattuka,
4° 28' N. lat.

Diagn.—Valde affinis Tr. erytlirocejphalo, sed diversus
statura multo majore (240 mill. !), rubedine capitis

multo minus extensa et subcaudalibus pallide et pure
flavis.

In the female of this species the black crown of the head
and the black longitudinal guttural stripe are wanting, the
feathers of the crown being pale reddish with black bar-
like spots

;
nape more intensely spotted with red and

black
;
the red colour of the sides of the head a little more

extended than in the male
; the bars of the tail somewhat

narrower.

6. Teachyphonus erythrocephaltjs.

Tr. erytlirocephalus, Cab. Journ. f. Orn. 1878, pp. 206,
218, 240, pi. 2. figs. 1 and 2.

Kitui (Ukamba, East. Afr.), 2 “-3° S. lat., Hildebrand.

Adult specimens of both sexes and young birds are in

the Berlin Museum.
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7. Trachyphonus shelleyi, Hartl.

The high plateau of the interior of the Somali country :

Lort-Phillips.

b. Two species: supra concolores.

8. Trachyphonus purpuratus.

Tr. purpuratus, J. Verreaux, Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1851,

p. 260 ;
Strickl. Contrib. to Orn. 1851, p. 135 ;

Hartl. Syst.

Orn. Westafr. p. 175 ;
Marsh. Monogr. p. 151, pi. 68.

Capito purpuratus, Goff. Mus. Pays-Bas, Buccon. p. 7 1
;

Reichen. Cab. Journ. f. Orn. 1875, p. 9 (descript, ad. et

jun.)
;
Oustalet, Nouv. Arch, du Mus. sdr. 2, p. 68 ;

Cass.

Proc. Ac. N. Sc. Philad. 1859, p. 140.

Gaboon, J. Verr.

;

Doume on the river Ogowe, Marche

;

Camma and Moonda river, Du Chaillu

;

Cameroous,

Reichen.

9. Trachyphonus goffini, Sclileg.

Capito goffini ,
Schleg. Mus. Pays-Bas, Buccon, p. 72 ;

Sharpe, Ibis, 1869, p. 386 (

££ Tr. purpuratus "); H. T.

Ussher, Ibis, 1874, p. 55 ;
Sharpe, Ibis, 1870, p. 473 ;

id.

Catal. Afr. Birds, p. 16; Buttikofer, Zool. Res. in Liber,

p. 218; Marsh. Monogr. pi. 67, p. 150.

Gold Coast, Nagtglas ; Denkera, Ussher

;

Fantee,

Sharpe

;

Sofore, Liberia, Buttikofer.

P.S.—The existence of three species of Trachyphonus

in the Somali country is curious and apparently impro-

bable
;
but I believe nevertheless that such is the fact.

Heuglin and Rbvoil, both trustworthy observers, have

collected Tr. margaritatus in the northern coastlands of

Somali-land
;
and as to this latter species, Dr. Oustalet

writes me that the specimens collected by Mr. Revoil are

identical with Abyssinian specimens in the Paris Museum.
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In the southern portion of the Somali coast (Barawa, &c.)
this species is represented by Tr. boehmi, which extends
into the Masai country, Ugogo, and Uniamwezy

;
and Tr.

shelleyi, our new species, inhabits the interior highlands of
the Somali country.

j

FLORA OF SOMALI-LAND.

Memorandum and Catalogue by Professor Oliver.

This collection of nearly 150 species does not materially
modify the general characteristics of the Somali-land Flora
as indicated by Mons. Franchet in his “ Sertulum Soma-
lense,” based upon the collections of Mons. Revoil and the
sparing material sent home by the late Dr. Hildebrandt.
Nearly all Messrs. James and Thrupp’s specimens are of
herbs or undershrubs. Their collection does not include
any species of Boswellia or Balsamodendron. There are
flowerless specimens of a plant affording an arrow-poison,
which I identify with Adenium somalense, Balf. fil. (based
on flowerless specimens in the Kew Herbarium). Messrs,
de Rochebrune and Arnaud, in “Mission Revoil” have a
memoir on the chemical and toxico-physiological properties
of the Ouabaio, a Somali arrow-poison of which M. Revoil’s
material afforded no adequate indication of the botanical
affinity of the plant affording it. In the absence of flower
and fruit, Mons. Franchet provisionally referred the twigs
of the Ouabaio to Carissa. Hildebrandt sent home from
Somali-land (No. 1431) specimens, perhaps identical with
Carissa Schimperi, A. D. C. (now referred to the closely
allied genus Acokanthera), the juice of the root of which
he says is used in the preparation of an arrow-poison. He
also gives the same name for it (spelled Wabajo). No
doubt this is Mons. Rbvoii’s plant, and in the Adenium
we have a second poisonous species used for the same pur-
pose.
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PLANTS COLLECTED IN SOMALI-LAND BY MESSRS.

JAMES AND THRUPP, Recd. yi. 1885.

Diceratella sirmata, Franch.
(
D . ineana, Balf. fil.). Zafarug; Adda

Gall ah.

Cleotne sp. (too young for determination). Boohi.

Polanisia foliosa, Hk. f. (var.). Hahi.

„ hirta, Oliv. ? Harradigit.

Cadaha glendulosa, F. (no flower.) Near Shehele.

Polygala tinctoria, V. (ex descr.), P. senensis. Kl. Daror.

Talinum cuneifolium, YV. Adda Gall ah
;
Harradigit.

Tamarix articulata, Y. Banks of Shehele.

Abutilon hirtum, Don ? Zafarug.

„ fruticosum, G. & P. Harradigit
;
Adda Gallah.

? „ indicum, Don (without fir. or fr.). Near Shehele river.

Pavonia glechomeefolia, Rich. (Lebretonia cordata, Hochst.). Daror;

Hahi; Adda Gallah; Harradigit; Zafarug.

„ sp. Harradigit.

„ zeylanica, Cav. (var.), Harradigit.

„ Kotschyi, Hochst. (var.), (P. somalensis, Franch. ?), no

fruit. Hahi
;
Harradigit.

Hibiscus somalensis, Franch. ? (ex descr.). Hahi; Harradigit

„ „ ? ? Adda Gallah.

„ micranthus, L. Boohi
;
Harradigit.

„ cannabinus, L. Shehele river.

„ vitifolius, L ? Adda Gallah.

„ calycinus, W. ? Adda Gallah.

„ sp. Adda Gallah.

Thespesia Danis, Oliv.? (leafy branch only). Shehele river.

Melhania, near M. Denhami, Br., an sp. nov? Darror.

Grewia popul ifolia, V. Harradigit; Boohi; Darror.

„ sp. (fragment). Boohi.

„ sp. Boohi.

Triumfetta actinocarpus, S. Moore? Near the Shehele river.

Corchorus hirsutus, L. var. angusti folia. Harradigit.

Sphedamnocarpus, sp ? (no fruit). Hahi.

Tribulus terrestris, L. var. T. mollis, Ehrb. Darror.

,, cistoides, L. Harradigit; Adda Gallah.

Fagonia cretica, L., forma arabica. Adda Gallah.

Monsonia senegalensis, G. & P. (forma). Harradigit.

Vitis cyphopetala, Fres. ? (forma). Boohi.

Crotalaria (near C. petiolaris, Franch.?). Adda Gallah.
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Crotalaria sp. Adda Gallah.

„ albicaulis, Franch. ? Adda Gal lab.

» near C. maxillaris, Kl., C. lupinoides, H. and C. zan-
zibarica (no fruit).

» Jamesii, Oliv., sp. nor. Ic. Plant, 1530. Adda Gallah.
(Plate I.)

,, laxa, Franch. ? Darror.

Indigofera, sp. (fragments). Harradigit.

„ sp. Adda Gal I all
;
Darror.

near I. arrecta, Hochst ? (no fruit). Adda Gallah.
Vigna? sp. (inadequate). Adda Gallah.
Dalbergia ? ? ( „ ). Boobi; Hahi.
Cassia obovata, Coll, or C. holosericea, Fres. (no legume) Adda

Gallah.

„ Sophera, L. Sliebele River.

„ didymobotrya, Fres.

Acacia, sp., near A. albida. Harradigit.
Modecca, near M. digitata, Harv., sp. nov. ? Darror.
Cephalandra quinqueloba., Scb. ? Harradigit.
Corallocarpus, near C. Gijef, Hk. f. Hahi f Boobi

;
Harradigit.

Gisekia pharnaceoides, L. Hahi.
Cucurbita? (fragments). Harradigit.
Cephalandra, sp. ? Harradigit.

Hedyotis, sp. ? Adda Gallah.

Dirichletia, sp. nov.? (fragment). Boobi or Harradigit.
Pentanisia (Knoxia) longituba (Franch.) ? Darror.

°

„ ouranogyne, S. Moore. Adda Gallah.
Vernonia (fragment). Adda Gallah.
Psiadia incana, 0 . & Hiern. Hahi.
Blepharispermum zanguebaricum, 0 . & H. ? Harradigit.
Achyrocline glumacea, 0 . & H. Hahi

;
Adda Gallah.

°

Nidorella? pedunculata, Oliv. (sp. nov.).

Herba tenuiter lanata, ramis gracilibus decumbentibus basi
foliosis, foliis linearibus subtus praecipue lanatis, pedunculo erecto
nudo (3-5 poll. Iongo) albido-lanato apice 3-5-cephalo, capitulis
pedicel latis hemisphsericis multifloris, involucri bracteis snbaequi-
longis 2-3-seriatis linearibus acutis tomentellis floribus dimidio
brevioribus, radii (?) ligulis 1 lin. longis (sicco) pallide flavidis,
antheris basi obtusis inappendiculatis, ovariis conqtressis pilosulis,
pappo uniseriato, setis barbellatis corolla aequilongis.

Herba 5-7 poll.: folia |-i poll, longa, 1-2 lin. lata. Pedicelli
2-3 lin. longi. Capitula J poll, lata, Adda Gallah.

Excepting in habit and the larger capitula, I do not see how this
plant differs from known species of Nidorella.
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Leafy specimen, perhaps Pnlicaria adenophora, Franch. Near

Shebele River.
.

Sonchus, sp. (“ Microrhynchus Petitianus ? ). Adda Lallan.

Leafy fragment, perhaps Acokanthera? Near Shebele Rtvei.

Adenium somalense, Balf. fil. “Used to poison arrows. Darror.

Daemia angolensis, Dene. Zafarug.

Gomphocarpus, near G. stenophyllus, Ohv. Adda Gallab.

Glossonema? Thruppii, Oliv., sp. nov.

Herba A pedabs pilis brevibns albidis parcis patentibus birta,

foliis subsessilibus oblongo-lanceolatis acutiusculis plus minus

conduplicatis supra glabris subtus et in marg.ne parce hirtellis,

nmbellis pauci—(3-5-) floris -folio multo brevionbus brevitei pedun-

culatis, pedunculo pedicellisque patentim liirsutis calyce 5-partito

segmentis lanceolatis acutis corolla rotata 5-fida dimidio bievioi

-

bus extus bispidulis, corolla lobis dextrorsum obtegentibus ovatis

anice crassiusculis obtusis, corona squamistubo corolla insertis

lobis eiusdem alternis ovatis v. ovato-quadratis obtusissums ciassiu-

sculis apice incurvis tubo corollse paullo longionbus, disco gynostegu

11 U
Folili° poll, longa, 6-8 lin. lata, patentia, interdum subtus

glabrescentia, iuternodiis 4-plo longiora. Flores 4-5 lin. diam.

/V*

U

Tbis
U

plant differs from described species of Glossonema in the

plane apex of the gynostegium and in the obtuse inappend.culate

lobes of the corona,' which are inserted upon the coroHa-tube and

are narrowly confluent at base; but I cannot doubt that it is a

convener of G. Revoili, described by M. Francbet (Sertul. Sound,

p 4o. t. 3), in which, however, the coronal segments are linear-

subulate.

Vincetoxicum ? * (near Schizostephanus alatus ?). Boobi.

(Oynoctonum), sp., V. hastifolium, H. r Boobi.

Heliotropium (near H. longiflorum). Boobi.

Sericostoma albidum. Franch. (ex descr ). Za arug
;
Adda Gal ah.

Trichodesma, near T. calatlnforme and I. afncauum. ZafaiuD ,

Adda Gallah. n
Ipomtea obscura, Ker (I. ochracea, Don ?). Darror.

_

? Convolvulus, near C. malvaceus? (inadequate). Boobi.

p
(inadequate). Adda Gallah.

Hildebrandtia africana, Vatke. Harradigit.

Breweria somalensis. Vatke.

Solatium nigrum, L., var. Ounanuft.

* Our specimen of Vincetoxicum (Schizostephanus alatus, Hochst. Hb. Sclnmp.

Abyss., 1687), is too imperfect to allow ot satisfactory comparison.
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Solanum carense, Dun. Zafarug; Halii
;
Boohi.

” ffraciJipes, Dene Boohi; Halii’; Adda Gallah.
„ al bicaul e, Ky. Harradigit.
„ near Ky. Harradigit.

„ sp
, near S. indicurn. Boohi.

” near S- d'lbium, Fres. Adda Gallah
;
Boohi

; Halii.
„ sp. Boobi

; Harradigit.
(fragment). Boohi.

Withania somnifera, Dun. Zafarug.
Lycinm, near L. europaeum (fragment).
Craterostigma pumilum, Hochst. Halii

;
Boohi.

Striga, near S. Hermonthica. Ounanuff’
Pedalium, sp. Harradigit.
Pterodiscus speciosus, Hlc.
Thunbergia (Meyenia) erecta (var. ?). Adda Gallah.
Orossandra mlotica, Oliv. (fornin).
Hypoestes vGrticilIans, Br. Zafaru or

.

Buellia {Dipteracanthuspatulus, Neesj. Adda Gallah
; near Shebele

Fiver; Harradigit; Darror.

RueUia discifolia, Oli v., sp. nov. (Plate III.), ramulis gracilibus
glandu oao-puhescentihus ultirnis etiarn pilis longis simplicihus
patent. bus parce vestitis, folds late rotundatis ohtusis integris hasi
iibti uncatis utrnique Stella to-p,diesccntihus longe petiolatis/florihus

‘ l_cai 'bus soli lari is ramulos axil hires apice hifoliatis ter-
nnnantihus, calycs 5-partiti segmentis linearibus aubjequalibus“ ° lev

/
ter c,ln

;

flt
? snperne dilatato 4-5-pIo breviorihus,

fe obis ovato-rotundatis subasqualibus ohtusis integris, antheris
linearibus vix exsertis. (Plate II.)

Folia 4-r poll, longa et lata; petiolus lamina suhsequilongus.

puhescens°
' °ng '1S corolla PoIL longa; tubus superne leviter

A little resembling E. amabilis, S. Moore, the leaves of which
aie obtuse y toothed, shortly acuminate, and with a simple, not
stellate, indumentum. Adda Gallah.

Euellia? (inadequate). Darror.

. ” ? ( » ) Harradigit.
Asystasia, sp. ? (Tyloglossci). Adda Gallah.

q ll

l

p-
(
fra£nient). Adda Gallah.

omaia diffusa (Plate II.), Oliv., gen. nov., Acanthacearum Ic.
Plant. 1528. Harradigit. (Plate III.)

Acanthacea dub. (inadequate). Near Shebele.
dusticia, sp. (fragment). Darror.

” >S
P- ( „ ). Adda Gallah.

X
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Justicia, sp. (fragment). Hahi.

„ (Rostellaria), sp. Adda Gall ah.

„ sp. (fragments). Adda Gallali.

Barleria Prionitis, L.P var. (B. hypocrateriformis, H.). Adda
Gall ah.

Lantana Petitiana, Bich. Adda Gallali.

Bouchea sessilifolia, Vtke. ? (fragment). Adda Gallali.

Ocymmn Knyanum, Ytke. Boobi.

„ menthsefolium, var. ? (fragment). Adda Gallali.

„ canum, Sims. Boobi.

„ ? perhaps near 0 . depauperatum, Vtke. Harradigit.

„ ? (inadequate). Boobi.

„ tomentosum, Oliv., Ic. Plant. 1529. Hahi. (Plate 1Y.)

Orthosiphon coloratus, Yatke? ? Hahi.

Ocymoidea, gen. nov. ? (inadequate). Harradigit.

Lasiocorys hyssopifolia, Franch. (ex descr.). Boobi.

Leucas, sp. nov. ? Zafarug.

„ sp. nov.? near L. paucicrenatci, Vtke. Zafarug.

Teucrium Polium, var. ? foliis integris. Adda Gallah.

Boerhaavia verticillata, Poir. Hahi
;
Darror

;
Adda Gallah.

„ repens, L. var. viscosa. Harradigit.

„ „ (forma ?). Adda Gallah.

Aerua lanata, Jussieu, var. Zafarug.

Sericocoma pallida, S. Moore. Harradigit.

Suseda fruticosa, Forsk. v. S. vermiculata, F. Shebele Biver.

Euphorbia cuneata, Y. ? Harradigit.

Hydnora Africana, Thhg. ? Hahi.

Urginea (Albucopsis), near U. grandiflora. Hahi.

Asparagus abyssinicus, Hochst. Boobi.

Pancratium trianthum, Herb. Hahi.

Anthericum (Phalangium), sp. nov. Hahi
;
Harradigit.

Crinum (Stenaster) Thruppii, Baker, sp. nov.

Foliis lanceolatis glabris margine denticulatis, pednnculo brevi,

umbellis 20-30 Horis, spathse valvis deltoideis, pedicellis elongatis,

floribus rubellis erectis, perianthii tubo cylindrico, limbi segmentis

linearibus erecto-falcatis tubo sesqui brevioribus, staminibus limbo

brevioribus, stylo perianthio sequilongo.

Folia (immatura?) 2 poll. lata.

Pedicelli 1-1J poll, longi. Perianthii tubus; 2-J--3 pollicaris,

segmenta 2 poll, longa, medio 2 lin. lata, venis 10-12 percursa.

Antherse 4 lin. longae. Hahi.

Agrees with C. Tinneanum, Ivotschy and Peyritsch in Plantae

Tinneanse, p. 44, t. 21, in its dense umbels of erect red flowers, with

linear segments and long pedicels. But the Kordofan plant has a
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perianth limb not more than half as long as the tube, and much
shorter stamens. J. G. Baker.

Commelyna, near C. africana, L. Addah Gallah.

„ near C. pyrrhoblepharis, Hassk. Harradigit.

„ sp. Darror.

„ albescens ? Hassk. Boobi
;
Adda Gallah.

Aneilema, sp. nov. ? Harradigit.

„ sp. Harradigit.

Stylochaston, sp. (inadequate). Hahi.
Aponogeton, sp. Darror.

Cyperus dubius, Nees ? Harradigit,
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NOTES.

SOMALI WEAPONS.

Spears or Javelins (Ouarmo).—The head or blade is made of

badly tempered iron, and varies in length from a few inches to

over two feet, and in breadth from an inch and a half to five

inches. The shape is either that oi a broad arrow, a stiletto, or

a mason’s trowel. The ferrule into which the shaft fits is more

often bound with gut or fine brass wire, but in some specimens it

is merely concealed by a neatly sewn piece of antelope hide from

which the hair has not been removed. The shaft varies in length

from four to six feet, and is made from the Dibi, Diktab, and

Makari trees. The wood is usually seasoned and polished with

ghee or camel-fat until it assumes a yellowish-brown colour. The

end is weighted with a leaden ring or button, or else shod with

a blunt-pointed ferrule. These weapons are used as javelins,

capable of being thrown with accuracy some twenty or twenty-five

yards, or as simple spears for thrusting. Native warriors usually

carry ”two, a light one for the first purpose, and a heavier one for

the last. Special warriors carry three, and even four.

Swords (Belaoui).—There is only one pattern of sword or dagger,

and it is common to all the tribes. The blade is double-edged, and

about eighteen inches long by two broad. The handle consists of

a broad piece of horn mounted in pevder or zinc, and scooped out

at either side to fit the grasp. The sheath is made of tanned hide

neatly sewn, and the belt, which is of the same material, is suffi-

ciently long to pass twice round the body. The sword is used as

an ordinary carving-knife, as a hatchet, and as a weapon of war.

In the latter case, the strokes are delivered from above downwards

or from side to side. The “ point ” or thrust is never attempted.

The Club (Bud).—This, like the Kaffir “knobkerry,” is about a foot

and a half in length, and made of any hard wood well seasoned. The

head is round or egg-shaped, smooth or knotted, and decorated 01

simple, according "to the particular fancy of its owner. It is a
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weapon despised by those who can afford to carry a “full comple-
ment of steel,” represented by the two spears and the sword.

The Shield (Gashan).—This, the only specimen of native armour,
is circular, and about eighteen inches in diameter. The most highly
prized are made from rhinoceros hide

;
the next are fashioned from

the skin of the oryx and wild ass, and the least from that of the
common ox. All are bossed and artistically carved, some indeed
most elaborately. During battle they are held well forward by a

stout raw hide handle, and cannot be easily penetrated at their

weakest point by any spear-thrust.

B010 (Kanso), Arrow (Fallad), Quiver (Gaboio).—These are de-

scribed on page 69. The poison is called Wabayo, and derived
from the root of the Waba plant, an evergreen not unlike our bay,

and growing to about the same height. The leaves, flowers, and
berries of this plant are quite harmless. The poison is obtained

by boiling the root in water and adding gum, and probably sand,

until the mixture is of the consistence of pitch. From the experi-

ments made by Drs. Arnott and Haines, this poison appears to be an
irritant narcotic, but with an uncertain action, probably resulting

from the careless method of its preparation. A pure preparation

(equal in amount to what might be conveyed by an arrow-head),

with which a dog and a sheep were inoculated, caused death in about

two hours. Impure samples produced modified symptoms of poison-

ing or none at all. An active and important alkaloid has lately

been extracted from this poisonous root.

Hatchets (Fass).—These are of various shapes and clumsy manu-
facture. The best varieties resemble the New Zealand adze, with

the substitution of iron for green jade. The straight weapon
usually consists of a rough piece of iron projecting at right angles

from the upper third of its wooden handle, into which it has been

driven and secured by raw hide lashings.

Knives (Mindi).—These consist of short wide blades fixed into

wooden or horn handles, and enclosed in a neatly made tanned

hide sheath.

SOMALI DEESS.

The Tobe (Dar).—The original Somali costume consisted of two

skins, the one placed diagonally across the chest, the other

dependent from the waist, and we came upon several aged outcasts

still wearing this ancestral dress. The present national costume

is the tobe, which consists of two breadths of cotton cloth, about

twelve feet long, sewn together. The men apply it to their figures

in various fashions, according to the temperature and the amount

of freedom they require for their limbs. Sometimes it will be
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used as a Highland plaid, at others as a Eoman toga, and again as

an ordinary winding-sheet. The women either knot it over the

shoulder and girdle it round the waist, or divide it, using one

half as a cloak and the other as a petticoat. The cotton cloth is

chiefly supplied from Zanzibar, Aden, and Harrar, and consists of

several qualities. It can be had plain or printed in different

colours, the favourite patterns being various modifications of our

Scottish plaids.

Sandals (Ashin).—These are made from pieces of hide stitched

together in the form of the sole of a shoe, and fastened to the foot

by* two straps, one of which passes above the ankle, and the other

over the instep.

SOMALI ORNAMENTS.

Male.

Pieces of amber, real or manufactured, necklaces made of beads

of various kinds, and silver boxes or leathern cases containing a

verse of the Ivoran, are the only ornaments worn by men. On the

Webbe Shebeyli one or two natives were noticed wearing rosaries

made with wooden beads or berries.

Female.

Necklace (Djilbet).—This is made of various beads, with amber

or silver buttons, brought from Aden or Zanzibar.

Leg Bracelet (Sounoud).—Metal or glass rings.

A.rm Bracelet (Binjiri).—Wood, metal, or glass rings.

Earrings (Koured and Celancil).—-Of silver, and usually of Aden

or Zanzibar manufacture. Those termed Ivoured are attached to

the top of each ear and united by a slender chain. Those termed

Celancil are suspended from the lobe of the ear.

SOMALI TENT EQUIPMENTS.

Milk pots or jars, wooden (Djija).

Milk pots or jars, wicker (Dill).

Water jar, earthenware (Dan).

Water vessel, plaited grass (Huntah).

Grease or butter vessel, wicker (G-ombo).

Grease or butter skin bag

Water bottle, wooden or wicker.
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SOMALI HOESE EQUIPMENT.

Saddle (Kore).

Bit (Djeddel).

Bridle (Akama).

BOADS.

A short account of the various roads that lead to Ogadayn may
prove of interest to geographers and of use to future travellers.

As I have shown in my narrative, the route chosen by us was not

one of the regular caravan tracks, and is merely used by the Habr
Gerhajis tribes during the rainy season. Nearly all trade for

Ogadayn goes from Bulhar; but we found on the Webbe that we
had, as it were, reached the point at which merchants from Berbera

and Bulhar meet those from Merka and Mogadaxo (Madisha) with

goods, conveyed first by dhows from Zanzibar (the head-quarters

of the East African trade), and thence along the river, or not

very far from it, to the various villages on its banks. I should

recommend future explorers to land at one of these ports, and

endeavour to follow the river as far as Barri, and thence either to

travel via the Tug Faf by way of Milmil to Bulhar, or else to

push farther along the river through the Karanle and Imd country,

finally reaching the Bed Sea or Gulf of Aden at Zeilah or Assab.

This would, of course, be a difficult journey, but I see no reason

why patience and perseverance should not be rewarded by success.

The people through which the traveller would have to pass would

he most interesting, and the country would certainly possess more

water and game than that through which we passed. Almost the

whole of this country is unknown, except by native report. I

endeavoured to glean all the information I could from our own
men, and also from the natives with whom I came into contact

in the interior of the country, and I give here the substance of

what I was told, which must of course be taken for what it is

worth.

By referring to the map, it will be seen that besides the routes

we took in going to and returning from Ogadayn, there are three

traced out roughly as leading from Berbera. Of these, the most

easterly is the Wadaa Arnot road, going fromBurao to Gerloguby.

I could not find there was anything to be gained by following this

track
;
there is no more water than by that we selected, and it is

reported to be more dangerous on account of being nearer to the

Dolbohanti country, where the people have the character of being

troublesome and much given to lying in wait for caravans, which
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at some seasons of the year make journeys into this district for the

purpose of gathering gum, which is more plentiful there than in

the country through which we passed. The Wadaa Hamid road

I could hear little about, but it is doubtless no better than the

route we selected
;

it is only used during the rains. The Wadaa
Gulif road is the one we returned by. That farthest to the east

is the regular caravan track, and the one I should recommend to

future travellers. I always regretted we did not choose it our-

selves, and had we gone to Bulbar and taken men and camels

from there, we certainly should have done so. I append the

itinerary as given to me by Abdeella, and it is probably pretty

correct.

From Berbera to Laferug (see our homeward march), Laferug

via the Warrok road to Jumma-el-Sheik (water, which is also

found where the first night is spent), two days. Jumma-el-Sheik

to Harrer es Sagheer (see map), one long day, or one and half easy

days.

From Harrer, where there is good water, the long waterless

journey commences until the Tug is struck at Milmil, where there

is always water. Passing by the Habbarli road, through the Eden
plain by Gaylakoor, Milmil is reached in five days. All difficulty

as regards water is now over, and the traveller has the choice of at

least two roads (see map). He may either follow the Tug, and so

join our route, or else, by branching off to the west, reach the

Karanle country
;
and this latter would, I think, be the more

interesting, and afford the best chance of sport, as it follows the

mountains on the confines of the Galla country. I believe it was a

mere accident that led to our not travelling by one or other of

these roads. The country beyond the mountain range leading up
to the plateau was, of course, practically a blank until we made our

explorations, and we had little to guide us in choice of routes,

while our men (with the exception of Abdeella and one or two of

the camel-drivers) only knew the more eastern part of the country,

and naturally did all they could to induce us to travel where they

were acquainted. The information I have here jotted down of

these western routes, and which is embodied in the map, was sup-

plied me by Abdeella, and I am bound to say he stuck to what he

said more than any of our men
;
and I find by reference to my daily

journal that the information he gave me when we first reached

Berbera about this part of the country (which was the only part he

professed to know) tallied with what he gave me some months

later in every particular, and is probably pretty accurate.

When on the river, I did all I could to learn about the roads to

the Indian Ocean, but the accounts I received from different people
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were a good deal dissimilar, and only some of the places and tribes

have been marked in the map. The following is one account (I

give the places in order going down the river) :—Godahali is the

name of the Sultan of Barri’s “revolted village.” Next comes
Shein, Kolow, Helogorayo, Jugego, Gooliloo. This last is the

largest town belonging to the Sultan, and was probably from
twenty to thirty miles from Barri, but my informant said it took

three days of travelling to reach the confines of his territory. The
people beyond are called Jidli, and own allegiance to a Hawiyah
Sultan named Ugaz Hirsi. The next (one day’s journey beyond)

come the Jeberdi, and it takes two days to pass through their coun-

try. Both peoples acknowledge separate Sultans, as do the next

tribe, the Onjuran, whose territory is more extensive, as it takes

from four to five days to pass through it. I gleaned the following

from another inhabitant of the river, who stated he had been nine

times to the Indian Ocean and knew Zanzibar. He gave me the

route in days, as follows :

—

1st day.—Camp in Shebeyli country, belonging to the Sultan of

Barri.

2nd day.—Godarro, in the Jidli country.

3rd day.—Hudaloo, the end of the Jidli country.

4th day.—Mukunee, in the Djugarlee country.

So far the road follows the right bank of the river; the traveller

has then the choice of three roads. One of these, a long one, and

not much travelled, keeps near the river, and he did not give me
further particulars of this route. Of the other two, one is called

Baddi Addi, the other the Yantar Galgal road. The former is

marked in Bavenstein’s map, and was mentioned and pronounced

by my informant exactly as I have written it, without my asking

him if there was such a place. The latter is the farthest from the

river and the shortest, and by taking this road the fifth day brings

you to Logjaloo, passing Mererlah, where the two roads divide. It

is the practice of the natives to load up twice a day, and he declared

he was giving me what he considered fair days’ journeys.

6th day.—Camp at Soog, taking water for the night from some

wells passed, named Bangelo.

7th day.—Galemagalo, taking water from Wabho. This part of

the country belongs to people called Yantar, who originally formed

part of the great Bahanwayn tribe, but are now independent of

them.

8th day.—El Wari, passing Kurkor.

9th day.—El Arno, a headquarters of the priesthood, passing

the wells of Shou.

10th day.—Dorngumarev, where there is no water, which must
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be taken from El Adalaji. All the people in this part of the

country are Hawiyahs.
nth day.—Burfurley, on the river, making the morning halt in

the forest of Tobidey, where there is no water.

1 2th day.—Adaloo, a short distance from the river.

13th day.—Hundub (wrongly spelt Hondoo in map), a town a

long way from the river, but whose inhabitants obtain their supply

from the Webbe.
14th day.—Addadarey, also lying back from the river.

15th day.—Dildook, in the Mowbelayn country. This town is

marked in Eavenstein’s map.
1 6th day.—Todabah Tugar, also back from the river.

17th day.—Duni Deakhalee.

18th day.—Warambah Basah, passing Mora Medinah.

19th day.—Geledi.

20th day.—Madisha or Mogadaxo. This last march, which is, I

believe, the only part of this long journey that has been traversed

by Europeans, my informant called a short day. It is, however,

put down at twenty miles in the maps. I elicited the following

“ information ” from the same man. In answer to a question as to

whether there was a town called Shebeyli as marked in some maps,

he replied there was not
;
it was merely the name of a district which

was also called Bodowe. We should have ten tribes to pass

through from Barri to the coast.

I asked the same man if he could tell me anything of the

country between the Webbe and the Jub, and he replied there

were no towns between the two rivers, but there were wells,

mostly brackish. The people dig pits to catch the rain, and these

wells had not, at the time he gave me this information, much
water. The Aouleehan, who inhabit this district, use these wells,

but also drink from a branch of the Webbe, the whereabouts of

which we could not hear enough about to fix in the map. He
divided the Aouleehan country into three, called respectively Bun,

Dull, and Bai. He could not give me an itinerary to the Jub
;
he

said very few ever went, and that when they did, they travelled in

a north-westerly direction. There was no town on the river called

Gananah, as marked in some maps
;

it was a name given to the

river itself. As to travelling to Mogadaxo, he said there was no

difficulty about it
;
that the most troublesome people were those

of the Galjal and Baddi Addi tribes, but that as they occupied

different roads, it was only necessary to trouble oneself about one

of them. As to game, he said there were plenty of elephants

on the Web, a river beyond the Jub, and that they were to be

found at El Koran, an uninhabited tract two days’ journey
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from Barri, down the river and on the opposite bank. People used

to hunt them, hut have given it up owing to fear of the Aouleehan

and Gundubir tribes, the latter being a branch of the Hawiyah.

Ehinoceros were plentiful at Salsal in Wak Mahali’s country, three

days off; zebras were far off, at the other side of a small river

called Gorasin; lions were plentiful on both banks of the Webbe,

but ostriches were only found on the plateau, and I believe they

are most common in Marehan. One day a Habr Awal trader

arrived in camp; he had just been in the Aouleehan country,

and two months previously had quitted Marka
;
he declared the

country was quite safe and the people friendly, and that he had

accomplished the journey in fourteen days. The people in our

immediate neighbourhood were, he said, the most troublesome,

and once past the Sultan of Barri’s domains we should have no

further trouble. All agreed that on reaching the Shidli country,

dollars, rupees, and small change were understood by everybody.

A few particulars of Zeilah, which we visited in an Arab dhow

in 1883, may be of interest, with the information I gathered when

there as to routes into the interior. It is a wretched port, steamers

being obliged to anchor about three miles from the town, and when

we made it in our dhow, the Arab captain mistook the wreck of a

steamer, that had been a picture for twenty-seven years, for a buoy;

the result being that we took the ground, and could not land until

the following day. The country about is very flat, and the glaring

white town bathed in a perpetual mirage. We visited Aboo Bekr,

who at that time was governor of the town. When the Egyptians

took Zeilah, they found themselves obliged to keep him as governor

on account of his popularity with the people, over whom his family

had ruled for a very long time. Aboo Bekr died not long ago.

When we saw him he was sixty-seven years of age, the father of

thirty-five children, of whom the youngest was only three months

old. He was a Dinakel, a branch of the great Afar tribe. We
brought a letter to him from General Blair, and told him we were

visiting various ports with a view to finding out which ailoided

the greatest facilities as a starting-point for an exploration we weie

desirous of undertaking the following winter. He had known

personally Sir Richard Burton, Mons. Rochefort-IIericourt, Ilan is,

and in fact all the recent travellers who had started from Zeilah.

He told us we could of course go to Harrar, but could not travel

from Harrar to Shoa; that the only man who had attempted it was

a Frenchman, and he had been killed. We had not then decided

whether to go to Ogadayn or Shoa, and were therefore anxious 101

information about both countries. We might go from Zeilah to Shoa

direct without any difficulty, and he offered to make arrangements
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for us. On the way we should cross the Hawash, where there were
plenty of elephants as well as other game. After striking the

river Hawash, we might branch off to the right in the Adal coun-

try, but could not go very far without meeting Muhamed Humphy
and his people, with whom he was not friends. He is Sultan of

Aussa, and he and Aboo Bekr were the two most powerful members
of the Afar tribe, one of the largest and most important in Eastern

Africa. In the afternoon we met some French Roman Catholic

missionaries with their Bishop, who is well known to those who
are interested in this corner of Africa. His name is Taurin

Cahaigue, and he styles himself “ Eveque d’Adramythe, Yicair et

Apostolique des Galla.” He had lived for twelve years at Harrar,

and was on his way back. From him I gathered the following

information :

—
“ In a geographical point of view, it would be more

interesting to go to Ogadayn from Berbera than anything we could

do from Zeilah in a few months’ travel, and the shooting would be

better. In order to go to Shoa, it would be indispensable to see

King Menelik, who might be far away, and consequently cause

great delay. We could not go from Harrar to Shoa, many tribes

living in between who were hostile to both places. We must go

slowly, and not display impatience, for if we tried to travel fast,

the natives would suspect our motives. From Harrar we could

shoot elephants in the lowlands of the Galla country
;
Greeks be-

longing to Harrar had sometimes done so. The shooting on the

Hawash he did not think was very good, and we could not go very

far without making friends with either the King of Shoa or the

Sultan of Aussa. Without, however, either ascending to the high-

lands of Shoa and seeing the King, shooting on the Hawash might

be combined with shooting on the fertile plains of Kumi and

Thulu
;
in the latter district there are ruins, and elephants in both.

On the way to the Hawash, Mount Azalo should be ascended,

nobody having ever been to the top, owing to native superstition,

the people believing there were spirits there.* There are supposed

to be the remains of a very ancient Abyssinian monastery on the

top. From Zeilah to Ankobar, the capital of Shoa, would be a

month or six weeks’ journey. After making friends with the

King, we could go to the Garague country, where the shooting is

very good, and we should find, by giving Ras Govarna, the chief of

the district, a present, he would offer us every facility for sport.

If we decided on Shoa, it would be well to -send a letter to the

King a month or two in advance, and this would minimise the

delay in getting to a good shooting-ground. The headquarters of

the Roman Catholic mission in Shoa is at Fine-Fina, lat. 9°, long.

* For an account of our ascent of a similar mountain, see “ Wild Tribes of the Soudan.’’
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39
0

(about). The last map of the country was made by a man
named Caro, and published in Turin, 1876. Harrar, he told us,

was a town of 30,000 to 35,000 inhabitants, enclosed in a wall
with five gates. The Egyptians took it by stratagem. Kaouf
Pasha went there with about 500 soldiers, and told the Ameer he
was going on into Abyssinia. The Ameer received him very well,

but one day Eaouf Pasha, having placed guards at each gate, sent
to say he wanted to speak to him. To his messenger the haughty
Ameer replied it was not his place to go to him, and that if he
wanted anything he must come himself. Whereupon the Egyptian
Pasha sent soldiers after the Ameer

;
there was a struggle, in which

they managed to strangle him, and so the Egyptians quietly took
possession of the place. All the people near Harrar are Galla, and
hate the Egyptians. Many are rich, and own vast tracts of land,

and a good deal resemble the old Scotch clans. The Egyptians
going into their country and taking possession of it meant for

them the destruction of all they held most dear
;
they made Mus-

sulmans of them, destroyed their independence, and endeavoured
to reduce them to the position of fellaheen.

After Zeilah we started for Assab, which we took a long time to

reach. First, we stuck on a sandbank about an hour after starting,

and took several hours to get off; then the wind was wrong; so we
anchored until the next day under the lee of a large sandy island,

called Ebat, which, together with the Masha Islands, belong to

Great P>ritain. The next day we got as far as Perim, where we
remained wind-bound from March 29th until April 4th, when we
started for Assab, arriving at 2.30 P.M. Assab Bay is very large,

but a good deal exposed
;
the coast is mountainous and picturesque

in the distance, but on nearer acquaintance it proves unusually

barren, even for the East Coast of Africa, and is covered with

black volcanic rock
;
the only trees seen are a few dhoum palms,

growing near the beach. As we neared the anchorage, we noticed

the steamer that leaves this Italian colony fortnightly for Aden
just starting. We had hoped she would not leave for a day or two,

and that we might have spent a short time at Assab, and gone to

Aden in her, leaving the dhow to follow. We were very kindly

received by the Italians, but were disappointed to find Count

Antonelli, who for a long time has been the ruling spirit of Assab,

had left for Eome. He has been a great deal in Shoa, and is

friendly with the Sultan of Aussa. Count de Brazza (brother of

the man who has been so much on the Congo) was in charge. 1

had met him before in Egypt. I made every inquiry I could as

to going to Shoa from Assab, and came to the conclusion that,

although the Italians seemed willing to help us, it offered no
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advantage over Zeilah, being longer and the difficulty of transport

greater. Assab possessed some twenty or more substantially built

houses, a restaurant, and actually a hotel in course of construction.

Drinking-water was distilled, although there were a good many
wells close to the shore. They had kitchen-gardens, and had
planted both cocoa-nut and date-palm trees, which looked

flourishing. The native town consists of a few wretched native

huts. The inhabitants are all Danakils, and although trouble-

some in many ways, the Italians said they were so honest no

one had lost a thing, and declared that if goods were left on

the neighbouring mountain-tops, they would be quite safe. We
were told there would be no steamer for fifteen days, and as

twenty-nine days out of thirty the wind blows from the south,

we were talking of going across to Mocha and Hodeida, on the

chance of a boat going to Suez from the latter port. Arab dhows
require a fair wind, and can do nothing beating to windward.

Suddenly the sky became cloudy, a drizzling rain fell, and during

the night the wind went round to the north. We lost no time in

starting with the dhow’s bows pointed towards Aden, but were

delayed for an hour while the captain went on shore to get his

papers. I took advantage of this delay to examine the monument
put up by the Italian Government to the memory of sixteen

Italians killed at Belool, a few miles from Assab. It is of black

rock, such as is scattered over the country, and is erected on a hill.

A marble slab gives the names of those killed in the ill-fated ex-

pedition, 25th May 1881. Starting on the morning of April 5th

on our return, we found the wind gradually dropped and then

headed us; so we anchored off Gobab on the Arabian coast, not

very far from Perim. The next day we tried to beat against the

wind, but made very little progress, and anchored for the night

again near Sheik Said. This is close to Perim, and where the Trench

tried to establish a coaling company. A house still stands on the

shore, which is well known to P. & 0 .
passengers. We landed,

took some photographs, and walked to see a Turkish fort some

three miles inland, where we were received with great incivility

by the soldier in charge. After repeated attempts to beat through

both the narrow and wide straits of Bab-el-Mandeb, we had to give

it up, and, to my intense disgust, found ourselves at Perim again

on April 7, where we had to stop until the nth, when a Hartle-

pool collier bound for Suez put in for coal and took us off. At
that time Perim had not long been known as a coaling station,

and very few called in.

Before concluding these notes, it may be interesting to record the

fact that our abans arrived safely at Aden with us, were lodged
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at Government expense, received twenty-five dollars each, and a
present of some robes, and were given permission to carry their

weapons in the town, a mark of special distinction only accorded
to important chiefs. They were greatly pleased at this treatment,

though they had unfortunately left their spears at Berbera.

Major Hunter, by way of getting their opinion of us, inquired
“ how we had treated them ?

” Korashee, who was always grasp-

ing, replied that “ we had not given them enough,” at which the

others really looked ashamed and murmured their dissent, and
Ivorashee afterwards apologised and admitted we had been just,

and even liberal.

They were all conducted on board H.M.S. Turquoise, and shown
everything by the officers, but were probably too much astonished

to exhibit much outward sign of interest in what they saw.

I now append some details given me by the Aban Rabi at Aden,
which I jotted down at the time, and which I think are of value,

though in several points they will be found to contradict statements

made by others, which I have embodied in the general narrative :—

•

“ The Galla left Ogadayn of their own accord, and all the present

Ogadayn natives arrived from Medjurtain.
“ The Habr Awal came from Mite, in the neighbourhood of Ras

Hafoun. About 1300 or 1400 years ago a great sheik ruled over

them all. There are still some Habr Yunis in Mite, a small

hamlet on the sea-coast containing one stone house.
“ The Adones did not come from Faf, as stated by others, which

long ago was a territory only inhabited by Midgans, but they

were originally all slaves from the coast, and -were brought into the

country by four tribes of the Hawiyahs named Kunli, Badbadan,

Bajimal, and Dajee. These four tribes represented the original

masters of the Adones, who are now sufficiently numerous to be

virtually masters of all the Hawiyahs.

“The Baha-Wadly Sultan was killed three years ago by the

Marehan tribe, and about the same time the Habr Yunis killed the

Sultan of the Rer Haroun.

“Wil-Wal was a Sultan of the Berteri subdivision of the

Darrode, who died some fifteen years ago, and was famous for his

quickness and bravery.”
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THERMOMETRICAL OBSERVATIONS.

The following thermometrical observations were taken with instruments

supplied by Casella, London, which had been regulated at Kew.
The observations taken by the wet and dry bulb were generally made

in the best shade obtainable on the march.

The hour was necessarily irregular, as it depended upon the time

chosen for the mid-day halt. Frequently I was unable to find any good

shade in the middle of the day, which accounts for the irregularity of

the observations.

The highest temperature recorded was on March 3rd, when we were on

the Webbe. It was 97°

;

and it also gave the greatest difference between

the wet and dry bulb, viz. 27°.

The lowest temperature was 47
0

,
and occurred on December 29th,

when we were at Hammar, on the hill leading to the plateau.

DECEMBER.

Day.

Hour.

1

2

3

4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12

13
14
r S
16

17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28

29

3°
31

iS

Dry. Wet.

78 64
49

75 63 54
76 64 56

55

77-5 65 5S
47

72 63
49

Min.
at

Night.

Locality.

From Ber-
bera to the

' top of the
plateau.

( From the
< top of the

(.
plateau.

JANUARY.
Min.
at

Night.

Locality.

Hour. Dry. Wet.

46.5
12.0 77 64 43-5 [>To Burao.
1.0 77 63 53-5

55
1.30 79 61 53-5
2.0 79 63 55 - At Burao.
3-o 82 62 45-5

1-45 81 58 46
s

i-4S 85 60
i-i5 84 62 46
2.30 86 60.5 49

44 Crossing

47 the Haud
49 to

5° Gerlo-

57 guhy.

2.30 86 62 6l

i-3° 84 63 52
2.0 86 64 58

56 ;

58
56
64

59
60 At Gerlo-

61 guby.

58

61

57'

5
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Day.

APRIL.

Min. at

.Night.
Hour,
P. M.

Dry. Wet.

I 6 l

2 2.15 83 70.5 61

3 2.15 91 72

4 1.30 84 71 59

S 1.30 86.5 73 63-5

6 67

7 2.30 80 70 58

8 2.0 82 69 60.5

9 1.30 86 63 71
IO 2.30 87 63 63
1

1

i -45 83 7 i 61.5

12 59
13 2.0 77 64

Remarks.

Shower lasting fifteen

minutes. Cloudy.

Slight shower. Cloudy.

Cloudy.
Cloudy.
Heavy rain for two hours

during night.

Cloudy.

\ Very cloudy. Rain

l
during morning.

Cloudy.
Cloudy.

Cloudy.
Cloudy.
Heavy rain, with thunder.

Heavy rain, with thunder.

Locality.

Between

Hahi

and

the

final

descent

to

the

Maritime

plain.
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A.

Abans, our, 84, 139, 140, 147, 196, 202,
203, 215 ;

Sultan Ovvd’s, 223 ; 335.
Abdeellah, 35, 45, 47 ;

his marriage pro-
ject, 1 17, 135 ;

in suspicion, 139 ; 140,
165, 196 ;

his stories, 224 ; 328.
Abd-er-rahman, 10.

Aberdare, Lord, warning of, 124.
Aboo Bekr, 321, 322.
Adardley, 227.

Addah, Mahmoud, our camel purveyor,
l8

>
r 9. 32 > 34. 35. 1 17, 126, 136, 155,

174, 196, 212, 219, 220, 225.
Aden, at, 17, 19.

Adoue, the, 164, 168, 169, 335.
Affey and his son, 217 ;

his son, 225.
Agriculture, first efforts at, seen by us,

141 ; among the Rer Hammers, 162.
Ajax, a dejected, 1 16.

Alarm, a false, 1 70.

Allah, Somal faith in, 108, 109, III.

Animals, bewitching of, 192.
Anselmier, 14, 207.
Antelope, an, shot, 179; 262-264.
Anthills, 90, 91.

Antonelli, Count, 333.
Ants, white, 57, 277.

Aouleehans, the, 178, 181, 330.
Appetite, a royal, 56.

Appointments, applicants for, 24.
Arabic in request, 174.
Arcadia, a seeming, 59.
Army, our, divided into three companies,

45-
Arori, the plain, 86-88.
Ass, a wild, shot, 39 ;

264-266.
Assab,_333, 334.
Assassin, a would-be, 226.
Attack, night, guarded against, 123.
Ayal Achmets, the, 63, 64, 115, 116, 1 29,

195, 196, 218, 225.
Aylmer, G. P., 14, 21, 45, 54, 55, 59,

1 16, 276.

Azalo, Mount, 332.

B.

Baboons, 37.
Bacon, eating of, given up, 56.
Baha-Wadly, the, 1

1 3 ; chiefs of, 126,

127 ;
218.

Baiyahow, 178.

Bangles, 143.
Bar-ajam, 1.

Bar-as-Somal, 1.

Barbel, the, 309-317.
Baring, Sir Evelyn, his telegrams, 76,

77-

Barrenness among the Somals, 73.
Barri, 165, 170, 17 1 ;

the Suitan of,

172, 176, 183, 184-186, 191 ;
people,

174, 175 l l82
, 183.

Battle royal, a, 62.

Beads, 143, 144, 170.

Bee-eaters, 43.
Beggar, a professional, 202.

Beggars, “more,” 53.

Behin, the Tug, 43.
Berbera blockaded, 3; our starting-point,

9, 10; described, 22, 23; back to,

228.

Birds from Somali-land, 276-308.
Blackmail on caravans, 63.

Blair, General, Mrs., and Miss, 14, 15 ;

Christmas gift of, 52; and home in-

terference with expedition, 82 ; 331.
Bloodletting, 15 1.

Blyth, Mr., 261, 264.

Bonnets, ladies’, advantage of their

introduction, no, ill.

Boobi wells, 204.

Book, reading of a, a mystery, 207.

Bows and arrows, native, 69, 70 ; 325.
Bracelets, 326.

Brazza, Count de, 333.
Bridegroom, a youthful, 23.

Brooke, Sir Victor, 263.

Bulhar, 223.
“ Bungalow, The Travellers',” 35.

Burao, arrival at, 62, 63 ; stay at, 67,

75-
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Burton, Sir Richard, 4; “Footsteps in

E. Africa,” 4, 5, 6 ;
on the Somali

race, 7 ;
meeting with, 15 ; 124, 127.

Bussorah, 178.

Butterflies, 230.

0.

Cactus, 57.

Cahaigue, Taurin, 332.

Camel, the, 34, 35; a dead, 6 1 ;
Hak-

luyt’s description of the, 261.

Camels, of the Somals, 2, 91 ;
hiring of,

16, 17, 24; purchase of, 19; for the

expedition, 34; arrival of Owd’s, 81 ;

theft of two, 133 ; 1 5 1, 152 5
last eating,

154 ;
as food, 163.

Camel-drivers, 24 ;
contract with, 25 ;

selection of, 27 ;
mutiny and strike

among, 89 ;
complaints of, 132, 133-

Camp, scene in, 37.

Cannon, our, 173.

Captains, the three, 45-

Caravan, our, 85 ;
a giant, 1531 r 77> 1 70-

Carter, Dr., his appointment to explore

the Somal country, 3.

Character, a bad, 29.

Cemetery, a, 60.

Christmas at Hammar, 52.

Claus, Santa, a flavour of, 52.

Clerk, our, 16 ;
his legal drafting, 25, 26.

Club, the, 324, 325.

Commotion, a great, I So.

Conflagration, a, 59.

Contract with camel-owners, 25.

Corn, 168.

Coshin Gubdoo, 80.

Cotton, wild, 1 4 1 -

Coup d’etat, an intended, 1 72.

Cow carried off by a lion, 1 98-

Crocodile, a large, 159, 160, 190, 191 ;

eggs, 1 6 1 ;
in the Webbe Shebeyli, 170,

179-

Croton oil, 50-

Crows, 102, 276.

Cruttenden, Lieutenant, 4.

Cuckoo, great spotted, egg of the, 276.

Custom, the, of the country, 48, 55, 63,

86, 145 ;
an English, 53.

Cypher, a self-important, 29.

D.

D’Abaddie, Antoine, 15.

Danakits, the, 334.

Dance, a midnight, 177.

Darror, 214, 216, 219.

Dayr, the Tug, 61, 65.

Death, method of averting, 71, 72.

Deberiag wells, 151, 153, 197-

Decken, Von der, 261, 262.

Defence, circle of, 100.

Demonstration, a military, 165-

Deria, the Aden Somal, our chief cook,

30, 56, 200.

Deria, the Sultan, 55.

Dhow, voyage in a, 19, 20.

Dhurra, heads of, 17 1.

Dik-dik, the, 46, 93.

Diseases, endemic, 66.

Divorce, a penalty, 26 ;
oath of, 204.

Dobar, 37.

Dobay, 178.

Doctor, a. and the Sultan Owd, 54 i
hept

busy, 66 ;
declining to compete with a

specialist in ribs, 67 ;
and his lady

patients, 72, 73 ;
his surgical capacity,

1 17. (See Thrupp.)
Dolbohantis, the, 96, 97, 100, 101, 102,

2JS-
Dollols, the Rer, 1

1 5, 1 16 ;
warriors,

attack of, 118, 1
1 9 ;

rout of, 121 ; 125,

128, 140; protest of, against eating

camel’s flesh, 163 ; 164, 165, 191, 192,

219.

Dress, Somali, 325, 326.

Drill of our men, 24.

Dualla Idrees, 15, 16, 18, 27, 28; a fair

shot, 32 ;
our “ Ras,” 35 ; 75, 78, 79 ;

jealousy of, 81; 115, If 6, 126; his

challenge, 127, 208 ;
our warning, 137 ;

1 39, 155, 173, 174; loses his temper,

210.

Dualla 0 wad, 132.

Duel between two camel men, 103, 201.

Durling, 14, 207.

E.

Earrings, 326.

Ebir, the, 70.

Eed, festival of, 29.

Eed-a-galleh, the, 2 1 6, 220.

Eesa Mousa tribe, the, hereditary claim

of, and its settlement, 40-42 ;
conci-

liated, 42 ;
complaint of, 43 ;

nick-

named, 50 ;
a pest, 60.

Elephants, as food, 48 ;
rumours of, 581

1 8 1.

“Eminence, His,” 147-

Equerries, the Sultan Owd’s, 86.

Equipment, our, 33.

Escort, our, 15, 1 6.

Expedition, our, stopped by Government,

76; Moslem prejudice against, 129.,

Eye-water, a request for, 151, 202.
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F.

Faf, 136, 137, 138, 140, 141 ;
in the

rainy season, 146; 182; the Tug, 196,

199.

Fafan, the Tug, 150, 216.

Family, the establishment of a, important,

73 -

Fantasies, Sultan Owd’s, 67, 68, 69 ;
in

the Webbe, 182, 183; 222.

Fatigue party, a, 53.
“ Fatty,” a lady help, 136, 153, 154, 199.

Feelings, home, 147.

Ferrand, G., his pamphlet, 127.

Feud, a, 27, 28.

Fig tree, a magnificent, 226.

Fighting, a lecture on, 46, 47.

Fines, 21 1.

Fire-arms, effect of use of, on natives,

108, 160.

Fire-makers, 107 ; tested, 159.

Flora of Somali-land, 317-327.
Foreign Office, telegrams from, 76 ;

aware
of our intentions, 77.

Fox, a dark coloured, 61.

G.

Galdumbas wells, 155.

Game, abundant, 39, 179, 197 ;
big, 58.

Geese, Egyptian, 102, 216, 277.

Gerloguby, 101, 103, 104, 105 ;
reception

at, 106, 133, 134, 147-

Giranook, the, 37.

Girghis, 6, 14, 124, 207, 219.

Godahali, 164.

Goolooly wells, 61.

Gorasin country, 18 1.

Gorrahai wells, 154.

Government, the British, its economy, 13.

Granville, Lord, his telegram, 76, 81.

Gratitude, an instance of, 151.

Guban, 50.

Guldoo Hammed, 57 -

Gum, 93.
Gunder-Liba, II.

H.

Habr-Gekhajis, the, 50 ;
their Christmas

gift, 52 ;
the rival factions, 55 ;

country,

164.

Habr-Tdjalehs, the, 79, 80.

Habr-Yunis, the, 59, 116, 184.

Hagenbeck, Mr. C., 261, 264.

Hahi, 203, 204, 206, 207, 209, 213, 214.

Haji-Moosa, the, 80, 225.

Haggenmacher, 5, 6, 57.

Hakluyt, 1,26.

Hamar, 177.
Hammar, a plateau, 49, 50.

Hammer, the Rer, envoys from, 155;
156, 158; agriculturists, 162; 169.

Handullah, the Rer, 152.
Hare, a, started, 63.

Harouns, the Rer, 216.

Harradigit, 209, 216, 217.
Harrar, 333.
Hatchets, 325.
Haud, the, 62, 87, 88, 1 5 1.

Ha Wadly, the, 177.
Hawiyah Somals, the, 164, 169, 171, 182.

Helps, lady, 30, 3 1 ;
quarrel among, 136 ;

conduct hitherto, 137.
Herne, Lieutenant, 4.

Heterocephalus, the, 270-276.
Hildebrant, 4.

Hippopotami, 179.

Hodayu, 95, 96, 97, 98, 101.

Honey-bird, a, and honey, 162, 163.

Hornbill, a mocking, 104.

Hornet, a veritable, 130-132 ;
nest, 185.

Horse breeders, 225.

Horse equipments, Somali, 327.
Horsemanship, feats in, 67, 68.

Hubla, 30, no.
Huddi, 178.

Hump, camel’s, 152.

Huntahs, 65, 92, 99.

Hunter, Major, 14, 15, 16 ;
his letter, 76 ;

and telegrams, 77, 78 ;
injudiciousness,

80; letter to, 80, 130; his letter to

all sultans and sheiks, 83 ; 335.
Hurry, suspicious, 56.

Hussein, 217,
Hyaenas, 46, 112, 1

1 3, 153, 198, 199.

I.

Ibis, the sacred, 168, 277.

Indiscretion, official, 130.

Information, native, 11, 12.

Insult, the grossest, to a Somal, 210.

Invitation, an, 12.

Iron, magnetic, 49.

Italians at Assab, 333, 334.
Itch, the, endemic, 66.

Itinerary given by Abdeellah, 328.

J.

James, W. D., 14.

K.

Kaffirs, a name of reproach, 142.

Khamis, our kitchen-maid, 30 ;
remark

about the Somalis, 90 ; his frenzy

against the cook, 200.
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Knives, 325.
Koobi wells, 150
Koodoo, 9, 194, 262.

Koomfah, the, 188.

Koran, the, cases for, 70, 326 ;
recom-

mended as a present in Mahommedan
countries, 74 ; as a gift, 127, 145 ;

in

schools, 17 1.

Korashee, 188, 202, 214, 335.

L.

Lad, a negro, 193, 194.
Ladies, two native, apply to the doctor,

72 ;
fastidious taste of the, 143.

Lady, and her blind child, 150, 151.
Langomara, 37.
Leopard River, 5, 11.

Lepidoptera, 229-260.
Letters, from Major Hunter, 76 ; to the

Major, 80, 130 ;
from England, 184;

224.

Libawebbe, 178.

Lions, 140 ;
hunt after, 193 ;

skin
stuffed, 219.

Lioness, an old, 198.

Lort-Phillips, E., 14, 17; and the wild
ass, 39 ; 45, 54 ;

letter from, 58 ;
and

his banjo, 59 ; 94 ; and the hornbill,

104; surprises the natives, 108 ;
chases

a water- buck, 165 ; 229, 232, 265, 269,

270, 276, 278.
Louisa’s, Aunt, picture-books, 147.
Lushington, Commodore, 3, 4.

M.

Madisha, 4, 177, 178, 187.

Magag, Ali, 132, 204.

Mammals from Somali-land, 261-269.
Man, the white, 66 ;

a, terrible through
his deeds, 74 j a big, 221, 222.

Map, nearly ruined, 60.

Marayde, 138.

Marching, our manner of, 165.

Marriages among the natives, 212.

Mary Ann, the brig, its seizure by the

Somalis, and the penalty, 2, 3.

Massacre, report of our, 195, 196, 212,

218.

Matrimony, a prelude to, 24.

Mediation, offered and rejected, 55.
Melons, 147.

Menges, Herr, 4, 269.

Messengers, Major Hunter’s, 78, 79.
Migdans, the, 68, 69, 70, 137, 147, 176,

208.

Milmil, 216.

Mimosa, the, 46, S6, 156.

Mirage, a, 9, 95.

Mocking-birds, 100.

Moslems, 58.

Moths, 230.

Mules, our, 35.

N.

Necklaces, trade in, 170, 17 1; 326.

Negada Wayna wells, the, 195.

Negroes on the Webbe Shebeyli, 169,

1 7 1, 182.

News, disagreeable, 137.
Nogal, Wady, 61.

Noor, Haji Mahmoud, 147- 149.
Noor, the Sultan, 55, 221, 224, 223 ;

his

people, 62 ;
and the Sultan Noor, 87 ;

219; avoiding, 220.

Nooreh, 138, 140.

O.

Oath, a Somali, 25.

Observations, thermometrical, 336
Ogadayn, reached, 93 ; 99 ;

women, 102,

103 ; tribes in, 127 ;
people, 163, 164,

182 ;
country, 164.

Omar Hosein, 127.

Opportunity, a lost, 215.

Oration, an, in welcome of the white

man, 68 ;
a Dollol, 1 19 ;

222.

Orator, a Dollol, 119; 222.

Ornaments, Somali, 326.

Ostriches, a parade of, 68 ;
their value,

69 ;
food of, 147.

Ougass Elmi, the, 116; their cavalry,

1 18 ;
rout of, 12 1, 125.

Ougass, the Rer, 152 ;
a chief of, 152.

Owd, the Sultan, arrival of, 53 ;
inter-

viewed, 54 ; his appearance, 54 ;
poli-

tical position, 55 ;
a usurper, 55 ;

and
our needs, 65 ;

and his fantasies, 67 ;

investiture of, 68 ;
provides camels,

81 ;
he holds back, but is gained over,

83 ;
conveys us, 84, 85 ;

leaves the

camp with a “character,” 86, 87 ;
221.

P.

Paddy-birds, 168.

Panther, a, 195.

Panagiotos, 5.

Parade, a great military, 182, 183.

Patients, arrival of, 50 ;
interesting but

incurable, 66.

Perim, 334.
Photographing, 1S0, 219, 225.

Pipe, the, a charm, 107.
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Poison, arrow, 70.

Police, native, 24.

Portmanteau, an old, 149.
Pow-wovvs, 83, 1 14.

Policy, a bad, 56.

Porro, Count, and his expedition, 6,

123.

Priest, an influential Moslem, 74, 201 ;

a hostile, 1 13.

Priests, four, 16; our policy with, 73;
their character, 74; to be conciliated,

127 ; 137.

Prayers and prayer-carpets, 38 ; 109 ;

rival, 174, 175.

Proceeding, a cool, 185.

Provisions, at the Webbe Shebeyli,

168.

Purchases, our first, with coin, 208.

Q.
Query, a, 223.

Quid pro quo, a, 26.

Quiver, the, 325.
Quolquols, 49, 99.

R.

Raft, a, 179, 184.

Rains, the, on the Webbe, 178; local,

203, 277.
Raouf Pasha, 333.
Ravenstein, Mr., 6, 7 .

Regio Aromatifera, 1.

Request, a strange, 227.

Revolt, 4, 261.

Rheumatism, endemic, 66, 150.

Rhinoceros, 18 1, 206, 207, 331.
Ribs, crushed, treatment of, 66, 67.

Rigby, General, 1.

Rifle accidents, 1 50.

Rifle practice, 32.

Roads or routes, 327-335.
Riippell, Dr., 270.

S.

Sacconi, 5, 11.

Sandal, offence of the, avenged, 210, 21 1.

Sandals, theft of, 191 ; 326.

Scare, a, 100, 10 r, 108, 184-186.

Sharmarkay, El Haji, 3, 28.

Sharmarkay, Mohammed, 27, 28, 79.

Shebeyli, the Webbe, 5, II; message
from Sultan of, 155, 156-159, 162;
Sultan of, 164-166, 169, 171-176; our

camp on, 166 ;
natives on, 166, 167 ;

a native of, 177; people, 182; depar-

ture from, 194.

Sheep, a pet, 104 ; bewitched, 191.
Sheik, 58.

Shield, the, 325.
Shoa, 322.

Shot, a “gallery,” 160.

Scurvy, endemic, 150.

Scylla, between and Charybdis, 220.
Seek, the Tug, 226.
“ Small pockis,” 51.

Smit, Mr., 264.
Smith, Adam, gospel of, enforced, 215.
Somali-land, its extent, 1 • population and

harbours, 2 ;
unexplored, 4 ;

expedi-
tions into, 6 ;

should be opened to Eng-
lish commerce, 13.

Somals, the, 2, 7 ;
their praying habits

and religious scruples as to food, 38 ;

weapons, 47 ;
hard to kill one, and the

reason, 71 ; accustomed to feel steel,

71 ;
religion of wilder, 108; great

talkers, 129 ; musical, 141 ; detested
by the Adone, 169.

Speke, Captain, 4, 5, 261.

Spear-head, a flint, 60.

Spear, of the Rer Hammers, 15S, 162;
a magic, 192.

Spears, 324.
Stocks, Dr., 4.

Storks, 16 1.

Storm, in a tea-cup, 44, 45 ;
-makers, 107

;

a tremendous, 199.
Street riot at Berbera, native report of

a, 218.

Strike, a, 89.

Stronghold of a priesthood, 142.
Stroyan, Lieutenant, 4, 5.

Sultan, the sheep, 104, 125, 135, 213 ;
a

pseudo-, submits, 187.

Sultans, Owd, 53—55, 65, 67, 68, 81, 83-
87, 221 ; Deria, 55 ;

of Barri, 172-176,
183-186, 191 ;

Noor, 55, 87,219-225 ;

of the Shebeyli Webbe, 155, 164 166 ;

visits of rival, 188.

Superstition, a Somali, 63 ;
story of na-

tive, 192.

Swords, 324.

T.

Tactics, native, analysis of, 122.

Tagabayn wells, 135.

Tapley, Mark, a relative of his, 20.

Telegrams, 76 ; misread by Major
Hunter, 77 > sent 0,1 his suggestion,

78 ;
sent in cypher, 82.

Tent equipments, Somali, 326.

Thrupp, J. G., our doctor, 14, 15, 20,

57 ;
his skill in single-stick, 75 ; 229,

232, 276. (See Doctor.)
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Toba, the, 325, 326.

Tocsin, the, sounded, 118.

Tomal, the, 70.

Tomb, an imposing, 22.

Treasure, exposure of, to natives, 128.

Tribes, low caste, 70.

II.

Ug.az, the, 127.

Ugub, 50.

Unity recommended, 223.

V.

Vegetation, a curious, 46.

Villa, a Pompeian, 23.

Village, a Moslem, 58.

Virgin, a disappointed, 30.

Vision, a, 29.

Vulture, the Egyptian, 276.

W.

Wada Gulif, 216.

Wak Mahali, the, 181.

Walleri, 262-264.

Walsh, Mr., 14, 17, 18, 23, 27-29, 33, 36,

40, 42 ; our banker, 44 ; note and ad-

vice from, 81, 82; 227.

War-dance, a Migdan, 69 ;
at Barri,

US- 183-

War-horn, a, 181.

Warrior, a dancing, 41, 42 ;
signs of the

true, 169.

Water, anxiety about and digging for,

98, 99 ;
drawing of, 1 25 ;

quest of,

209 ;
216.

Water-buck, 161, 163, 179.

Waterfall, an active, 43.

Weapons, Somali, 324, 325.

Webbe, the, see Shebeyli.
Weiss, a troublesome camel - driver,

21 1.

Welgarti wells, 1 97.

Wells, the native, 125; rock-hewn, 216,

217 i 330-
Whipping a man, 21 1.

Whirlwinds, 91, 222.

Wil-Wal, 335.
Woman, an old, and her camel, 204,

205.

Y.

Yerbuhy, Major, 229, 232, 235.

Z.

Zeilah, 331-333-

THE END.
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